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Take

world

Take on the world.Take off on Pan Am." You'll get a stewardess who's
from Paris. Or Punta del Este. or Papeete. You'll get a pilot who's fcfeeri around
the world the way most people have been around the block. And you'll get a feeling
for flying you just didn't have before, lust call a Pan Am Travel Agent or call
Pan American World Airways.Then take off for anywhere in the world.
On the world's most experienced airline. Pan Am makes the going great.
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66 nging nomads into farmers seams a Wfc tor earner times. But
in the N&er East, the cradle of Mediterranean civilization, the resettle-
ment of the Bedouin is taking place right now, under the very shadow
rif conflict. Our reporter, George Zottola, has just visited Egypt's north-
west <(esef( to see flow this experiment f's being carried OL* and modern
answers found to such an ancient problem (p. 34).

Resettling the Bedouin, or introducing farmers ot the third world to
new techniques are shock-provoking activities: the clash is unavoida-
ble when old meets new. The men and women who must (ace it in the
field — the advisors and the advised — know it full well. Born ward
Joerges, e social psychologist who specializes in intercuftural commu-
nications, analyses the problem and makes suggestions... (p. 41),

Even miracles are planned today. They cost years of intensive
research by scores ot scientific teams. This is how IR-8 was born, the
late&i creation of iRRt, the toternaffonaf fljce Research fnsl)tul&, which
was immediately celled a " miracle rice ". IR-8 can double or triple
the rice crop and ihus toed hundreds of millions of people. But,
cautions Hubertus zu Lowenslein, the miracle will happen only if...
(P- 44).

Feeding the hungry is a question of moraf responsf'tnVfty tor mankind
as a whole. Hunger, however, persists, bearing down on our world
with all its weight even though we know, only too well, that it is the
consequence of an imbalance in the fabric ct social and economic devel-
opment, fhe WFp (UN/FAD World Food Programme) is seeking new
ways to contribute to development by using food for financing jobs.
Noel GIv«le( tolls us how (p. 47).

Aid or cooperation? Dr. B.J. Udink, the Nether land's youngest
cabinet minister, prefers the second solution. In this exclusive..
interview, where his realistic approach predominates, fie leffs us thai
relations between rich and poor countries must be based on mutual
interest, Only thus can the term cooperation begin to take its true
meaning (p. 26).

The explosive growth of the world's population in the last halt ot
our century has bocomt) more frian a threat. E.C. Carandang, Erector of
the Plant Industry Bureau ot the Philippines Department ot Agriculture
(p. 31 j. shows how thts fundamental problem affects hta country's devel-
opment Peuf Bairoch. who specializes in economic history attributes
a primary role to the same phenomenon, when he examines the choice
of priorities — agriculture or industry — m the economic plans ot the
countries of the thjrd world (p 52)

How to turn a loss into a gain? Faced with the brain drain, which
makes the rich countries richer and the poor poorer, R.E. Aiher.
acting director ot the Brookings Institution, Washington, wonders
whether the idea of a blood bank could not be borrowed Why not a
brain bank? he asks (p. 22).

The next number (March-April) ol CERES will be a special
issue on private investment in the developing countries.

Cmrtnatn
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The crop emerges.
With it the seed of destruction:

Wherever com seedlings sprout, weeds are
sprouting just as fast.

on the land will be too rank to grow
corn, as if nature preferred weeds.

Weeds deprive the crop ol nutrients* living
space, light, and water.

Thai ^ h\ «\|n'nrn<i'<! t urn-growers
U-.C Ctaaprbn*j the approved wettable powder of
world-wide tame.

It pays to use Cesaprim.
11500 tesls in ihe USA have shown: ihe

t(irn-grower's investment in Cesaprim
four-fold return-through higher ytH(k.

Geigy
Creators of Chemicals for Modern Agriculture
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E( Alamein, one of the great
battlefields of World War II. is today
the site of a great social and
agricultural experiment called
Operation 017. The article on page 34
describes how the United Arab
Republic is smuloymg education,
propaganda and incentives to induce
Bedouin herdsmer\ to become farmers
and turn desert wastes into fertile land.
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Granules or powders ?
Once this was a problem: in tact, when it
comes to choosing fertilizers the farmer should
have the last word, as his calculations are
based on his own experience. Before deciding,
however it is only right to consider all the ad-
vantages offered by a Seifafert granular com-
plex fertilizer and Seifa, who also markets
powdered fertilizers, knows perfectly well which
these advantages are.
First and foremost, through a modem chemical
synthesis, a Scifafert granule contains the three
basic plant nutrients: nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium. The advantages of this concentra-
tion are evident: fewer transport and handling
costs: more free space in the storeroom; less
fertilizers leached away by rain or blown
away by the wind; balanced rates of nutrients.

Furthermore, with Seifaferts, it doesn't matter
in which part of the world you live. In fact,
they are produced in so many formulae, that
you can always choose the right one for your
kind of soi^ climate and - more important still
- for your crop. Whichever it may be.

Seifa - Piazza Duca d'Aosta, 4 Milano
Scifafrrt i* the roistered trademark for Scif« complex
f n i l i f t . Further tn thwe. Seifa markels ill typ« <»f

fertilizer*.



AFRICA

• Lo*n% of % 126 mittian
fat* 3 African COuntriam

Development will be spur- j
red in eight African countries
by a $128 million total loan
from the World Bank group.
The countries concerned are
the Malagasy Republic, Zam-
bia. Uganda, Tanzania, Niger,
Nigeria, Guinea and Moroc-
co. The Joans will be used
to promote raad construc-
tion; afforestation: livestock
and bauxite production; priv-
ate industry and tourism;
and electric power, river
transportation and irrigation.

The World Bank group has
made a loan of S8 million to
the Malagasy Republic for the
construction of two roads ;
totalling 88 miles and three
major bridges. This will con- I
tribute to agricultural devel-

opment in the Central Pla-
teau, the most heavily popul-
ated region of the world's
fourth fargest island, and in
the northwest.

Niger's high transport costs
will be substantially reduced
by a four-year road mainten-
ance programme to be ear-
ned out with the assistance
of a $6.12 mmii'.i credit Irom
the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA), one
of the World Bank group.

The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (IBRD), of the World
Bank group, has made a
S10.7 million toan to Zambia
for the rebuilding of 235 miles
ol the Great North Road
which lorms part of the
z&m highway linking the

bian copperbeli with the Tan-
zanian port of Dar-es-Salaam.
The (BRD has also granted
Zambia a $5.3 million loan for
a long-range afforestation
programme to meet industry's
wood requirements

A S3 million credit from IDA
will contribute to a major ef-
fort to increase Uganda's beef
cattle production. Funds will
be provided for ranch invest-
ments by enterprises operat-
ing on some 400 000 acres of
natural pasiureland in various
parts of Uganda, and for re-
lated technical services. Re-
cent elimination of the tsetse
fly from large areas of natur-
al grassland suitable for cattle
raising has made it possib-
le lo expand livestock pro-
duction, said to be the best
way to diversify Uganda's
agriculture-

Similar diversification is
desired in Tanzania and will
be assisted by a $13 million
IDA loan for the development
of five large ranches encom-
passing 420 000 acres. The
development programme aims
at increasing beef output and
expanding breeding stock.

The Niger Dam Authority
will be able to finance com-
pletion of the Kainji multi-
purpose project in Nigeria for
the generation and transmis-
sion of electric power, river
transportation and irrigation
following a $14.5 million loan
from the *BRD. The Kainji
project, the largest ever un-
dertaken in Nigeria, includes
a dam. a power station with
an initial capacity of 320MW,
a transmission system to link
up with the facilities ot the
Electricity Corporation of Ni-
gena to form a natfcrrrsJ pow-
er grid, and a system of
locks and canals for river
transportation. In spile of the
civil disturbances, the project
is nearing completion on
schedule, but the additional
loan was necessary because
of the cost increase over the
original estimate

One of the largest World
Bank loans ever made to an
African country (S64.5 miUion)
has been granted by IBRD
for the development of high-
grade bauxite deposits near

Boke in northwest Guinea.
The Boke project consists of
two interrelated elements: the
construction of an 85-mile
railway from the mine site at
Sangaredi in the Boke area to
the coast, together wjth the
construction of mining instal-
laticns and a township at San-
garedi The IBRD loan will
finance the foreign exchange
costs of the railway, the port
and the township of Kamsar.

IBRD has also made a $15
million loan to a development
finance company, the Banque
nationals pour le developpe-
ment economique, to provide
for additional resources to
spur the growth of Moroccan
p/ivate industry and tourism

• Zambia link* with Emmt
African Cummtinity

Zambia hopes to link with
the postal and tei«communic-
ations network. the harbours
corporation and the research
and social services organizat-
ion of the three states of the
East African Community (Ke-
nya. Uganda and Tanzania)
as the first step toward full
membership of the commu-
nity According to the Lon-

Zambia
and the East
A He an Community

don Times, this was the out-
come of talks held in Mom-
basa in November at the
end of which Elija Mudenda.
Zambia s Foreign Minister,
said a major difficulty on the
way to full membership of the
community was integration of
Zambian railways and air-
ways with the East African
systems
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• End of Union of Cfin-
tral African Stats*?

The Central African Repub-
lic withdrew from the short-
lived Union of Centra] African ,
States in December, accord- j
ing to the Herald Tribune. .
General Jean-Bedel Bokassa. •
President o' the Central Afri- i
can Reniiblic, stated his coun- i
try's intention of joining a ri-
val grouping, the Customs
Union of Central African
States.

The Union of Central Afric-
an States was left with two
of \\% former three member
countries: Chad and the
Democratic Republic of the
Congo. The Customs Union of
Central African States {some-
limes known as the Central
African Customs and Econom-
ic Union] has lour member
countries: Chad, Congo (Braz-
zaville). Gabon and Came-
roon

4

• France agramm to hmlp
Ghana agriomttttrm

Ghana's Commissioner for
Agriculture, Albert Adomakoh,
said that an agreement in
principle lor agricultural co-
operation had been reached ;
between France and Ghana,
according to the Ghana Plo-
tter. The agreement will be
for four years and its aim |
wi1l be to increase Ghana
cotton production with the •
help of France's CFDT [French ,
Company for the Develop-
ment of Textile Fibres).

Recently there have been
some signs of a desire
f°r closer relations between
Ghana, which is English-
speaking, and the five-mem-
ber grouping of French-
speaking countries called the
Conseil de I'entente: Niger,
Dahomey. Togo, the Upper
V l t and the Ivory Coast

!j|AR EAST
• IBRD loan tor Turklmh

the construct ton of about
miles (1 460 km) of 380 KV
transmission lines and asso-
ciated substations to trans-
mit electricity to Ankara and
Istanbul from the powerhouse
at the dam on the Euphrates
river in the mountains of
eastern Turkey.

LATIN AMERICA

fmiactric prvjact
T he World Bank, with a

°an of S25 million, is sharing
'n 'he financing of the Keban
•hydroelectric project, the larg-
os* of several schemes to
'"crease Turkey-s electric
p o*er supply The loan is for

• Capital for V
Ian agriculture

The International Finance
Corporation (IFC] will assist
the development of Venezue-
lan agriculture, and heip ex-
pand Venezuela's capital
market, by making the largest
single commitment (9 million
bolivars, equivalent to S2 mil-
lion) to the underwriting of 25
million bolivars in debentures
offered by Protinal Compania
Anonima of Valencia- Part of
the issue will be convertible
to Protinal stock.

Protinal is Venezuela's lead-
ing producer of concentrated
animal feed, supplying over
60% of the Venezuelan mark-
et.

The funds being raised by
the debenture offering to
which IFC (the World Bank
affiliate which finances pri-
vate enterprises in developing
countries) contributed will be
used for additional working
capital; extension of grain
storage silos and modemiza- .
lion of incubation facilities at
Valencia; and the construc-
tion of transit silos at Acari-
gua.

• Andean nations nofro-
chomical agreement

An agreement signed in
Montevideo by Bolivia. Co-
lombia. Paraguay and Chile
will enable ttv ** countries to
manufacture 56 petrochemi-
cal products in addition to
raw materials for plastics, syn-
thetic fibres, rubber, paint,
ad h wives and insecticides.

The agreement covers in-
vestment programming, coor-
dination of production poli-
cies and the establishment of .
plant in different countries. |
Other points of the agreement
concern the handling of for-

eign capital that is to be
invested in the sector and
promoting the formation of
multilateral enterprises with
capital contributions from the
various participating coun-
tries. Investments amounting -i
to $300 million will be requir- i
ed to install the necessary <
plants.

Manuel Perez Guerrero has
succeeded Raul Prebisch as Sec-
reinry-Genera! o! the UN Con-
ference on Trade and Develop-
ment tor a term beginning March
1969 and ending March 1972.
Mr. Pgroz Guerrero, a former
Minister Q! finance and Minister
ol Min93 end Hydrocarbons of
Venezuela, has been Venezuela's
permanent represeMativa to the
United Nations. He was Presi-
dent o/ fhe UN Economic and
Social Council lor 1968.

ASIA
• Giant Paklmtan dam
aheatf of mchmduto

The Mangla reservoir, part
of the world's largest wate'
control protect, was complet-
ed m November, a year ahead
of the target date

With a volume of 85 million
cu yd the Mangle dam <s the
world's third largest There
are other noteworthy features
in the S2 000-milhon scheme.

The 400 miles of link ca-
nals will irrigate nearly 10 000
square miles, approximately
(he area of U.A.R. irrigated
from the Nile. Supporting fa-
cilities include 160 miles of
access roads and railway
tracks and about the same
length of power transmission
lines.

The Mangla dam on the
Jhelum river is part of the to-
tal Indus Basin Project be-
cause it controls the water
supplies available for diver-
sion to the rivers which have
been depleted while flowing
through India before reaching
Pakistan.

The Mangla project was
completed before time des-
pite geological and political
difficulties. A new technique
in dam design had to be
evolved afler first designs
had been completed because
it was discovered thai the
whole area was affected by
shear zones. Furthermore., the
Indo-Pakistan war in Septem-
ber 1965 slowed the project.
But in July this year the hy-
dropower station at the
southeast end of the Mangla
dam began operating com-
mercially. Eventually this sta-
tion will generate 1 000MW.
tn September the dam reach-
ed its design water level

• indimrt Government
mntttrm freight markot

In November the Indian
Government made a long-
awaited entry into the freight
field by chartering several
ships to transport grain from
the United States to India. It
hir^d ships, including tankers,
bulk carriers and medium-
sized freighters, to transport
138 000 tons of grain from the
United States Gulf and one
tramp steamer for both the
St. Lawrence and theU.S.N.H.
(United States North of Cape
Hatteras) areas.

vVORLD

• World trade growth
in third Quarter of 1988

World Irade continued its
strong growth in the third
quarter of 1968. It exceeded
$200 000 million for the first
time for the 12 months ending
30 September, the internation-
al Monetary Fund has re-
ported

The worid export t/itaJ lr>
the third quarter was at an
annual rate of £209 000 mil-
lion, appreciably higher lhan



Olympus challenges cancer

model GFB
Castro Fiberscnpa
for Biopsy model GTP-A

Intragastnc Camera
with Fiberscope model GT-Va

IntragaStnc Camera model EF
Esophago Fibersccpe

The dream of scientists to observe affected sections of scopes, b^ncho fiberscopes and cofono fiberscopes to
the body interior with the naked eye has been realized
by Olympus, thus making it possible to detect cancer in
its early stage.
Olympus now offers a broad Jine o* optical fiber endo-
scopes such as intra gastric cameras, esophago fiber-

meet your diagnostic and photo-recording needs.
The quality and performance of Olympus products a&
guaranteed by the culmination oF half a century of re-
search and practical experience . . . in the lines of micro
scopes, cameras and measuring & medical instrument*

Olympus
OLYMPUS OPTICAL CO.. LTD.. 7. 3 chomc. *aruit Ugi*am&crii. ChiyuJl-ku. Tokyo, Japan / OLYMPUS OPTICAL CO. (EUROPA) GmbH-
?. tombing 1. Sttindimm 105, Wesl Gtrmtny / OLYMPUS CORPORATION OF AMERICA 1 Nsvadi Drive, Ntw Hydt PKK, N V. 1HM0. U.S>



the $1B1 000 million in the
same quarter of 1967. The
second quarter figure for
1968 was $206 800 mijlion.
For the third quarter, exports
of the industrial countries
were at an annual rate of
S154 600 million, $24 000 mil-
lion more î tan a year ago.

The figures showed that
the 1968 monetary crises did
not affect thB flow of goods
because they were resolved
without adopting heavily re-
strictive trade measures or
disrupting the fixed exchange
rates among currencies.

ready the world's first fishing
nation quantitatively, caught
10.1 million tons, up from 8.8
million tons the previous year.
Japan was second with 7.5
million tons, compared with
7.1 million in 1966. The So-
viet Union followed with 5.8
million tons, compared with
7.1 million the previous year.
Norway ranked fourth, with
3.2 million tons, an increase
from 2.9 million. The United
States trailed Norway for the
second straight year, with 2.4
million tons — down from 2.5
million in 1966 and the iowesi

catches was due mainly io
a fall in fishing effort rather
than a decline in catch rates.

EUROPE

• North Afrtem ana the
EEO

Negotiations started late
last year between the Euro-
pean Economic Community
(EEC) and Morocco and Tu-
nisia for preferential trade
agreements as a first step

the EEC. Industrial products
and some less important agri-
cultural commodities — such
as pulses, dates, spices and
essential plants — would be
imported duty-free. The levy
on olive ail wauid be reduced
but would be maintained on
hard wheat. Import duties,
in' general, would be cut by
80%. Tunisia has already
agreed in principle and has
offered to extend preferences
during the next three years
to thB five members of EEC,
equivalent to 70% of those
already granted to France.

COMMISSION ON INTLRNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The members at the new Pearson Commission wd th*,r hm m^ehng tut Q K « n M r at Uont GMOTWI. near Montreal. Around the fable,
clockwise, Roberto Otivoira Campos tBranii. Doug'ai Dtllon (USAt. Saburo Okttm M*p*n). Stt Arthur Lewis [Sf. Lucia), Lester B. Pearson.
Chairman (Canada}. Sir Bdward Boyle (UKl Rottmn f V i r g i n {Frtncm). and WtHrfd But* fF*tt»nU Republic at Germany). The eight • Wise
Men ol Development' will look into ffift progress and problem* et 3Q rears of trttwrmtooal *iO and development assistance. will make
fecomm&ndations on the best policies and methods to pro/note Vta tcortomic growth or third wartd countries and repoct TO the World Bonh.

• Rttcorrf world ffmh
omtoh

World fishing set signifi-
cant records in 1967 when
the total catch of marine and
freshwater fish surpassed 60
million metric tons and Peru
became -tr?b ilrst nation to
takB more than 10 million
tons. FAO estimated the to-
tal annual world catch for the
Calendar year 1967 at 60.5
million metric tons, a 5,5%
increase over the 1966 figure
°' 57.3 million tons. The
amount includes 7.2 million
'ons of lish caught in inland

including salmon, eet
other migratory fish spe-

cies.

The total catch was almost
'*ice that of 1957 (31.5 m(1-
'•on tons), and more than
•hree limes the catch of 1948
(19.6 million tons), Peru, al-

for the country since 1962.
But a recent report by

OECD says, on the other
hand, that the North Atlantic
catch was down 10% in 1967
and that for the first time in
many years the demand for
fish gave cause for anxiety.

The 2f-nation report point-
ed out that government
backing lor the fishing indus-
try can be dangerous: " Al-
though such rr^asures might
give the appearance of im-
proving the condition of some
fisheries and be politically
expedient they certainly can-
not lead to an improvement
of the overall situation and
furthermore could have ad-
verse effects by distorting
the normal conditions of the
increasing competition be-
tween fishing countries. "

The 1967 reduction in

toward full association of both
countries with the EEC. Ne-
gotiations continued between
Spain and Yugoslavia and the
EEC, while exploratory talks
started with Malta.

Belgium, the Netherlands
and the Federal Republic of
Germany have granted an-
nual import quota for wines
to Algeria, with reductions
ranging from 50 to 75% In
basic import duties. This
preferential treatment, though
much less favourable than
the one earlier offered by
France, is regarded as a first
slep toward a more compre-
hensive agreement between
Algeria and the EEC as a
whole.

The range of preferences
which might be accorded to
Morocco and Tunisia would
cover 70% of their exports to

• Dutch grant for ttmvmt*
opmmnt dmomtt*

The Netherlands has made
I a $1 million grant to help the

United Nations formulate
plans for the second interna-
tional development decade.

The Dutch Minister for De-
velopment Aid. B.J. Udink
(see interview p. 26). announc-
ed the gram to assist the
drafting of a 10-year world
development plan by the Unit-
ed Nations and its specia-
lized agencies, settling goals
for foreign aid, agricultural
output education and health.

Foreign aid from the weal-
thier countries has fallen
short of goals sat by the
United Nations while devel-
oping countries have not
reached the proposed 5% an-
nual Increase in (heir gross
national product.



a mini-nursery for every seed
The world's food production
could be increased at least 50
percent if every seed of every
crop planted would produce rt»
full potential iA h W M t maturity

WorKing hanO
and plant d

maenme* that will 1) vtimuMte M a d * to
germinate at tamperaturn significant)* lower
and/or higher tw normal, 2) place and space
each seed precisely for optimum use of sunlight,
moisture, and fertility, 3} envelop each seed in a
kind of miniature nursery (like that in the photo
above} within which the seed is protected
against disease, insects, rot, starvation, weeds,
overcrowding, and soil crusting.

A major part of a plant's ability to produce is
influenced strongly during Its first few days of
Qenranatton and gro*tji. A fast, vigorous, early
rtart la reflected <n greater, m a c Motfanri, and
mora econonttcaJ prod oc tivity,

One of th« goato at John Dear* « t o auure
every »e«3 an optungm environment * '•
minimum stress to tfwt Mn entire crop may
achieve ftmuttantous ynitomnty of size, spacing.
quality, and harvest maturity.

This, in turn, will allow faster, lower-cost
mechanical harvesting . .. especially in crops
traditionally dependent upon hand labor.

JOHNKtM. Mohn..

StfM BwaM

JOHN DEERE
The world's largest mgnuiactjrer oi
tractors and agricultural equipment



•It inion

unrealistic
and emotional

From the closing address to the Gen-
eral Assembly of (he United Nations by
' /J President. Eifliiio A renalfx of Guate-
mala.

The most striking feature of [he
and which is a defect of the

Nations is the relatively unrealistic
a n d emotional approach of numerous
delegates. 1 use the word unrealislic
because it is inevitable and sad to note
2° often that delegations or delegates use
a 'l their talenis and all their diplomat ic
efforts to produce a number of resolutions
for each item, forgetting that the evils ol
ihis world arc not cured simply by nc-
Sotiatcd resolution"; hut by the action of
Governments. J use the word cmotion
because often emotion is placed before
reason, regardless of the consequences for
the Organization or for the world.

to check
•he drift

Prentice U.K. Minister of
Development. in Venture.

The popular conception of world hun-
6er lends to be that it exists as a problem
','" jtt own, and th:ii the ultimate solution
'* si|iiply i» make more ftxid available to
\1 l iUnSry areas. But I he fact is thai
. r* is not a separate world food crisis

, dlvwv:ed from ihe general problem of
°nd poverty. The'chronic condition
l poverty needs to be solved by com-

Pr«hensive development, but this devel-

opment must include a higher investment
in agricultural productivity in poorer
countries. . .

But to bring about any long-term suc-
cess in agricultural development in devel-
oping countries, many other factor* have
u> fil inu> an overall pattern, In recog-
nising that increasing attention should
be given to rural development, it is nec-
essary for the planners in developing
eon nines, if necessary with the help of
those who offer economic aid and tech-
nical assistance, to check the drift of
manpower from the countryside to the
urban areas.

This requires new policies and action
in education and social studies, which
would bring about changes in the tradi-
tional attitudes of ordinary village folk.
Education must no longer be seen as an
escape from rural life but a means of
improving ii, and "f bringing the bene-
fits of knowledge to the production of
agriculture and the enhancement of rural
life. To bring about changes in these
traditional patterns is a major undertaking.

* - . aid a liability?

Nicholas de B. Katzenhach in U.S.
AlD's War on Hunger.

As both we and the Soviets have found,
the political payoff afforded by aid is
even now very limited. Developing na-
tions arc sensitive about their depen-
dence on foreign aid. As a mailer of do-
mestic polities they had to be: for. being
so heavily dependent, they must bend
over backwards to avoid the impression,
before their own citizens, that they have
sacrificed the independence of their for-
eign ijolicy.

Aid, for this reason, can be a liability
as well as an asset to bilateral relations
rbese countries strongly resent the use
of aid for purposes they consider extra-
neous to the aid relationship — namely
?s a lever to compel conformity to oui
•— or any other donor's — foreign policy.
The fact is inai itvcsc counwics will not
sacrifice what they consider important
national concerns — even ai the cost
of reduced aid.

praising private
foreign investments

From an article by A bderrahman Tazi.
former director-general of economic af-
fairs in the Moroccan Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, in Finance and Development.

The outstanding feature of the develop-
ment scene today is the growing feeling
of despair and disillusionment over the
aL-liiL-vcments of the development decade.
This feeling is not confined to the richer
countries which helieve that the large
amounts of capital and other assistance
they have provided have not yielded tlit-
res u Its they expected. It is common
among the poorer countries too: they
are convinced lhat Ow flow of assistance
for economic development, although if
may seem Jarge in ubsoluic icrnis, is still
painfully inadequate in lelatkm to the
size of the problems they face. . .

The World Bank's estimates suggest
that the developing countries have reach-
ed the stage where they arc in a position
to use, efficiently and profitably, some-
where between S3-4 fKM) million more of
capital each year than they are getting
That is to say, they arc at present receiv-
ing ubout S9 000 riiill:on of cupitaj an-
uiKilly; but they arc ablt to use — and, I
emphasize, (he word ' use ' here means
1 use efficiently and profitably ' — more
than S12-13 000 million each year. This
gap of S3-4 000 million gives some idea
of the vast scope for useful investment
in the developing countries today. . .

Recently, more and more of the devel-
oping countries have started to recognise
the great contribution which private
t-nicrprise, especial I \ foreign private en-
terprise, can make to their economic pro-
gress The tee way not be far off when
private enterprise, in turn, begins to real-
ise how impressively the scope for invest-
ment in the developing countries has
grown in recent years — and, with ihe
new emphasis on agricultural dcvclop-
mcm. how rapidly it is likely to grow m
the future. In this situation Ik the seeds
for closet collaboration between foK\gn
private investors and the developing coun-
tries — for collaboration of a kind that
could brinj; immeasurable benefits to both.
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Tetra Pak Aseptic
provides the key to a distribution system

The distribution of fresh milk my be
described as u race between man and
bacteria to get at the milk first. In
the industrial countries with their wcll-
dcvclupcd distribution systems and re-
frigeration equipment, the prize gener-
ally goes to man. En the developing
countries, where there is a lack of
both refrigeration and distribution fa-
cilities and where the climate favours
the bacteria, man unfortunately loses
out far loo often.
In October IWS]. when Tctra Pak
presented the result of tests with asep-
tic filling in the well-known tetrabe-
dral, plastic-coated milk carton, it was
clear to everyone engaged in the distri-
bution of fixxjstuffs that here was a
new solution. An inexpensive, dispos-
able carton that could be filled asep-
tically would maktr it possible to han-
dle milk without burdening the expen-
sive refrigeration chain.
W IKII has happened since"' The first
machines were placed in Furopc Si rice
[his was a new U'ermu|Lie. the tech-
rik-.-il ifgfl was trained in ihc first place
in Europe and then on Lhc overseas
markets, Moreover, the hij»h labour
costs and more rational distribuiion in
ihe industrial countries caKed for a

milk wiih a prolonged lifetime.
At present, plants for aseptic filling are
in operation in all of the countries of
western Europe.
St". L-r;il of these countries arc exporting
the Ionglif<r milk to developing coun-
tries. For example, milk is distributed
from the initeJ hm^toni to several
parts of the Middle and Far East.
Even so. the Mipply of milk m 'he
developing »<»untrics iccau u> be chief-

There are MM cvHimrin in which the
actual pn>du(.-iun of milk » satisfac-
tory but where the optimal conditions
fur this pnxJucikm do BOf ahtays coin-
cide with the centra of population
V» hat is needed » a dauimiiun app»-
catW If that k baud on pa«curucJ
milk large invi alanwii arc requireJ
for rcrriiierjikin equipment qzhl from
ihe dairj to the teal comwmci. If. in-
stead, disiribuiinn is based i»n milk
treated and packed in such a wa\ that
it will kaep wjihoui re f ripe m I ion. these
mu'simtnts will he limited to mi-
dtfae equipment ai tht- datriet Whut i^
more, the proUucrion and distribution
of wholesome milk can he Ofgantttd
within a matter of momhs.

lirvt hmiBttkwi outside Europe

look place at Lebanese f-oremost Dai-
ries outside Beirut. From hero the
packed inilk is transported in ordinary
unrcfrigcrated trucks not only in Beirut
but also across the desert to Saudi
Arabia. This example from Beirut
h.is ban followed jn many other places.
I he first aseptic plant in Japan started
up in 1465, and-today ihere are three
dairies with aseptic machines in ope-

In Iran, Ihe Teheran Pasteurized Milk
'i:<i!mally ;i gift from UN1CEP

to the Inf.iian Government, is shortly
to start dbiftirj'itjK jooglife ni'lk. The
surplus pnxtuction d wriH in the Tc-
hcun di>iricT will thus be put to good
me in the mduMnal dntricts of Iran,
panicularK the oil-producing region
around the Pcnian Gulf The pro-
Wcm of tlkiribuiinp ihe milk (o these
areas can he xtKcd »tth the longBfe
milk
î>\ boan milk van he produced at

EBB cost them cow milk and under
conditions which preclude the prfHiuc-
lion of cow milk. 1 be YL-O Hiap Scnf
Canninp and Sauce Factory Ltd., Ma-
laysia, has siarted producing soybean
milk, packed in Tcfra Pak Aseptic
Having previously been confined lo a



(oca! market, the dairy can now cover
.the whok of Malaysia and even ship
ihc mi l l to North Borneo. Combined
with Ui i . i Pak Aseptic, ihU cheap.
proieiB ich beverage can be distribut-
ed without refrigeration under severe
climatic conditions. Truly a pitted
* i ih exciting possibilities for the fu-
ture.
'n the Greater Manila area alone
the*c are more than 3 million consum-
ers, and there arc seven thousand
isiands in the Philippines, With such

complex distribution district, with
nces and diSficuVi sea *T(im-

ports, the distribution of milk products
quite out of the question unkss

have a sufficiently prolonged
lifetime. Fcxvd Masters tnc. in Ma-
nila has built u completely new plant
for the production of kmglifc milk
products.
A Sanio Dumtngo t la i i j . Quisqwiya
Cooperative Productora ck Lecbc
Inc.. t a j four Tetra Standard Aseptic
ftiachifics in a complete!) new plant,
"•Hdy fof a^pLk productuui. which
has just started operation
The first d\tpti i; plan! in I atin Anier
ica started up in IMS. A Mexico
GiJ dair^ Producios dc Lecbc S-V is
working pracikally round the clock.
The first plant for packing milk .isep
Heally in Australia. Baker's Milk
fLownCBStOB) Pt\. Ltd.. is en porting
the major part of its output \O Papua,
^ew fiujriLii, the Philippim^.
land. Ma];i>sia and Singapore

twir^ OoaH Kenya.
hiquc almost L-vi-ry da\ BSMCOflKS
Ct a dair> in -the tropical region that
hits lust suned 01 is preparing ta
Itan rhe cUstribudOD of longlifr-'milk.
Ic t ra Pak AsL-ptic is not just it-carton,
it repnsents ;i oonpleie diNtibution

that opens up nr" .',».i>s of cn-
that large populations gd a sup-

PH of protein fhis system is L-qua(l)
MabJc for products band on natural
r a * nu l l , powdered milk reoCHtttltatcd
^•ih animiil ( i r v^dabk f,it. or BW)

»)i)K * producsd trim] vegetable raw
e.g. soybeans. The t>-

P"int is that the carton pre-
!hL- contents however it is Stored

a^d however it is distributed. The
milk that reaches the consumer is in
1 s<;al<ld container and has the same
Quahiy a r,d nutriiionnl value as when
i* Vcft ;hc dairy.

*AB Tetra Pak. Lund. Sweden. OOMINJGAN
REPUBLIC
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far from
one percent

Edwin M. Martin, chairman of the
OECD Development Assistance Commit-
lee. in the OECD Observer.

What remains to be done by both do-
nors and recipients is enormous. Do-
nors are still far from the I % of GNP
target accepted at the UNCTAD meeting in
New Delhi — some S3 500 million short
in 1967. And 5,5% Chip growth means
an average of 3% per capita, not much
concretely for the hundreds of millions
who now get SI00 or less per year. . .

It is thus essential (hat the UN. second
development decade be planned and exe-
cuted with ail of our collective wisdom
and energy, drawing fully on the lessons
learned during the first decade, just as
the third and fourth in this generation-
king battle will have to build on the ex-
perience of their predecessors...

targets for purchases

Fran on article in Lc Monde hy Henry
Perroy, member of the Holy See delega-
tion to the New Delhi Conference.

Common sense and & well-understood
Ndi-intercst should lead us lo accept this
line of thinking: the object of aid is not
to provide for unproductive expenditures
but for the improvement of the produc-
tivity of the third world's workers. Such
prugrev* must normally lead to the im-
provement of domestic productivity and
of foreign export opportunities in devel-
oping countries. We should therefore
expect simultaneous growth in boih our

aid and our trade. The only formula
which is both economically healthy and
morally sound is that of trade and aid,
(putting aid first for the less developed
countries),

Regardless of their ideology, the rich
couniries would help the workers and the
unemployed of the poor nations much
more by buying their products than by
p&y'mg extra taaes in their favour. At
least the consumers know what they are
huyitij;. while taxes. , ,

Would it not be more desirable for fee
developed countries to set up targets for
their purchases from developing coun-
tries, as they do with aid1?

A target could be set at 1% of their
Gross National Product, an apparently
modest figure, but which is in fact at
present reached by only a few ADC (Aid
to Development Committee) countries:
Portugal, Netherlands. Belgium, United
kingdom. Japan, Italy and France.

In the greater pan of the ADC coun-
tries this percentage tends to decrease,
not because the rich buy less from the
poor (which is the case only in the U.K.),
but because they buy more and more
from the rich, carried away as they are
by some sort of "uni-dimensional " devel-
opment.

We readly admit that the ratio imports/
CNP is not completely satisfactory, since
countries do not all depend to the same
extent on exports. Bui other ratios could
be worked out: imports from developing
countries/ioial imports, for example.
However, since it is a question of a target
whose symbolic implication U as impor-
tant as its economic significance, any s:n-
isfactory formula must balance, on the
basis of the GNP. the proportionate level
of trade with that of aid.

guns into
ploughshares?

From an interview with Robert Gar-
diner, hemi <>/ tf\r United Nations Eco*
nomif Commission for Africa (ECA], in
ihr Ghanaian Times.

In an age of vast conceptual changes
and spectacular technology, Afrkn can-

not afford to lag further behind in gener-
ating and controlling its energy re-
sources, conserving and utilising its water,
combating Us* diseases and fructifying its
land.

Africa's armies, whose function is of-
ten negative, could find a socially useful
role in intensive, disciplined, farming
schemes — as says the biologist Henri
Fabre: " History celebrates the battle-
fields whereon we meet our death, but
scorns to speak of the ploughed fields
whereby we live. "

psychological, economic and
political

an article in La Tribune Afri-
caine.

Third world economies cannot get off
the ground without the- active participa-
tion of the population, particularly the
rural communities, in the implementation
of development measures,

This participation in turn cannot be
obtained without overcoming a number
of obstacles of a psychological, economic
and political nature.

The psychological obstacles stem,
mostly, from the fact that the rural popu-
lation is simply not aware that it consti-
tutes an integral part of the development

Th'ft attitude is rooted in the tra-
ditions of a subsistence economy and
ths impact Tif colonialism which encour-
aged subscn lonee., rather than initiative;
the peasant neither cttfe» m»r knows about
development.

The obstacles of an economic nature
arise from the fact that the real needs
of rural communities arc inadequately sat-
isfied by existing credit and marketing
services.

Too often, these services were creat-
ed for exploiting ilu- wealth of the
rural world and the enrichment of a fe*
middlemen, rather than for the benefit of
the producers.

The political obstacles stem mainly
from the fact th:n colonial regime* delib-
erately neglected. EM many years. W
building of the struciurcs which
huvc eniihW (fee participation oi th



communities in the shaping of their
* national policy.

Though some structures of voluntary
•participatinn were set up or.1 the eve of
independence, they were too much im-
bued with the spirit of colonialism to be
adapted to the national context within
which they were to function, In the face
°f so many obstacles, no spontaneous
development was possible.

Therefore, large-scale State interven-
tion must be accepted in an attempt at
educating the public, and even at. trans-
forming social customs whenever they

i hamper economic progress to such an
extent that no technical skill can over-
come their resistance.

they say . . .

reshaping the
pattern of relations

m tt statement by Felipe Herrera,
President of the Inter-American Devel-
opment Hank.

Regional integration, Far from being
an alternative to national development,
is an effective instrument for ?ccelcra-

[t is undeniable that national and
action by our countries can

gn our rates of capital forrnsi4on
and, thereby, our national growt;i. It can
.*" help us improve our reserve posi-

I j*° n s W even narrow our " trade gap "
"y enlarging o»r regional trade

But the entire task will be a labor of
•Syplnts unless, ai the same time, we

^ c « c d in reshaping the pattern of rc-
•oona between the industrialized world
' l n J t n c developing countries, in line with
** commercial, financial, technological
j"Jd institutional arrangements that have
^ c r i examined and debated at length
*'lhin LNCTAD.

This makes it increasingly evident that
a<m America's fate is lied to the destiny

1 a" the raw-materials producing na-
•ons of the w t ) r ] (1 a|1(J to l h c p r o s p e c t s

°r a m°rc suitabfe relationship between
* two thirds of mankind and the

third.

" Obviously, growth is a good thing in
so far as ii helps to feed, clothe, and
house people, and reduce hunger and
misery. But we arc now being forced
to realise that we are buying growth by
squandering planetary capita] at a fright'
erring pace — fuel capital, mineral cap-
ital, water capital, soil capital, even ani-
mal capital (many whale and fish popu-
lations, for example, seem likely never
to recover from our triumphs of fishing
technology). . . "

John Davy, in the Observer

" There is not an orgy of procreation
going on. Parents in the developing
countries are not having more children
— more children are surviving. Tradi-
tionally parents had to have lots of chil-
dren because so many of them died. They
also needed children to work in the fields.
Now, masl of their children will survive
and they have more hands than they need.
They also have more mouths to feed. "

Lord Ritchie Colder. President of the
Conservation Society, in the New York
Times

" The abolition of the system of absen-
tee landlordism, from the production
point of view, i$ justified when land-
lords do not re-jnvest the profits they
have gained from their tenants in land
productivity and in the well-being of the
cultivators, "

M. Maii el Ghonemy in Land Reform

• A 15-year tax equal to 20% of na-
lional incomes must be imposed on devel-
oped nations to solve the probtem of de-
velopment. "

Academician Andrei D. Sakharov. in
War'Peace Review

" Protein malnutrition could be over-
come over much of the worid if the avail-
able resources of oilseed protein were
utilized more efficiently and were supple-
mented with grain legumes and aznino
acicts. -

Dr. H.A.B. Parpia, director of the
Central Food Technological Research
Institute, in Science Journal

" The officials must leave their polished
desks and go to the farmers. They have
to find ways and means of moving crops
to the towns and cities and give the farm-
ers ready markets for what they can
produce. It is useless to urge our farm-
ers to increase production, when they
cannot dispose of their harvests. "

Editorial in the Ghana Echo

*' Economic and social development is
a task not for sprinters but for long-
distance runners. "

Paul Montgomery in the London
limes

"Why nnt regional Unified Nations
assemblies for regional problems' In the
economic and social Reid the practice has
been growing of delegating responsibility
to United Nations regional commissions.
Why should we not adopt a similar ap-
proach to political questions? "

Mr. Lester Pearson, the former Prime
Minister of Canada, giving thr Reith Lec-
tures on the BBC

"Because of the Jong 'braking dis-
tance ' resulting from the momentum of
population growth inherent in the present
age structure of the population, it is es-
sential th9i, in countries still lacking pop-
ulation plans, effective action be initiated
as soon as possible. "

From the U-N, Report on Population
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Freedom from weeds...
... is essential for the healthy growth of
tobacco. Tobacco weeds are destroyed
by

Patoran®
Patoran, a selective herbicide for
tobacco and potato, gives better yields
with easier harvesting.

C ] B A
applied science lot pt>« control

CIBA Limited. Basle, Switzerland
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WOOD

Wood-based panel products
are making a major contri-
bulion toward solving the
world's housing shortage said
Mr. Jack Westoby, Deputy Di-
rector ot FAO's Forestry and
Forest Industries Division,
when addressing the FAO
Committee on Wood-based
Panel Products recently.

In the past decade, the
growth rate of these products
has outstripped those of steel,
cement, electricity and coal.
ThB reason lor this growth
rate of between 10 and 1 1 %

commocGommoccomrhocco moamescimm Hies

production for local con-
sumption should be encour-
aged."

The meeting was presenl-
I ed with an FAO world survey
I of the estimated capacity of
| exisiing plants to product

plywood, particle board and
tiibreboard: categories which
include veneers, hardboard
and insulation board The
estimate did not include fig-
ures on Mainland China.

The survey showed that the
world's capacity to produce
wood-based panels is rising
by about three million metric
tons yearty. Tables showed
thai annual production capac-
ity will have risen From 36 8
million metric tons in 1966 to
42.7 million in 1968 and is
expected to exceed 427 mil-
lion in 1969. The number or
producing plants rose from
2900 in 1966 to 3 000 in 1968,
and wa$ expected to go up
to 3100 in 1969.

The most dynamic of the
three industries covered by
the generic term wood-based
panels is particle board,
whose global capacity is ris-
ing at 13% per annum as

-

annually was that wood-based
panels had become a neces-
sity in housing, agriculture
and industry

However the developing
coufi'1 ' '*"' consumption of
wood-based panels remain-
ed at its 1960 figure of 5 7 %
of the world total

A striking feature of recent
years was the expansion of
the production and expoM of
plywood from Asra Produc-
tion had more than tripled be-
iween 1960 and 1967 and was
expected to increase a fur-
ther 250 per ^cenl by 1975.
This did not include Japan

The slow growth of con-
sumption m developing coun-
tries is partially explained,
according to Mr Westoby,
by (actors such as the avail-
ability of sawnwood and eco-
nomic difficulties "However."
he continued there are cer-
tain areas where wood re-
sources are scarce or poor
and where wood-based panel

compared with 6% for ply-
wood and 5°A> tor fibreboard.
ThBre is considerable under-
utilized capacity in all three
industries though highest for
fibreboard where difficulties
have been experienced on
the main markets in recent
years.

"Hie North American region
was a clear leader in 1967
estimated capacity to pro-
duce wood-based panels with
45% of estimated world to-
tal. Europe was next with
about 28%, followed by Asia
and the Far East (about 14%}.
the Soviet Union (about 8%).
Latin America (3%) and Afri-
ca and Oceania with i%
each

The U.S.A. expected by 1969
to be four timBS higher (at
16.9 million metric tons) than
the runner-up. Japan. Japan,
at 4.3 million tons, was ex-
pected to be slightly ahead
ot the Soviet Union (4.2 mil-
lion) by 1969 Other leaders
in the same period are the
Federal Republic of Germany
{2 7 million), Canada (22 mil-
lion) and France (1.3 million).

An FAO paper prepared for

furrH product*

U 1 Ii DM rwtan.



TO ACCELERATE
AGRO-INDUSTRIAL
PROGRESS
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TO MAKE

NPK Fertilizer Compounding
and Granulating Plants

Insecticide Formulation plants

Animal Feed Compounding Plants

Green Crop Drying
and Processing Plants

Lime Hydration Plants

Cereal Pfants

Tea Processing Plants
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the second United Nations
Conference on Trade and De-
velopment (1968) forecasts
that: 1) in the years up,to
1975 demand for most forest
products, and in particular !
for wood-based panels, paper I
and paperboard, will every-
where continue to rise rapid-
ly; 2) the greater part of the
additional quantities will be
required in the developed ;
centrally planned countries j
{i.e. U.S.S.R. and eastern
Europe) which by 1975 in
aggregate will require an-
nually 15% more sawnwood
than in 1961, nearly two and
a half times as much wood-
based panels and twice as
much paper and paperboard;
and 3) hardwood-rich devel-
oping countries will provide
some of the sawnwood and
much of the additional ply-
wood and veneer or the log
raw materials.

Exports of plywood from :

developing countries grew by '
more than 150% between
1959-61 and 1963-65. By 1963-
65 developing countries ac-
counted for more than one
quarter of all plywood enter-
ing international trade, as
compared with one sixth in
1959-61 and one tenth in .
1953-55. The greater part of .
the increase was in Asia's
exports to North America.

This spectacular growth
rate should continue. By
1975, it is estimated, the de-
veloped countries will require
°ne half to two thirds as
much again annually of trop-
ical hardwoods as in 1963-
6S- By 1975, developing •
countries could in aggregate
be exporting over $1 000 mil-
l jon of forest products to the
developed countries.

The UNCTAD report states |
that at present about two I
fifths, by value, of developing I
countries' exports of forest
products to developed coun- ;

tries are in processed form '
but by 1975 this share may
'^crease considerably. Pro- j
cessed forest products pre-
s e n t unusually favourable
Prospects for early, rapid and I
'arge-scale expansion of ex-
P°rts from developing coun-
tries, j

COCOA

Cocoa prices have in-
creased sharply in the last
few months in a climate of
uncertainty regarding the
outlook for the 1968/69 crops,
particularly in west Africa.
Although during the past
three seasons world produc-
tion had averaged some
200 000 tons below the record
1964 crop and world cocoa
stocks had been drawn down
over the period to sustain
grindings at continuing high
levels, prices remained fair-
ly stable during the first half
of 1968 as the prospects for
the new crop seemed favour-
able. However, during the
third quarter, persistent re-
ports of above average rain-
fall in west Africa gave rise
to concern regarding the de-
velopment of the main crops
and also attracted consider-
able speculative interest to
the market. As expressed
by the average of the three
nearest future quotations on
the New York Cocoa Ex-
change, prices increased
from about 29 cents per
pound in August to about 45
cents in December, the high-
est since January 1955.

The statistics committee
of the FAO Study Group on
Cocoa is scheduled to meet
in March 1969 to issue its
secon^ forecast of 1968/69
production and of grindings
in the calendar year 1969. At
its meeting in early November
1968, the committee forecast
that 1968/69 would be the
fourth year in succession
when consumption would ex-
ceed production.

Production was forecast
by the committee at 1 287 000
tons, a decrease of 52 000
tons from the revised estimate
for 1967/68. It was pointed
out that this decline was due
to a sharp fall in the crops of
west Africa where abnormally
heavy rains had continued
long beyond their usual period
and had had serious adverse
effects on the setting of the
pods and had stimulated black
pod and other diseases. In
Brazil, however, it was felt

that production might show
some increase as a result of
more favourable weather as
well as the agricultural im-
provement work of CEPLAC -
Executive Commission of the
Plan for Rehabilitation of the
Cocoa Growers' Organiza-
tion.

The longer term prospects
for production in Africa will
be of great importance in
determining future price
trends.

Low world market prices
for cocoa in 1965 and
subsequent reductions in
payments to farmers caused
maintenance work and dis-
ease control measures to be
very much reduced. How-
ever, payments to farmers
have since been increased
and measures have been tak-
en by technical and research
authorities to increase pro-
duction.

WHEAT

Toward the end of 1968
it was estimated that world
production for the year would
reach a new record of about
290 million metric tons, 7c/o
above last year and 3% more
than the previous high of 282
millions in 1966.

All the main exporting
countries have larger supplies
available for export in 1968/
69, but world trade in wheat
may not be larger than in the
previous season and end-of-
season carryover stocks are
expected to rise sharply.
Competition for import mar-
kets is therefore sharp and
growing; it has been particu-
larly keen in Japan, the larg-
est dollar market for wheat
outside Europe.

This situation is providing
a test for the new Interna-
tional Grains Arrangement
right at the beginning of its

i three-year span of life. So
• far, it has stood up to the
I test, and the main exporting
j member countries (U.S.A.,
! Canada, Australia, Argentina
1 and the EEC) have declared
j their firm intention to cooper-

ate in maintaining the agreed
minimum price levels.

COFFEE

The International Coffee
Council fixed quotas for 1968/
69, the first year of the re-
newed Agreement, at its
meeting which was held in
August-September 1968. The
overall annual export quota
was set at 47.8 million bags
(2.87 million tons). A fur-
ther 1.5 million bags (90 000
tons) were established as a
quota reserve to be released
in three instalments during
each of the last three quar-
ters of the coffee year de-
pending on market condi-
tions. Beginning in the sec-
ond quarter of the coffee
year (January-March 1969),
when the composite daily
price — an average of the pric-
es of the tour groups of cof-
fees — remains at or above
U.S. cents 37.40 per pound
for 15 marketing days, 500,000
bags will be released from
the reserve and distributed
on a pro rata basis among
all exporting members. Two
further releases, each of
500 000 bags, would be made
in the third and fourth quar-
ters under the same condi-
tions.

The Council also decided
that upward or downward
adjustments in quotas under
the selective price mecha-
nism should operate apart
from the releases from the
reserve quota. For 1968/69.
the Council set floor and
ceiling prices for selective
adjustment as follows:

Colombia Milds
Other Milds
Unwashed Arabics*
Robustas

Floor
pne*

39.25
37 25
35 25
30 50

bilng
prki

43.25
41 25
39 25
34 50

If the average of the daily
market price of any group of
coffee is below its floor or
above its ceiling over 15
marketing days, the quota of
each member of that group
will be adjusted by an amount
equal to three percent of
its annual quota. Under the
ruies previously in 'effect,
adjustments under the selec-
tive system were 2.5 percent.
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Brain drain to brain gain?
High skills are part

of a developing country's irreplaceable wealth
but a man's brain is above all his own.

How to stop the experts' exodus
and woo them back requires even more skill

by ROBERT E. ASHER

To the expanding ranks of angels and devils that speed
or impede man's march to the promised land of develop-
ment, the so-called brain drain is a recent recruit. Little was
said about it until the mid-1960s. This is not surprising.
The brain drain is rarely a problem at the earliest stages of
development. If it comes at all, it comes only after a build-
up of skills t(jat can be exported. Though widely employed
as a shorthand term for the movement of professional persons
from poorer to richer countries, the brain drain remains a
fuzzy concept.

My object in this article is to raise some necessary
questions concerning the nature of the problem, to try to
relate it organically to the development process, and to
mention certain measures for mitigating the drain or, better
still, converting it into a gain. My thesis is that a problem
exists which has more dimensions than many assume it to
have and which,'for its solution, requires action on the part
of both developed and developing countries. It also requires
collaboration between them until well after the need for finan-
cial and commodity assistance on concessional terms has
ended.

I start with a reminder that the brain is at least as much
the property of the person in whose head it rests as of the
nation in which the person is born. This gives the individual
owner some right and obligation to use his brain to further
his own self-realization — to attain what is to him the most
satisfying combination of psychic and economic income. Emi-
gration permits many individuals not only to improve their
personal status but also to make a substantially greater con-
tribution to human welfare than if they were unable to leave
their native lands.

In a world of sovereign states, however, countries tend
to be more interested in maximizing national income and na-
tional welfare than individual or world income and welfare.
If a man earning an above average income in a less developed

Robert E. Asher, Acting Director of the Foreign Policy Studies Pro-
xram, bookings Institution (US), founder and former vice-president
of the Society for International Development, is the author of an
impressive number of books and articles on the problems of devel-
opment and foreign aid.
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country leaves it to accept a better paying job in a developed
country, at less than average income in that country, his move
will reduce per capita income in both countries. But despite
the fall in both places, world income will have risen because
the only immediate change in income has been that of the
emigrant, and his income has increased. Nevertheless, in
social and political terms, the market forces to which the
emigrant was responding may produce an undesinble con-
centration of talent and income.

Like so many other shortages from which less developed
countries suffer, their shortage of skills is a shortage in relation
to " need " rather than effective demand. They " need " vir-
tually all the talent they have, all that they can produce, and
more.

Export* of axpopli yioltf no earnings

Enlarging the domestic stock of skills lies at the heart of
the development process, but the free market works in such
a way that imports are extremely expensive any exports, far
from constituting an offset, represent an additional sacrifice
on the part of the developing country. Exports of commodi-
ties earn command over an amount of resources that more
than covers the resources put into their production. Exports
of skills, often produced at considerable cost to the developing
country, appear to earn nothing, although the emigrants may
eventually send back remittances or perform services that help
their homelands. Rich countries may lose professional talent
to still richer countries and become very exercised about the
brain drain — this has been true of some western European
nations — but, at the same time, they can and do import
talent from poorer countries. The poor countries are not
much of a magnet to anyone.

What can be done about the brain drain from poor coun-
tries? No self-respecting social scientist today, regardless of
the problem confronting him, will advocate a single solution-
[ am fashionable enough to urge a multiprongcd attack t>ut

dedicated enough to the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights to exclude from my list measures that directly restrict
man's freedom of movement.

On the outflow side, the remedies involve measure*



, it more attractive for talented personnel in less devci-
1 oped countries to remain at home andv relatively speak*ing,

less attractive for them to emigrate. On the inflow side, they
involve making it easier for* the less developed country to
import professionals of other nationalities and to re-attract its
own emigres. Advanced countries can de-emphasise schol-
arships, fellowships, and training grants abroad for nationals
uf less developed countries, finance more training in those
countries, and facilitate the release t>f highly skilled nationals
of their own for temporary duty in less developed lands.

Development, it is now recognized, is not a stage attained
when per capita incomes reach some specified level, or after
a particular list of " obstacles " has been overcome. U is a
process, never-ending, dynam-

* K. pervasive, destructive as
as constructive "The

uf the process is the
inculcation of new attitudes
a"d ideas. ofstaLes of mind
hospitable to change, eager
for progress, capable of ap-
plying scicntihe approaches
to an ever wider range of

the point of view
of foreign aid. the critical
period in the development
Process has been assumed lu
** a relatively short span of
years during which, with out-
side help, an aided nation will
niove from a period of virtual
stagnation in per capita fowls
w living to a period of modest
but sustainable increases. Two
^oscly related, mutually rein-
forcing forms of assistance " ^hs Otain drain is a phenomenon
W'H be needed, Capital assistance hclp\ a low-in come
country overcome shortages such a* trw saving short-
age or ihc foreign exchange shortage, I echnicul assistance
^ 'ps it overcome the skilh tbafttgB 11 permits the country
lo import high-level skills, which can he used to train others
f'-c,, to expand directly the l l m m f l l vtuck of skills) and to
n 'an institutions (universities, research centra, labonttories)

produce and ulili/L' high-level skills, technical writfUWW
d noi and should BCM be dedicated solely to the build-up

°f an elite; it can abo introduce policies and pnctiGM that
U" L 'Jsn 'fir latent talents and creativity possessed bj ordinarv
" * " a n ^ women in the most humble walks of hie*

Technical assistance ii not onlv the first, but also the List
rc^uiri;tncni in the foreign aid field Partly because of ihc
unB lead tiiiu- required lor the production of skills as com-
pared wjth the production of commodities, ^elf-sustaining
yrnwth in ski|)s muj not be achieved until long after what

Uk bec11 described a- "HIL- trade limit on growth" has been
^ i n s k i l K t t>m~
rablc io ihat in commodities, thi i would be no cause for

j ' h ' l r r 1 1 - The l«s developed countries could purchase ihe skills
tv need and be M no great disadvantage at compared with

the more developed nations. Commodities tan be ordered
from a catalogue, or from an agent, at fixed prices. For imported
experts, however, the price may well be 509c higher than it is
in their home market, there is no catalogue ii> consult, and no
convenient system for importing them. Meanwhile, the base
price in major markets is high enough to star! a brain drain
from the less developed countries.

This brain drain, as Charles Frankel has pointed out. is
a phenomenon common to all mode intuition — the movement
of people away from the poorer and more isolated places
toward the metropolitan- centres of the world. Within the less
developed countries, the exodus of talent from the rural areas
to the cities represents a kind of internal brain drain.

Statistics concerning the
proportions of people in dif-

. fercnl skill categories high-
light the contrast between
poor countries and rich coun-
tries, but do not explain
whether larger cadres of spe-
cialists arc a cause or a corol-
lary of development. Where-
as in developed countries
A or 5% of the labour force
are people with high-level
skills, the average in develop-
ing countries is about 1 % of
the labour force. Three pro-
fessions — engineering, med-
icine, and teaching — usual-
ly account for about half of
tlit high-level manpower of a
country. Developed coun-
irics appear to require about
50% more personnel of mid-
dk-lcvd skills than of high-

common Jo all modernization.' level" skills, in other words,
some h-X'/ of ihe labour force is represented by middle-level
skills. In less developed countries, " theTe are often more
di 'dors than nurses, more lawyers than shorthand typists, more
engineers thin dniughismcn," wrote Angus Maddison in 1965.

The less developed countries" need for persons of middle
and higher level skills K to Mime exicnt associated with the rale
ol nodeniizgtiafl of agriculture, but above all with the growth
and evolution of the nonagricultural sector, As W Arthur
lewis has pointed out, vihcrc half the population is in agri-
culture, the number of jobs requiring I semndaTy education
is quite small and ihe number requiring a university education
is very much smaller than the number requiring a secondary one.

Nevertheless, the findings of science need to be applied
:ii hoth national and local levels, Without a strong and
growing cadre of personnel in the social and physical sciences
on the local scene. " the prospects of developing a scientific
outlook and of modifying attitudes toward modem technology
arc negligible.,. In a modernizing socidv or economy, it scarcc-
1) is a pro pi I io us beginning to have large percentages of the
more trained minds movtv abroad ajid to abandon the tivsk of
handing <»n the torch of learning to their compatriots." (Wil-
i.im J. Gibbons of Ford ham University).



There are no global estimates of the losses of skilled man-
power from less developed to more developed countries
through emigration. The available evidence, however, has
convinced some analysts that •' this is a serious problem
indeed. It may go a long way toward offsetting the bene-
ficial effects of technical assistance action. " (OECD).

Whoro smalt numbors make big difforoncBs

[n the years 1956 through 1967, for example, immi-
gration of scientists, engineers, and physicians into the United
States from all foreign countries tripled, rising from about
5,000 at the beginning of the period to more than 15,000 in
1967. Immigration from the developing countries, however,
more than quadrupled, rising from about 1,800 in 1956 to
nearly 8,000 in 1967. Consequently the share of the devel-
oping countries in the immigration of scientists, engineers and
physicians went up from about a third to more than half of
the total — a rise that would be highly encouraging if it were
true of exports of primary commodities from poor countries,
but as the record of an unrequited export evokes reactions
that are, at best, ambivalent.

In absolute terms, the brain drain totals remain small,
even after adding to the U.S. figures the number of emigres
from less developed lands to western Europe, eastern Europe,
and the Soviet Union. But in highly specialized fields such
as science, engineering and medicine, small numbers make big
differences. Training is a long-drawn-out, costly process and
the stock of trained manpower grows slowly.

According to information for the year 1962 gathered for
a U.S. congressional subcommittee, the Dominican Republic
sent the United States only 78 physicians, but they represented
more than a third of that country's supply of new physi-
cian graduates. Eighteen engineers emigrating to the
United States from Chile were the equivalent of one fifth of
its graduating engineers (though not, of course, of its stock
of engineers). *

Almost half of the scientists, engineers, and physicians
immigrating into the United States from developing countries
in 1967 were people who had originally entered the United
States as students, with the declared intention of obtaining
education or training and then returning home. The propor-
tion of student to total scientific immigration is much higher
than 50% for some countries — almost 90% for Taiwan,
80% for India, and more than 70% for Iran. The propor-
tion of immigrants among graduate students is considerably
higher than among undergraduates. It is also higher for those
acquiring skills that are not geographically specific to their en-
vironment (mathematics, medicine, nuclear physics, etc.) than
for those with skills more specific to their environment flaw,
politics, business management, etc.).

As I indicated earlier, reducing the brain drain requires
action on the part of both the less developed countries and
the more developed countries. Some of the necessary actions
arc independent of technical assistance policy. Others involve
changes in such policy, particularly with a view to expanding
fairly rapidly technical assistance of assured quality that is
paid for, or partially paid .for, by the receiver after his need
for capital assistance has ended. We need, for example, a
greater willingness on the part of governments of high-income

countries to " top off " the salaries offered to specialists by
low-income countries, so that the specialists wil! not suffer
financially by accepting posts in low-income countries at sala-
ries that are reasonable by prevailing standards in those coun-
tries. We need more extensive use of the funds-in-trust ar-
rangements which permit the United Nations to serve as an
employment office in obtaining qualified specialists for coun-
tries willing to pay for them, as weN as more extensive use
of analogous national arrangements. Because governments find
it difficult to offer careers in technical assistance, encourage-
ment should be given to the creation of subsidized national or
multinational foundations or corporations that can provide ca-
reers for persons whose services would then be obtainable
more or less as those of consulting firms are already obtainable,
though at lower cost.

At a more general level, one of the first requirements for
the less developed countries is to make better use of the skills
they already have. This is, of course, easier said than done.
Skills are like tree crops in the sense that conditions may
change drastically during the years between the planting of
the seedlings and the availability of a marketable harvest;
supply and demand can readily get out of phase. Nevertheless,
if engineers cannot find suitable employment at home as engi-
neers, if architects have nothing to build, if university pro-
fessors have to hold additional clerical jobs to eke out a living,
if doctors find a career in business or politics more rewarding
than one in medicine, and if intellectuals are unable, to speak
freely, the investment made in their education and training
will be wholly or partially wasted.

If the contributions of highly trained personnel to the
development of a low-income country are as crucial as is
implied by widespread concern over the brain drain, then the
low-income country can afford to offer higher salaries to such
personnel. On the other hand, higher pay may exacerbate
class distinctions that are already explosively sharp and in any
event will not become high enough to match the salary scales
of advanced countries. For those at the bottom of the pro-
fessional ladder, promotion systems based on merit and in-
creased responsibility without having to wait for the death of
one's superior would be added attractions. Economic inte-
gration among neighbouring countries can widen the interna-
tional market for specialized skills and enlarge the opportu-
nities for self-realization within the less developed world.

Too many toreign anticotnontn?

Intimately and inseparably linked to the external condi-
tions arc the attitudes affecting men's concepts of what consti-
tutes suitable employment. If the specialist's lofty vision of
his own role*permits him to issue orders but prevents him from
dirtying his hands by helping to execute those orders, his
prestige may be preserved but his real utility will be limited.
If people trained for jobs in the agricultural department are
unwilling to serve in isolated rural areas or direct their talents
to grass roots problems, agricultural development will lag.

Developing countries can do more to rationalize overseas
training for their nationals. Colombia's Overseas Technical
Specialization Institute (ICETEX), for example, makes studies
to ascertain national priorities and allocates fellowships, loans.
and other aid to those most likely to serve Colombia's needs.



requires students whom it helps to work for at least
iwice as long in Colombia as they study abroad.

Developing counties should also be more ambitious to
produce at home thc kinds nnd quantities of skills needed,
primarily through better utilization of thc substantial number
of universities, training institutes, research laboratories, and
experiment stations that have been set up in thc less developed
world since 1950 — usually with foreign aid. Inadequate use
of what are often quite handsome physical facilities leads to
a further decline in standards, with more of the country's most
talented nationals seeking training or employment abroad.

Finally, less developed countries must expand their ef-
forts to secure the return of emigres, Here again, much can
be learned by studying the
experiments already made by
India, Taiwan, Greece, Iran
and others. The basie im-
ped imeni to the success of the
well-publicized, broad-gauge,
Indian effort appears to be
me persistent scarcity of Brit-
t l e jobs in India for highly
'rained returnees. The Ira-
nian effort is more narrowly
focused. Pahlavi University
has entered into a contracl
*ilft the JJniversiiy of Penn-
sylvania requiring the latter,
among other things, to recruit
'ramans in [he United States
f ° r some very well paid fac-
u"y positions ai Pahlavi,

;i period of (wo
over 200 applicants,

most of whom have doctoral " For imPoriBd experts, ma

Agrees, have been recruited as candidates for positions in the
Colleges of Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine. This figure represents between ten and twenty
Percent of [he total Iranian graduate student population in
t n e United States. Of the 200 recruited, Pahlavi University

as extended offers to approximately one-half, and many other
applications arc stili under consideration. "

Let us turn now to actions that more developed countries
(and international organizaiions) can take to staunch the brain
J r a i n from less developed countries. They can help to strengih-
cn training institutions in those countries through some of
t h c measures already BWOtlOMd — supplying staff and cquip-

11 topping off '" salaries of their own high-fcvel naiion-
'cnt io such institutions, and making ii easier for such

to adopt foreign service as a career. They can reduce
r e f fom to lure nationals of low-income countries abroad

or study and training, The multiplicity of scholarships and
L'H<wships fo r Africans comes at Ihe very time that Asian

^ has revealed the extraordinary propensity of thc
e r i c 'a r 'cs Io remain in the developed countries, where sala-

ds arc higher, laboratories are better equipped, living condi-
K>ns caMtr, and professional contacts more stimulating. Rich

countries should increase from less than 10% of the total

to something closer to 50% the proportion of grants for study
at local or regional centres.

United States, United Kingdom and French universities
are geared to the requirements of North American, British, and
French society. To expect them to reorganize themselves in
any very fundamental fashion to meet the special requirements
of African, Asian, or Latin American visitors would be asking
loo much. Moreover, thc methods of analysis, the open-
minded search for evidence, the exposure to the best that has
been thought and said, thc appreciation of excellence, and
other attitudes that they foster have universal relevance. Never-
theless, they can do more than they have yet done to make
thc training they give more specifically relevant to the needs of

the foreign students they at-
tract. And their governments

, can make it a bit harder for
foreign students to become
immigrants.

Less dramatic but more
practical are some further
steps that developed countries
tan lake to make professional
life in developing countries
more challenging, more re-
warding, more professional.
My own institution. The
Brooking* Institution, a pri-
vate research agency in Wash-
ington, D.C., is engaged in i
joint research program on La-
tin American economic inte-
gration with 19 South Ameri-
can instillations. It is a genuine
partnership, from which all

may well be 50s/. higher.' l t i e pan icipating institutions
benefit, and it appears to be raising the standards, relevance, and
respect for economic research throughout the Latin American
region. Whereas the Ford Foundation has supported the
program coordinated by Brook ings, ihe United States Agency
for International Development has helped finance the Land
Tenure Center at the University of Wisconsin, which is en-
gaged in intcr-disciplinyry investigation, in collaboration with
local educational institutions in Chile and Colombia, of various
aspects of rural change in Latin America.

The internal ional brain drain is not an unmitigated disaster,
[he truth is elusive, however, and emotions run high. The
poor country (hat loses a doctor to the World Health Orga-
nization may be no butler off than if it had lost thc doctor to
a New York or London hospital, but it may complain as
loudly about its failure to achieve the former result as about
its success in achieving the latter.

Remedial measures should not discourage cultural ex-
changes or higher levels of international trade in skills. They
>hould seek rather to shorten thc period of unrequited ex-
ports from poor countries because of unfavourable opportu-
nities for self-realization there. Perhaps this is only an obscure
way of saying that, if less developed .countries were more -devel-
oped, they would suffer less from the ailment now called the
brain drain. •
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If I am not mistaken, yiru are tfw
yomtgtst minis ferial member of your
Government Could you r*. II ux something

yourself for our readers?

On leaving the Rotterdam School of
Advanced Rconomic Studies, I began my
c u m as secretary to the Board of Trade,
subsequently becoming secretary-gcncral.
i have fttways felt at home dealing with
po« and harbour commerce. Later, i bc-
CttBC general manager of the National
Centre for Foreign Trade, and held this
post for five years, from 1962 to 1967,
when I entered govern mefit service. I
have ben an active member of (he pro-
test ant Christian Democrat party since
my days at the Board of Trade, and
various responsibilities have been entrust-
ed 10 me. Two years before becoming
minister I was elected a member of the
Regional Council of Rotterdam, and
presided over the protcstanl party block
in the council.

To tell the truth. I was nm a front-line

politician but kept rather in the back-
ground uniii, all nf a sudden. 1 was ap-
pointed Minister of Development.

/ do not know how the Dutch people
vbuut this, but in general in Europe

a minister coming from hiy btubtsss is
not necessarily welcome. What was the
rfOitton whrn it became known that the
Minister of Development came from pri-
vate enterprise?

This question docs nol surprise me. In
the House during the debate which pre-
ceded the government investiture, a dep-
uty asked: " Is it possible that a rep-
resentative of private enterprise should
now be in charge of assistance to the de-
veloping countries ?" I would like to
make two points with regard to this.

Firstly, being responsible for the pro-
motion of exports and the encourage-
ment of trade, docs not prevent one fmm
h;i\ ing opinions about the shape of to-
morrow's world. If these opinions do

not find immediate application within the
Entntework erf the task in hand, this docs
not mean that they do not exist.

Secondly, it is otynplctefy wrong, and
L-crt.iinly unfair, u> claim that one can-
not, at [he same timu, C09W from private
enterprise and K: interested in the devel-
oping countries, The interests of both
Lire not necessarily contradictory, and
they may even meet. In any ease, it its
quite possible.

So far as I am concerned, my former
i!Lilies often led me lo take part in mat-
ters which concerned ihe developing
countries. Naturally, at that time, I exam-
ined ihese questions from the point of view
of the industrial and commercial interests
of the Duick people. But. even during that
period, I always had a keen sense — 1
could call it an existential sense — of 8
world which forim a whole and in which
caeh. man. e&ch country, must play their
ritihtfu) part, one complementary lo the
parts played b> odUn The world is
moving toward unity. h\cryonc does no*
know or feel it with the same intensity-
However, everyone has his place .in thfc



Udink:
"the Dutch intend
to purchase the produce
of the third world"

The youngest member of the
Netherlands' Cabinet, Minister
for Aid to Developing Countries
B,J. Udink, gives CERES
some* thought-provoking views
on world cooperation in this exclusive interview

world and, at any given moment of his
•ife, may be called upon to help things
movc forward.

If one can tit into this perspective one
can do good work, and il is of very little

whether one comes from
or elsewhere. . .

far as f know, the Netherlands is
of jflr mmt actjve countries in the
of development assistance. You
just formulated yout personal phi-

h With regard to such great prob-
/ vfouid like to ask you how you
put t/,js wed of yvur\ inrn prac*

" L "id, why, in your opinion, this wkh-
spread commitment to development e.xisti
tn tl»> Netherlands r

• shall reply [O the second question
lrst- This com mil men t of ihc Dutch
P ^ l has wvend sources. No doubt

origin can be traced back to our rcli-
« nod, which are deep. There arc
the historical roots of • people which

feels itself to be an integral part of the
human community, l-mally, an undcr-
stnnding of commercial interest undoubl-
edly plays its part.

You sec, the Dutch know and feel that
in our time » is not possible to live as
rich people in A world of the poor. With-
out being able to determine to what
extent and how, they can very clearly
sec that the poverty of the world around
us represents an obstacle to ihe economic
development of,the rich countries them-
selves. 1 would add that the general pol-
icy of the Netherlands is aimed at UNV-
tributtng to the creation of a stable,
peaceful world.

Naturally, this does not mean thai
peace will automatically follow prosper-
ity, and it would be a great mistake
lo believe it. In fact, the great wan of
the past have always come from the
rivalries of the rich countries. It is
false to say thai poverty brings forth war,
but is can be reasonably said that the
dmiiruitioii of poverty docs away with
one posiiblc source of strife.

Now for your first question, which

dealt with the practical application of my
personal philosophy. Since this corre-
sponds to the profound beliefs of the
Dutch people,' it is absolutely neces-
sary in ihis country to stress the fact that
ihc problem of relations with the devel-
oping countries is a realistic one. It
must not be coloured with too much
emotion, or made a moral issue; moral-
ity has no part in the relations between
countries.

in a certain sense, this much-publiciz-
ed assistance to the developing countries
consists of seeing that the circulation of
capital on international markets works as
it should. Nothing more. In some cases,
when it is a question of countries whose
balance of payments is fairly precarious
and interest rates fairly Low, this move-
ment of capital must submit to relatively
abnormal conditions and terms. In such
cases one does not ask for an im
rate of 6 or 7%; one is satisfied with
3 % . This is the only difference, If, in
the • international economy, pompous
words such as " aid " or " assistance "
arc employed, it is because people are

#7



trying to delude themselves. It must be
clearly seen that it is to the interest, I
would even say self-interest, of the rich
countries that capital move Freely over
the surface of our planet without meeting
obstacles at t̂ very turn. It is also in the
interest of ihe deveSoping countries to

we can provide free or against payment,
according to circumstances. H needs cap-
ital since the balance of payments is pre-
carious, and this also we can provide.
All this is perfectly normal. We must
take care not to divide the world into two
categories; those who receive assistance

take part in this movement of capital,
sometimes at reduced rares.

The present policy of the Netherlands
can better be understood on the basis of
these somewhat prosaic rt?marks, It ap-
pears then not only possible, but neces-
sary, to increase Dutch participation in
cooperation with the devctoping coun-
tries.

// / understand you nr(i. you prefer
the if tin " cooperation " to that of " as-
sistance "?

I much prefer it. For some time now
cooperation between rich countries has
been a fact. We are going to extend this
cooper at km with poor countries, with
those who are at present poor and those
who are undergoing the process of devel-
opment Thb follows naturally. Please
note that we do not claim that we are
developing these people; they are devel-
oping themselves. But this process of
develOfHUUM has certain requirements;
technical knowledge, for instance, which

and ihosc who give it. In fact we are all
involved, all passengers on the same boat
of international cooperation.

So far as the Dutch people are con-
cerned, they intend to participate in three
ways: by providing technical knowledge
to those who desire it; by supplying cap-
ital unredeemable on :hc one hand, reim-
bursable in the long term on the other:
finally by committing ourselves to pur-
chase the products of the third world.

In figures, the sums devoted to cooper-
ation with the third world by the Nether-
lands will rise from Si22 million in 1966/
67 to S23O-24O millions in 1971. This
last figure represents 1% of the net na-
tional product of public capital, [t is
a question of public funds, whkh consti-
tute a hundredth part of the net national
product, This is our position. Natu-
rally, we earnestly hope that the other
EEC countries will mate a similar effort.

I have asked the National Advisory
Council for Developing Countries to give
an opinion on the following problem:
what are the changes which our ecofiom-
k- and soejaj structures must undergo
in order to be able to absorb Ihc product*

of the third world? It is not enough to
announce that OUT markets are open.
Measures must be taken to create a place
for these prcducts. And once this place
i$ decided upon, we must decide which
products from the developing countries
can be accepted, Should we adapt our
own industries to the new situation so that
there is no duplication? What changes
are necessary to integrate our market with
the greater market which we, and others
whh us, have undertaken to create at an
international level? This is the basic
question.

Do you contemplate the imports of
processed products, of industrial prod-
ucts, or largely the traditional imports
of basic raw materials?

Both, i cannot promise thai manu-
factured products will find easy markets
in our region since it is a question of
goods which are. for the most part, non-
competitive in quality and price, facing
strong competition. But we mean to
open up this market. Only experience
can id! whether it is more efficacious and
rational for developing countries to sell
these products to our buyers, or to those
who arc their immediate ncighbuurs within
the framework of regional markets.

For many people in rich eowttria,
hunger is the emotional trigger which
move.\ them to cooperation with the third
world. At present there ts a certain apathy
in public opinion with regard to assis-
tance, since people do not see the tangible
results of their charity. What is your
personal viewpoint on the relation fcr-
tween hun^er^ctwperaiion and hunger-
development ?

I think that many of us still do not sec
that this question of relations between
rich and poor countries, developed and
underdeveloped countries, ha* anything
to do with the legend of Saint Martin and
the beggar shivering with cold. We are
creating an international world. We are J
creating it with states, with political and
economic facis. We need a world market
with capital working in the three,



lions 1 have mentioned. For this we
* must set up development plans. The

third world countries will participate in
order to increase their prod action by 5,
6 or> 7% per annum. Obviously, this
production will tw, in pan, composed of
perishable foodstuffs, and this brings us
to the problem of hunger.

It seems to me, all the same, that today
we regard this problem from a different
angle than even one or two years ago, in
the sense that we now find it vital not to
introduce personal emotion. You and 1
would be happy, there is no question of

, it, if hunger and poverty were to disap-
pear from the earth's surface within a
lew years. But the problem of develop-
ment would not therefore disappear,

If one's uutlook is too sentimental, if it
is dominated by the image of people dying
of hunger, unable to clothe their children,
then all is lost for as soon as these images
have faded, as soon as the most squalid
and .scandalous aspects of misery and
malnutrition have been effaced, one's in-
terest in the question of development
would have vanished. Yet the basic prob-

Regarding this development strategy,
as you know, the United Nations is pre-
paring a world plan in assist the second
development decade. One of your coun-
trymen. Professor Tinbergen, b chairman
of this plan. If I am not mistaken, the
Netherlands is a country will} a planned
economy. Are the budgets for coopera-
tion included in your national economic
development plan?

To be efficient, the .sums which we
dedicate to cooperation must correspond
to a surplus of (he same amount in the
balance of payments. In other words,
when Holland prepares to provide the
third world with an amount of, say, 900
million florins, it com mi is itself al the
same time to create an equivalent of 900
million ilorins in the balance of payments.
This means that the whole of OUT national
policy will be influencedr sakiriis; cur-
rency; industry; taxes, etc. All these
elements influence the economic level of
t he country and its balance of payments,

le"i will not have changed, if only be-
cause all countries do not develop at the
same rate. What we must seek is wortd-
*kJe economic and social balance. This
w not a sentimental problem. M one of
'otig-tcrm policy. For this reason we need
u dcvc'opmcnt strategy.

All these elements must be therefore cm-
ployed to create (he surplus which will
allow us to fulfil our obligations to the
third world. One thing must be un-
derstood : if *e provide money to the
developing countries and if. al (he same
time, the balance of payments h in con-

tinual deficit, who pays the costs of the
operation? Does the country itself pay,
or do those who help to cover the deficit?
For a policy of cooperation to be real,
solid, efficient, a surplus must bs created
in the balance of payments. The nation-
al plan is Inevitably influenced by this.

The Netherlands has absorbed the ques-
tion of cooperation info the economic
plan of the country. The third world
countries loo make plans. What do you
think of the relations between these dih
ferent programmes i those of " rich " and
those of "poor" countries) and the world
development plan?

When we spealf of a strategy, of a
second development decade, we mean
that we hope that the developed coun-
tries will undertake long-term L-ummit-
ments to provide the third world with the
capital it requires. This means that all
these countries must undertake to create
equivalent surpluses in their balance of
payments, as the Netherlands has done.
It also means that they must open their
markets to the produce of the developing
countries and that, at the same time, they
provide these countries with the indis-
pensable technical know-how. These are
the three duties of the committed coun-
tries,

The developing countries also have du-
ties to fulfil. First they must formulate
precise development plans. They must
also decide on balanced fiscal, monetary,
industrialization und price policies. For
ul! the capital which we want to provide,
all the market op portunities we want to
create will be useless if the third world, in
the second decade, allows itself to be
drawn into a spiral of inflation. Every-
thing undertaken would then be useless.

A market can be created for their prod-
ucts, but if prices arc too high and ex-
change rates remain unchanged, these
products will not find any buyers in our
country. This is clear, even if we tio not
have customs duties. It is completely
irrational to provide capital and technical
knowledge if these are not employed to
create a balanced situation. It is difficult
to grow in a balanced way, we know this
front experience, but that is what must
be done. •

Development plans, first at national
I hen a( regional level, must be integrated



with the large-scale microeconomic proj-
ects being prepared by [he United Na-
lions. The inverse must also be true.
These economic projects must also be
continually confronted with ihe objectives
and achievements of national and region-
al planning. Professor Millikan's idea
of creating a kind of wtvrld council to
central, sti-p by step, alt that is done in
ihe fieJd of development seems to me a
good one.

There is one question whtch has ojten
hern put with regard to our KAO indica-
tive World Plan: who has tht power of
harnwnizittx, impOfing if need be? In
the Netherlands, with all ihe measures at
the stale's disposal, you can always rear-
ytwizjt your markets, or take other steps,
\intr then is general agreement. But
what happens at world plan level?

This is a mutter of willpower, political
willpower. Nothing can succeed without
the will to .main the objectives we set
ourselves in common. If governments
h,i\c Iven able to determine the aims, they

nre equally able to take the measures to
achieve them. If they do not do this, it
is obvious that nothing can succeed.

The money and technical knowledge
provided hy the rich countries do not
always attain their objectives, because
there ore ffcmcwlf which we do not
completely understand, cultural or reli-
gious, which stand in the way. When we
speak of the glt'luil approach. / somewhui
fear that we have in view only economic
ami technological criteria and that the
psychological and cultural elements art
left aside, From this point of view, what
is your personal opinion ax to what a
concrete development operation should
tatl fur'

I know that just now it is fashionable
to mistrust economists who claim to give
us clear idoM and leach us what we should
do. People say I his is not the last word.
economy does not make ihe world go
round, economy docs not niakv the man.

1 willingly admit ihui economy is
perhaps not The iosl word in devdup-

ment. Economy is not a panacea; but
it is the indispensable instrument for put-
ting development into gear. In other
words, if one wants to change the social
situation of a developing country, if one
wants lo create a receptive climate for the
rise of a new culture, one must begin by
creating the material bases. Bui even so,
it must he Said ih it the true causes of
development are mysterious; Historical
[int! economic studies can he undertaken,
theses written Bui can one say why En-
gland changed. alJ of a sudden, at the
end of the 18th century? And why, one
day. GetaUHQ <WB transformed and be-
pm to develop? And ihe United Stales1.1

No 001 knows exactly why. We have
no definitive answer. All we know is that
this t>pc of chMlgB comes from the spirit
of the people.

But the fact th;ti we have no answer
10 this enigma does not dispense us from
doing our duty, If there K no miracle
of development, we equally will not know
the reason why. We must, at icast. do
all we have LO do, all together. If I say
" we " it is lo stress the fact that the
developed countries arc not alone. The
developing countries arc with us in the
rate toward a common goal.

by * fl"°



The Philippines
face family

planning

Its population density
is now five times

the world's average
and will double

every twenty years
but its islands

can't be stretched
to make room.

Threatened by the explosion
government and

private groups begin
to attack

the problem

by EUSEO CARAHDAhU

The bleak outlook of the Philippine
economy due to an imminent population
explosion would be brightened were the
average f-ilipimi family size reduced
Through an effective family planning, pro-
gramme

Dr. Frank W. Lorimer of the Popula-
tion Institute states that if the Philippines
should attain a tk-diiiL- of the total fertility
rale from the level of n.fc in 1960-65 to
2.# in 1995-2000, there would be some
41) million persons in 1980 and 72.7
million by the year 2000.

To expcci the minimum increase .t*
projected above is wishful thinking. How-
ever. Dr., Mercedes B, Concepcion, aJ«i
<\\ the Population Institute, stales that if
the present fertility rate could only be
rixluccd from fi.K to 4.8 between I960
und 1980, the number of children from 5
to 14 years would be smaller than ex-
pected by own 1.7 million. This reduc-
tion would afford the channelling of re-
sources to the improvement of the qual-
ity of secondary and higher education as
well ah to agro-industrial^ development
rMfflarary to bolster Philippine economy.

1 he first attempt ai family planning
started only in IWi?. when a group of
private individuals banded themselves and
hegan disseminating to the masses tech-
niques of contraception, hitherto known
and practised only by an insignificant few
among the educated.

Unfortunately, there is as yet no na-
tional movement of sufficient forcv [<•
control population gnnfflv Tfac national
gmurnment. while not exactly opposed
to family planning, has remained passive
on the subject.

[he city of Manila is the first local
government that has endorsed it, by in-
tegrating into its health programme fam-
i l \ services, including all kinds of con-
traception. Family clinics have bc«n
opened in all the 42 health centres of the
city. This movement is, however, in-
conjicqiit-'niial from the national point of
view, considering that the greater bulk of
the population (85% ) live in the rural
areas where the fertility rate is known to
be higher.

The nationwide campaign on family
planning is currently being undertaken by
private organizations, and lo a limited
extent by individual government offices
and i institutions. There are at present

Eitsco Canutdang is Director <•) ihe Hunan
iti Plant tndmtry of thr Phiiippinri- tit pan-
ment ttf A i i



three private groups actively engaged in
the movement: The Planned Parenthood
Movement of the Philippines, the Family
Planning Association of the Philippines,
and the Philippine Family Planning
Agency.

The Planned Parenthood \lovement
was originally a sectarian group and until
lately confined its activities to church
groups in the dissemination of informa-
tion and contraceptives. Lately, however,
it has started offering family planning

mainly from membership fees and dona-
tions and grants from philanthropic in-
dividuals and foundations.

While the Family Planning Association
works independently, the Family Planning
Agency teams up with government agen-
cies in launching family planning move-
ments. One such endeavour was under-
taken in cooperation with the National
Land Reform Council. This particular
family planning programme is a support-
ing measure to the administration's land

rural areas military medical teams for
the care and needs of rural people, and
it is contemplated that family planning
be integrated into this rural health pro-
gramme, also with the help of the PFPA.

Some 27 medical teams have already been
fielded and it is planned that medical
personnel in the reserve * force be called
to active duty to increase their number.

The College of Agriculture of the Uni-
versity of the Philippines had integrated
family planning as a part of the course

FACTS OF LIFE

The present Philippine population which is estimated at 34 mil-
lion, occupies a total land area of 115,700 square miles or a popu-
lation density of 237 people per square mile, five times the world's
average. It increases at the yearly rate ol 3.4%. the highest in Asia.

Over the past 60 years the birth rate has remained nearly constant
at 45 to 50 per one thousand population yearly, a sharp contrast to the
much reduced present death rate of 12 to 15 per one thousand
population per year, brought about by modern strides in medical
science and technology. At this rate, it is projected that the Philip-
pine population will double itself every twenty years.

The average number of children in a Filipino family is 6,8, com-
pared to 2.5 in Jhe United States, and the women's average marrying
age is 193 years.

Employment and Dependency
Almost one half of the population is under 15 or over 65, other-

wise called the high consumption-low production age group. With
only 51.6% in the productive age group of 15 to 65 years, 4 to 5 per-
sons are dependent on every five persons in the productive age group.
47% of the population is under 15 years, the highest in southeast
Asia This high number of dependent young people are a heavy
burden to their eWers who must provide them with food, clothing,
shelter, and education. To employ people such as these, the country
must make available at least 400,000 new jobs a year

The average net income of the Filipino family is only about $105
a year; 76% earn less than $500 annually 10 to 15% in the pro-
ductive age group are either underemployed or unemployed. Of the
65% of the labour force engaged in agriculture, one half are self-
employed, tilling two-hectare farms at most. For lack of job oppor-
tunities for unskilled labour. 83% of the population tive at a sub-
standard economic level.

75% of the population (from 10 years and older) can read and
write. Only about 17%, however, reach college leitel.

And yet, if the present trend of population growth continues,
school facilities would have to be doubled in twenty years.

The Food Situation

The per capita food consumption, about 1 800 calories per day,
is way below the minimum body requirement* With a total area
of 6.5 million hectares devoted to the cultivation of food
crops, the rate of increase in production has only been 3.4%
during the last ten years, barely able to keep pace with the backlog
in food deficiency. It must also be considered that a good bulk of
the increase in agricultural production during the said period consists
of export crops such as copra and sugar.

The Philippines has to import to cover up deficiencies in con-
sumption requirements. In 1963, 845 thousand metric tons of food
items were imported, accounting for 7% of the available supply.
Cereal importation in the same year reached more than 16% of the
available supply. The net supply for energy foods is nutritionally
sufficient but utterly inadequate in the protein-rich ones

While cereal importation has notably decreased during the
present calendar year and rice and corn sufficiency may be attained
by 1970 as envisioned by government programme planners, it is
likely that the country would continue to suf'er from insufficiency of
fruits, vegetables and protein-rich foods such as meat and meat
products, milk, eggs, and fish and fish products within the next de-
cade or two unless a similar boom, as is presently being experienced
in rice production, takes place in the production of these items.

" Those ere the latest available statistics, but the food situation has greatly
improved thanks to the high-yielding 'ice breakthrough.

services to other interested individuals.
It has also been providing logistics to both
the FPAP and the PFPA in the form of
equipment and supplies.

Military and civilian team*

Both the FPAP and the PFPA have
branched out into chapters in the provinc-
es and are operating family planning clin-
ics. Information is disseminated through
all tfca communications mpdia and remi-
nars and house-to-house visits. The op-
erational costs of these three groups come

reform programme. Besides directing its
educational and motivational drives to the
farmers, the PFPA also trains government
technicians working under the land reform
who are expected to augment the ser-
vices of the PFPA technicians and to take
over their activities eventually.

The PFPA is also waging a campaign
among armed forces personnel, by con-
ducting seminars in military installations
and training military medical personnel
on family planning techniques.

There is a new move to disperse to the

on family life in the home technology
curriculum since 1954 and in the farm
and home development projects. The
college initiated and sponsored the first
Family Planning Workshop imci Seminar
in October, 1965. This was followed by
a seminar in December of the same year
with government rural workers as partic-
ipants. A year later, a series of family
planning seminars were held in the dis-
tricts.

While these programmes launched by
the three private groups are almost always



aimed directly at the spacing and limitu-
lion of child births, the educational cam-
paign waged by the College of Agricul-
ture covers a broader aspect of family life,
with contraception techniques only a part
of ihe overall educational campaign. This
may be gleaned from the variety of topics
discussed in the seminars conducted by
the institution which include: responsi-
bilities of parenthood, physiology of hu-
man reproduction, techniques of concep-
tion control, personal hygiene, maternal

The progress of the family planning
movement cannot be expected to be as
fast as desired. Such limitations as Jack
of funds and trained personnel have ham-
pered, to a great extent, the operation of
family clinics and the conduct of research
studies. House-to-house visits, which are
a must since the average rural housewife
rarely reads newspapers and magazines,
cannot be undertaken on a wider scope
because either funds or qualified people
are unavailable.

of statutes prohibiting the importation of
family planning material such as litera-
ture, devices and drugs. These were also
banned from ihc mails, but recently a new
law lifted these restrictions.

I m °

tint couple to register tor family planning m Barrio Tabon as the result ol a series
' planning seminars held in conjunction with the country's land reform programme.

This is not 10 imply, however, that
family planning is not making headway.
As a*matter of fact, public response to
the movement is very encouraging.

Until a few years ago, family planning
was a taboo topic. Today, it has become
the favourite one for conventions and
seminars. Before the siart of the move-
ment some two years ago, contraception
was known only to medical practitioners
and applied by the monied class but
unheard of by the public. The dearth
of information was due to the existence

Carc, child care and development and sen
education. In search for facts and valid
obstrvatjons as a sound basis for formu-
a t 'nE a family planning programme, the

U P c * has endeavoured to conduct rc-
^ rehes on fertility behaviour, family life
and nutrition.

'* is noteworthy that some privately
<)Wned hospitals have integrated family
Planning in their maternal and child care
P , Medical schools are like-

Stan ing to integrate familv planning
thri curricula.

L

public
The once popular bdicf that the high

birth rate was due to the Philippines being
a Catholic country no longer holds true
today. A majority of women asked have
expressed the desire to limit their chil-
dren if they are shown how. Worthy of
note is the fact that (he University of
Santo Tomas, a Catholic institution, has
joined the crusade for population control
and is offering courses in the rhythm
method of contraception.

Academic and financial grants have
been extended to some of the planning
groups. Such assistance has afforded
some 100 scholarship trainees to attend
international conferences, observe similar
programmes in other countries and un-
dertake postgraduate studies abroad.

To date, there are some 300 family
planning clinics all over the country, in-
cluding those operated by the Manila
Health Department. Contrary to pre-
vious opinion, contraceptive birth control
measures have been found acceptable by
Filipino families. Data gathered by FPAP
gave the following number of contracep-
ii\c practice tabes: Inirautcrine devices.
I I 000; Pills, 8 747; Foam, I 400;
Rhythm, *)27; Condoms„ 460: Withdraw-
al. 261; and all others, 1 619.

One family planning clinic operated by
the Philippine General Hospital, a gov-
ernment hospital in Manila, has from
5(X) to 600 new patients every month.
What is significant is the fact that this
monthly average of cases was attained af-
ter only some 16 months of operation.
The Philippine General Hospital is one of
26 hospitals in the world supported by
die Population Council of New York.

Dr. Ruben Apclo, President of the
Family Planning Association, expressed
strong optimism that the movement will
succeed in the country, He points out
that although the only concrete gauge of
the movement's success would be 'Jve
country's population itself after 15 years,
the public response U " tremendous."

Progress is certainly slow but steady.
From all indications, family planning in
I he Philippines may yet succeed and con-
tribute to the solution of the country's
economic ills. g
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Operation
017

100 000 nomads

scattered throughout

the north-western desert

of Egypt,

leaping over millennia

of biblical Jiving

to join

the consumer society
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by GEORGES ZOTTOIA

Guns arc thundering along ihc Sue/
Canal — artillery duels, skirmishes, com-
ma ndn raids, The Arab-Israeli'conflict
dominates the Near teas fern scene and
no problem can be considered completely
aPart from this conflict.

Bui put this burning reality aside for
a iwmetu and turn ti> another which

^ millions of Egyptian fcilahin are creating
ln mud and sweat, day by day, stone by
5t°ne. drop by drop. This reality, with
tne hard and heavy name of devclop-
"*i t , will free man more completely than
nc mosi horrendous wars. It is the bMio

PToblcm of the people of the Nile valley.
Cut io essentials, the socio-agricultural

of the United Arah Republic
oc seen as a galloping population

— a popuiatian of 30 millions
h a s dimbJed in less lhan a gencr-

«>n and is increasing ;ii the rate of OOQ
1 ''on a year — Mt against a country

• ~J..**« 40«0(X) square miles. 96% of
n*n is desert. The green valley of OK

™"e covers only ]2 000 square miles —
a r ta smaller ^ j n Switzerland.

The new Aswan dam is the hero of [he
situation or, as U.A.R. officials say. " the
backbone of the economic development
plan." This cyclopcan achievement hus
swullowed up 17 times as much granite
as the Great Pyramid —-55 million cubic
yards.

From antiquity, the fcftah, slaw of ffrc
Nile, has been subject to the cruel rhythm
of its Hoods and receding waters, its lean
and lucky years. There was bardy time
to gather a hasty harvest from the mud
of the Nile before the next flood arrived.
But the almighty river had to be lamed
some lime; a lake the size of a sea had
to be* created, from whith the fellah
could draw all the water he needed
ihroughoul the year.

Thai work is now ncaring completion.
An upsidt-dnwn pyramid of granite blocks
the Nile. The level of Lake Nasser is
rising to form a sea 360 miles long, cov-
ering 2 000 square miles. Five of 12
turbines arc already producing elcciik
power. But irrigation wtW be the finesr
contribution of the dam. Millions of

peasants will harvest two or three crops
a year instead of only one. Hundreds
of thousands of.acres of desert will be
opened up for agriculture. New names
are appearing on the map of Egypt —
New Valley. New Nubia, Liberation
Province.

I should like to describe one of these
operations extending from Alexandria to
the Libyan border, alung more than 300
miles of coast marked by famous names
— Mcrsa Matruh, Alamein, I reported
from Alamcirr in I9.4S sis years after the
Montgomery-Rommel clash when the war
wus still showing its wounds: wrecked
tanks; burnt-out planes; crumbling
trenches; dunes torn by mines: human
bones lying beneath rusty barbed wire.

Today, only the ccmclerics along the
coast recall the Alamein of the autumn
of 1942. Dunes are covered with dive
and almond groves. Windmills are pump-
ing water from the earth. On this side
of tly: Nile, war was silenced long ago.

Operation Of 7 — afmost a James
Bond title — launched by the U.A.R.
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Bedouins and their sheep range the old battlefields of €1 Alamein Sometimes they find pieces of weapons and scattered bones. But sometimes IP
above Discovery &nd repair of these wells is encouraged by the government, it a family settles down by one to become termers they receive a «

Government through its General Desert
Development Organization IGPDO). with the
aid of the World Food Programme, de-
cided to tackle a human problem first
of all: some I(XMX)O bedouin scattered
with their flocks throughout the north-
western desert of Egypt. In order to
conquer the desert, il is necessary to
settle the nomads and turn them into
farmers. They have to be uprooted from
a biblical age and projected ow millennia
into our consumer society

Buttling tor windmill*

Bedouin means nomad. A nomad's
prestige is gauged in terms, of his flock
of sheep and goats. But goat is synony-
mous with erosion. In the opinion of
many experts, the deserts of the Near

M

East are the utlimate testimony to the
slow degradation of the soil for which
the nomad, str:iu.-t:isL of the storehed
earth, is said to be responsible.

The first step of the authorities —
land distribution — can only be a chip
in the mosaic of development for the
land consists only of sand, und the mam-
ing nomads' interests are guided by water
and grazing grounds

The NiJe waters will not irrigate Ihe
northwestern desert, even when Lake
Nasser has become a sea. This will reach
only as far as Dabbah, I CH> miles west
of Alexandria, The remaining 200 miles
lying along the coast will have to rely
on rainwater. Such water does exist,
stored underground beneath the dunes.

" We offer a windmill to i l l those who
dig until they find water," the authorities

told the bedouin. And the first wind-
mills went up in a Don Ouixotc land-
scape.

Fruitful with M k r , the desert waited
for seed. " We offer at a nominal price
alt the olive, almond and date trees and
all the hurley seed you want," said the
enno officials, led by dynamic Hassan
and Kashmiri And the orchards were
started.

In addition, the World Food Pro-
gramme is giving every bedouin enough
food for five persons for six months a

>e;ir if he plants more than HO young fru'1

tu.vs on his land, and for nine months
if he plants more than 200, until he >*
able to live i>n the produce of his har\^ [

Food aid can be given for the entil*
year if the bedouin takes part in ;iJtJ'"
tionai community development WOTL >1IL



J'ftf water m ancient Roman citterns such as thg One I * —jf f
0 Pump the water and otter aariculturafincvntivos .•I

as building earth barrages or cleaning the
ancient Roman cisterns, rainwater traps
d "g by the contemporaries of Antony and
Ccopatra. It is believed that some
10 (KKJ such cisterns still oust, though

on ly a few hundred have been repaired

A fledou/n t»y. on* oi 100 OOO wanderers in Lgypts northwest desen, slops to Orow tea.

L

m bmtmmom

is how Opcraiton 017 was started,
Agricultural production led la the

"lablishment of a marketing network.
Bcdouin-manaped cooperatives have been
SCI up in some 40 villages The govcrn-
nicnt auihoriiy buili ihtir headquarters
a " d borage for fo,xJ and kkldcr, together

"h whools and rural health centres,
have played ihc leading role in

B ihc nomads,
Prmiay education became compulsory

in the U.A,R. some years ago. The bed-
ouin, like all citizens, have to send
IIKLJ children to school. They are proud
of it.

I visited one of these small desert
schoulv On une side, the sea shimmered
through the while dunes, hcyortd the date
plantations, On the other side, the Weak
umhjl;LiinL' sand extended as far as the
eve t imid reach, broken here and there
hy tht' outline of a windmill.

In the classroom of the second form
ihc primary course consists of six

formS — a little bedouin girl in a long
red robe, her plaits neatly tied by rib-
bons and A blue tattoo on her forehead.
wai doing subtraction in Arabic on the
blackboard. Teacher and pupils — boys
and girls — followed the exercise with

attention, acknowledging each cor-

rect sum w«h loud applause. The bell
rang. The children left the room in twos.
while cloth satchels carried sling-fashk>n,
A ta'douin £irl on ;i donkey was wailing
for her little brother. He climbed on to
Ihc animal and clung to his sisttr. The
tlon(coy irtitled i>IT into the dunes, with
the satchel full of books and copy-paper
jerking up and down at each pace. Other
pupils bravely trudged off into the desert.
" Some of ihcm walk up io 10 miles a
day, " the teacher told me.

The rural health centre is another
achievement. In the U.A.R.. one village
out of two h now equipped whh such
ii centre. Dociors fresh fronl ihe uni-
versity generally serve at such centres
for,two years,, the equivalent of military
service. A doctor within reach — thai
is iruly a revolution in the nomad's life.
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•' The worst ot calamities is a forge number of children with tew resources," says a tamtty
planning poster tr> El Alamein. Quotation is from the Hadith Sharif, or Holy Scripture.

Hat Yaacouo Aoctei Matek rs a farmer: • God floes net give anything to these who sleep."

A poster urging family planning adorns
every centre. It shows an ideal family
of three members, echoed in the three
pyramids shadowing the faces of father,
mother and child. Birth-control policy
cakes its inspiration from a sentence of
Mohammed the prophet: " The worst of
calamities is a large number of children
with few resources." This bold reference
to the founder of Islam, intended to over-
come Muslim resistance, underlines the
iiculcnevi (if the demographic problem
and the Govern me ni's determination to
use birth control as one of tke pivots of
development,

A key problem remains unsolved be-
cause it is rooted deeply in tradition —
the flock. A bedouin receives fodder,
distributed by the World Food Program-
me and GDDO, only if he sacrifices ] 0 %
of his Hock on the attar of marketing,
and this proportion must consist of fe-
male animals capable of reproduction,
his most precious property. The ex-
perts arc adamant on this point. The
existing pasturage of the region can only
feed 500 000 animals and already there
are 650 000, The operation wat to have
started last year, but drought decimated
up to 20*£ of flocks. It is due to start

Bedouin children with a new status symbol, white <

1



soon — and may be repeated later on —
because the precarious balance between
pastures and flocks must be respected at
all costs; otherwise the regayicd soil will
slowty deteriorate to desert again. Bui
a bedouin told me: " Look at the Koran:
Joseph laid in stocks for the lean years.
Let us not sacrifice our female reproduc-
ers in advance, If our flocks become
too big, ihere still remains an outlet for
we can sell the surplus animals."

I* *m up to M M

Is the goat going to come out on top
w the pastures, the desert or develop-
ment, prestige or reason1,' Striking at a
bedouin's rlock means wounding his self-
respect; it means that the badge of the
nomad is taken away from him and he
becomes merely a small cog in our so-
ciety.

However, life in the desert is changing
I'ltle by little. Children are going to
school. Water is welling up amid the

trees. The health centre is keeping
The tent, once the emblem of

roving m»n and animals, serves for recep-
tions or children's games. One by one,
Onuses havt risen from the sand. Wher-

ever the nomad has struck routs of stone.
Operation " Settlement" has been suc-
cessful.

A camel that once upon a lime used
to lead the migration now dozes in the
courtyard of a house. The lord of the
desert has become a farmyard animal.
At best it ploughs a small barley field,
harnessed to the yoke as a draught anirrui].
Its masteT, friend of sand and stars, has.
bid down his olive baton. The great
voice of the desert is silent and only the
soft murmur of windmills can be heard.

I spent a day with a bedouin who
quoted Joseph and the Koran — Haj
Yaacoub Abdel Malek, chief of the co-
operative at £1 Keisr. a village on the
outskirts of Mersa Matruh.

Hmpit.ilin reigns supreme with Ha]
Yaacoub, a patriarchal figure with lynx
eyes and an aquiline nose set in u trian-
gular face. Silting under his tent, we
drank the mint-flavoured tea of friendship
from small glasses after a substantial meal
of mutton and rice.

He told me about his life: bom under
a tent in the desert; taking sheep and
goats out to pasture as a child. " One
day my father dbcovered a Roman cis-
tern. We cleaned it. The dunes turned

into prating grounds, 1 thought: the
Romans brought civilization. It's up to
us to create it again."

He was 20 at the time of £1 Alamein.
The war destroyed his efforts. Tanks
and shells drove him deep into the desert.
He started from scratch again in 1943,
Today, he owns with his brother 240
olive trees, four windmills and about 50
acres of barky. He is the sole owner
of 250 sheep and 250 goats (you do not
share the flock with others). He is now
trying to grow grapes.

Haj Yaacoub spoke in maxims, like
a wise man of the Bible: "God did not
give us water to let it flow stupidly into
the sea, .". Without God, there is nothing
to set man apart from animals . . God
docs not give anything to those who
sleep."

Haj Yaacoub honoured me by inviting
me to visit hts house. Girls in brightly
coloured dresses — his daughters and
nieces — moved in the semi-darkness.
The house had seven rooms, three of
ihem for his sons who went to high
school. "They will go to the university,
lnchallah." Haj Yaacoub said.

One of them, Salah cl Dine, 16, had
just come home. Bent over a narrow

thai show they attend school. Some waJ* ten miles a day to and Irom ffto class room. Opportunity for education also encourages nomads to settle.



Hm YMCOub't 18-ym/-Qt<t son Salah el Om» poos fo high schtml and atudies

table with a smoky oil lamp, he was
studying French. An inscription on the *
wall read, " God, help me increase my
knowledge."

" Salah el Dine would like to go to the
military school," Haj Yaacoub explained.
" But I should tike at least one of my
sons to help me in the fields. 1 started
a$ a simple shepherd. He is going to
start as an agronomist,"

His children were learning both French
and English. Haj Yaacoub was proud
of i t : "I want my children to know sev-
eral languages. I know only one. They
will be able to communicate with other
people. You can recognize a man by
his relationship with others and the pu-
rity of his heart."

AftcT a Is- t glass yf mint, Haj Yaacoub
produced J small coin from his wallet:
' 1 found it at the bottom of a Roman

cistern. Take it in token of friendship,"
Let there be no mistake. The north-

western dcscri of Egypt has not yet-been
harnessed for Rgrkofture. fo r the time
being, ihcrc are only islands of devel-
opment. But Operation 017 — o r "Oper-
ation Alamcin," as 1 prefer to call it —
is remarkable above all for its high quali-
ty Several million nomads live in (he
deserts nf the Near East. This pilot
experiment, if successful, may be tried
ekewhere in the U.A.R.; similar opera-
tion-, have dreed) been launched in Syria
and Jordan,

The first balance sheet would seem to
be more than promising for the north-
west : 40 cooperatives; 1 .fKX) windmills:
thousands of ions of olives, almonds and
dates being produced each year; the first
mills established for the processing of
olive oil.

fbe U.N. Development Programme is
completing a survey on the possibilities
uf development in the region: an tntc-
yr.tiutl approach covering all aspects in-
eluding lourism because the snow-white
bcacfaci RSB among the most beautiful in
i hi- world.

The U.A.R. Government is evaluating
ocean resources. Another discovery : oil.
under the dunes of El Alamcin where
Rommel's dinks were stopped by luck
of petrol.

EJ Alamcin of (942. an autumn <$
war. El Alamcin of 1968, a spring ^
development. Development is one of the
iwo key conditions for the rebirth
Egypt; the other is peace.



The pitfalls
of communication
Thousands of experts
are roaming the third world.
Their success depends
on their impact
as agents of lasting change

by BERN WARD JOEROES

Social development at the community
level and, in particular, the problem of
how to obtain the participation of local
populations, is of considerable interest
to all those who have to design or carry
out projects in the fields of agriculture,
small-seals industry, health and nutrition,
community development and resettlement,
urban renewal, etc.

But political or administrative deci-
sions in developing societies do not auto-
matically lead to those infinitesimal and
infinitely varied behavioural changes at
community level which signal the emer-
gence of new developments from the
social vacuum. We are often confronted
w ' th u local time lag, a gulf between plans
ar)d their implementation, between new
institutional frameworks and popular
support, between national requirements
an<i response at the grass roots.

For this reason, a good deal of effort
ln 'he development field is expended on
^eating effective instruments of commu-
t a t i o n between local communities and
external agencies. Extension services
a n d tneir expert advisers, closely asso-
r t e d with both the educational system
a nd mass media, make it their business
0 Perform such mediating tasks. Many

lhousunds of national and foreign cx-
P^' attempt to gain influence over the

Joerges u a psychologist, member
lion '.!il'"rt-n Centre on ihv Rtitt- of Educa-
tions i ' ~ls '"u'"'.v ciwcerned Kith tfues-
P"riic"! ' " """""" ' development unit aid. and
(<j»,i"a . "' •'"H'<"l thtmse unit inlenullural

behaviour and activities of local groups
in this way.

Very often they try to stimulate cultu-
rally new modes of behaviour leading
toward goals which are alien, or not al-
ways of prime importance, to local ways
of life.

Focus on iho advisor

Much has been said and written about
the part such agents of change can play
in local development work. In these
discussions ihc character, attitudes, mo-
tivations and skills of the expert arc often
regarded as the prime condition for
achieving success in advisory projects
which cut across cultural boundaries.

Only secondary importance is attribut-
ed to the character of the group with
which the advisor is dealing — its aims
and problem-solving capacities, its re-
sourcefulness and central preoccupations
— and the broader social context is some-
how only regarded as a series of mod-
ifying factors.

In order to realize how absurd such
an expert-centred approach is, it is only
necessary to imagine oneself in the posi-
tion of a farmer, or slum-dweller, or small
trader who is confronted with the tempo-
rary presence of a few foreign experts
who start propagating all kinds of new
ideas (without having the power to en-
force their wholesale adaptation). The
expert then appears much less important;
much less a man who can induce and
control complex processes of behavioural
change. He appears, rather, as an intrud-

er who may be helpful, who is at times
a nuisance, who is often incomprehensi-
ble, but is above all, of transitory signifi-
cance.

One of the reasons for this biased view
of things lies in the fact that most of the
information which has been collected on
the processes of intercultural communi-
cation comes from the experts them-
selves; hardly any systematic empirical
surveys have been carried out. It also
arises from the excessively narrow concept
of communication which underlies the
majority of research and theory and
which, in turn, serves to strengthen the
original conception.

Communication research is dominated
by the dyadic frame (the relationship be-
tween the transmitter and receiver) and
is often unduly confined by this to a study
of meaningful symbols which pass be-
tween one individual, or one group, to
another. This relationship is often naive-
ly regarded as that of the more knowl-
edgeable, or superior, to the less knowl-
edgeable, or somehow inferior, as, for
example, in a parent-child or teacher-
pupil or counsellor-client relationship.

The enforcement of this dyadic model
upon problems of human communication
seems, indeed, to be part of the cultural
tradition of word-centred societies, such
as ours, which place heavy emphasis on
reading and writing, the encoding and
decoding of verbal messages' books,
films. TV. etc. Less literate people who
do not rely so. heavily on complex sym-
bolic operations probably also rely less
on rules of evidence in which symbolic



le presentation takes precedence over tan-
gibility.

The central importance attributed to
the dyadic relationship has adversely af-
fected the way the expert communicates
within technical matanct programmes.
An expert is regarded as 'successful
if he is capable of establishing a smooth
and trouble-free human relationship with
the client group. The expert's ability to
adapt himself is regarded as the principal
prerequisite for this. Adapting himself
means learning to understand the local
culture, accepting \i\c ways and values
of the group and remaining mentally
healthy while living through the culture
shock.

However, effective communication is
not merely a way of establishing a rela-
tionship with local groups. The only
decisive factor is the resulting pattern at
behaviour on the part of the client group.
What is important is the emergence of
new patterns of autonomous behaviour,
i.e., behaviour which remains unaltered
after the expert has left the scene.

It is not particularly important whe-
ther the expert manages to build up satis-
factory personal relationships and an
emotional dependence on him, or whether
he achieves a high measure of adjustment
to his task, judged hy his personal well-
being and health. The yardsticks of
" real understanding" and " emotional
identification " conceal a certain degree
of unnecessary >entimentality.

This does not mean rtiat the expert's
subjective experience, and hb capacity
to sustain satisfactory relationships across
cultural barriers, is irrelevant to the M B *
munrcaiion process. On the contrary,
this factor deserves careful considera-
tion. The expert's role is usually a ra-
ther ungrateful one and, for this reason,
he obviously feels an increased desire
for recognition, humanly satisfying rela-
tionships and personal success. Because
of this he will apply, more or less con-
sciously, strategics of communication
which are apt to increase the personal
rewards to be had from the client group;
he may even select client groups accord-
ing to this criterion.

TrmnmHioitMl mocimtiem

Bui such strategies may consist of
conforming with local conditions aiyj ex-
pectations rather than attempting to in-
duce change. Or it may consist of in-

troducing a whole range of formal new
activities in the client community as proof
of conspicuous and demonstrable action
to the employing agency which is reward-
ing him. Thus, communication which
pays off in status and personal satisfac-
tion can often be detrimental to the mi-
tiation of autonomous new activities in
the group.

If we wish to formulate a more suita-
ble model for the relevant processes of
communication, we must extend the
range of the phenomena which determine
behavioural change. The dyadic model
( "Who says what ... to whom ... ") must
be extended to include stimuli from those
parts of the human environment — usual-
ly conceptualized as social structure and
ecosystem — which are contingent upon
the symbolic interaction between advisoT
and client.

This requirement may, at first sight,
seem banal — it can be argued that
personal relationships are always depen-
dent upon, and conditioned by. the so-
cial and physical environment. Commu-
nication theory has, nonethrfe&s, always
treated this environment as more or less
in\ uriiihlc, imposing on interpersonal
communication fixed limits within which
it runs according to certain psychological
mechanisms. But il is impossible to
impose this kind of assumption in a situa-
tion of general technological and social
change.

Social changes and changes in the
physical environment occur PBgardfcnH of
facc-to-face relationship!; between com-
munity groups and external agents. The
group's response to educational or ad-
visory influences, on the other hand, is
closely associated with its response to so-
cto-organizaiiona) and ecological chants

Where there is no change within the
larger social and physical sphere, overall
response within the cultural core of na-
tivities (especially sustenance activities)
will be rather traditional — the expert
may evaluate this as resistance to chimp,

To lake another example, where the
physical communication system changes
rapidly bringing about higher rales of mo-
bility but where, at the same time, local
social controls remain unaltered, younger
;ind more receptive people may Ktfl re-
spond by leaving the area. Fspcrrs with
.1 narrow view of the underlying com-
munication process might evaluate this as
a white collar complex, or reluctance to

undertake manual work, tracing it back
lo some supposedly wrong kind of for- •
mal education. Note the moral quality
which evaluation tend* to acquire when
ihe expert fails to recognize major sources
of behavioural discrepancies.

One could easily cite other instances of
change — differentials which occur bet-
ween the three levels against which the
behaviour must be measured, nameiy
physical environment, social organization

MB/? with the

and the behavioral disposition of the
person I this last level being the one which
is primarily engaged in educational anU
advisory techniques of communication).

Hatttluvri beVra\iour, tspcci»ny collec-
tive solutions to problems of sustenance,
must be understood as the individual'1

reconciliation of his inner disposition
with ecological and social requirement*-
constraints and opportunities.

Sew habitual behaviour ultimately J*"
quires, changes on all lexdi. Disjunctive.
non-concurrent change on different level*
is, however, the distinguishing
of transitional sotictkv Attempts U>



this transilion by getting people to reor-
* gani/e their situation cognitivcty, i.e.. by

direct symbolic communication, should
<bc based on a systematic understanding
of rhe ways in which changes in the
physical and social environment produce
new ways and opportunities for action.

Communication strategics which main-
ly rely on vcTbal or other symbolic inter-
actions arc faced with two major types
of change situation. Firstly, where rapid

a nuisance or e help?

L ' iv iron menial changes, leave behind a
growing number of people who arc not
able to grasp the nature and signiJkaiKV
°* these changes, cognitive adaptation
's not achieved and ncv, opportunities
lolor
thci

more differentiated satisfaction of
needs are not exploited. Here, ad-

visory services arc necessary and helpful.
Secondly, where due to education,

* media exposure, increasing mobjJi-
political iigiiaiion, etc., mental trans-

ms take place while eorrcspond-
"8 changes in the local environment.

h material and Intfltulfcaial. lag be-
People begin feclijig uneasy and

dissatisfied within such situations of "ris-
ing expectation," or "information explos-
ion. " Here, advisory and other educa-
tional strategics are comparatively inef-
fective — advice tends to take on a pe-
culiarly hygienic quality, i.e.. helping peo-
ple to keep trying in the face of a hope-
less situation, providing atibis for reforms
kf i undone, busying itself with relatively
peripheral activities, etc.

A similar distinction can be drawn
between ecological and technological con-
ditions yn the une hand, and the institu-
tional arrangement of relevant activities
— i.e., political authority, admislration,
forms of economic cooperation, inter-
community relations etc. — on the other.

The place and value of advisory work
can he determined moTC rationally by
keeping such categories of change in
mind It becomes easier to select cri-
teria in choosing target populations and
tlw kind and content «f communication
media. We can better understand the
profit to be had from coordinating or
synchrotrizmg advice with other kinds of
incentives. Ways of modifying behav-
iour through indirect communication —
i.e., environmental and institutional de-
sign — may mQBai fllWIHIlhn J> com-
plementary strategics in advisory
While remaining a member of a
profession, the advisor might well Ukc
I professional intcreM in proccuct of

communication of a mtore inclusive kind

Nm tided: *tr*in.ne*iatant expert

Advisors working with culturally dis-
tant groups tend to use communication
techniques which are characteristic of
relationships in their own cullurc. They
usually enact some variation of a teachcr-
nnd-pupil or counsellor-and-client rela-
tionship. L\en though such a relationship
may be unfamiliar or even alien to the
client's culture.

< It-ark it is very important tu the ad-
visor that he act within learni and proved
(Kltevtdent) Frames of reference became
the\ stand for his st.itus. hh tccrmicaJ
competence and his professional idem it >
But it is also dear that if his n m n p d o n
arc mistaken, relationships based un them
will remain superficial and meaningless
ill best.

Similarly, most cultures will have de-
veloped some form of polite and in-
consequential ritual fur dealing with
strangers and outsiders. Again, such

rotes serve to ensure the- views and integ-
rity of the host while, at the sunn: time,
allowing a smooth and even interesting
interchange. But nothing really happens
and the whole process resembles rather
the encapsulation of sonic potentially
dangerous" microbe trying to attack an
organism.

Experts may unwittingly accept role
positions for purposefully seek to occupy
such positions) which arc pre-established
in the host culture and endowed with a
certain authority. However, they will
seldom bi able to fulfil either the ex-
pectations attached to these roles, or their
own purposes through a remodelling pro-
cess. If experts fail to respond, or over-
respond, to dimly perceived (but none-
theless culturally clearly defined) expec-
tations, they risk being regarded as mor-
ally in the wrong, or dangerous, by the
local people.

We hardly know anything certain
about the dynamics of interpersonal com-
munication across cultures. What we
can say is that smooth communication
betrays, more often than not, ineffective
communication. Open misunderstand-
ing, a certain amount of tension and in-
terpersonal conflict I the expression of
whi«;h will again wr> i^ltu rally) indicate
that the chaofe ajent and the " changce "
aw having it out with one another: many
t i tan il may even cause a complete
breakdown erf communication.

(hj> brings >» back to the persona!
characteristics and skills of the change
agent, To find und train experts who
can support and manipulate a certain de-
gree of strain, instability and change in
interpersonal relations should be of con-
tinuing concern to advisory services and
technical assistance agencies

I o the extent that m are able to spell
out Ihc educational correlate of environ-

per te. methods used in
local communities on the

level of personal intercommunication
unilt i be O U R rationally adapted to (it
special local condit ion. To the extent
that familiar technique* of interpersonal
mliucncc and persuasion, methods of
f i n i n g part icip.ilion jnd involving the
local people emotionally in the work of
the expert prow tafiffectlve, environmen-
tal design — which aims at a more in-
clusi\e control ou-r important determi-
nants of behaviour — could become a
more important part of the profession. •



The story of a
histicated breed

Bountiful crops in southeast Asia:
"Miracle rice" said the people - but 1R-8

performs only under skilful care,
proper irrigation, plenty of fertilizers

and incessant work

by HUBERTUS ZU LOWENSTEIti

" Miracle rice " — that's what people
are calling the most successful of the high-
yielding varieties developed at the Inter-
national Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in
Los Banos, 40 miles southeast of Ma-
nila. But Dr. Robert F. Chandler, the
director, does.not like such expressions:
" They are misleading and may induce
complacency," he explains. " The more
sophisticated the varieties, the more care
they require — plenty of fertilizers, prop-
er irrigation and drainage. Some of
them are rather susceptible to various
kinds of diseases — they need pesticides,
insecticides and herbicides."

Dr. Chandler, ta New Englander in his
early sixties — greying or sandy-haired,
it is difficult to tell which — was " raised
on Maine potatoes," he told me. But
for many years now he has been deeply
interested in rice. When talking, he
barely opens his mouth, but what comes
out makes sense.

From !95O until 1954, when he joined
the Rockefeller Foundation, he was first
dean and then president of the College of
Agriculture of the University of New
Hampshire. Before that, he was a soil
scientist at Cornell.

[RRt was established as a joint venture
of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations,
with the active cooperation of the Phil-
ippine Government. The original en-
dowment was for S7.5 million. It was
officially dedicated on 7 February 1962

Hubert us zu Lowe n stein -We rtheim-Freudeberg
historian, newspaperman and world traveller
has written many books and in recent yean
has become increasingly interested in agricul-
tural development.

and operates on a yearly budget of about
$1.75 million.

"Our sponsors are very magnanimous,"
says Dr. Chandler, "All they want is
that we spend the money for the purpose
it is given." This purpose is clear: to
increase the production of rice in Asian
countries using all the resources of mod-
ern science and research. But Africa
and Latin America, even Europe, are also
benefiting from the Institute's work.

The staff of IRRI is housed in an air-
conditioned, single-story building contain-
ing the offices and laboratories: biochem-
istry, bacteriology, plant pathology, mi-
crobiology, soil fertility and so on. The
entomological collection is most compre-
hensive, from tiny stem borers, yellow
and striped, to the larvae of tropical but-
terflies, beautiful creatures in their final
stages, with wide, dazzling wings. Some
greenhouses and a few special research
buildings are located near the main build-
ing. There is a 200-acre experimental
farm with underground irrigation and sur-
face draining ditches. Any plot can be
Hooded or drained at any time of the
year.

A magic word: "lodging"
IRR] has a permanent staff of 550

persons, among them 24 senior officials.
The majority are Filipinos, the rest arc
divided among seven nations, with the
United States representing 3%. In ad-
dition, there are 150 local, agricultural
labourers.

When I was there the great fountain in
the wide, open courtyard was turned on
in honour of the birthday of some na-

tional figure. Behind its luminous spray,
projected in soft colours against the hori-
zon, one could discern a chain of prehis-
toric volcanos. " It's to them that we
owe the fertility of our soil which is only
about 10 000 years old," Dr. Chandler
commented.

Rice is to the east what the *vbread of
life " is to the west; 60% - of mankind
live by it. 90% of the world's rice crop
is produced and consumed in Asia but
rice yields in the tropical and subtropical
regions of Asia are low. The soil, unless
fertilized by friendly volcanos, t becomes
exhausted. If crop yields are to be
stepped up, to keep pace with the popu-
lation explosion, artificial fertilizers must
be applied. Field trials and experience
indicate what kind; nitrogenous fertilizers
are mainly needed in the Philippines.

" But to make the rice nitrogen-re-
sponsive, we had to change the plant
type," Dr. Chandler explained. "The
traditional varieties are too tall, 64-88
inches. All the strength goes into their
big leaves. Wind and rain blow them
over easily and they lodge when you
apply fertilizer. So we started breeding
short-stemmed varieties, the IR-8 and
others, which have a much greater lodg-
ing resistance."

This is the magic word in modern rice
production: "lodging." Its specific
meaning is not explained in normal dic-
tionaries: that the plants tilt over when
their growth is stimulated by fertilizers.

" You can see it for yourself, " Dr

Chandler said, when we were out in the
fields. " The plants over there arc al-
ready lodging, here they aren't. " Each



variety has its polite wooden name-tag:
' " IR - 8 - 288 - 3 " ; " IR - 5 - 47 - 2 "*;

" I R - 400 - 2K - 4 - 5. " Another vari-
ety tested here, the " C4 •* 6 3 , " was
devetoped by the College of Agriculture
of the University of the Philippines, adja-
cent 10 IRRI.

These cryptic figures indicate the ge-
neMt; lines, processes of painstaking plant
crossings, which couldn't be more toil-
some and complicated if one were breed-
ing greyhounds or racehorses.

Take the now famous " IR 8 - 288 -
3" as an example, In 1962 a short-

I Memmcd fndtca from Taiwan, named
Dee-gto-woo-gett, was mated with a tall
Indira from Indonesia, called Peia. In
Utc Institute's records this process was
designated as " IR - 8. " 130 seeds from
this first pollination were grown in green-
houses, where they produced the first
generation. Seeds from the best speci~
men were planted in the fields, the second
generation of about 10 000 plants. Al l
undesirables were removed, those KM tall
or too late in maturing for instance.
Seeds frotf the remaining happy few were

|* planted in the blast nursery and exposed
to a Pandora's box full of diseases. Once
"lore, the weak and undesirables were
discarded. From this third generation —
another 10,000 — the best 298 were se-
lected and the seed from each plant sown
separately* in the blast nursery, providing
298 pedigree rows of the fourth genera-
tion. After another careful select ion. a
single plant — number $ — was taken
froni rtw 288*. The fifth generation
sprang from it. the basic stack of today's
lR - & - 2%» - 3, four yea™ afttt the
WnsunimatkiTi of the marriage between
Ihc sihort-stemmed t>ce-f>et>-wo&-gen. and

* Peta. his tall female spouse.

[R - H (as it is called in short) stands
36-42 inches high and matures in
30 days. It is lodging-resistant and
? yield averages 5 BOO Ib per acre

with f>eta\ 2 200 Ib per acre
^ »- ... i ld. Us dwrt Chinese (urbcuc'i
; WO Jb per acre average and the I » 0 -

^ Ib per acTc average of mosl local

On* may really talk about a break-
'hrough provided of course, that all other
requirements are fulfilled. They arc eon-

, ta«icd in ihc form of seven command-
^cnts in a Inn, pamphlet published by
•*"«• I here omt be v iv^^h (cd

W ih Per acre, and it must he
A Kanan researcher at trie Rice flewatch tnsiriwo >s
ptct os part oi tht long end painstaking process o> S9itet"v • new vane:,



erly applied — as a rule 50% at pi an Ling,
the remaining half 60 days before harvest-
ing, or two-thirds at planting, the rest
three weeks before flowering, depending
on the quality of the soil. Other com-
mandments deal with a continuous and
we It- regulated water supply; pest, weed
and insect control, and — most impor-
tant — the right time fcr harvesting.

"Many of the nitrogen-responsive vari-
eties retain their dark-green leaves and
stems even after the grains have fully
matured. " Dr. Chandler said. " The
right time for harvesting is when more
than 85 "A of the grains on the panicle are
firm and cleaT in appearance, regardless
of the greenness of the leaves or straw, "

1R - > has a history similar to IR - 8.
It. too, descends from a f'i'ta. but in the
male line a Malaysian variety, called
Tangkai Rotan. is its ancestor. IR - 5 is
taller <52-56 inches) than IR - 8, hence
it has less lodging resistance, and its yield
is usually somewhat lower. But it has
proved resistant to some plant diseases,
like tungro virus, the bacterial leaf blight
and the grassy stunt virus.

" Every variety has both its good and
its bad features, " Dr, Chandler said
bluntly. " Only field trials and continued
research can determine which is best
under given circumstances,'1

Because of its high amylose content.
IR 5 cooks dry and fluffy, so some Asian
peoples prefer it to IR-8. which lends to
become soggy as it cools, " Others don'i
like the chalky spots in the IR - B grains.
They want their rice to be glistening, "
Dr. Chandler said. " But we are trying
to change this whitish colour and make
IR - S n a n palatable"

The Physiology Department at mm dis-
covered thai une of the main reasons
for lodging is thai in the cloudy monsoon
season the tall plants do not get enough
sunlighl. and therefore suffer a carbohy-
drate deficiency which affects their
strength and lowers their yield. "The
(ong, droopy feaves shadow the tower
ones." Dr. Chandler commented, " so
[he new plant type had tu ha\c short,
stiff, erect leaves whwh would permit the
light to enter freely"

During the Crop ;.t.jr I<KS7 6K, some
75(),tMX) acre-, were pom * i l h trig)*-
yielding VtrtedH in the Philippines. IK
- K accounted for two-thirds nl the p'ant-
iftg, adopted now h> more than half of
the farmer\. The average yield *m about

3 500 Ib per acre (compared with I 33U
Ib per acre for the local varieties). The
highest yield of IR - 8 was recorded in
Quezon Province - 10 000 lbs per acre.

The library at mfn has a most com-
prehensive collection of the world's tech-
nical rice literature. Tin.1 re arc Liver
15 000 bibliographic references written
in 22 languages and drawn from some
81K3 scientific journals and periodicals.

The major part of all rice literature
comes from Japan. This remarkable
country — through hard work, frugality

Comparative Yields of Improved and Local

LOCAL

and ingenuity — has achieved the second
highest yield in the world, nent to Austra-
lia, an average of 4 590 Ib per acre.
More than half of the arable land is
used for paddy farming, subsidized to the
tune of S8<)0 million a year. The Japa-
nese paddy farmer receives twice the
world nurkci price for his product. This
is a policy that pays. Not only has
Japan become independent of rice im-
ports hut its indu-Stries — chemical*, far-
uli/urs, farm machinery — stimulated b\
1 he demands of the home market, ten
made Japan 0BB of the Lading export
ottkni of the *orld

Taiwan, with 2 H05 Ib per acre and
two rice crops a year, and Korea, with
2 (>to Hi per acre, come next, Then
ihi: > ields drop sharply; Ceylon averages
I 780 )b per acre; Pridrttt I 510 Ib

per acre: India I 440 Ib per acre; Thai-
land I 420 Ib per acre; Cambodia 980 '
Ib per acre and Laos 775 Ib per acre,

Eighty nations are working with IR - 8.
In Ceylon, Mr. C.P. de Suva, Minister
of Lands, Irrigation and Power, who is
growing IR - 8 on his own fields, told
me about his experience: " I t needs
plenty of oxygen. Drain your paddies
three or four limes and let the soil crack
in the sun to increase the ventilation."
His yield, he aflirnud. was four times
higher than the local varieties.

Malaysia, West Pakistan, Cambodia
and Indonesia also report excellent results
with the IRR! varieties. Where they have
not been introduced on a large scale —
because of taste preference or due to local
conditions, where paddies are flooded too
deep for the shurt-stemmed IR - S, for
instance — they have still stimulated the
use of other high-yielding varieties.

AN told, during the crop year 1967/68.
almost (en million acres were planted
with the new varieties. They produced
an additional yield of six million tons
meaning $360 million (at Sty a ton)
more for the farmer,

'• But is there not a danger that these
varieties will eventually overstock the
world market and cause a slump in rice
prices? " I asked Dr. Chandler. " For
some time to come the birth rate will be
outrunning food production," he replied.

" The whole of modern agronomy and
technology must come into play to make
(he new varieties' produce as they should,"
says Dr. Chandler emphatically. " There
just isn't such a thing as a 4 miracle rice.'
No improved variety will solve the world
food problem by itself. And how docs
it help mankind if the additional crops
are eaten up hy rats, destroyed by insects
or withered by disease! What we have
done so far is only the first salvo in the
battle against world hunger." he conclud-
ed. " ThcTc is hope and we can be
happy about our successes. But we must
pi cm fn;irr here. "

Vw poetic experiments have already
begun, once more with tens of thousands
of experimental plantings. Just as the
tall i'i-ni and (he squiit Drf-.mJ-wcw-tff
became the forbears of [R - 8. so tt
too may soon be relegated into history-
Ofl the fields of Los Banos. Dr. Chand-
ler's gentle "children " — IR - 8'i and
IK • 5\ progeny — arc now in their
second or third generation. •

.



Profits
from
losses
Food surpluses on one side, economic lag

on the other: by using food aid for

investment financing In development countries,

the World Food Programme is trying to restore

some balance

by NOEL OIYELET Nothing irks a scientist more than a
problem tn which he cannot find a satis-
factory answer. Economists have been
sorely tried since the beginning of ihu
century by the baffling question of agri-
cult uraJ surpluses. The tendency was,
until recently, to regard them as mere
unfortunate accidents caused by some
fault in the economic machinery — the
United States did noi know what to do
with its wheat. Brazil " burned its coffee
in jis. locomotive engines," and the
peasant from Brittany sprinkled his ar-
tichoke surplus with kerosene.

Meanwhile, a few observers became
aware of the fact that people were dying
of hunger in other parts of the world.
This discovery first provoked shock, then
anger, then irritation, and finally fell into
oblivion.

Today we know that agricultural sur-
pluses arc a consequence of technological
progress and that they will plague us for
some tjmc to come. A report submitted
by Sicco Mamholt, Vice-Chairman of the
European Economic Community in De-
cember 1968, to the " Six " Ministers of
Foreign Affairs and Agriculture slates
that although the agricultural production
of the Common Market enjoys a 3.3%
yearly growth, on the other hand the raw
of increase of foodstuffs expenditure is
stowing down from 3.6% per year be-

tween I960 and 1965, to 2.7% for the
period 1967-70.

We musl admit, therefore, that even
the " developed " countries are them-
selves still " developing " to some extent,
and will remain that way for a period
of lime which cannot be predicted. This,
for the very simple reason that the growth
of their agricultural productivity, the
shrinking of their agricultural population
(one farm " dies " every ten minutes in
the European Community), and the rise
in the consumption of agricultural pro-
duce do not follow the same pace. Bc-
Ctnse of this gap. which is impossible to
bridge, agricultural surpluses will contin-
LIL- to CMSI in rich couniries unless these
three factors — productivity, ske of the
active population and consumption —
adjust to one another as smoothly as parts
of a well-run machine in the three sec-
tors of the economy: agriculture, in-
dustry and services. This may not hap-
pen before the end of this millennium.

Orthodox economists have urged gov-
ernments lo legislate, lax, fix quotas, and
subsidize In spile of all this, agricultur-
al surpluses rather than vanishing kept
crowing. Faced with a troublesome tor-
rent, it is L-asicr to change its course than
plug-it at source, or, better still, channel
it to good use.

This is the economic justification of



the World Food Programme [WFP) to
(he developed countries

In ihe glass and steel skyscraper south
of Rome, where the WFP offices a re-
located, Sushil Kumar Dey. Associate
Executive Director, brilliantly explains
the other aspect of the question. The 62-
year- oId Indian, schooled in all aspects
of application of economics lo public ad-
min istraiion, has lived through the diffi-
cult task of getting his country's economy
off the ground. He knows what he is
Talking about. For almost forty years he
has been driving himself to observe, un-
derstand. Li v piJin and whenever possible
solve ihc problems of development.

Wm mrnti mot bm 9»mttmmmtmH*t*

If help to poor countries were to come
only from produce needed by the rich
ones — produce which could be sold on
their own markets — it would slow down
the development of the poor, says Sushil
Dey. And since we must be economists
and not sentimentalists if we are to be
lastingly effective, we believe thai profit-
able production can only be exchanged
for equally profitable work, But devel-
oping oouotriet, for the time being, are
in no position to offer such profitable
work. To undertake such an unequal
type of exchange between rich and poor
L-ountrics would only amnum to shifting
ihe problem without really solving it.

Furthermore, developing countries
must undertake ;i certain number of oper-
ations which do not yield immediate
profits. These operations seldom attract
bankers and economists. One cannol
expect the afforestation of a region, a lit-
eracy campaign, or the fight against soil

ton, drought and floods lo yield so
much percent the following year. This
is even more true of providing nourish-
ment for the young.

To support these act iv i ty , marginal.
yet of paramount importance to the devel-
oping countries, and to help them get start-
ed, we must find equatly marginal prod-
ucts. In other words, to support proj-
ects of no immediate economic value,
we must procure products which arc de-
prived of value bociiuM.- thev cannot be
markciLu. This is where the surpluses
of the rich countries COOK in. for they
fi! exactly this description. They will play
the part of the water used to prime the

No pfinUt
pump. It is " entra " water, whkh is . £gvpts raw Nile bas

m rus right mind would undertake a/on* a gigantic tttk men at
These workers Del aaanional compensation in food from

mm

u &



not included in the consumption quota
* It, loo, is ;i surplus, hut il is indispensable.

These surpluses cost the developed coun-
tries very little since, by definition, they
had no market value. They were pro-
duced with already amortized equipment.

To the recipient countries, these sur-
pluses uttered the only means of employ-
ing, on projects requiring considerable
manpower, unskilled workers usually
considered as marginal labour.

When United Slates industrialists un-
derstood that paying higher wages lo their
workers, thus increasing their purchasing

v power, was to their own best interest,
American industrial development made a
tremendous leap forward.

This concept can now be applied on
a world scale. Today's proletariat ccn-
s^ls of the unemployed or underemployed
populations of the poorer countries and
it would be well within the fettered of the
richer ones to transform these popula-
tions inio future solvent customers.

4 OAW strategy

All humanitarian aspects being consid-
ered — their " moral " content is self-
evident — we see that we can state this
problem in economic terms.

This notion has only now begun to
jpon governments who, after a

lengthy period of groping, are starting to
'hink in terms of what we call the "strat-
c£y for development."

It took nearly two decades after the end
f the second world war for the World

Programme to come to life, thanks
to > joint initiative of the Uniled Nations
and the Food and Agriculture Organ i/a-
lion. H was established on I January 1963

' f o r a trial period of three years. The
General Assembly of the United Nations
drafted its terms of reference on 19 De-
cember 19ft], providing it with a si rue-
t u re including a LJN/FAO Intcrgovernmcn-
**y urn mil tee and a mixed administrative
***?• l! also called • P l y i n g Confer-
C n c c yt ^hich all member countries were
mv«ed to poo] their surpluses.

A goal was set at the start, aiming at
h g . on a voluntary basis, one hun-

millkm dollars worth of contribu-

The tan mat** con tfibut orm
for 196B-197O

1 United States
2 Canada
3. Netherlands
4 Federal Republic

Germany
5. Sweden
6. Norway

7. Uniled Kingdom
fl. France /pending)
9 Italy

10. Japan

u.s $
63 000 000
20 0OQ000

7 222 222
of

6000 000
6000000
3 0S0 0O0
2 976 761
2 040316
1000 000

940000

Note Triese figures represenl contri-
butions lo trie World Food Programme
only, not ihe toiai aid to development
given by the above countries. Jn some
cases. Ihese figures represenl in fact
no more than a small pet cent age 0<
their total aid to development

organization to be supplied with the
means with which to operate. One of
the advantages of this method is that, by
not paying workers entirely in cash, the
danger of a too fast rise of ihcir pur-
chasing power is checked, and this in
turn prevents inflalionary food prices
from spreading throughout ihe country.
Another advantage is that, once freed
fmm utilization for marginal projects, lo-
cal financial capital can be more profit-
ably invested in other undertaking

The risks are obvious: by introducing
food supplies in the economic sector of
a given country, the danger arises of com-

and the rest in cash and services,
t to put nee, wheat or meal at the
sul of W H . w a s n o t e n o u g K. These

had yci lo be shipped out, and Ihe

THE GOLDLH RULES

To quality for WFP acceplan.ee and
sponsorship, a govern ma ni- pro posed
project must have a high coefllclani ol
manpower,

— the commodities received must
be distributed in kind and not sold (ex-
cept, of course, in cases where sales
form an integral part of the project);

— the pfofeci must be broad enough
to produce notable results;

— assistance programmes already
operating in Ihe country must be coor-
dinated and other possible sources O'
assistance laken into consideration.

— the self-help factor musl be
brought into play:

— the country must be capable of
continuing to operate the project once

assistance is terminated

ptting either with the local production or
the country's food imports.

This is why WFP has made a ruSe of
scrufinj/mg with the greatest care the pos-
sible repercussions in every field

Anolher category concerns the feeding
of schooledildrcn or students, to increase
school attendance and improve academic
results. We know that an empty head goes
with a hollow stomach; thus we cannot
CXpKt a good mental performance from
undernourished youngsters. Thjs is what
one might call an investment in human
resources.*

As WFP'S Executive Director, Francis-
co Aquino pointed out, " the shortage
of skilled manpower in the industrial, as
well as other sectors, paralyzes growth
even when the necessary financial re-
sources are available." He recalled that
WFP was currently feeding, among others,
thousands of students in vocational train-
ing or professional schools in Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia. Peru and Jamaica.

Tho Tunisian oxporimont

The third category concerns the set-
tlement of people in new lands — dis-
placed communities, refugees, nomads.
Food aid rills the gap until the settlers can
harvest their own crops.*

The fourth and loM category deals with
ihe feeding of livestock which amounts
lo the transformation of vegetable into
animal protein on the spot. Which brings
us to another important asset, common
to all these types of aid utilization, that
is, the introduction of changes in the re-
cipients' food habits. The acquisition of
new tastes in food hopefully may lead the
people to increase the local production
of new types of foodstuffs.

Here is an example of how food aid
can help development: the concept of food
aid as an additional source of investment
ftnmctag made its first appearance jn Tu-
nisia in 1958, when the Government de-
cided lo draft all the unemployed work-
ers for its campaign to right underdevel-
opment. When WFP started its opera-
tions in Tunisia in 1963, it found |
population already familiar with the uti-
lization of food aid for investment financ-
ing.

The Government considered WFP aid
as a fomplcmcnt to its own efforts, and it

* S« George Zoiiolu't article on p.



was agreed from the start that at least
half of the totai value of the approved
investments would be supplied by Tunisia
itself. And here are the elements of the
probiem; according to I he 1966 census,
SOfll of the Tunisian population is en-
gaged in agriculture, and more than half
of the total population consists of people
under twenty years of age, The conclu-
sion is that two cop priorities must be
established: agriculture and education.

On the agricultural side, the emphasis
now is on building up large Hocks of
sheep and poultry. With w^p maize,
mixed with other fodder, animal feed is
prepared and sold at low cost to farmers.
The proceeds arc partly used to finance
The production of the feed, and partly for
promoting vaccination campaigns. Once
this new circuit runs smoothly, WFP'S
assistance will no longer be necessary and
will be discontinued. And this is exactly
what we meant by comparing the Pro-
gramme's role to that of water in a pump-
priming operation.

Work tar thtt unemployed

As far as education is concerned,
contributes to prevocational, vocational
and agricultural training, not by sending
teachers — which is the concern of other
organizations such as LJncsco, or which
may be done through bilateral agreements
— but by providing, as usual, food aid.
This is how, for in stance, several inten-
sive sin-wetk training courses turned oat
17 500 agricultural trainees in two v. :-•

The contribution of WFP. anvuntinp
lo U.S-S6I0 0O0. enabled the Tunisian
Government to subsidize these worker)
during their training pericxi-

Hcre. among others, a few more WFP
operations in Tunisia: foodstuffs for
school canteens and several youth cen-
tres, for students participating in the
establishment of new villages; support to
two soil conservation and afforestation
projects in the north of Afl country and
construction of small dams in the south.

Over and above their intrinsic value,
thrw operations have ihe advantage of
providing wxtt for an underemployed
labour force. And that is, precisely, the
primary goal of the World Food Pro-
gramme, and its official, institutional func-
tion, i

However, with sizeable stocks of food-
stuffs at iis fMqmttf w i i * could hardly re-

frain from apportioning at least pan of
it to the relief of distress caused by dis-
asters — Moods, earthquakes, famines,
wars, rcvulu I ions. . , An emergency food
aid scheme was established for that pur-
pose but. no matter how greatly needed
for humanitarian reasons, it constitutes,

Six y « r * of food aid
WFP ttilpmwilt In million* of U.S. doll«»

M « JIM Dew** itM

after all, a secondary ;md Jimilcii
of WFP'S activities, involving only 16 to
17% of its operating budget.

Recently we had cases of emergency
aid to Nigeria. Pakistan and Syria.* We
muii add that, unfortunately, emergency

• See r m t i No. 6.

aid does not reach the stricken areas fast
enough. The usual time lag is of four to
five months, ami the question was raised
by t be Frenrh dele gale to ihe Intergovern-,'
mental CoflBiriltee at its 14th session in
Rome iasi November, The answer was
that it was difficult to remedy the situation,
because many donor countries were quite
far from the recipient tines, and that
shipping was not always immediately
available. There were also cases of many
shipments being held up by strikes — a
paradoxical situation in which a relative-
ly needy group of people, fighting for
a better deal, plunge into deeper misery
entire populations much worse off than
they are.

FmmmihlB and dmmirmhle

But even late, emergency food aid is
far from useless.

People stiU remember the major dis-
asters which occurred in various parts of
the world in recent years. By bringing
them to public notice, press, radio and'
television have helped generate world-
wide surges of generosity which brought
quick relief where needed.

But generosity it short-lived and while
the image of the refugees soon fades out
of memory, the refugees themselves re-
main and continue to ask for bread.

It is usually at this point thai WFP
relief is ^utilized for reconstruction work.
In any case, WFP action (which may cover
tmm I to IQOWoJ tht nc.eds) is expected
to cum pie men t the work of other relief
.•tLMni/aiions. and to dovetail its action
• ilh theirs

t as can be seen, are immense,
are they met? Where do the re-

come from? Earlier wetald that a
pledging conference was being held every
two years at ihe headquarters of the
United Nations. It is attended by dele-
gates from member countries of tJw
United Nations and the Food and Agri-
eulfure Organization, who pledge a cer-
tain amount of tons of wheat, sugar, pow-
dered milk or whatever other food or feed
commodities they can contribute, as w«H
as c;ish and services.

Contrary to what one may think, i t *
rich countries are not the onty doooJ*
Many developing countries also partiO"
putt- in pledging, «s a matter of principle
This is MM • free soup diMrihulion oper"
at ion. nor a ime-way traffic o( charity-



but an exercise of mutual aid, a coopera-
tive enterprise in :he truest sense. Nat-
urally, everyone cannot contribute to (he
Same extent, in quantity as well as qual-
ity. .But everyone participates.

Taking a look at the report of the
latest pledging conference for 1969 70.

offer of two tons of canned beef, Cuba
with 5 <XX) ions of sugar, Niger with 30
tons of millet and Pakistan with 1 200
tons, of rice. The U.A.R. gave beans and
Morocco, fish meal. Other countries with
no surpluses pledged token contributions
in t..-h ( .J nhndij. 1 tKM) J.'ILirs; H;ir-

icngshoramtm unioacf ftmrf surplus cargo which will tied sevonl thousand stvd,nts.

Uniied Nations headquarters on bados, 4 000; Cyprus I 000 and Ethiopia
January 1968, we find some startling 2 0 0 0 . . ,

Unfortunately, the callers arc soon outside by side with (he United
WIMKC initial pledge was of SI00
(7

of bTealh, and the report shows that theMKC initial pledge was of SI00
(70 in goods and the rest in cash fpti of $200 million will not be reached.

scrv i w s ) i there is Botswana with an According lo the roles devised to preserve

the truly multilateral nature of the Pro-
gramme, whereby the United States
matches other nations* contributions, this
donor will have to reduce its own pledge
because it must never exceed 50% of the
lota! pledges in goods, cash and services
contributed' by other nations, which
amounted to $83 million. The result is
thai only Si86 million out of the 200
million goat will be available to WFP. A l -
ready during its experimental pehod
(1963-1965), contributions had fallen
short of the (00 million dollar goal, by
yielding ortiy 94 million.

Next, during the second three-year pe-
riod* 1966-68), Si87 million were collect-
ed out of a goal of 275 million. Splitting
(hew triennium figures in yearly terms,
one finds that the first budget had raised
31,3 million instead of 33,3, or 94<"i xA
the goat; the second, 62.2 instead of
91.6 (68% of the goal) and ihe latest. 83
mi I lion instead of LOO million dollars
(83%). Which means that there \m
been progress in absolute value terms and
wavering in percentages.

This is quite encouraging. It is also
satisfying to note thai f>\ developing
countries have contributed, this time, 91
million dollars, as against 2.8 million dol-
lars during ihL- experimental period, it is
equally satisfying lo know thai what had
been considered an experimental venture
has twice been confirmed and is row
being established on a lasting basis: the
Programme is expected tft be prolonged
every biennium " as long as multilateral
food aid is found feasible and desirable.1*

We must admit that it is '* feasible and
desirable" to do much more than h;iv
been done so far and fOT a long time
to come. As long as productive capacity
exceeds what can he paid for and yet
there remains unsatisfied need, not only
of those who by their situation can give
mulling in return, but also of those who
can make use of the supplies to rise in due
course to full productive stature, so long
will there be scope for this Programme.

We also know that the countries of
the Third World will not achieve devel-
opment by next week, nor within the
next ten or twenty years. They must
follow the path of evolution of their pre-

viors, the richer countries.
Such arc the factors which we cannot

ignore, any longer, which condition the
range of the possible and of the desi-
rable. •
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The agricultural revolution

came first
The early XlXth century industrialists

t were farmers of humble origin
The industrial revolution is nothing but I

the result of an agricultural productivity breakthrough

by PAUL BAiRQCH

The industrialized siwictrcs of today are becoming more
aware of the bask importance of scientific Tesearch as a
promoter of economic development. Since science has long
been looked upon as an effect of economic development, rather
than as a cause, this is indeed a change of attitude.

The level of economic development we know today came
into being through agriculture. Some 10 000 years ago the
changeover to the Neolithic civilization — a change from
an economy based on fruit-gathering, hunting and fishing to
one based on agriculture and livestock raising — made pos-
sible, for the first time in history, a lasting food surplus per
capita per worker and, in consequence, a significant consump-
tion of non food products.

From this new situation came the beginning of specializa-
tion and the creation of an urban way of life. From these
non agricultural communities came, in turn, I hose intellectual
and technical developments which formed the basis for ancient
dvIBlJIhaw and, eventually, modern science.

However, this first agricultural surplus remained very
small, even after the successive progress made by ancient and
western civilizations. Thus, at I he beginning of the 18th cen-
tury on the eve of the industrial revolution, about 75% of
the working population of the most fully developed societies
was still engaged in agriculture, although average consumption
of agricultural products was very low. In .such traditional
societies, excess production over consumption was not more
than 25% for the average family unit. The inadequacy of
this surplus becomes obvious when it is remembered that
annual fluctuations in agricultural crop yields average more
than 25%. even at the national level.

Plltl Hairot. h is a specialist m rcimomic dryrloprtirnl. and heads the
Economic Rntateh Or part men r uf Hrlfiums Institute nf JlnMojf.
Hlt wnrinfi intludr * Revolution IntiuMMdlc rt sOUuJtvdOppentcnl ».
* DiigmtsiiL Jf IcMjIuiiLin fcmoaiqtM du lierA mondc • and "
cullurc and Jnduimal Revolution " do he

This imbalance lay at the root of recurrent subsistence
crises, the most serious of which coutd so weaken the economy
of a country that ihe result was a decline in the •civilization
based on ihal economy, As long as agricultural productivity
did not rise above the 2S% surplus level, any progress in the
development of civili/.alions was impossible.

Widespread changes in the system of agricultural pro-
ductivity which preceded the industrial revolution broke
through this hjrricr The resulting increase in productivity
brought the average surplus level up from 25% i" mnTe than
50%, over a period of 40 tq 60 years, In this new framework,
a very poor harvest no longer meant severe scarcity or fam-
ine. The agricultural revolution ' — as these widespread
changes in rural life have been called — gave rise to the
cumulative economic development known as the industrial
revolution

Without eottom, mo mtmohmmtzmttom
AgrkuhuTc played a vital part in the industriahrcvuluiioi1.

In societies where only tine or two of the active population
out of twenty are agricultural workers, it is easy to forget thai
just before the industrial revolution fifteen to eighteen out w
every twenty of the working population worked at agriculture-
Such an economic structure meant that a very large propor"
lion of ihc iiciivc population — that is, of the consumers •—
participated in the development process. Without such •
large degree of participation, indeed, upheavals such as tl*
industrial revolution are not possible.

All countries in which development started in the
and I9th fJMttrki experienced progress in the n
sector 20 io Ml p u n ahead of the industrial lector. In
Britain, cradle of the industrial revolution, agricultural **
velopriH-ni Marled about I ?(K). while (he industrial l l* '*
began in 1760 In rrancc. ihi* pcrkxJ of growth in ap
lure tout place in l7M)-nO: industrialization did not



utilil 20 or 30'years later. The list could be continued to
• include almost all countries now considered to be developed.

Again, if the level of 19th century agricultural productiv-
ity is compared with that of, 19th century industrial develop-
ment, the two can be seen as closely related.

Thcic facts ted to ihe conclusion that a low level of
agricultural pmduclL\ir> ha-. *J«4>i been an insurmountable
barrier to any l.iiiv *. e development in ihe non agricultural
sectors. Without progress in agricultural pruduciruiy. the
transfer of workm 10 the inJmtrol tector would have resulted
in a more than proportionate tfajimc in agricultural pro-
duction, since vo j few forms had readied the uaae of dimin-
ishing returns. The Inophote of foreign trade did not yet
txist, due to the very high transport cost* which would have

^ stemmed from a large differential between levels of develop-
ment. It is significant thai Great Britain waited for eighty years
after the industrial revolution to engage in the large-scale
importation of foodstuffs.

Progress in agricultural productivity brought about a
cumulative process of expansion in several ways.

The first essential fact is that increased productivity
brought extra money resources to the rural population (80%

the conclusion thai the mechanization of the textile industry —
an important factor in the early industrial revolution — would
probably not have taken olace without Ihe existence of a fibre
so perfectly adapted to mechanical processing,

Thus, through giving rise to an increase in the demand
for consumer goods and. in_ particular, textile products, agri-
cultural development providetl a powerful stimulus to the
early industrial revolution. But another industry also had to
undergo change for full advantage to be taken of this stimulus.
This was the metal industry — without cheap iron the pace of
the industrial revolution, would have been retarded, perhaps
even rendered impossible, because it would have been unprofit-
ahk-.

The role played by agriculture in the creation of the
modern metallurgical industry was a basic one. Upon anal-
ysis, it appears that the tremendous increase in iron consump-
tion which preceded the industrial revolution by 20 OT even
40 years was a consequence of the demand through the
increased wear on implements caused by the new ratal ion meth-
ods, and the need for improving existing equipment and intro-
ducing new types of equipment. In Great Britain, the addi-
tional demand coming from the agricultural sector stimulated

""Wnnth^tnturv England scourvd tte world tvr raw materials. f>h« this cotton being stopped Irom New Oriemt Bui this industrial
'•volution was prtctdid by an agricultural tmvoluUon titty years Mtiter. The same Historical tequenea occurred tn other western countnes

of the total population) fairly quickly. At first, greater prospcr-
| [y produced an improvement in the amount and quality of
0<K' consumed but. very soon, these extra resources were

devoied to clothing, and the resultant rapid growth in textile
demand stimulated the use of mechanical processes. The
tradakmal supply of textiles was unable to meet this growing
cmand and cotton \*ns. therefore, imported in larger qunn-

lll>es, first in the form of cloth, then as raw material to be
Processed in the importing countn

. Cotton played an important part in the process of mcch-
f"Ration o( ,t,c textBc industry, for the special character-
l*lics of ihe fibres rmnk- ik-m well suited to mechanical
)r°ccssjng. When the difficulties in adapting eolton-spinning

dchinev to wool and to flax are considered, one comes to

research into substitutes for the existing fuel. i.e.. wood. We
have to thank this demand for the introduction of the use of
cnal, a technical innovation of prime importance for met.il
lurgy, The use of coal spread rapidly and opened the way
to the many technical inventions whiuh formed a large pan
of the so-called industrial revolution,

Lasl. but not least, the decisive part played by agriculture
and Bffkulturte in the hirih of the new class of factory1 man-
agers and the Hl>twh| of industrialization must not be
forgotten. An examination of the biographies, of cany indus-
trialists shows a preponderance of humble people, above all
former farmers, among Wie foundc/s of industries,

The decisi\e role of farmers and farm workers may be
explained by Ihrec mujor factors: (1) the interdependence of

m



agriculture and industry (above all the textile industry in prc-
industrial societies, meaning that the agricultural worker pos-
sessed ihe technical knowledge necessary for industry; (2) the
absence, for obvious sociological reasons, of former capitalists
in the adventure that was the. industrial revolution; and (3),
lastly and most important, the fact that the capital investment
per worker was much larger in agriculture than in industry.
In other words, the capital necessary to put a man to work
in industry was considerably lower than that required to put
the same man to work in agriculture, the ratio being about I
to 8, This was the case, of course, only in the early stages of
industrialization, characterized by simple industrial techniques
invofving low investment costs.

t

QmtmrntittiMtn /• ttmmd

The problem here is of a different order. Today. di:!i
cultural determinism, the rule previous to the second half of
the 19th century, has disappeared. Vast importation of food
products is not only a possibility but a fad since, to take <irj
example, the amount of wheat imported at world level today
represents almost a quarter of world production. A large"
and growing proportion of the cereal surpluses uf developed
countries is imported by the third world, whose balance of
credit in prewar exchanges of cereals ha.s gradually become
a deficit. Today, in ihe noncommunist underdeveloped coun-
tries, imports of cereals represent 9ct of their own production.

I his dues not necessarily mean that the need for progress
in agriculture to satisfv the shortage of food no longer exists
in the third world Butt it does imply thai it a eitrcmely
difficult to anticipate the continuation, let alone any n a m e .
in the growing importation or food products. TW» it (or two
reasons: ( I ) countries having a %urnJu.t haic not gat unlimited
possibilities; and (2) the mean* to purdmc Nfbcr qumikki
of food arc lacking in trtc underdeveloped countries. Already
imports of foodstuffs total womc S7 000 million yearly W am-
ings by FAO. and such agronomists as Rene Dumont. about
the real dangers of famine confirm thiit the purely nutritional
aspect of agriculture will remain of prime importance to these
DOBtriei for a long time.

Apart from these nutritional aspects, agriculture in the
ihird world assumes an importance which recalls the situation
in Ik- developed countries in the I Nth and 19th centuries.
I'oday, agriculture — occupying 7<>f; of the K l t o population
and thus representing a percentage close to that of consumers
— conditions ihe development of (he industrial sectors in
developing coitBUim ta a p a n UtBtti

No widespread development of industry can be hoped
for unless the home markets of underdeveloped countries
expand; and in this expansion the runil clasps hn\e to take
an important part. It is significant that the production curves
of agriculture and industry tn the third world are closely
rclaicd. The widespread recession in Indian industrial pro-
duction after the bad hanesis of I4h5 f>f> is an illustration.

Thus, in the regions of the third world, the relation be-
tween the evolution oi a range of primary agricultural products
•Bd the original raw material is very close At country level
ihis relaiknvthip is Mill closer, shown noi onl> hy statistics:
industrialists and bmiaetsflMfl of ihe third worJd well know

that the volume of their turnover is bound up with the fluc-
tuations of agricultural yields. What is more, as the process
of substitution of local industrial production for imports cit-
tends, this interdependence will be felt more keenly.

This brings us to the statement that the well-known di-
lemma of choosing priorities between agriculture and industry
is, in fact, a false one. Insofar as industrialization is rightly
considered I be best means for most countries to reach a higher
level of economic development, and as Industrialfratfnn de-

farming activities, like th« wheat teing rtaiid-hgrvasred

pends to a considerable degree on rural demand, every result
obtained in the field of agriculture facilitates economic devel'
opment.

A digression must be made here lo consider the problems
raised by demographic pressure in the third world, since the
very rapid increase of the population considerably retards the
necessary progress of agricultural productivity.

It has been estimated that the employed agricultural pop-
ulation of the underdeveloped countries doubled between
the beginning of this century and 19fiS. Since the area jiiven
over to agriculture has increased only slightly, this hits hrought
about a targe reduction of the area available to each worker
in agriculture, resuming in a decrease of agricullural i
vity, above all in the COM tries of AMU



From 1970 to 1980 ii can be estimated ihal the working
rural population will increase by 30%, or 2.7% per annum

.against 19r increase between I WO and I960. In the early
stages of development of western countries the percentage of
population increase was of the order of 0.5%. With such
a slow rate of increase (0.5 9 '̂) of the working population it
was possible for the early manufacturing industry to absorb
about 50% of the surplus working rural population, rising to
100% later. In today's underdeveloped counirks, industry

must change ft sgncuiture is to lend to industrial development

^

able to absorb only about 10% of Ous surplus between
and I960.

How far is agriculture in the underdeveloped countries
of promoting industrialization — in (he sense of

t ratufCrs to [he secondary sector of industrial management and
uf transfers of capital — as took plac* in the 19th century in

we now call the developed countries'!
The very much higher enst of investment in industry in

underdeveloped countries, following technical development,
resulted in ihe average capital investment per worker being
•cr m industry than in agriculture, making the transfer

from one sector lo another more difficult, if not impossible.
One can estimate Itoit the lotal capital required to put

a "inn lo wurk in industry in the 19th century represented the

equivalent of about 6 months of a labourer's salary at that
time. Today, in the underdeveloped countries, the average
figure can be equated with 350 months' salary.

The basic causes of the none mergence of a management
class in the third world can be understood from this: a class
which, coming from humble, and often agricultural hack-
grounds, marked the beginning of development in western
countries, and without which any spontaneous process of in-
dustrialization is difficult to conceive. The formation of such
a class in the underdeveloped countries is made even more
problematical by the fan that present-day techniques require
larger units of production to ensure a minimum return. If a
difference is presumed — say. a ratio of 1 to 3 between what
could be called the minimum-entrance fee lo the industrial
sector at the beginning of the 19th century and that necessity
today — there is a divergence of I to 300 in the minimum
capital required to enLer industry between western countries at
IIIL1 beginning of the 19th century and present-day underdevel-
oped countries.

Agriculturists into industrial managers

In all pfobtbilit) internKdKui Vv*",' v * ; v " of which
much boa K i n said recently, mav help in w h i n ; this problem:
bin own with .educed cows, agricultural worken are excluded
from pkivint I part in this development, even an infinitely
smaller nnt ih»n they did during the development of the
wctttn countries To the main obttacie — the high cost of
capital — must be added, among others, thai of the almost
tiL-neral disappearance of rural industry, due to the massive
penetration of cheap industrial products aiming from the
drvelopod coantrk&

I he difficult) of converting agriculturists into industrial
rnimrflffll in today's *nr ld evidently limits Ihe possibility of
transferring capital b> this route. Such transfers cannot take
pkKC without the setting up of a saying fund, whether spon-
taneous or enforced. But although this solution offers consid-
i inhk pnvsihiiiiics, M • geotra] rule it i* impracUcabk swing
to the low level of productivity and ihe impact of demographic
pressure.

Thus, if we accept that the economic development of the
third world cannot take place if agriculture is neglected, we
must .ilso accept the fact that agriculture i> not now. H it
has been in the past, a royal road leading almost automati-
cally, through industrialization, to general economic develop-
ment. Agriculture must certainly be given priority since, wt<h
very few exceptions, the economic development of the third
world cannot take place without it. But. even with such prior-
ities, the major problem remains: a developed world exists,
and its influence is fell in many ways — in the forms of demo-
graphic pressure, complex technology, strongly competitive
attitudes, emulation of standards, eic

Since demographic p m n is the main obstacle to de-
\dopmenl, the measures. cfrkaciCv and number of birth control

should be inert—od.
until the effect* of ih» policy can be felt, efforts

should be concentrated a>hoth " H f 1 and internal tonal levels
tin promoting an increase in agricultural productivity and there-
by fucilitalink! the whole process of economic development. •

SB
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INDONESIA

• Unique West trim de-
velopment plan

A unique venture in econom-
ir development has been
launched in West Irian, the
sparsely populated, underde-
veloped and easternmost
province of Indonesia.

A development plan tor the
region, utilizing the $30 mil-
lion Fund of the United Na-
tions for the Development of
West Irian (FUNOWD. Iw
been approved by the Indo-
nesian Government UndMr
this plan the United Nations
i$ joining forces with gown-
ment and private industry for
regional development for the
first time

ie
TIA

IBie
The plan includes a For«t

Indusmes Development Cor-
poration to exploit West Irian's
extensive timber resources
and a joint FUNDWJ Devalop-
menr Commission to finance
and promote a wide range of
development activities m in-
dustrial agriculture, fishing.
snipping and other sectors
InVwSUrWFTI Of Q9WQf)n*vni n-
nance resource* »n tneie iwo
bodies will be a new under-
taking FUNDWI rs the first
United Nations unit to autho-
rize such .rtv«tmen!

The development plan rec-
in which

major empnasjs m on trans-
portation, education and vo-
cational training centres and
forestry and fisheries Secon-
dary emphasis is on power
and water; minerals develop-
ment: and agriculture and
livestock

The Forestries Industries
Development Corporation will
be established under Indone-

sian Jaw with capital provided
on a tripartite basis by
FUNDWI {a $2 million Invest-
ment). Indonesia, and foreign
investors. Earnings accruing
to FUNDWI as a major stock-
holder in the scheme will be
used for further West Irian de-
velopment. Forestry appears
to be the most promising sec-
tor of development: West
Irian has one of the largest
reserves in the world of un-
tapped tropical forest.

To develop West Irian'*
fisheries resources. FUNDWI
has proposed a new form of
collaboration with industry (o
establish a tuna and skipjack
fishery FUNDWt it seeking
a joint financial investment
with a foreign firm which
would also operate the pro-
gramme as a contractor on a
commercial basis

The Joint Development
Commission (JDCJ will serve
as. a) a focal point for stim-
ulating and coordinating
development in all sectors
and b) a development cor-
poration with $4 5 million of
FUNDWT i capital to provide
•nittai ioan and investment
funds The Indonesian Gov-
ernment has welcomed JOC
as a means of coping w»th
decentralization in a land of
3000 islands

West Irian is more than
2000 mites east or the capital.
Djarttarta Us 170 000 squ*f*
miles accounts for 22*/* of
the total area of Indonesia
but wtth less than a million
inhabitants it has only 0 WV«
of the population About a
third of its mnabrtants hve
in • neolithic euftur* in the
central highland* The re-
mainder e»isi on a subsis-
tence economy <n the coastal

but communications
these communities

are rendered extremely diffi-
cult by |ungie mountains.
Swamps and mangroves

CAMBODIA

• Regional cooperation
tor the Mekortg

Eleven countries have a-
greed to launch the $27 mil-
lion Prek Thnoi power and
irrigation development in the

iower Mekong river basin of
Cambodia; a major step in
the coordinated development
of the huge basin. In addition
to Cambodia, the governments
cencerned are Australia, Can-
ada, FederaJ Republic of
Germany. India, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands. Pakistan, Philip-
pines and the United King-
dom.

The ten governments and
the United Nations Develop-
ment Programme (UNDP) will
contribute S17 745 000 toward
the $27 million cost of the
firs) stage, with Cambodia
supplying the remainder.

The Prek Thnot river dam
will provide irrigation for
about if 500 acres a power
installation with a capacity
of 18000 kilowatts (with a
mean yearly output of 50 mil-
lion Kilowatt-hours}: a stor-
age dam: a diversion weir;
and supplementary construc-
tion.

INDIA

• Fir ml merchant bank
opened

India's first fully fledged
merchant bank began operat-
ing in November with offices
•n Bombay and Calcutta. Na-
tional and Grindlays Bank
formed this division to offer
a rang* of services including
financial planning capital is-
sues, amalgamations, taxa-
tion advice, and arranging
foreign collaboration for the
country s increasingly sophis-
ticated money market

from nu-
cmty/ttua in Kerata

A huge newsprint mill in
Kerala, one of the tew in the
world to produce newsprint
wholly from eucalyptus, could
result from trte first close look
at some of India s forests.
Experts of the United Nations-
assisted p reinvest men t survey
ol fores I resources have also
achieved a major break-
through wiiih a successful at-
tempt to make printing paper
entirely from tropical hard-
woods

The survey, operated by the
Indian Government and FAO.
is likely to suggest invest-



men is of over Rs 80 crore
(S107 million) in three major
mills in Kerala and Madhya
Pradesh. These coj ld make
India largely se!f-sufficien| in
newsprint and writing/print-
ing paper. Total capacity
would eventually be 1 100
tons a day, about half the
country's present capacity,

The pulp and paper find-
ings, a small part of the sur-
veys 3Vj-year investigation
of the needs and potential of
India's forest industries, fore-
see demands nearly qua-
drupling by 1980. Newsprint
capacity, soon approaching
70 000 tons annually, would
need to increase six times to
meet demand by 1980

The pioneer work in the
use of hardwoods in paper
manufacture could ease In-
dia's traditional and unique
reliance on bamboo, reserves
of which are fast becoming
inadequate. As in the 1920s,
when bamboo was proved
feasibly, a new raw material
suppjy has to be found if the
paper industry is to develop.

In its search over 19 000
square miles, mainly In Himi-
chal Pradesh. Madhya Pra-
desh and Kerala, the survey
experts considered the var-
ious alternatives. Himalayan
conifers, already tapped, were
seen as insufficient because
of fimrted quantity &nd-largely
inaccessible' stands unless
there are revolutionary devel-
opments in extract ion meth-
ods. Hardwoods such ss
Laurel Bija and Saja) were
found to be abundant, how-
ever, and will form the bulk of
'orest resources until indus-
trial eucalyptus plantations
become exploitable. Suc-
cessful pioneering attempts
'o make printing and writing
Paper from tropical hard-
woods were made.

Detaiied aerial surveys and
'ests, involving thousands of
calculations by computer,
hatfe gone into the survey's
work. which finished in De-
cember. Total coat was Rs
1.4 crore ($1,9 million), iwo
t r"rds being provided by In-
dia and the rest under the
United Nations Develop men t

• Fffff production dott-
htod in 9 ymmrm

A 12-acre experimental
poultry farm at Bagugrah, 40
miles northeast of Delhi, is
producing results significant
for many developing coun-
tries. It was started in 1965
as a centre for stockbreed-
ing and testing equipment

the programme, egg produc-
| tlon has doubted in India in

the past five years,
The original incubators,

I feed grinders and mixers, and
egg-graders at the farm were

I supplied by Australia but the
replacements for them are

i completely Indian India is
' now in a position to provide

Poultry breeders, using tram the Oldest to (tie newest techniques,
are trying to increase India's egg production, to procure, simuJfa-
neousiy. protein-rich footf and better incomes to farmers. Both
WFP and the fFHC programme are involved in pilot protects.

and feed with 2,000 newly
hatched white Leghorn and
Australorp chicks flown from
Australia, Its stock now con-
sists of 6500 birds. 3.000
of them fayers. ft seffs 60.00C
of the 100.000 chicks it pro-
duces annually to farmers
who start their own flocks.

The farm was set up under
FAO's Freedom from Hun-
ger Campaign with Aus-
tralia as donor country. Run
by the Animal Husbandry De-
partment of Uttar Pradesh
State, it is the first of 15 re-
gional units to be established
throughout the country under
the United Nations Applied
Nutrition (ANPJ Programme.

The programme aims to in-
crease egg consumption in
order to improve diets and
promote poultry-breeding on
a setf-help basis. The chief
contributor in men and mon-
ey to ANP is the Indian Gov-
ernment. The United Nations
Children's Fund (UN(CEF)
provides the equipment, and
FAO technical advice. Under

all the equipment needed for
poultry farms and Indian ap-
pliances, according to out-
side experts, are cheaper and
better than their imported
counterparts, (n fact, some
Indian poultry appliance mak-
ers recently have won con-
tracts to supply equipment
to United Nations-sponsored
poultry projects in Burma
and Indonesia.

PAKISTAN

• WildtitB Fund help*
the mnaw leopard

Pakistan has imposed a to-
tal ban on the export of skins
of all wild animals, the shoot-
ing of black buck and gazelle,
and the shooting and netting
of certain rare ducks.

A wildlife conservation com-
mittee [in elfect a govern-
ment commission) has been
formed under the chairman-
ship of an eminent High Court
judge to advise the govern-

ment On requirements for new
legislation, the improvement
of the game laws and the
establishment of wildlife re-
serves This committee will
provide a link with the Inter-

im national Union for *he Conser-
vation of Nature, a focal point
for technical and scientific in-
formation.

In 1966 President Ayub
Khan, alerted by trustees of
Ihe World Wildlife Fund to
the slaughter of Pakistan's
wildlife, invited a team of ex-
perts to make a survey. This
was followed by a second
survey in 1968. The main
causes for the destruction of
Pakistan's wildlife were listed
as: land clearance involving
destruction of primary forests,
suppression of natural regen-
eration by millions of do-
mestic goats, widespread use
of the more virulent chemical
pesticides and of poisoned
baits to kill animals suspect-
ed of harming crops or cat-
lie, and largely uncontrolled
shooting and trapping.

One of the main victims
has been the cat family. De-
prived of their natural habi-
tats, ruthlessly hunted for
sport, and poisoned, trapped
or shot by skin traders, they
have slender chances of sur-
vival. The Asiatic cheetah is
already extinct and there are
tew remaining tig era in the
Sunderbans swamp. The snow
leopard, perhaps the most
beautiful of cats, has been a
particular victim of the skin
traders who must now seek
prey outside Pakistan

Recommendations were
made by the second team of
experts for creation of nation-
al parks and reserves One,
in the Himalayas at Gilgit.
may be the most spectacular
yet established. On one side
Nanga Parbat rises to 26 660
feet and, on the other, the
26 250 feet peak of K-2 is
visible A wildlife sanctuary
has been established on
Khabbaki lake following the
discovery that the lake har-
bours a large wintering flock,
probably half the world popu-
lation, of the rare white-head-
Bd duck as well as other wild-
lite.



New funds pledged for agricultural development
The largest number of pre-investment projects to be added to the current roster of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
at any time — 104 — was approved on 10 January by the UNDP Governing Council. The 52 projects listed below, representing 40% of
the total allocation, will be execuied by FAO; and, where specified, in association with others.

Afghanistan: Supplementary assistance for training and de-
monstration in animal health and animal husbandry. UNDP —
S426.100; government — $438,000

Algeria: To improve livestock production in the Si Lakhdad and
Sou Saada-Djelfa areas. Ur!DP — $1,304,500; govt. — S4.924.000.

Bolivia: To assess the agro-indusirial potential of the Abapo-
tzozog region. UNDP — $1,391,100: government — $1,268,000.

Brazil: For expanding the Faculties of Agronomy and Veterinary
Medicine at the Federal University of Santa Maria, FAO in asso-
ciation with Unesco. UNDP — $1,729,900; government — $4,871,000.

Brazil: To assist wheat prodi ction in the major wheat growing
states of Rio Grande do Sul, Scnta Catarina and Parana. UNDP
— $1,065,100; government — $1,658,000.

Burundi: Initial preparations for launching an integrated rural
settlement and development project in the Mosso and Cankuzo areas
of Eastern Burundi. FAO in association with ILO and Unesco. UNDP
— $1,433,100; government — $350,000.

Central African Republic: Assistance for establishing a pro-
gramme of control of rinderpest and rinderpest-like diseases. UNDP
— $83,400; government — $29,000.

Ceylon: To assist in establishing an Agrarian Research and
Training Institute. UNDP — $882,600; government — $643,000,

China (Republic of): To set up a Swine Science Institute at Tapu.
UNDP — $785,200: government — $1,513,000

Congo (Democratic Republic of): Assistance to Yangambi Agro-
nomic Centre in restoring and promoting agricultural production.
UNDP — $1,034,600; govt. — $1,131,000. Promotion of agricultural
production in the Ruzizi Plain. UNDP — $609,100; govt, — $274,000.

Cuba: Establishment of a Forestry Research and Training Centre.
UNDP — $992,800; government — $1,634,000.

Cyprus: To strengthen veterinary services. UNDP — $448,400;
government — $460,000.

Dominican Republic: To promote crops diversification and in-
creased food production in the Cibao Valley. UNDP — $1,127,000;
government — $1,028,000.

Ethiopia: Supplementary assistance to strengthen the Awash
Valley Authority. UNDP — $92,800; government — $47,000.

Greece: Research into the control of olive pests and diseases.
UNDP — $1,192,000; government — $1,135,000.

India: To strengthen farmer training centres, develop farm radio
broadcast services and expand functional literacy programmes. UNDP
— $1,502,400; government - $5,795,000. Supplementary assistance to
the National Apprenticeship Scheme. ILO in association with FAO.
UNDP — S221.800: government — $887,000. Pelagic fishery investiga-
tion on the Southwest Coast. UNDP — $2,018,800: govt. — S932.000.

Indonesia: To obtain aerial photographs and mosaics of prio-
rity land development areas in Indonesia, FAO in association with
the United Nations. UNDP — $424,200; government — $25,000.

Iraq: To strengthen the College ol Agriculture. Mosul University,
for training high-level agricultural technicians. FAO in association
with Unesco. UNDP —$1,105,600: government — $3,578,000. To im-
prove the training programmes for middle level technicians at the
Institute Of Agricultural Technology, University of Baghdad, FAO in
association with Unesco. UNDP — S1.0O6.7O0; govt. — $3,357,000.

Jordan: Pilot catchment programme of soil and water conser-
vation and agricultural development in the Baqa Valley. UNDP —
$1,068,600: government — $262,000.

Liberia: Phase II assistance to the College of Agriculture and
Forestry, Monrovia. UNDP •*- $1,336,200; government — $1,718,000.

Malagasy Republic: To assist rural development and civic ser-
vice in three pilot work-orientec) literacy projects. Unesco in asso-
ciation with FAO and ILO. UNDP $876,300; government — $1,164,000.

Malawi: Training of lake fishermen in improved techniques.
UNDP — $375,200; government $150,000

Mauritania: Studies on the feasibility of developing irrigated rice
cultivation and sugar production in the Gogol Valley. UNDP —
$1,071,100. government — $198,000

Mexico: Planning, programming and promotional activities for
the regional development ol the Lerma ^one. United Nations in asso-
ciation with FAO and ILO. UNDP — $1,124,800; govt. — S667.000.

Morocco: Supplementary assistance for feasibility studies in the
Sebou Basin and Western Hif Region UNDP $252,600: govt $300,000.

Nepal: To assist in developing the forest resources of the Terai
zone. UNDP — $1,014,400; government — $345,000.

Nigeria: Pilot project for rural employment promotion in the
Western State. ILO in association with FAO. UNDP — $558,500;
government — $550,000.

Pakistan: To improve the existing facilities of the West Pakistan
Veterinary Research Institute, Lahore. UNDP — $946,200; govern-
ment — $662,000. To develop a research and training programme at
the experimental Poultry Production Institute, Malir. UNDP —
51,246,000; government — $1,259,000.

Peru: To establish a Centre for Fish Utilization to improve the
production and handling of fish products. UNDP — $1,147,500:
government — $1,339,000. Supplementary assistance to the Forestry
Research Institute to expand its training and research programmes.
UNDP — $324,700; government — $297,000.

Spain: Pilot project of groundwater utilization for agricultural
development in the Guadalquivir River Basin (Phase II}. UNDP
— $791,400; government — $1,663,000,

Syrian Arab Republic: For a new Institute for Rural and Coope-
rative Development, Aleppo. ILO in association with FAO. UNDP
— $1,050,700: government — $1,008,000. To strengthen the Tobacco
Institute and Research Centre. UNDP — $386,700; govt. — S725.000.

United Republic of Tanzania: To develop better tick control
methods. UNDP — $531,100; government — $341,000.

Togo: To train the Togolese personnel needed for rural devel-
opment and extension work in the Kara Region, UNDP — $758,500;
government — $1,513,000.

Tunisia: To increase the exoloitation ol aroundwater in Nor-
thern and Central Tunisia. UNDP — $319,300; governnent —
S621.000. To strengthen the North African College of Agricultuial
Engineering, Medjez-el-Bab UNDP — $348,800: govt — $1,045,000.

Turkey: Assistance to the Foot and Mouth Disease Institute.
Ankara, for the production of vaccine and the training of personnel.
UNDP — $553,300; government — $547,000.

Uganda: To assist in establishing an Institute of Statistics and
Applied Economics at Makerere College. United Nations in associa-
tion wilfl FAO and Unesco UNDP — $1,069,200; govt, — $961,000.

Western Samoa: To investigate the agricultural potential of the
islands of Savaii and Upolu and to initiate a programme of water
development for the inland regions. UNDP — $876,500; govern-
ment — $378,000.

Yugoslavia: To help plan the sound economic development of
forestry and forest industries in the Republics of Bosnis,-Herzegovina
and Montenegro, FAO in association with UNIDO. UNDP — $983,200;
government — $1,331,000.

Republic ol Zambia: To improve the government's nutrition
programmes and policies on the basis of household food consumption
surveys. UNDP — $646,500; government — $571,000.

Regional: Cameroon. Central African Republic, Chad. Congo
(Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of). Dahomey. Gambia.
Ghana. Kenya, Ivory Coast. Mali, Mauritania. Niger, Nigeria. Sierra
Leone. Senegal. Sudan. Tanzania. Uganda and Upper Voita. To assist
in the control ol the African Migratory locust. FAO in association
with WMO. UNDP — $656,500: governments — $525,000.

Colombia and Venezuela: For the social and eco-
nomic development ol the Guajiro Indians in Upper and Middle
Guajira Peninsula. ILO in association with the United Nations. FAO
and Unesco. UNDP — $780,200: governments — $1,450,000.

Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru: For the integration of
the rural populations of the Andes into their national economies, ILO
in association with the United Nations, FAO. Unesco and WHO.
UNDP — $515,700; governments — $300,000.

Ceylon, Republic ol China. United Kingdom (Kong
Kong), India. Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Republic ol Korea, Laos, Ma-
laysia, Nepal. Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore. Thailand. Republic
of Vietnam, Western Samoa: To assist in the establishment of an
Asian Statistical Institute in Tokyo. United Nations in association with
FAO and Unesco UNDP — $2,411,600: qovernments — $1 404 000.

South Pacific: Australia. France. New Zealand, United
Kingdom, United States of America, and Western Samoa: To estab-
lish a Fisheries Development Agency. UNDP — $477 700 govern-
ments — $410,000.
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GUYANA

• Making it the Holland
Of Latin America

A comprehensive s»a-
defence programme planned
over the next twelve years is
designed to provide protec-
tion against erosion and flood-
ing of Guyana's fertile coastal
plains which lie below sea
level. A World Sank loan of
$5 million and a United King-
dom Government loan of S7.5
million wilt contribute to fi-
nancing the first phase of the
programme.

Although Guyana's coastal
plains account for less than
3% of the land area, 95% o(
the population live there and
they produce almost 80% of
the gross domestic product.

The sea walls to be built
with Bank assistance will be
along the highly developed
east and west Demerara
coasts to protect an area
which accounts for nearly a
lifth of Guyana's agricultural
production

The U.K. sea defence
project will involve (he build-
Ing qf a wall protecting the
densely populated area in
the suburbs of the capital.
Georgetown, as well as some
of the high-value agricultural
land along the east
coast

GABON

• 2QQQQ cqiMpf milmm
Of forort survey Oft

A French firm. Centre tech-
nique Wrestler tropical, has
received a $1 million contract
f rom the U.N. Uevelopment
Programme and 'he Govern-
ment of Gabon to assist in
Ihe development of a vast,
untouched rain forest in Ga-
bon's eastern zone.

The project's total cost is
*2 146 000 shared 40% by Ga-
bon and 60°/fj by UNDP.
'' "is a lour-and-a-half year
•ask scheduled to be com-
pleted by March 1973

The survey of an area of
20 000 square miles will in-
clude detailed forest Invento-
r s , regeneration and growth
studies and Uanspon and

economic studies. Possibili-
ties of establishing new wood-
using industries within the
eastern zone or expanding
existing industries in other
parts of Gabon will be inves-
tigated.

Gabon is already an Impor-
tant producer of okum6. a
hardwood much favoured for
plywood and veneers. Part
of the eastern zone is also
rich in okume and it is a
virgin territory as yet untouch-
ed by timber companies.

SUDAN

• Mow land lor- meoha-
niittd farming

Large-scale mechanized
farming is being started on
rainfed land with the assis-
tance of a S5 million World
Bank roan This pays for the
foreign exchange costs of de-
veloping some 145.000 acres
in the Sim Sim area over the
next four years. About 140
farms are to be established
in this virtually uninhabited
and uncultivated ares. It is
hoped that farming will even-
tually be established over
some 620 000 acres in this I
area of the country,

A semiautonomous agen-
cy, the Mechanized Farming
Corporation, has been estab
ished by the Sudanese Qov- I
ernment to carry out the proj-
ect. Farmers are to grow
sorghum, sesame for export
and cotton for local textile
mills, yet to be established.

kMAICA

• Solving the coconut
mymtory

A white fly has now been
accused Of the death of at
least 30 000 coconut palms
in Jamaica yearly. A myste-
rious disease known as lethal
yellowing has killed coconut
trees in Jamaica since 1891.
It causes heavy losses in

it possible to detect day-
flying locusts at much lower
densities than previously.
Consequently, aerial spraying
aircraft will be dispatched
direct to their targets, saving

• valuable time.
The discovery is most im-

portant for there is a plague
. of desert locusts swarming in

11 countries from Mauritania
to India. Fol towing the suc-
cess of the Sahara trials, the

coconut trees 8f experimental siavon' o! Caenwood
Jamaica, where research is boing carried out on th&r lethal yel-
lowing caused by a while fly.

The S15Q-m«ian
was inaugurated <n Novem-
ber in its fyst Mag* more
than 500 000 kilowatt* of
energy wilt be produced On
its completion in 1976. rt will
be one of the world s largest
hydroelectric completes pro-
ducing six million kilowatts,
three times the output of
U.A R.s Aswan dam The
dam. just over 300 feet high.
will be able to supply most of
Venezuela's energy
ments.

other Caribbean islands and
Mexico and similar diseases
affect coconut palms in South-
east Asia and the Pacific
where it is known as the
" tree of one hundred uses."

An Australian entomologist.
N.E. GrylHs, sent by FAO to
Jamaica to investigate the
problem, has obtained evi-
dence that the disease is
transmitted by the white fly.

• Radar traok* tingle
locust*

Radar was used to track
single locusts for the first
time tn September and Oc-
tober The
carried out in the
Sahara region of Niger by a
joint team from the AntH-o-
cust Research Centre and the
University of Technology.
Loughbonwgh

The team tracked the soit-
tary locusts which fly at night
and which are difficult lo fol-
low by other meant. It also
defected thm density, *dey-
Ilying swarms at distances up
to 25 miles This win make

radar was moved to Kenya
where the swarms are ex-
pected to move this year.

ALRC coordinates reports
of locust sightings from all
over the world and prepares
regular forecasts of the ins-
ects' movements The radar
testr not only represent an
important breakthrough in
the fight against the desert
locust but should be valuable
also in the sludy of other
insects and birds which des-
troy crops

IRAN

• Romanian aid aim in it
animal husbandry

Iran hat signed a $45 mil-
loo contract with the Roma-
nian firm of AgroZoo Techni-
cal Compied for improvement
Of the livestock industry in
the Gilan region The proj-
ect is to include the con-
version of some 25 000 acres
of land for animal husbandry,
together with the setting up
of facilities for breeding, rear-
ing, slaughtering and pro
cessing of chicken, sheep
and cattle.



PACKING
THE

PLANETS

Two perturbing views o/i the
population explosion

The title, the publisher's comment, the
foreword and even the preface all an-
nounce disaster. The first lines of the book
portray a nightmare. In 900 years from
now, a comparatively short lime in tonal
of the history of humanity, there will be
60 000 000 000 UOQ 000 people on earth,
or 100 people for ever? square yard of the
planet's surface, including the sea*. Cat*
cutta will have. 6O million inhabitant* in
the year 2000. that » in thirty yean time

All this sounds jbsurd; it rum counlcr
to common seme aad rational
" The population of Cata Rica
bling every 17 yean,' yew read, and in
page 30 you break into a cold i*eai. You
throw this small book down on a table
and it falls closed with the cover upper-
most — the title. Thr Population Bomb,
is in red. In the lower lefthand corner
there is a black grenade with the fuse lit,
ihe caption reads: "The population bomb
keeps ticking. "

The tone of this book is deliberately
dramatic. It begins with a sentence which
could equally well have appeared at the
end: " The battle to feed all of humanity
is over. " It is frankly pessimistic. It
reveals nothing new, nothing we have not
read somewhere else, but it unquestiona-
bly adds more convincing arguments.

First of all, it destroys our illusory
hopes of some hypothetical scientific safe-
ty valve which will save the day. As Paul
Ehr)kh observes, we expect too many
miracles from science with a capital " S."
We might, for example, learn how (0
travel to other planets. But the author
shows, according to FTcmlin, that in fifty
years we would have packed Venus, Mer-
cury, Mars, the moon, Jupiter and Saturn
with A population density equal to (hat
of the earth — assuming these

m

were habitable and accessible without in-
volving far-fetched technological innova-
tions. What then? The final image is
one of a teeming human ball growing at
the speed of light.

While the mind can accept this gro-
tesque vision on grounds of logic, it re-
jects it on grounds of intelligence. Every-
one feels, instinctively, that the human
species will not come to this. Ehrlich
raises the vital question: what regulating
measures can we set up to limit our own
proliferation? There are only two possi-
ble ways out of the situation: to control
either the birthrate or (he death rate. To
put it more crudely, to prevent the birth
of children, or to let them die.

Khrlich's book is an appeal to intelli-
gence in the face of mounting chaos. It
is a warning not to give way to deceptive
illusions. It would be wise to re-examine
w.h.u M think we know: irrigation is alt
\cry well, but irrigated lands accumulate
mineral salts and quickly become sterile
ip 4~>. the use of DOT, unless applied
with extreme caution, upsets highly dcli-
..:•. •• k'jjit::il 1-ukiTn.vs and, in the loog
run. leads to catastrophe (p. SI); We con-

more oxygen than the natural mc-
Q{ photosynthesis can produce

lp. 5"i. in 1955, 75 million pounds of fish
were ought m Lake Brie. Today no sane
pcrv«r \ ntid esi i BSB easghl (ben —
and. in any case, there is not a single one
left (p. 62 >.

In other words, there are too many
cars, factories, detergents, pesticides and
fuels — as well as too little water — all
for the same reason: too many people.

What can we do? What is going to
happen? Ehrlich suggests a number of
future alternatives along chc lines made
fashionable by Hermann Kahn at the
Hudson Institute. In one of them, set
in 1979, the United States is surrounded
by a starving and hostile world, of which
Europe is a part; food rationing has been
established and water distribution is lim-
ited; the sea level is rising, since the
polar icecaps have begun to melt; 90 000
people are killed in a few days in Los
Angeles by a particularly virulent doud
Of smog; in the cities, order can no longer
he maintained eneept by martial law; the
number dying from the indirect effects of
pesticides has become greater than the
number of mortalities from cardiac dis-
eases

In another scene — the only optimistic

one — 500 000 people have died from
ttatvatkn and Pope Paul XIII appeals to
Catholics throughout the world to practise
birth contra! by all possible means, in-
cluding abo»iion: slowly the world's pop-
ulation begins to decrease, reaching 2
billion in 2025 and 1,5 billion in 2100
— there is some hope.

In the meantime, what can be done
to control births? Should a sterilizing
substance be added to drinking water?
Should we increase taxes- on large fami-
lies? Should we write letters to our poli-
ticians based on those suggested at the
end of Ehrlich's book?

The author believes that we must try
everything but that in spite of all this it
is already too late. Nevertheless, he
preaches immediate personal action with
a conviction and disregard of human
conventions admirable in a professor:
knock on every door and — the first
and foremost recommend at ton — never
have more than two children.

Edouard Bonnefous' book. Le munde
esf-ii surpeupte? repeats some of these ar-
guments with the same goodwill^ but cer-
tainly with Jess naive convictioj1. Y^h in
this field ingenuousness is not necessarily
u fault, insofar as it enables us to set cer-
tain confused scientific theories in their
proper perspective.

Certainly, the mass of mankind will
continue to expand at a breathtaking rate.

Miraculous solutions for feeding this
mass are'still only in the hypothetical or
experimental stage But, even assuming
that many do not die of hunger, ihis is
only the first solution to the many prob-
lems of their existence. We must begin
now to prepare s world policy which
looks beyond the next harvest, the risks
of the monsoon, the industrial processing
of algae as food for human beings, beyond
the extraction of protein from petroleum.

These two works constantly echo the
book by the earlier authorities. Paul and
William Paddock. Famine 1975, reviewed
in cents 3, These arc as pessimistic
books as any ever written, curiously dis-
sonant in the chorus of reassurances it is
considered in good taste to accept at
present. But, bitter as they are. they arc
books to be read at once.

Alain Hcrve

Tht Poputtiliiin Bumh by Paul R Lhrli<h-
Sierra Huh Bailinline Bookv New York. I9t«.
S 0W (paperback adfUoaX

l.i- moaat rM-il m/priiple* par hdouard
Hjihetit. Pans. 1968. in FF.

Bon-



GENETICS
AND ANIMAL

BREEDING

by I. JohnMin and J. Kviuk-I

The book is intended us a survey and
describes the early history of animal
breeding; the history of genetics from
Mendel to the DNA code and its RNA
translation; mciosw, mitosis and the
formation of the germ cells; ifoe
physiology of reproduction; the appli-
cation of Mendelian genetics to animal
breeding; the development of Theories of
population genetics and quantitative inher-
itance from Mcndciian genetics: ihc
application v ' f , these theories to animal
breeding; muny f»ims of animal hus-
bandry; an outline of economic charac-
lers in species of domestic livestock, in-
cluding an account of the main causes of
infertility;. the design of (trtjeding rou-
tines to improve these; the genetics of
blood antigens and their uses; thj: use of
twins in genetic analysis and, finally, be-
fore a chapter -on prospects and retro-
spects, a review of the problems facing
'he practical man who sets out to im-
prove the different species of livestock.

Such a variety of topics cannot be fully
N Sealed in 480 pages. Though the reader

*'ill undouL'^diy have revealed to him the
Saps in his understanding, nt will have
ty go elsewhere to find some of the an-
gers.

This is no criticism of a book which
^ out to be a survey, but it is difficult
to remember (hat The Evjok has tb'n linri-

\% there really room in a survey
an attempt [o com pan; and contrast

h analysis or variance and Wright's
of path coefficients? It certainly

be done in a wav * h k h wffl DBM
much to The uninitiated in the space a*ail-
a b l t . On the other hand, the penulti-
m«ilc chapter on the wiiy one >hould go
aboui (adding the task of improving spc-
c * s of livestock by breeding Is admirable

adds considerable point to what has
gone before. The treatment of other
species is also good, but the sheep is not
treated at all.

The sheep receives, I think, too little
attention throughout — a judgement
which I do noi think is biased by resi-
dence in Australia which nuikes one
loath to believe that wool has anything
like had its day; but bias or no bias I
must mention twn misleading statement*
<ibout sheep. The Merino has three al-
kies at the horned-polled locus, one of
which {p') results in the growth of horns
in ewes. This gene is not universal in
the breed but is by no means rare; to
say (ha: the Merino ewe is without horns
h incorrect. Nor is it true to say that
wool quality must always be increased at
the expense of quantity. If fineness is
the component *if quality to be improved,
it would be true to say that the down
breeds have improved it at the sacrifice
of quantity, for they achieve fineness by
having what may almost be called dwarf
wool follicles. The Tasmanian fine wool
Merino has to some extent gone the same
way, but the vast majority of Australian
Merinos have not done so, and grow high
quality wool in amounts which exceed
the fleece production of most other
breads, the Lincoln being the main ex-
ception.

The treatment of beef cattle could also
be extended with advantage. The anal-
ysis of carcass characters is related to
carcasses killed at a given age and too
little to the carcass killed m a given
weight and so leaves out most of the
more recent work on the distribution of
meat and fat and the proportions of fat,
meat, and bone at given weights. The
unexpected lack of effect of breed on such
parameters suggests fhar here is a possi-
bly profitable lead to the animal breeder
of the future who is interested in beef
cattle.

An authoritative chapter on the genet-
ics ofbitMxi gnmps is wdcomt in a book
of this kind. Since the techniques used
to determine blood groups may, in time,
be expanded to detect the immediate prod-
BCtl ol î L-ncs and so. recognize as dider-
L-nt 0PM whose phcnoiypk effects are
indistinguishable, this line of work could
develop into a powerful supplement to
ihc staiiiuical techniques of quantitative

came. If is interesting and informative,
though I have the feeling it would be
better placed later in the book. In gen-
eral, the order in which the material of
the book is presented could be improved.
There seems to be a conflict between treat-
ment by species and treatment by subject.
The book is introduced as a general sur-
vey for the newwnier to animal breeding.
But i! is more than this. It goes deeply
into pT>any topics which arc treated at an
advanced levef. This encourages one to
hope that in due course it will be ex-
panded till, all topics arc treated at the
same level and at sufficient length. By
then it would be a big book, going entirely
beyond the original intention, which it
already transcends in part.

J.M. Rendei

Gtntuci and Animal Breeding by I.
jn iinJ J. Rcjidel.
Oliver & Boyd Ltd., Edinburgh. 480 p., 105s.

The chapter on twins is al*o mwl wet-
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The transfer
of technologies

ited by Danie
und Alnander

on papers presented at a coo-
fotVDCC on transfer of technology, held in
Virginia in 1966. this book includes the
views of economists, ccoiiomctricians, ad-
ministrators and scientists. But, despite
tlic number of distinguished contributors,
it does not provide a clear presentation
of the problems involved in transferring
technology from developed to developing
countries.

It contains chapters on economic theo-
ry . economic history, mathematical meth-
od!;, and social and moral considera-
tions whose relationship to each other,
and even in some cases to the central
theme of technology transfer, is obscure.
The editors' introduction and summary
do not provide a sumck-nt guide to the
relative significance of the papers, nor to
(heir place in the growir><i amount of liter-
ature whkh is developing on this subject,
as indicated in the notes and comments
to each chapter.

More serious lhan disordedj presen-
tation, however, is the almost complete
neglect of the role of developing coun-
tries as receivers of technology. One
chapter describes the transfer of technol-
ogy between countries during the nine-
teenth century industrial revolution, but
does not explain the relevance of the his-
tory m present-day transfers. Another
defines mathematically the concept of the
technological gap without showing how
the data for the variables can be obtained,
or how the concept can be used as a
planning tool to narrow the gap. There
is an outline of the Schumpcicriart theory
of invention and innovation but no dis-
cussion of its applicability to developing
countries. A chapter with the comprehen-
sive title "The Socio-Economic Varia-
bles " is almost entirety concerned with

the rate of scientific advance in developed
countries. Simulation studies and their
differences from other analytical methods
are described in some detail, but there is
little attempt to show how they can be
used practically, to analyse the technolo-
gy transfer problem and the relationships
between donor and donee countries.

The portion of developing countries is
only given proper consideration by two of
the seven contributors; one describes
" Training and Human Capital " and the
other " The Strategy of Transfer." De-
spile these omissions, the editors fear that
" the study perhaps overemphasizes the
problems of the donee country! "

Along with neglect of ihc problems of
developing countries, there is a tendency
to overemphasize the theoretical aspects
of the transfer of technology. In what
has been dubbed the "majestic approach,"
the probierro of technology transfer arc
considered in the tight of neoclassical and
SctuHnpeterian economic th tvn Ihc gen-
eral conclusion* • thai each of them has
i»nly limited appikabffity.

\ more fruitful approach is to analyse
the practical problem* encountered in in-
ifivfehttl developing countries as a basis
for the formulation of general principles.
This is onU done in the chapter on " The
Strategy ol T ramfcr " by Professor lnf-
var Svennihon, who cites the Coadb
Agricultural Centre in East Pakistan, a*
well M the activities of subsidiaries estab-
lished by western companies ui developing
countries.

The final chapter is a summary of the
dtamiods which took place at the con-
ference (based on the papers) These
centred mainly on the practical problems
uf technology transfer and arc based on
a wide experience of developing coun-
tries. Unfortunately, the large number
of case studies ciied are only briefly de-
scribed. The promise of the book's tilllc
would probably have been better fulfilled
had it been confined to a fuiler description
uf such cases.

Alan A. Kerr

Tht Tmnsitr af Trchm/lafty M Drirtopinft
Countries, edited with an iniroiliKittfft and num-
mary by D»nnie) L Spencer and Alexander
Wonmtak.

f¥*derfell A. Pwfer. NewVorkind London.
1967. 1209 p.).

Choice of
techniques
in planned

development

This study deals mainly with the prob-
lem of choosing the best capital/ labour
ratio in the industry of a developing la-
bour surplus economy.

Labour surplus favours labour-in-
tensive techniques in order tu maximize
immediate output. However, the assum-
edly low savings rate of wage earners
and the assumedly high savings rate of
capital owners (possibly the state) tend
to favour capital-intensive tec rjri'eyes
in order to maximize savipy. and hence
growth. It is showr i jow different in-
vestment .criteria proposed in the litera-
ture fall into two groups according to these
r*c different objectives of maximization.

The main text of the book is the same
as thai of the second edition in 1962
jnd need, not be summarized here. It can
be understood with Ihe simple mathemat-
ics of a first-ycai calculus course.

For the thiTd edition the author has
added a fifteen-page introduction which
places the earlier material in the perspec-
tive of more recent studies on optimal
savings, using more sophisticated tech-
niques like mathematical programming
and Ponlryagin's Maximum Principle, The
approach of the book can be clearly seen
when it is stated, concomi [aptly with the
notion of optimal savings, that " the type
df rranJrinratfcxM outlined in this book
becomes relevant for project selection in
the context of an urcr-all sub-optUnaitty
of savings " (p. xiv. emphasis by reVie-W*
er). Sophisticated arguments arc vgiven
as to why bolh in a private enterprise
economy (e.g. by the " Isolation Para-
dox ") and in • socialist economy (by
political limitations) savings may be ex-
pected to he sub-optimal. But there i*
no discussion on whether instrument*
other than technological choice could

J



used to increase the savings rate. New
f discussion on the " real cost of labour "
jn terms of a static model and of a dynam-
ic optimization model (of S. (rfarjolin) is
Ciamying, at [he cost of consiicrably mo-
re sophisticated mathematical techniques.

The fact that a dissertation, written
mainly in 1955-56 is going through a third
ediikin in 1968 shows how well the
subject was chosen, and that the book has
filled a need. Its virtue his certainly been
its simplicity, clarity, shortness and yet
comprehensiveness in indicating the rele-
vant issues. Although the added intro-

j duct ion has sacrificed the simplicity, it
has certainly clarified some issues and has
made the discussion more up to date.

The book has become, however, even
more of a theoretical test serving as a
good and concise introduction on ihc
subject for courses in development plan-
ning and for practitioners in development
planning who should remember the rele-
vant issues when confronted with tech-
nological choice situations.

Some of these aspects are not covered,
like economies of scale and skill require-

i .men', .lint-ring with different techniques.
The choice o.' Techniques in agriculture is
discussed mgeniOLttk. but «krtchih. and
without reference to the relevant institu-
tional aspects, like the ownership of the
means of production. The derivation of
the relative weight to be given to invest-
ment compared to consumption, if it is to
** used for practical conskkratkmv
should also have uk<-n account of the
openness of Ihfwtconomj; with Tespect to
°°th balance of payments constraints and
tne possibilities for getting foreign aid.

These slight objections could be met,
however, only at the cost of a consider-

\ able extension of the text, and do not im-
my w^-m recommendation of this
for the above-stated purposes.

J. Georgt Waarttenburg

IS FAMINE
UNAVOIDABLE?

CAoie* of Techniques, An Aspects of the
'*<•(">• „/ Planned Economic Development, by

Sen.
Blatkwell. Oxford. I9*K, ihird edition,

p.).

Some German scientists
think so

One of the numerous slogans that ap-
peared on the walls of the Sor-
bonne in Paris during the revolution of
the students in spring 1968 read: "Be
realistic, demand the impossible! " This
mcaay could be the subtitle of this
book, whose English title would be:
"World Food Crisis, or. Is a Hunger
Catastrophe Unavoidable' "

A group of German scientists from a
number of different disciplines arc using
the Vereintgung Deuisdier Wissenschaft-

• .-• inizatkn as a "rostrum" from
which ti> appeal to scientists, politicians
and the public to forget their laborato-
ries, lobbies and TV sets for a while and
to become aware of their responsibility
in ooc of the two most crucial problems

• • .J i\ hunger, I he spirit ol inklkv-
twds who have left the seclusion of their
ivtMy tower to dedicate themselves to
a practical social task can be sensed
throughout the book,

The authors used a paperback edition
in order to broadcast to as many readers
as possible their warnings of a potentially
widening food gap between rich and poor
rial ions The recent flood of literature
on this topic ha.s had little effect on the
attitudes of people in most economically
developed countries toward development
aid. If anything, the understanding for
its necessity has reached an a 11-time low.

Thc ihrcc main pans of the book form
a logical sequence. In the first part the
present situation is analysed. The facts
on calory and protein deficiency in devel-
oping countries, <hc frightening population
growth, future food needs, etc.. arc cer-
tainly well known to those professionally
engaged in the task of freeing the world
from hunger, but this book was wrtttea
for a less familiar public.

The second pan deals with the tasks
of the scientists. It calls for (he expanded
interdisciplinary cooperation of scientists
from a great number of fields in order to
avoid disaster in the future. It is, for in-
Mimcc, widely recognized by now that
only with a proper marketing system can
a policy for increased production for the
market have any sense, and this in turn
can only be achieved if sociological re-
strain^ in the behaviour patterns of ten-
ants arc\known. Everything is interde-
pendent o 1 everything else, each discipline
consequently dependent on others. Inter-
disciplinary cooperation on all levels Ls
postulated, and it is agreed that a com-
prehensive analysis of all aspects of the
problem is needed for comprehensive
planning of each project. All projects
must be integrated into an overall plan of
development aid covering all sectors, agri-
cultural as well as nonagrtcullural.

The third part lists possible measures
which could be taken in the light of such
;in interdisciplinary approach. The many
approaches to the hunger problem —
methods for increasing food production.
jiuiustriaH^iition and infrastructure, gener-
al educational policy, education in nutri-
tion, unconventional foods, family plan-
ning and financing — are touched upon
and preconditions for their success are
suggested.

The date of publication was somewhat
unfortunate, insofar as 1967 develop-
ments in agriculture became known only
after it had gone to press. Hence, the
authors refer to declining per caput food
production in 1965 and 1966 but not to
the recovery in 1967, due perhaps to the
more widespread use of high-yielding va-
rieties, fertilizers, etc. Thus, it does not
mention that some developing countries
are facing problems of food surplus.

Nevertheless, this book, on the whole,
falls into an optimistic category regarding
the future. However, and this is heavily
stressed, some preconditions will have to
be fulfilled, of which the principal ones
are: a change in the structure of the so-
ciety of developing countries; a change
in the attitude of peoples and govern-
ments in the developed countries; and
greater international cooperation toward
a global plan.

Werner Lomade

f n g i k r n e - nJer lit fin* Hunger-
katiatrnpht imaitiWfichlich? "

Vemniguni Ututwhcr Wi<ifn^'hudler. ro-
rtiro iktbell. ROWOML I96H, (123 p|
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LETTERS The dialogue on different aspects of development in the third world, started in Ceres, could be
greatly helped by the active participation of our readers. The editors invite letters from all
those who wish to express their opinions, comments and suggestions.

A RIBS fof farm implements

Dear Editor,
As soon as agricultural development is men-

tioned, many people think automatically of
tractors. This, according to them, is the uni-
versal cure-all which is supposed to immedi-
ately overcome poverty, hunger and underde-
velopment. J'"

But let's take a closer look at the reality of
the situation. In order to achievi, progress,
agriculture must try to obtain and use equip-
ment appropriate to the work in hand, keeping
the farmers' educational level in mind. How-
ever, between tilling with wooden, picks and
the heavy artillery of highly specialized ma-
chinery there stands a wide range of tools which
can enable agriculture in these countries to
make substantial advances: these are the so-
called farm implements.

The supermachines of the 21st century come
later, when the labour force of the primary
sector no longer Accounts for more than a small
proportion of the total population. By then,
the few farmers left will have reached the
level of agricultural engineers, and the utili-
zation of millions of underemployed will no
longer be a problem.

Meanwhile, we must be realistic. Let's exam-
ine the advantages and drawbacks to the in-
troduction of improved farm implements in the
developing countries.

As far as the advantages are concerned: agri-
cultural commodity prices are too low to permit
the purchase of heavy farm machinery; farm
implements are lacking while those available
are outdated or in poor repair; farm plots are
usually too small to allow the use of farm
machinery while climatic conditions (frequent
rain, humid soil) often make the use of mech-
anized equipment impossible — tractors can-
not necessarily go over the same ground as
horses; farmers already have domestic draught
animals (horses, mules, oxen, camels, and even
cows) which are often not used to the full be-
cause of the lack of animal-drawn equipment;
farm machinery can often be rented from a
cooperative while for some operations (second
tilling, weeding and hoeing, ridging, etc) farm
implements are more appropriate; second till-
ing is water-saving provided it is done at the
right time. In dry regions this is obviously of
vital importance. Animal-drawn hoes and weed-
ers are particularly suitable for this kind of
operation.

Undoubtedly the main obstacle to the intro-
duction of farm implements in the developing
countries is the poor understanding of their
possibilities among those directly involved for.
they, too, are dominated by the mythical faith
in mechanization at all costs. As E.F. Schu-
macher pointed out in CHRKS 3, the poorer coun-
tries do not have enough experts studying this
problem. Other drawbacks include the fact
that local small-scale manufacturers are often
discouraged by lack of experience and appro-
priate raw materials. Local traders often push
the sales of what pays most, rather than what
is mosl tisifjf! For lack of advice, farmers
find that they have purchased unsuitable equip-
ment at too high prices.

Under these circumstances, what can be <*one?
Croup purchases, by lowering retail prices
could provide a useful first step. [f 5 000
multi-purpose cultivators were ordered simulta-

66

neously, while, at Che same time, transport and
sales were reorganized, the price per unit could
be brought down by about 25 percent.

According to my calculations, with the
money now being spent to improve 11 000 acres
(increasing yields by 40 000 quintals), one could
supply 66 000 multi-purpose cultivators to the
same number of farmers. These cultivators
should increase production by more than
I 300 000 quintals and yields would be 33
times higher. A multi-purpose cultivator can
be amortized in one year of intensive produc-
tion, two years of semi-intensive production or
three years of extensive production.

Some encouraging signs are beginning to ap-
pear. Certain countries, assisted by FAO. are
becoming more interested in improved farm
implements; some have even begun to manu-
facture them locally.

But we must go further and faster. The
main problem is information. The people who
need improved farm implements most do not
know about them and, when such tools are
presented to them, they have no criteria for
choosing from a range of articles.

The questions mosl urgently requiring an-
swers are: what improved tools are being manu-
factured ? Where are they being produced ?
How can they be bought and how much do
they cost? What are the mosl appropriate im-
plements for specific situations? And, finally,
how can all this equipment best be used? This
is a job of popular education which must be
accelerated without delay — the sooner the
better.

Ivetic Obrad
Tunisia

The Paddocks almost agree

Dear Sir,
I have just returned from six weeks in Peru

to find the last issue of CERES (No. 3) contain-
ing the review of our book. Famine 1975,

The book has been widely reviewed but. in
every case where someone involved with United
Nations organization has handled the review,
we have found a failure to understand the
perspective we have followed. However, your
review is extremely objective and. in my view,
eminently fair.

Let me say that 1 hope that our conclusions
are wrong and that the Paddocks will find that
their pessimism was completely unjustified.
Perhaps you are right; the crisis may be on a
lesser scale than we predicted.

William and Paul faitdz/ck
Washington

Eurekal

Dear Editor,

Thank you indeed for an informative, bal-
anced and interesting journal. 1 have been
looking for something like this for a long time.

The Rev. Paul Maltt,
Walnut Crtrk, California

Tho future Hem in the market

Dear Editor,
1968 has proved what a lot of people have

suspected for a long time, that it is not tech-
nical factors which impede agricultural devel-
opment but economic, it is not problems of
irrigation, fertilisers, pesticides and farming
methods which will depress agricultural devel-
opment in the coming years, but the ability of
the farmer to sell his product at a profit. . .

Therefore it can be seen that the future of
increased agricultural productivity lies, as does
all man's industry, in the market place. What
then are the future market prospects for agri-
culture?. .. The developing nations are be-
coming increasingly aware of the importance
of the international market to absorb the in-
creases in production which they themselves
are unable to do. due to an inability to suffi-
ciently increase internal demand. " Trade not
aid " has become the watchword of many of
the leaders of the third world. What then are
the prospects of increasing demand from the
developing regions of the world?

Unfortunately they do not appear too
bright... The prospect of increased exports
from developing countries is rather poor. If
anything, they will have to protect themselves
from dumping'. The reason behind the in-
creased agricultural production of th*_ / * i H -
bped world has sinister implirwams for it i^
this increased production wjfh.n must inevitably
thwart the efforts of tne developing nations
from exporting into these markets, and indeed
is threatening their own internal markets due
to dumping of excess subsidised production.

There are only two ways out of this whole
dilemma. The first is to increase buying
power, economic demand, or per capita gross
national production, cat! it what you will, of
the people in the developing countries them-
selves, thereby freeing their agriculture of i | s

dependence on int national markets. This i"
itself is a highly complex ai. l ill-understood
process and will not be discussed here.

The second, and this is perhaps more hypo-
thetical, is to reduce the support structure w
agriculture in the industrialised nations so ihal
production will decline and they therefore will
need to import increasingly large amounts from
the third world. In this way agricultural devel-
opment can proceed in the poorer countries
to a certain extent independently of the ralt;

of growth of their own economic demand. Thi*
could be done by progressively removing sup'
port policies and acquisition by the state °*
rural land. Recent moves within the Europe0']
Economic Community to reduce agriculu"''1

surpluses by exactly these methods may '"'
interpreted as movements in this direction.

Naturally, this " running down " of agriLl'
ture in the industrialised nations can not &
achieved without some hardship and opposite"
from the rural community. However. M *>••
be that the same reasoning that prompted ><}'
ternal agricultural support thirty years ago *'
now realise that national concepts of inieSr l' i
have been superseded by international eonrtP^
and [hut today's wor'J demands global am**-1

to the questions fat.rig it.

George Matynici
Petersham. N.S.W., •ali*



Dieldrin
vv

The Desert Locust
Check-mate before the first move

Dieldrin is widely recognized as the
best insecticide for preventing desert
locusts ever leaving their breeding
ground-

Small amounts of dieldrin solution
safeguard vast food supplies. One litre

t sprayed over 2 hectares can control
40,000 hopper locusts. These would
consume as much food in one day as
20 people, if allowed to reach the
r'varm stage.

Shell companies are situated in key
areas to ensure that supplies arc
immediately available where they are
needed.

Locust control is just one of
dieldrin's many uses. It is being used
all over the world to protect many
different crops against a wide range
of pests, It is also much used in
industry and public health schemes,
Did drin is available in ft range of

formulations, and when used as
directed is harmless to both appli-
cators and consumers of crops.

For full details of approved uses
and advice on application, please
consult your Shell company or Shell
Chemicals distributor.

Shell Chemicals



Fiat
for your

agriculture

Fiat has been building tractors since 1919,
Produces 31 agricultural tractor models,

wheeled and track-laying from 25 to 130 h,p.
Conventional models and derivatives

for all specialised agricultural needs.
Builds and assembles its own

diesel engines: tough, safe, direct injection.
Its own tractors have the most modern equipment available

for easy and precise' manoeuvrability for the
maximum output in all climates and conditions.

Wherever Fiat tractors work,
Fiat spares are available.

FIAT
Fiat S p A. • Grtippt/ A'tan Intematit
C so Marconi 10 20 • fOlOO Tarirta Utah

f *>
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Take

world

>.
Take on the world.Take off on Pan Am.* You'll get a stewardess who's
from Paris. Or Punta del Este. or Papeete. You'll get a pilot who's Been around
the world the way most people have been around the block. And you'll get a feeling
for flyin§ you jusj didn't have before. Just call a Pan Am Travel Agent or call
Pan American World Airways.Then take off for anywhere in the world,
On the world's most experienced airline. Pan Am makes the going great.

J
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devotes this whole issue to a widely debated question1 the
&ate foreign investment rn the economies of the Third World

Sign investment Is not new. As long as history can remember,
capital and expertise have crossed the oceans to colonize

people, to exploit natural resources, or simply to flee disaster at home
The lure of risk, of adventure were never absent from these undertaktngs

Financial capital, the most active element of a modern economy,
enjoys even greater mobility in our times, crossing the seas With amazing
speed, so much so that it often weighs heavily on the balance of
payments of the richest nations it is within its nature to seek the highest
profit but It asks for guarantees against the risks it runs

Today, says Dirk U. Stikker. special UN adviser, capital invested in
the Third World yields 9.4*/*, a rate equal to that obtained in richer
countries. Apparent !y. then, there #ould be no need to reopen debate
on a question which was already settled Why then a special issue?

— because the vast majority ot the developing countries do not
possess that component which is essential to their economic growth,
capital;

— because public aid, bilateral or multilateral, is too low and there-
fore cannot satisfy the investment needs or these countries even if, as
it was suggested. 1°'C of the GNP of the richer countries were to be
entirely channelled toward the poorer ones, which unfortunately is not
the case:

— because the climate for investment, rightly or wrongly, is not
considered a favourable one at present, and that the flow of private
foreign capital has been stagnating in recent years;

— because resistance of an ideological nature often induces a
hostile reception to foreign capital and. conversely, because the risks
are considered, quite often, too heavy to stimulate new investments;

— because, lastly, our world is compelled to remain one and un-
divided if !t wants to survive, and that if the gap between rich and poor
countries cannot be narrowed right away, it should at least be prevented
from widening.

For all these reasons. CERES invited economists, bankers, jurists
and businessmen to contribute to the debate.

David Horowitz, governor of the Bank of Israel, prospects new invest-
ment sources which would help accelerate and intensify the pace of
development (p. 20).

Paul Streeten. professor of Economics at the University of Sussex
makes specific suggestions for improving the climate of trust among
partners (p. 53}.

To find out more about the advantages, the drawbacks and the
complexity of the investment process from an investor's standpoint, we
have interviewed V.H. Umbrlcht, managing director of CIBA. An inter-
view with Carlos Massad, governor of the Bank of Chile, provided us
with quite a different set of answers to the same questions — as seen
from the recipient's side {p. 24).

Another matching of divergent 'yes. but" is to be found on pages 42
and 43 by, respectively, Malaysia's Minister of National and Rural Devel-
opment, Tun Abdul Razak, and Richard W. Reuter of the Unites States,
director of Area Development, Kraft Foods.

Mr*. K. Ahooja-Patel makes a thorough examination of the new
Investment Codes of several African countries, showing how they strive
to build stable juridical frameworks which will attract foreign investment,
private or public (p. 46).

We have also taken a close look at the activities of two major
companies belonging to the industrial and banking worlds. Our staff
member, Brian Taylor, visited the Unilever plants in Malaysia, to report
on the results of a twenty-year-old private investment operation (p. 35}

Frederic Seebohm. chairman of the Board of Barclays Bank 0 CO
explams why his company ventured, into the agricultural credit business
in tropical countries fp 50).

Finally, professor All A. Mexnii traces the case history of Asian
investment in East Africa, an immigration phenomenon which, with slight
variants, is of a pattern easily recognizable in other corners of our
earth {p. 32).

..
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Granules or powders?
Once this was a problem: in fact, when it
comes to choosing fertilizers the farmer should
have the last word, as his calculations arc
based on his own experience, Before deciding,
however it is only right to consider aN the ad-
vantages offered by a Seifafert granular com-
plex "fertilizer and Seifa, who also markets
powdered fertilizer!, knows perfectly well which
One advantages arc.
I i: • and fatewoX, through i modern chemical

Furthermore, with Seifafem, it doesn't matter
in which part of the world you live. In fact,
they are produced in so many formulae, that
you can always choose the right one for your
kind of saii, dimate and - more important stifl
- for your csop. Whichever it may be.

synthesis, a Seifafert granule contains the three
basic plant nutrients: nitrogen, phosphorus and
pttaviium The advantages of this concentra-
tion arc evident: fewer transport and handling
costs; more free space in the storeroom; less
fertilizers leached away by rain or blown
away by the wind; balanced rates of nutrients.

Setfa - Piazza Duct d'Aosta, if Miluim
Seifufen n ihc registered trademark for Srifa complex
fertilizers. Further in these. Seifa markets all !>pes of \

\
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Low tide!
How can we reverse this trend?
Firstly, by analyzing the difficulties
and obstacles, and secondly
by suggesting ways of accelerating
the investment flow.
(Arl by P*ul«|

David Horowitz

Victor Umbricht

Carlos Massad

Krishna Ahooja-Patel

Brian Taylor

Tun Abdul Razak

Richard Renter

AN alAmin Mazrui

Frederic Seebohm

Paul Streeten

The opinions expressed by me contributing authors are not necessarily ihose of FAO or oi tt.e editors of CERES
fhe mention of soacific companies, products or services, or (tie claims made about them in advertisements pu-
blished irt CERES doea not imply that they are in any way endorsed by FAO



Rassengers always pay us
something extra when they fly
on our VC10.

Compliments ;
Our VC10 gets off (he ground sooner,
reaches cruising height faster, lands more
comfortably than any other jetJmer. It has
sears that take care of your elbows, your
hips, vour back, your legs, your head.

And listen. There's no uncomfortable jel

noise. The engines by the tail leave i( behind
Its extras Itke Ihese that make our VC10

an extraordinary letlmei The VC10 serves
the USA, Canada and the Caribbean, the
East and Africa. It costs no more to fly in.
Paying compliments is up to you,

ALL OVER TME WORLD BDAC TAKES GOOD CASE OF YOU



AFRICA

WP*tt-African Cooper**
five Centra a*tabli*hod

The Centre panafricain de
cooperative, located on the
premises of the former head-
quarters of the Union Afri-
caineet Malgache inCotonou,
was opened recently and ex-
pects to begin Its activities
this year Its purpose is to
train cooperative leaders for
work in the African continent,
it was established following
the pan-African labour confer-
ence held in 1967 in Cotonou
in liaison with Ihe Afro-Ameri-
can Labour Centre {CAAT).

MIDA Frmnom agricultur-
al projmct in Dahomey

Through a joint operation
of the IDA and the French
Fund for Assistance and Co-
operation (FAC>. Dahomey
will be granted a loan of W-2
million for a project in the
Hmvi region in the southern
part of the country. The proj-
ect provides (or preparation
Of 14.826 acres for production
of annual crops, particularly
maije groundnuts and cotton,
improvement of another 14,826
acres for oil palms construc-
tion of a palm oil plant with

mum capacity of 70.000
tons p*r Y**r a n d construc-
tion of stios for maize stor-
age The project atso fore-
sees purchase of 300 need
of cartle for development
of b*ef production, planting
Of MtJ

tor production of fire-
wood and timber.

The project wnM b* execut-
ed by tha Societe nationale

pour le developpement rural
du Dahomey — SONADER
a state-operated company
created in 1962 to develop
Dahomey's agricultural pro-
duction. SONADER employs

• only national personnel ol i
1 high level of competence and

efficiency both at headquar-
ters and in the fie(d. It has
already organized the plant-
ing, on a cooperative basts,
of 32.124 acres of an improv-
ed variety of oil palms. The
company will establish ten
cooperatives in the project
area and train the staff need-
ed for management of the
palm plantations and for
agricultural extension ser-
vices, and will supervise the
activity of farmers working
independently on the lands
under annual crops.

This will enable 4,000 fam-
ilies to grow staple crops
needed for their own sub-
sistence as well as cash
crops for sale.

In ten years, income from
export of paim oiJ. cotton
and groundnuts obtained
within the framework of the
project will reach about $2.4 '
million per year or 20 per-
cent of the annual income
from Dahomey's total exports
in the last few years.

• Mrnll'm trad*) p«or0*>
filiation plans

At a recent masting with
Bamako DuaineesffiBn Mali's
Minister of Finance. Louis
Negre. outlined his country s
trsos reorganisation plans.

Desprte the demands of
certain sectors of the opposi-
tion, govsi union) companies
•nil be maintained end
m w operann

he a*plamed. ttiey performed
functions which no private
enlwpitae could undertake
They also employed over
10.000 workers, each of
whom supported five to ten
people, or almost h«lf the
population of Bamako

The law ol 25 March 1965
which discriminated agamst

though regular bookkeeping
and suitable premises at lo-
cations assigned by the Ad-
ministration were now requir-
ed, businessmen were no
longer obliged to join cooper-
atives.

The reorganization was
needed because the activity
of the private business sector
(Bxcept for petroleum prod-

replaced by a decree simpli-
fying the exercise of the pro-
fession to a maximum. Al-

U3LJIS
fmtnee Mint! tat o! Mtlt

ucts) in 1967 accounted for
only 47.3 percent of its 1964
total. On the other hand, in
1966-67 the state sector ac-
counted for about 50 percent
of total turnover (excluding
petroleum products) or 75
percent including petroleum
products

• Atffmrim'm agricultural
BntBrprimmm

During the first quarter of
1969 the Journal Offtciel of
Afgeria published the most
significant reorganization of
se)f-management in agricul-
ture since the decrees of
1963, An addendum to those
decrees, the reorganization
meets a twofold aim: the limi-
tation of state control and
wider autonomy to indepen-
dently managed enterprises.

The Ministry of Agriculture
wit be responsible hereafter
for appointing and controlling
the directors of its farms.
Their management, however,
is assigned to four bodies
acting as representatives of
a . workers community ", the
general assembly, the work-
ers' council, Ihe managing



Olympus research microscope
expands to your growing needs!

Research Microscope
Model EHCr-Bi

Research Microscope
Model FHF-Tr t

The large variety of interchangeable parts and the wide
range of attachments make the EH and FH the versatile
microscopes an the market today to fulfill your research
requirements. Interchangeable monocular, binocular and
tnnocuiar heads and square, round, rotatable stages
available. Microphotographic cameras, exposure meters.

phase contrast equipments, dark field condensers, etc.
also available. Multistage brightness of built-in Illumi-
nator according to magnification. Fine adjustment of
0.001mm for EH and 0,0005mm for FH. Plan achro-
matic objectives designed for no spherical aberration and
field curvature,

m»nuf ictur»r of outlet I instrument* in Japan

Olympus
OLYMPUS OPTICAL CO., LTD., 7 mom* *»Wi 0(1*1 PUKO. C«.,Mi u. TciT* Jw»



committee and the president,
30 that the farm becomes
fully responsible lor its own
sound operation. At the same
time, the workers will have
the right to cultivate a small
plot of land of five acres, and
engage in some animal hus-
bandry on the farm

The reorganization affects
2,000 self-managing enter-
prises covering over 5,683.000 ,
acres of fertile land where .
180,000 agricultural workers
are employed permanently. '
Or an average of 2.842 acres
and 1,277 workers per larm

Under the new provisions
part of the profits will be paid
back to the workers for their
labour and, in addition, they
will receive productivity pre-
miums They will be granted
a " statutory and minimum "
advance during the year on
this part of the income.

ASIA

• Growth of JmpmnvmB

Japans economy and trade
are making spectacular prog-
ress, reported the Bangkok
World. Japan's Minister of
Finance, announced that in
1968 i"he country overtook
France and Italy, becoming i
the world's fourth largest e>c-'i
porter, and that it expects to
displace Great Britain from i
third place in a tew years. I

Although the larger portion
of these exchanges was with
western Europe and the
United States. Togo Presse
points out that Africa too has
absorbed a very large share.
In 1968 the figures for trade
between Japan and Africa
(excluding South Alrica and
Liberia) were as follows:
Japanese, exports totalled
over $6942 million, an in-
crease of 1O.B% compared
to 1967, while imports ex-
ceeded $447 million, an In*
crease of 27.2% over the
previous year.

Trade with Souih Africa
— holding fifteenth place
among Japans customers
and tenth as a supplier —
was particularly active last
year, Japanese exports were-

S109.811. a rise Of 8.5%;
Imports reached 5333,462, a
rise of 24.7%. With respect
to Liberia, Japan's sizable
export turnover Is due mainly

The Herald Tribune notes fisheries, machine tools, and
that Japanese investment in
Latin America at the end of
March 1968 totalled $372 mil-
lion, or 26.3% of the total in

How the nations rank in economic growth
Average annual rise in real GNP per capila. 1962-67

' r , . . , q r ^v - , ] • - , i i ' ] ' • f j N P f i t - ! [ . ' • ( s • r

t o» wcanoniK i*'' '" •' ** K>«n oonv • • » • * btcMMm. lor
dotiari uwng oflrfiai «xch«ng« r t w . inaccwr

iniemai prices In dollar terms, Ihe USA leads *nh a per capJia
GNPolS3A4? Sweden, $2 flOl. Canada 52,686; Switierlind, S?.519,
[Jenmark. S?340 (courtesy ot Fortune)

to the sale of ships. Exports
totaled $439,030 or 116%
more and imports reached
$17,279 or 4<X9% more than
the previous

this region. The main share
concerns Brazil where over
70 Japanese enterprises are
engaged in the fields of fi-
nance, Insurance, eleclronics.

In the building, automotive.
Steel, textile and food indus-
tries.

LATIN AMERICA

• Hottdurmm timber £
papar project

The international Finance
Corporation (IFC) will partic-
pate in preliminary surveys
involving timber and paper
puip production in Honduras
A new company, the " tndua-
ina Papelera Cantroanrtarica-
na S.A. " (IPACA) will be re-
sponsible for conducting the
necessary research and ne-
gotiations.

The project, which has the
full support of the Govern-
ment, aims ai the accelera-
tion of industrial develop-
ment not only in Honduras
Out in all Central America by
utilizing its natural wealth.
and especially the 2,965,000
acres ot the Clancho to rest
reserves.

The present capital of
IPACA is $5O0.0O0r of which
$50,000 come from IFC, The
international Paper Company
is providing moat of the cap-
ital and assuming responsi-
bility for management. The
remainder is divided among
ihe Banco Nacional tie Fo-
mento. the ADELA Investment
Company, tr>e Central Amer-
ican Bank for economic inte-
gration the Standard Fruit
Company and the United
Fruit Company It the survey
recommends the project
these organizations may con-
sider additional financing.

d other sources may also
sought

• U.S. m Mnxtomn da%mt-
iniimUott plantm

A series of large atomic
plants, producing 2.000 mega-
watts of electricity and 4.8
million cubic yards of fresh
water each per day would
meet water requirements in
The arid zones on the western
borders of Mexico and the
UnitBd States, reported a
team of experts For three
years this team, appointed
by the United States and Mex-
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lean governments and the
International Atomic Energy
Agency has studied the re-
gion, which covers southern
California and Arizona in the
United States and the states
of Baja California and Sonora
in Mexico

Although it is crossed by
the Colorado river, this semi-
tropical desert region suffers
from an acute water short-
age. The deficit is expected
to increase from 7.3 mil! ion
cubic yards per day in 1980
to 22 million cubic yards per
day in 1995. even if agri-
culture is not developed

gan operations toward the
end of November 1968 after
completion of work iasting
for a period of ttvee ye£rs,

In their survey the experts
took into account the estimat-
Bd investment and operation
costs of the complete instal-
lations and water piping sys-
tems baaed on both current
and more advanced tech-
niques. The use of the high
power reactors of the future
and the progress of desali-
niiation methods will un-
doubtedly lead in the long
run to an appreciable cut In
the costs of power and de-
saiinization.

The most suitable locations
tor the plants appear to be
on th*\ frontier east of San
Luis Rio Colorado, or near
El Golfo de Santa Clara, or
between the two near Riito.i
The final choice will be de-
termined by "a more detailed
economic evaluation of all
»hs site factors including
gBoJogy and seismology,

The investment for the ini-
tial installations will probably
come to between S850.000and
$1-2 million. The cost of the
water to be provided to a
large distribution centre is
estimated at about 4 to 10
cents per cubic yard depend- [
^9 on thB site selected, the
pipeline route and the inter- \
est rates involved.

On the basis of communi-
cations and discussions by
lh« colloquium organized by
(he IAEA lr> Madrid it appears
that these plants could begin
°Psrating around 1980.

II may be noted that, wall
ahead of that date, the deaat-
in'*ation plant of Tijuana
(Baja California. Mexico) be-

• Hydroelectric
plmx In Argentim*

A World Bank loan of $82
million wifl help Argentina to
establish the largest hydro-

Buenos Aires. Commercial
operations are expected to
begin around the middle of
1973.

At the same time work will
begin at Portozuelo Grande
to regulate the flow of the
Neuquen river. Together with
El Chocon, thay wilf consti-
tute the first part of the

participate in the loan with
a total contribution of
$800,000.

NEAR EAST

tlr*t nmturml
0 * * titrmmfying ptmttt

The Esso Standard Libya
Inc. recently completed in-

AMSTERDAIVt: THE TWO FADES OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

A P$nel on Foreign Investment in Developing Countries met in Amsterdam under tha auspices ot
the United Nations, with the Netherlands Government acimg as host.

Grouped together around the same table, leading figures from governments in developing countries
(left), leading members ot a cross section ot the business community in industrialized countries {right}
and olticlols ot international organizations field discussions during live days. They concluded that
pnvatg foreign investment is playing an important role in the economic growth of the developing
countries by supplying them nor only with much needed capital, but also with managerial and technolog-
ical know-how, but that investment must find its place within the framework ot national development
programmes and policies-

The Group acknowledged the fact that governments ot host countries ate the best judges o/ their
development objectives and priorities and stated that taint ventures idaaiiy provide a highly desirable
arrangement lor bringing together foreign private capital, host governments and local entrepreneurs.

electric complex ever built in
the country. It is to be locat-
ed at El Chocon-Cerros Coi-
orados, and will have a pro-
duction capacity of 1,650
megawatts in the first stage
the World Bank loan will
make it possible to reach a
provisional capacity of 600
MW, Most of this production
will be used in the Buenos
Aires coastal area where the
largest part of the population,
industry an<* business is
concentrated and which ac-
counts for about 70% of all
electricity consumption In Ar-
gentina.

The El Chocon project
includes a dam on the Limay
in northern Patagonia, an
electric power plant consist-
ing of three units of ZOO MW
each, and s 700-mile power-
line linking this installation to

El Chocon-Cerros Colorados
complex. The second part is
ptanned for 1972-76 and in-
cludes Installation of three
additional 200 MW units at
the El Chocon plant and a
catchment basin equipped
with a 450 MW hydroelectric
plant located at Planicie
Banderita on the Neuquen
river,

The World Bank loan will
be turned over to the Hidro-
electrica Norpatagonica S.A.
(Hidronor). a company re-
cently established to execute
this project. The loan, which
is guaranteed by the Argen-
tine Republic, will run for 25
years at a ralB of 6.5% with
a six-year interest franchise.

Four other financial Insti-
tutions, among them tha.Ban-
ca Comrnerciale of Milan
Group, have also agreed to

' stallation of a targe natural
gas liquefying plant at Marsa

• el-Brega, worth over $350
million, according to the
weekly Jeune Afriqus. The
first of its kind anywhere. It
uses naturai gas from the
deposits of ZeitBn and Ragu-
ba (725.000 barrels of crude
oil per day). The gas. which
was formerly burned, is now
pressure-pumped by a 109-
miie gas pipeline to Marsa el-
Brega where it is liquefied by
refrigeration at —170°F and
then transported by LNG
tankers to Spain and Italy

This operation constitutes
another milestone in Libya's
spectacular growth in recent
years, placing the country
sixth among the world's
crude oil producers, thanks
to a 49 2 percent output rise
between 1967 and 1968.

M
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and Granulating Plants
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Animal Feed Compounding Plants

Green Crop Drying
and Processing Plants

Lime Hydration Plants
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• It inion

always the loser

'

Daotnia Baifanw. Minister of Fg
affairs for Dahomey in the Canadian
fnirrnutitintti Development Aftaurfl In-
ternational Dcvelopmem

It is perfectly obvious that the increase
of our agricultural resources does not
serve lo enrich us. Whether we are
selling our raw materials or buying man-
ufactured products, whichever ii may
be, the prices arc always imposed on ust

and always to our disadvantage.

strange operators

Ztuiihian representative at the Com-
S Conference, published in

African Development
•

Genuine investors are granted a tax.
holiday in Zamfiui. Bui the government
has learned hy L-\pcrionce to be wary of
foreign investors who (Impend on local
finance for backing, undcrtur native
"icrchanhi, and pull out. having invested

| "heir £i(X) in the Zatnbtaa economy to
£30(1 from it.

necessary evil

the Bangkok Bank Monthly
Reviview

There usually arc many middlemen
involved in the marketing process bef«rc

i t h c Products reach the consumer. In
consequence :hc marketing costs increase
at each step, fmm thc farm to the final
consu

The farmers hardly ever obtain fair
prices for their products. They have
little, if any, bargaining power with the
middlemen who, more often than not,
happen to he their creditors. Farm prod-
ucts have to be disposed of as soon
as possible after the harvesting as, in
most cases, thc farmers do not have stor-
age facililies. Consequently they are
forced to make quick sales in order to
have at least tome cash available, , .

Even if the government or a farmers'
cooperative should venture into the
marketing business it is doubtful whether
I hey could do it cheaper and more effi-
cieiilly than ihe middlemen. Further-
more government officials arc notorious
for their bureaucratic practices. Al-
though this is a gross generalization, it is
nevertheless sadly true.

...bearing gifts?

Galo Plaza, of the Organization of
American States in International Com-
merce

A semantic cloud hangs over United
Slates * id programmes and makes it dif-
ficult to sec them as they really are.
Musi U.S. aid under ihc Alliance for
Progress is not a gift, as is commonly
believed. By far, the largest proportion
of external financing received by Latin
America is in the form of loans ihat arc
being repaid. In thc past seven ycon,
ihey have earned thc U.S. $734 million
in interest. Total amortization and in-
terest payments have amounted to about
S2.9 thousand million. In other words,
the cooperative development effort of
the Alliance nations benefits the lender
as wtH as thc borrower.

As a matter of fact, it is not at all
unreasonable to turn the picture around,
and think about (he benefits accruing lo
the United States as a result of what we
call aid. In the past seven years, the
U.S. official sector has disbursed nearly
Sn thousand million in credits to Latin
America. Nearly all of this is being
spent in ihe United States on United
Stales goods In ihis way. they help

create jobs for U.S. workers. They gene-
rate earnings kit U.S. manufacturing
enterprises and their stockholders, and
taxable income for thc U.S. Govern-
ment. They give the U.S. a surplus in
its balance of payments with Latin
America.

A large segment of American industry
benefits from Export-]mport Bank and
AID credits fur1 financing overseas ex-
ports. Whether the isle is of ;tn entire
steel mill to Brazil, or a small printing
press to Guatemala, United States sup-
pliers are important beneficiaries,

cultural invasion

Russell Train, president of the Con-
servaiion Foundatitm, itt' The C'hristian
Science Monitor

The adverse environmental conse-
quences of much well-aceeptcd techno-
logical progress arc perhaps most readily
and dramatically seen, in international
development programmes where alien
technology and alien goals interact with
traditional culture and values.

Developing countries are defenceless
befoTc the sclf-assuTcd wisdom of western
planners. We have ii very heavy morn}
obligation to assess the full range or
consequences of those international de-
velopment programmes, boih bilateral
and multilateral, which we have under-
taken so confidently. . .

the rich have It

Philippe Simotatot in Le Monde

From 1965 to 1968 Latin America
received $1,1 thousand million in capital
and " payed out " S5.4 thousand million
in profits, a sizeable deficit balance of
$4.3 thousand million. In the same
period western Europe had a favourable
balance totalling S8()() million In short,
ii looks as if the poor craumries. during
these four years, had partly financed —
through the United States — the devel-
opment of the rich countries of western
Europe.
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To fight famine
the land must

be made
to work harder

More food for more people depends on
making farmland around the world yield
bigger harvests. And millions of addi-
tional acres not now being used will
have to be fanned. This can be done
with modern fanning methods and effi-
cient agricultural equipment.

The job of increasing land produc-
tivity is one in which FMC Corpora-
tion has long been actively involved.
FMC's capability begins with the
preparation of the soil itself. It include*
special seeds and the machinery to help
plant, grow and harvest crops. It also
includes irrigation systems to apply
water in controlled amounts, where and

when needed. Our agricultural chemi-
cals protect crops from damaging pests.
And we design, build and equip food
processing and packaging plants for
nearly every type of product.

Because this overall, single-source
capability is available from FMC* we
make it easier for nations to increase
food production. And to make our
services more readily available, FMC
maintains production and sales centers
throughout the United States and
around the world.

For more information, write FMC
Corporation, San Jose, California 95106,
or New York, N T . 10017. U.S.A.

C O R P O R A T I O N
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All of Amsterdam
0.84

As soon as your KLM jet has landed at
Amsterdam International Airport, you
cao start your free day {*) in Amster-
dam. Here is what you will get:

a « welcome » cocktail,
a typical dutch breakfast,
an Indonesian lunch composed of 20

dfishes,
a .coffee with cake ar Gerzon's,
A tour of Amsterdam's XVII century

canals,
an en try-ticket for the Concertge-

bouw.
On top of this, free as well, you will
receive a folder containing:

a shop's guide and a set of discount-
coupons,

an illustrated map of Amsterdam,
a book with itineraries ro tour

Amsterdam on foot,
a set of match-boxes,
a dutch cigar.

Moreover, you will get entry-cards to
visit free of charge:

the Rijksmuseum and the Amster-
dam Municipal Museum.

the famous Rembrandt house,
the Amsccl and Hetneke'n breweries.
the Bols tavern and museum.
a diamond cutting factory.

All this, and many more nice surprises,
you will get, just by buying a return
bus ticket from the airport 10 town:
$ 0.84. The only thing you should do.

is to choose Amsterdam as a stop-over
on any intercontinental flight. Remem-
ber, this free-day arrangement is valid
until April 1st and after October 1969.
When in Amsterdam you can buy
thousands of articles and gifts for your
friends at the airport « duty-free su-
permarket ».
See your Travel Agent, or cut the
coupon and mail it to KLM.
•• All nun tuuitny ut Amticnltffl I WV

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
76, Via Bissdsii - 00187 ROMA (Italy)
Please send all the free brochures I've chec-
ked;

SURPRISING AMSTERDAM Q

NAME

AU1MI3& PIKtM

CITY

MV TRAVEL A<.KVT IS KLfA E

ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES



Bananas - the world outlook for 1972
World trade in bananas

rose by 3% and earned
roughly S500 million lor the
exporting countries in 196S
and despite serious problems
affecting this highly parish-
able fruit, such at falling
prices, trade restriction* and
surpluses, all available evi-
dence points to a vast ex-
pansion of production for ex-
port in the near future

Total world exports amount-
sd to 5,600.000 tons Jn 196B
and, according to the latest
projections prepared by FAO,
total world export availabili-
ties for 1972 are estimated at
7.6 to 9,1 million tons.

that reduced costs and in-
creased sales tonnage could
compensate lor lower unit
returns.

The world import de-
mand tor 1972 (excluding the
U S S R and Eastern Europe]
could range t'om 6.2 million
ions a! constant price* to 7»
million tort* wrtti a fail ot 30*/§
in retaiJ prices Even at the
latter level there would still be
a substantial surplus, com-
pared with the highest export
availability figure of 9.1 mil-
lion tons. But the projected
surplus, already partly ab-
sorbed by an expected lower
production, could be further

ommodiommoai
ccm

ies
les

Taking into consideration
adverse circumstance* which
could modify the upper fig-
ure, the minimum one i* v«ry
likely to be achieved. In most
instances expansion plans
are already being put into
effect and even a sharp fall
m prices might not have an
immediate influence on the
reduction of plantings

Low cost producers in par-
ticular might be more likely
to maintain output, at least in
the short term, in the hop* ot
driving their high coat com-
petitors out of the market It
is ditiicult to make
tions with regard to
prices bu! i) is
1 h a t many Central American
Producing countries have
Panned their expansion on
tne expectation of substan-
tially lower f o b returns than
Prevailing in 1966-67 feeling

reduced by of

developing new markets, low-
or removing restnc-

on access to existing

promotion such a* brand ad-
vertising and quality improve-
ment And technological
improvements, particularly in

coui<3

pad on demand as
from bundle* to

The trade to also looking
tor ways to utilize surplus and

meet the export standards
But preference tor fresh

fruit, and tne high cost of
processing are limiting the
possibilities There is hope
on ona particular front, the
utilization of bananas and
plantains, either fresh or

dried, for livestock feeding,
mostly for cattle and pigs,
and to a lesser extent for
goats and sheep.

The expansion of produc-
tion in Central America has
been the outstanding feature
in tne world banana situation
In recant yean It almost re-
covered its former dominant
position. Thanks to successful
planting of new Cavendish
varieties, immune to Panama
disease and resistant to wind
damage. Exports rose from
1.2 to 1.7 million tons be-
tween 1962 and 1967, and to
2 million in 1968 representing
a 15% rise over the previous
year Costa Rica, Honduras
and Panama recorded the
largest increases, Total pro-
duction for the area for 1972
is estimated at 3.2 to 4.2 mil-
lion tons, with the highest ex-
pansion in Honduras and I
Costa Rica.

South America's share of
the world banana market,
which rose from about 20 to
40% in 1963, fell to 33% in
1966 and 1967. with Ecuador,
however, emerging as the
world's leading exporter. De-
spite increasing competition
from Central America, Ecua-
dor, with exports at 1.242,300
tow in 1968. was able to
maintain its place by divers-
tying tts markets, and by con-
verting from me Grot Michel
variety to the more popular
and higher priced Cavendish
Ecuador i« expected to mam-
tain exportable production
through 1972 at a minimum
level of t 4 io t 5 million tons .
a yt*r. which would provide

including
lor her

new outlets — Japan, the
U S S R and eastern Europe

While export production in
Colombia and Brazil Is not

NaaMad market*. Surinam has

industry in the past four-five
Government

the United Fruit Company to
market all its e>portable Vuit
Exports reached 35,000 tons

by the end of 1968, and are
expected to rise to 40,000
tons by 1972

Export availabilities for the
whole of South America have
been estimated xo range by
1972 from 1 to 2.2 million
tons.

i

• Emraitmmn mmpkmtm
Production in the French

Antilles is particularly prone
to cyclone fosses. Limited
market outlets and an uneven
production record indicate a
rather moderate growth rate
Export availabilities for 1972
for Martinique and Guade-
loupe are estimated at 250.000
and 150,000 tons respectively.

In Africa, the Ivory Coast
production is'unlikely to rise
significantly: limited market
outlets have led to stabiliza-
tion of production and the
Governments efforts seem to
be directed at improving pro-
ductive efficiency rather than
increasing output.

Cameroon's exports have
fallen drastically in the past
five years from 130.000 tons
to 50,000- A major factor in
this decline was the loss of
Commonwealth preferences
for Wesi Cameroon, but there
were others, such as the
•pread of disease and pro-
duction changeovers. Came-
roon has applied for assis-
tance io the European Devel-
opment Fund (FED) to revita-
lize its banana industry.

Madagascar's exports, gear-
ed entirely to the French
market have suffered as a
result at the closure of the
S u « Canal, and exports
mjght not exceed 40.000 tons
m t972 Preliminary estimates
for 1368 total 25.000 tons.

Since 1967 Jamaica and
the Windward islands have
exported to the United King-
dom an allocated quota of
roughly 200.000 and 160.000

respectively Both areas
almost exclusively to

the United Kingdom where
the benefit of

preference
and are protected from com-
petition by a baft On imports
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from the dollar area in excess
* of 4.000 tons, On the other

hand there is little possibility
of their expanding exports to
other areas, because of their
cost structure Bananas are
the most important export
item of the Windward Islands,
which is one of the few
remaining areas still shipping
in bunche$. This means thai
Windward exports include
stem weight, and that on (he
net weight basis the export
figure for 1967 was 130,000
tons rather than 160,000

• F*r Emmi
The region most likely to

expand banana production
lor export during the next
lour to five years is the Far
East, to supply the Japanese
market. Japan's 33% rise in
imports in 1968 constitutes
the most spectacular devel-
opment of that year — partic-
ularly since it followed upon
a 14% increase In 1967 —
replacing the Federal Repub-
lic of GeYmany as the world's
second larges! banana import-
er, with 640.000 tons, after
the United States (1,687.000
tons), The Federai Republic
•s now in third place with
555,000^

An important (actor in this
development was most likely
the 6% reduction in the Im-
port duly on bananas (from 70
to 65%) whicK came into ef-
fect on 1 January 1968. fof-
'owed by another 5% tarill
'eduction on 1 January 1969.

China (Taiwan) supplies Ihe
bLfIk of the Japanese market
and despite heavy typhoon
losses during the first half of
196S. exports reached 385.000
tons, Taiwan is currently in-
tensifying produciion and pro-
duction techniques and has
begun the changeover from
baskets to cartons

•n the Philippines, an inde-
pendent planter programme
developed by the Standard
FrLJ<i Company is rearing the
f i r s t stage ol completion. Ap-
proximately 6,000 acres have
been planted to Giant Cav-

• sndfsh bananas, shipments
nave already begun and by
neendof 1969 or early 1970

t h e company hopes to reach

100,000 tons per year, in car-
tons, enough to load one ship
per week to Japan. The Phil-
ippines seem ideally suited
(or supplying bananas to Ja-
pan, being at a shipping dis-
tance of three or four days
only.

Other Asian countries are
keenly interested in exporting
to Japan. India, a major pro-
ducer but an insignificant ex-
porter until now. has set an
export target of 50,000 tons
for 1970; Thai land is making at-
tractive offers to companies to
establish large-scale banana

erential tariff treatment en-
joyed by Somalia on the
Italian market — 30 lire a
kilogramme (Le, $48 per ton)
up to 100,000 tons instead of
90 lire — expires on 31 De-
cember 1969. But Somalia
will still have a preference
over third country suppliers
since it is not subject to the
EEC common external tariff
of 20%.

Its present marketing struc-
ture, completely geared to
the Italian outlet, makes it
hard for a country aimost en-
tirely dependent on bananas

Banana production and demand, 1972
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production for export, and
Malaysia loo is seeking the
Japanese market. It is known
that the United Fruit Compa-
ny is also interested in estab-
lishing a supply source in the
Far East, which might be in
either of these two countries
or the Philippines. But al-
though Ihe Japanese market
offers a great (potential. It is
likely to be supplied increas-
ingly by producing couniries
of the southeast Asian re-
gion.

Somalia, greatly Hampered
in iis exports by the closure
of the Suez Canal, has nev-
ertheless maintained its ship-
ments to Italy around the
Cape of Good Hope at a rel-
atively high level The pref-

for its foreign earnings to
seek new markets at this time.
It can be assumed there-
fore that Somalia will con-
tinue to dispose ot around
80.000-100,000 tons for its tra-
ditional customer and that its
exportable production by
1972 will not rise above
130,000-150.000 tons.

Production in Spain's Ca-
nary Islands has increased
significantly in recent years
but shipments to foreign
countries have declined from
123,000 tons in 1960 to 52,000
in 1967 This was partly due
to rising consumption in
mainland Spain as a result
of higher living standards
and to the Islands losing
ground to competitors on the

Scandinavian. German, British
and other western European
markets. It is estimated that
the Js lands' total exportable
production over the next four
years will level off at around
400,000-450.000 tons — of

''which nearly 40 .to 50,000
tons will go to foreign mar-
kets. Total exports including
domestic shipments amount-
ed to 360.000 tons in 1968.

The rest ol the banana ex-
porting countries, including
Fiji, Samoa, the Cook Islands,

, Ethiopia. Lebanon, Jordan
' and Israel, are expected to
' total 200.000 tons by 1972

• USSR« oxttttm Curopm
Producing and consuming

countries are considering var-
ious possible ways of bridg-
ing the gap between poten-
tial export availabilities and
import demand'other than by
heavy and. in many cases,
possibly disastrous reduc-
tions in export prices. Among
these, the search for new
markets, processing of sur-
pluses for other uses, remov-
al of Irwte -restnc\iorrs and
possible international arrange-
ments.

Though in many importing
areas consumption of fresh
fruit has reached the satura-
tion point with about 9 kilo-
grammes per capita per year,
there are other hopeful pros-
pects besides the Japanese
market; the opening up of
the U-S-S-A and eastern Eu-
ropean countries, where ba-
nana imports have risen by

| 15°/o annually during the past
live years. According to in-
terest expressed by these
countries in larger imports of
tropical fruit and particularly
bananas, if therB is further
liberalization of Ihe market,
imports could rise to about
200.000-300.000 by 1972. The
total for 196S was 85,000 tons
for ihe whole area.

Were all trade controls to
be removed, conclude FAO
experts, world trade in ba-
nanas could rise as much as
500.000 Ions per year, and
the theoretical impact of re-
moval of import duties and
major taxes alone would ap-
proximate an Increase of
280.000 tons per year, M. fi.



Sometime in the seventies
a zero hour will strike

If the flow of capital is not increased
repayment of debts and interest payments

will equal the rate of assistance to developing nations

by OAVID HOROWITZ

The race of the underdeveloped countries against time,
the race to narrow the gap between them and the developed
nations, cannot be won if investment per head remains at
its present level.

The distance in investment between the developed and
underdeveloped parts of the world is now so wide that the
potential for development cannot be realized; the gap in
standards of living and social and political stability seems
destined to grow wider.

The yearly net capital investment per head today is
$213 in the developed countries and $17 in the developing
states, a ratio of 1 to 12.5, which, if perpetuated, provides
a most depressing outlook for the future.

The problem of capital supply is a crucial one for the
two thirds of mankind in the developing world.

The industrialized, developed economy of the west is
based on the formation of capital by ruthless lowering of the
standards of life of broad sections of the population in the
18th and 19th centuries. Such a solution is not available, to
the same extent, to the underdeveloped nations because the
minimum subsistence level for keeping body and soul together
is already so low that not much more can be squeezed out
for investment. Moreover, modern technology magnifies the
capital requirements for investment. Further, even now,
some 80% of all capital formation in the underdeveloped
nations is derived from internal sources of saving and accu-
mulation of capital.

This apparently positive situation is not an unmixed
blessing. It implies a reduction in consumption of local
products as capital goods are, generally, imported.

David Horowitz, Governor of the Bank of Israel since 1954, is an
active participant to UNCTAD, meetings,-a former journalist, and the
author of several books on economic questions, among which Hemi-
speres North and South and the Economics of Israel.
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Paradoxical as it may seem, in the underdeveloped world
it is almost as important to finance primary cons/imption as
it is to finance development, for the driving force for any
stepping-up of production is, first and foremost, a larger
market. Higher consumption spurs demand, in the initial
stages of development, and allows for the establishment of
many enterprises whose possibility is predicated on economies
of scale. s

The experience of countries presented as success stories
in development shows that their development is based, above
all else, on effective demand serving as a basis for economies
of scale in numerous industries. Rising levels of consumption,
moreover, prompt a rise in productivity and efficiency through
higher standards of nutrition and education.

While there was no alternative in the 18th and 19th
centuries to internal formation of capital, today such aO
alternative exists — the simple device of transfer of capita''
In a later period, the hardship of primary accumulation 0'
capital was remarkably mitigated — by transfer of capiw'
from more developed countries — in such new areas as the
United States, Canada and Australia.

Today, capital resources are available and, furthermore!
there is an excess of production capacity in the west. Periodic
recessions in the developed economies mainly affect industries
producing capital goods, reducing their output four to &vC

times below that of other industries. A transfer of capita

to underdeveloped nations, particularly in periods of recessiofl>
would help to iron out the violent fluctuations of boom arl

depression in the industrialized world.

At the present moment, the transfer of capital is stag"9

ing at some $10 thousand million a year net. Such stagnatl0

is practically tantamount to retrogression, taking into accoun -
1) the rapid rise of population in the developing nat^ '
which reduces the capital transferred per head of populatl



2) the decline of prices of primary products and the mounting
i prices of capitaJ goods and industrial products, which erode

the real value of the capital transferred This net amount
of iransferred capital wiJl decline with the growing burden
of debt repayments.

One of the delusions which has to be dispelled is that
ihe problem of the underdeveloped worJd can be solved by
private investment. In the report of the DAC there is the
following statement: ' Unfortunately, it appears that the
increase in official net disbursements was more than offset
by a reduction in private investment. This decline has taken
place despite increased efforts by governments in various
developed countries to encourage foreign investment."

Private capital is not attracted to investment in the third
world because of low profitability, shortage of skilled labour,
lack of scientific facilities, limited internal markets and
higher risk.

Thus, governmental and international economic assistance
becomes an important instrument for the transfer of capital
from developed to underdeveloped nations. But such assis-
tance is actually declining, measured by both the needs and
the capacity of the developed nations.

So far as the capacity of the developed world b concern-
ed, out of a gross national product (CNP) of the developed
world of at least $1,56(1 thousand million in 1966, the
amount devoted to the development of the third world was

low as 0.62% after having risen to 0,72% in 1965. This
decline in aid to underdeveloped nations as a share of the
GNP of the developed world bears testimony to frustration,
futility and failure in this crucial period of human endeavour.

In the light of these figures the problem confronting us
becomes even more acute. Internal formation of capital in
underdeveloped nations a necessarily limited by the low level
of incomes per head. Where is the capita] lo come from?

Most of those countries — like Iran. Israel. Ihc Republic
of Korea, Malaysia. Mexico. Pakistan. Taiwan, Thailand,
Tunisia, Venezuela tod Yugoslavia — which were catalogued
at the last meeting of the board of governors of the World
Bank as successes in economic growth, arc clear testimonies
that investment, although not the on I) condition, is one of the
main precondilions of development.

The flow of capital to underdeveloped nations as a share
of the GNP is on the downward grade. The debt explosion
will add momentum to this erosive process, Already, about
half of the financial assistance to the underdeveloped nations
is,absorbed by repayment of debts, both principal and interest.
Some time in the seventies a zero hour will strike, if the
flow of capital is not increased, when repayment of debt
and interest payments will equal the rate of that assistance
to developing nations.

The developing nations have nearly reached saturation
level so far as credit on commercial terms, even from the

Where's the capital to come from?
Average annual per capita incomes below $100 of the peoples of some of the poorer

countries. These figures make it starkly clear that significant capital formation cannot be hoped for from local savings.
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* y-7 thousand million, or less than two thirds of one percent.
Moreover, a substantial proportion of that amount consisted
of commercial credits, such as the financing of exports and
o t h e r similar short-term devices.

In 1962 the flow of financial resources to the under-
developed world constituted 0.76% of the GNP at the
developed countries, in 1963 it declined to 0.70%, in 1964
« dropped further to 0.69% while, in 1966, it fell to as

World Bank, is concerned. Their creditworthiness is severe-
ly affected by the burden of debts and may be affected even
more if the device of rescheduling is applied. The implication
is that grants, or concessionary terms.of loans, are imperative
if a complete invalidation of aid ts to be avoided.

Obviously, more and not less investment is required if
the developing world is ever to catch up with the developed
world. Investment, however, depends largely on capital flow



and economic growth js the function of investment.
A new myth is now he ing propagated — that what is

needed is not capital, but skill and know-how, There is no
sense in minimizing the importance of technical assistance,
but it should not be used as an excuse or substitute for a
diminishing of capital flow. The very fact that technical
assistance requires less capital is helpful in advancing this
very imporiant development activity. Within four years,
technical assistance has increased by some 65% and capital
transfers by only %%. .Technical assistance should not be-
come a form of relieving and lightening the guilt complex
of the developed world.

Thm problem in mmmmmtimtty political

Capital transfer remains the central problem of the
economic growth of the developing world. The disparity
between the demand and supply of capital is, doubtless, due
to the fact that the present direction of the flow of capital
is at variance with humanity's global needs.

The flow of capital is a clear-cut case of priorities.
Some $39 thousand million of domestic fixed-interest secu-
rities have been Saunchcd on the capital markets of the world,
plus some S3 thousand million of international and foreign
securities. According to the UWCTAU secretariat report:
" During the period 1960-66, there has been a substantial
increase in the volume of net issues by both the public and
private sectors of these countries. Public and private borrow-
ing on a net basis rose from approximately SI6.7 billion in
1960 to S39.2 billion in 1966, " ($1 billion = ] 000 million).

The share of the developing nations in that gigantic
accumulation of capital is negligible, limited to two or three
countries with special conditions.

The 1967 OECD Review. " Development Assistance,
Efforts and Policies, " puts the case in unequivocal and
striking terms: - " The problem for the members of OECP's
Development Assistance Commission is essentially one of the
degree of priority which is being given to aid. Governments
may consider as obstacles lo increases of assistance such
conditions as balance of payments difficulties, fear of over-
heating the economy with resultant inflation and budgetary
limitations. The last item is merely a polite way of saying
that domestic claims — such as more road building, agri-
cultural support, defence, space explojaiion or more generous
social security scales •— lake priority. Of course, one should
not set these various objectives one against the other. The
choices which underlie budgetary decisions arc not made in
terms of absolute priority but of shifts at the margin. And
a slight marginal shift in some farger budgetary areas could
provide quite substantial increases in aid resources. The
problem for countries wishing to provide assistance is also,
like that of the recipients, essentially political. "

Ihm rrrir"--* mmrttmtm

capital flow of the year 196*. This is really far from crying
for the moon.

Even balance of payments difficulties could be met by
some such device as suggested by the president of the World
Bank with regard to the International Development Associa-
tion (IDA) replenishment. This system would provide for
a coordination of the use of the equivalent of sale of bonds
in the various countries, with purchases in their markets
if balance of payments difficulties were to entail that proce-
dure. This would escape the pitfalls and shortcomings of

Flow of developmert
Private investments and total* (low
in thousands of mittinns of dollars. .

It cannot be BttiBUdMd that A 1 % allocation from a
CNP of some SI,650 thousand million in 1967 would be a
heavy burden on a developed and 'wealthy world which is
getting richer every year — yet it would nearly double the

* Torjf iftncti ' IVUICH MCIIKJ* J'OII atnciti ne gtMburnmtnit, privMl*'fvt*<
prwif intf commtreiMl flowt ltQit DAC m»m!>»t counltitt bslaltfMlly lo mt dtvtl-
epjno countr«i \im ifptfmtnit On tat Sin land/not); and mvlttttttrally Wont"
tin UN igcrrctn It Jon nol HK'IK)* g'anti m«tf* tty t)»'*>* nonprolit group*-
ftuth « foundation*, voluntary tgmctt or church** tatbmHwt at MSB million '"
19ft). Incomt Irom pttrmtt invwimgnr or tnnttmtnti by tfi* Htwloping ecurH"**

tied aid as it would apply to timing only, and would prevent
the repercussions of tied aid on prices and terms.

In the light of the present experience of budgetary
allocations, it seems well-nigh impossible to substantially
augment aid by the simple method of state ^Tants. Even the
World Bank .and similar insliiutions could not obtain a thou-
sand million dollars or more a year in such budgetary al-
locations as a priorily within the political framework ot
democracy. The activity of such institutions becomes
sible only through access to ihe capital markets of the
for the benefit at the development of the third world.

The dc\ eloping n.niotis themsehes arc barred ff°fl1

access to the capital iturkctM b> lack of security a"d bi.
high interest ruins which the) are unable to pay: the second
impediment has become tVOU more pronounced in the I*"'
few years, with the rise in interest rates.

i



The arguments against allowing developing nations access
* to the capital markets of the world include the scarceness

and high cost of money. But this is a double-edged sword
and cuts both ways: these conditions make it more imperative
than ever to provide special facilities for the developing
nations, otherwise they have not the slightest prospect of
raising funds or) those markets.

This is firs( and foremost a question of priorities. It
is impossible to believe that every one of the $42 thousand
million of internal and external issues presently floated on

I nance to the third world
.. .and as percentage of the developed

countries gross national products"

'" DAC mwmbft cnuitlim Sotirc* • OfCD'i Dfralapmtnt Aantwct
<P*C) Utmbt, tountnmf * / * AtnlrttiM. Aiairit. Btlaiam, Ctnrt; D*nmi>*.
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l nc capital markets of the world hat, from a global point
°f view, absolute priority o\er the needs of the undeveloped
Pans of the world.

Analysis of the capital markets provides incontrovertible
cv»dencc that they should be capable, on the basis of priority,
of allocating some share of the amounts nttscid by fixed-
'iterest bonds to stimulate the growth of developing nations.

Again, from the report of the tttCTAS secretarial:
"The foregoing account makes it ckar that during the
1960s there has been significant growth in the capital markets
°f developed countries. It is, of course, true that many of
'Hcse marktt i have been faced in recent years with light
c°nditRms . B u t l h i s is because Ihe demand for long-term

Hflinds has increased even faster than the supply. However,
tightness of markets has not always been due to the
agc of savings." And, as an UK report pointed

out: " The present shortcomings of the capital markets are
due not so much to insufficient savings as to the impossibility
of adjusting correctly supply and demand on markets that
are too narrow. "

This is fine, of course, provided that the flow of capital
to developing nations is not residual after all other needs,
more or less urgent, are satisffed. ,

ttfmiom, mtt*

It is decidedly preferable to enable the developing na-
tions to buy money on the market, on conditions compatible
with their capacity to repay, than to rely entirely on taxation
for the required capital. It is an illusion to suppose that
taxation sufficient to provide assistance to other nations is a
realist tc concept in a democracy. Experience of the extent
of capital flow to developing nations, particularly the problem
of replenishing IDA. attests to the truth of this.

Money is always available if the proper collateral and
interest are forthcoming. The most specious of the arguments
advanced against the implementation of the plan for mobili-
zation of capital on the capital market for the development
of the third world — by an interest equalization fund and
guarantee of the developed nation guarantee of the developed
nation, as 1 proposed lo {JNCTAD* —- is that of the tight money
market. But the money market will always be tight so long
as the curve of economic activity is rising; its tightness can
only be relaxed under conditions of recession.

A stagnant economy, with a reduced demand for capital,
would readjust the supply and demand of funds on the capital
markets on a lower level, Is this really desirable? The
palpable correlation of accelerated growth and lightness of
capital markets, caused by added demand for capital, results
in a paradoxical situation m which we are told that the
greater the prosperity and the increment of the GW of the
developed world, the more restricted (he possibilities for aug-
menting the capilill flow to developing nations, because
prosperity, full employment and rapid economic growth are
correlated with light money markets. It is difficult to grasp
(hat kind of reasoning. The answer, naturally, U to be
found in the allocation of priorities

The report of the LNCTAD secretariat shows that
capital markets expand, particularly in Europe, even for
international issues. But all this extra capital is diverted
(o developed economics, which arc already overheated and
where more investment results in inflationary pressures,

The establishment of the World Bank and of the
International Monetary Fund at Brctton Woods was a rev-
olutionary departure. It initiated measures for the access of
developing nations to capital markets. What is needed now
is a new departure, one step further in the transferring of
resources from the developed and industrialized world to the
developing nations, particularly in view of recent develop-
ment* of the world's monetary system and the creation of
new reserves.

It is frequently maintained that there should be no
connection between the creation of reserves and the provision

• The Horowitz Plan fur rhr financing of development of under-
developed nations troi retommt-itded Ay UNCTAD in 1964.

(Continued an Pa50 58)
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Ceres WHAT IS, IN YOUR OPINION,
THE MAIN ROLE OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THIRD WORLD?

UMBRICHT To begin, I would like to
make two general observations. Firstly,
that countries which don't recognize
private, intellectual and industrial proper-
ty do not meet the conditions necessary
for receiving private investment.

Secondly, when private industry invests
in a country —• underdeveloped or not —
it does so to make a profit. At the end of
the day, when the accounts are drawn
up, there must be a gain. Otherwise the
industry is bound to fail, or at least to
leave the country.

So it is extremely important that the
developing countries recognize the con-
cept of profit; a reasonable profit, of
course, the rate of which can be discuss-
ed. They must also accept the transfer
of that profit.

C e r e s BY TRANSFER DO YOU MEAN

THE RETURN OF THE PROFIT TO THE

INVESTOR COUNTRY?

UMBRICHT That's right. This doesn't
mean the profit is to be transferred
automatically and at all times. It certain-
ly won't be in the beginning for the sound
reason that at this stage there won't be
any. Even afterwards, we may want to
reinvest most of the earnings locally.
StiJl, if the industrialist wishes to transfer
his earnings for whatever reason, he must
have the opportunity to do so.

The same applies to the invested cap-
ital, which we must be able to recover
if necessary. The developing countries
should give certain guarantees to that ef-
fect. I don't want to exaggerate the role
of profit. But normally it should be esti-
mated so as to cover the risks involved.
And undeniably the risks are higher in the
third world countries.

Once that's established, I think that
private industry can play an enormous
role in the development of the poorer
countries. First of all, capital is need-
ed to launch an enterprise, and not
only to launch it but to support it in its
first stages. It is also necessary to
provide the know-how, the technical

skill, which is certainly the basis of the
wealth of a large industrial enterprise.
After all, we can always find capital if
we take the trouble to look for it; but
technical know-how is the result of a
hundred years of research!

That's llie real capital, the real wealth
of business firms, and that's why they de-
mand protection for their intellectual prop-
erty, that's why.they want licences and
patents. It seems to me that bringing this
technical experience to the developing
countries is of the greatest importance,
since without it they won't be able to
enter the mainstream of modern economic
growth.

Like ourselves, they need the knowl-
edge acquired in the last hundred years, but
provided they recognize intellectual prop-
erty and allow for fair royalties and fees.

There are countries that do this, plenty
of them. Then there are those that don't,
and even go so far as to copy everything
you do. What interest do you have in
going to work in a country which,
without paying anything at all, copies the
results of your research? You've put a

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES

AND THE DRAWBACKS OF PRIVATE FOREIGN
INVESTMENT, FOR THE DEVELOPING COUN-
TRIES IN GENERAL, AND CHILE IN PARTIC-
ULAR?

WASSAD The first advantage is in ob-
taining additional resources from foreign
countries. This is not necessarily a long-
run advantage: because sometimes the
flow of profits and amortization may out-
weigh the inflow of new capital. It is very
difficult to assess this burden because pri-
vate foreign investment can help to sub-
stitute imports and the effects of this
substitution cannot be directly assessed;
Or- it may further exports. This is some-
thing which really merits deeper study
before a definite conclusion is made.

Anyway, if we take a look at many
developing countries and compare, say,
profit remittances with capital inflow, we
fi"d that for a long period of time the
results have been negative.

As for Chile, the net results arc posi-
tlVe- There have been important foreign
investmrnts. especially in the copper pro-

duction area, and in this case the govern-
ment is a partner in the investment. In
one particular company it is the majority
partner, in other companies it is a mi-
nority one but in all instances the govern-
ment has its say in the most important
decisions. Copper is such a crucial sector
of Chile's economy that the government
must be in it. The second advantage is the
introduction of new technology into the
country's economy through know-how
both in terms of entrepreneurial organi-
zation and of technology proper.

In some instances there is the advan-
tage of getting what one might call 'cap-
tive markets': for example, a subsidiary
of a larger firm, established in a devel-
oping country, may produce pieces and
parts which it exports directly to the
main country for assembly of the final
product. But there is another side to
this advantage.

This sometimes works in the opposite
way, when the products are sold by the
parent company to a subsidiary at prices
higher than would be obtained in the
free market. So there are two sides to

this question of captive markets, and one
has to be quite careful when analysing a
given project, to see which way it will
work.

These are, 1 suppose, the main advan-
tages of private foreign investment. Now
let's look at the drawbacks; first, you
find that sometimes there are difficulties
with the local entrepreneurs who are re-
luctant to accept the establishment of an
important foreign firm which may deprive
them of an opportunity of investment
open to domestic capital and domestic
cntrepreneurship, This may become in
some cases a problem. Perhaps the
best solution would be to make a thor-
ough project evaluation and see whether
domestic entrepreneurs are able to carry
a good project forward and, on the other
hand, to think in terms of joint ventures,
that is, to put together foreign and do-
mestic capital, either private or public, to
undertake a particular project.

There are other problems, linked with
difficulties arising when the policy of a
given subsidiary in a developing country
is in some measure determined by the
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lot of money, personnel, and scientists,
into that research, you've worked on it
for years. For what?

And now we come to another kind of
contribution: management know-how.
You don't hire amateurs to set up a
factory: i[ takes experience and know-
ing how to run a business.

The developing countries don't have
such a thorough knowledge of manage-
ment yet. Some of them have it to some
extent but, in general, the developed coun-
tries have something to contribute and
should do it. Next, there is the training
of personnel from the technical, commer-
cial, economic and financial standpoint,
the training of managerial staff.

c e r e s Do YOU THINK A FOREIGN

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CAN REALLY BE-

COME INTEGRATED IN THE SOCIAL AND

ECONOMIC FABRIC OF A COUNTRY OF THE

THIRD WORLD, AND TO WHAT EXTENT?

UMBRiCHT Certainly, such an enter-
prise can very well become integrated.

at least partly. This can be done in two
ways. First, at the social level, by co-
operating with the local communities.
From this standpoint, a lot can be done
for the schools, hospitals, churches and
existing groups. Sports clubs, stadia and
libraries can be established.

Also — and this would be still better —
we can extend this integration to the
structure of capital itself by letting the
local people participate in its formation.

This doesn't necessarily mean a major-
ity participation —• that raises another
problem which 1 won't discuss here -—
but anyway a participation involving the
addition of local representatives to boards
of directors.

It would also be advisable to give
responsible posts to managerial staff
from the countries concerned, since it's
not right that all the good jobs be held
by foreigners, and only second and third
class ones available to the others. But
obviously, to reach that point, training
courses must be planned. We can't
afford to give a job to someone unless
he qualities.

But once we've found the man with
the qualifications, or trained him, we
should give him the same responsibilities
we give foreigners.

Just in passing, I might say that the
developing countries should be more
generous in issuing residence permits to
foreigners. When you establish a plant,
it takes technicians who know how to
organize production, who have a scien-
tific background, and know the finer,
critical points of an industrial operation.

To guarantee the success of an enter-
prise, a company must be allowed to
bring in its own people, at least for the
first few years, to get it off the ground.
Unfortunately, when we apply for a
permit we run into enormous problems
and bureaucratic delays.

This is regrettable but even more, it's
not in the best interest of the developing
countries to act this way.

That's my idea of the place private
industry could have in the countries of
the third world. Does that answer your
question?

dialogue

policy of the country of the investor. This
is in a sense a problem of nationalities,
and there is growing interest today for
setting up multinational institutions for
private investment, of the ADELA* type,
where the nationality element is not the
main consideration.

Then there are problems connected
with what is called the ' climate of confi-
dence,' or ' the security of the invest-
ment.' We find that in many countries,
and in Chile in any case, this question is
grossly exaggerated in business discus-
sions; for when you talk to investors
and they say that they are not interested,
in fact they arc interested, and in a
hurry too...

So there is a difference between words
and deeds in this matter, and disentan-
gling the difference may be of great help
in improving the ' climate' of foreign
investment.

* The ADELA Investment Company S.A.
groups banks and industrial corporations from
16 developed countries with 'the object of
intensifying investments in the priority sec-
tors of Latin American countries.

c e r e s INVESTORS SPEAK OF MANY
RISKS — POLITICAL RISKS, MEANING THE

POSSIBILITY OR NOT TO TRANSFER THEIR

PROFITS AND CAPITAL — AND EVEN TECH-

NOLOGICAL RISKS. IS THIS PART OF THE

'CLIMATE OF CONFIDENCE,' OR IS THERE

A TENDENCY TO EXAGGERATE THE SITUA-

TION ?

MASSAD My impression is that it is
quite exaggerated. Indeed, you find for-
eign private investment going on in coun-
tries with very different political struc-
tures and different social goals or econom-
ic goals.

Furthermore, many countries aro set-
ting up insurance systems enabling inves-
tors to buy coverage against noncom-
mercial risks, and this is quite a positive
factor.

When budgeting his own project
and its rate of profits or returns, the
investor will include in his outlay the cost
of this insurance which, as far as 1 know,
is not prohibitive. As a matter of fact,
the insurance systems operating today are

making a good profit, and that h another
indication that here is a smarter risk in
foreign investment than is commonly
thought?

c e r e s WHAT IS A REASONABLE

P R O M T ? C O U L D Y O U D E F I N E I T ?

MASSAD 1 don't think anyone can.
If a firm, after studying a project with the
institutions which most developing coun-
tries have for that purpose, decides to
go ahead with it, then 1 suppose the
profit is reasonable. The question is not
simply what constitutes a reasonable prof-
it from the investor's viewpoint, but also
what might be a reasonable participation
of the domestic economy in a given proj-
ect. And this point cannot be answered
only in terms of rates of profits. .There
arc many other elements involved — e*'
ternal economics, to mention one, which
deserve important consideration.

c e r e s To WHICH SECTORS DO
THINK PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT
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a
I'MCSfeS lr CERTAINLY DOES.

GOING TO ASK YOU ANOTHER, TO TRY TO
STIMULATE A DIALOGUE BETWEEN YOU
AND THE COUNTRIES WHERE YOU BECOME
ESTABLISHED. THEY SAY: " You'RE

REALISTS^ YOU SEE THINGS FROM THE
ECONOMIC ANCLE, YOU MAFC£ PROFITS.
THAT'S FINE. BUT AT THE SAME TIME,
DO YOU TAKE SUFFICIENTLY INTO AC-
COUNT OUR BEVELOPMENT NEEDS? "
MAVBE THIS CAN BE THE STARTING
POINT FOR AN EXCHANGE OF IDEAS.

. . technical know-how is the result at a hundred years Ql research '

We don't invest only to
make profits, but profit is indispensable.
Investments arc made because there is
a market for them, Cur a series of reasons.
Once this decision is made, of course,
we must fit in with the planning of the
host government, All countries arc
drawing up fairly long-teem development
plans, and! some define what arc known
as sensitive areas, that is. sectors of the
economy where they don't want foreign
investments, or at least not a majority
participation by foreigners.

SHOULD - BETTER BE DIRECTED ? FOR
THIS IS A' PROBLEM EVEtf BIGGER THAN
INVESTMENT ITSELF.

I really think this is a question
'hat each country must solve by itself.
I* is a question of deciding on a devel-
oping strategy and defining priorities
fr the country's point of view.

For agriculture, my thinking is that for-
investment coutd make a better con-

lribution in the processing and marketing
arcas, rather than directly in the produc-
tion area. Now, marketing and process-
ing implies improving production, implies
'ntrtiducjng new production techniques,
establishing more buying points, belter
lr<insportaiion systems and the like. So
Perhaps by working at this level techno-
logical development in agriculture can
r ^ h

I think that in the case of agri-
culture i his is probably the mo*t prom-
*"ig aspect of foreign investment.

Ceres You SPOKE ABOUT ADELA.

AND THAT IT'S A NEW VENTURE, A JOINT

ONE. COULD YOU TELL US ABOUT

ADELA's IMPACT ON CHILE 7

ADEIA has helped in many
fields: in metallurgical industry, in food
processing and many others. They usual-
ly arc minority partners and they also
provide technical assistance. There arc
some clauses incorporated in the agree-
ments, to help improve management
whenever it is needed. This is, 1 think,
a positive approach to a programme of
invest meni

ceres THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FUB-
I.K All) HAS COME UNDER HEAVY CUTS'*
f ; lSM, AND SUGGESTIONS WERE MADE

J-OK si HSI1U IING THIS AID WITH PRI-

VATE INVESTMENT. HOW DO YOU FEEL

ABOUT IT ?

MAft"* They arc not substitutes.
Definitely not? They may be comple-
mentary, but not at all substitutes. And

let us tttr.ill that developing countries
need to do only too many things ihat
private investment cannot do — infra-
structure, education and social and eco-
nomic reforms which require resources.
And they usually produce pressures on
the balance of payments. 7 hesc are prob-
lems which private foreign tBVHteMOl
cannot solve. It might help a bit, but ii
docs not solve ihcm.

So. when a country is hard pressed
for resources, ii should not think in terms
of private foreign investment exclusively.
The world should give us opportunities
for thinking also in terms of assistance
for development.

This is not just a question of moral
principles. World peace is involved, and
the United Nations and other international
bodies have recognized it. Hut the con-
ditions of development and public aid
should be liberalized and, to that aim.
we need that the developed countries
should solve their own balance of pay-
ments problems as soon as possible, and
willi as much' cooperation amutig them sel-
ves as possible. But, definitely, pri\atc
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In Mexico, for instance, the petrochem-
ical industry is supposed to be a purely
national industry. In some other countries,
industries connected with petrochemicals
must be financed by local majority par-
ticipation.

In still others, some sectors are com-
pletely off bounds forforeign investors: for
instance, maritime transport sometimes
and, usually, everything connected with
national defence.

Knowing this, foreign investors can
only choose the activities which interest
them in the remaining sectors.

Personally, I have never noticed any
major conflict between local interests and
those of the investors.

In any case, we have always found a
basis of agreement in the private sector,
and I would say this problem doesn't
worry me much.

C e r e s Now, WHAT ABOUT RISK?

A LOT HAS BEEN SAID ABOUT THIS, AND

I CERTAINLY AGREE WITH YOU WHEN

YOU SAY THERE IS A RISK INVOLVED IN

INVESTING ABROAD, BUT DON'T YOU
THINK THIS ASPECT OF THE PROBLEM
HAS BEEN SOMEWHAT EXAGGERATED?

UMBRICHT Let's try to identify the
risks. First of all, there's political in-
stability. In the last ten years there have
been no less than 62 coups d'etat in the
developing countries. That's enormous!
It creates an atmosphere of unrest, of
political chaos, with all the expropria-
tions and nationalizations that go with it.

You think you're working in a par-
ticular framework whose laws you've
accepted, but you never know whether
next week a new government won't upset
everything. You see, what's worse than
expropriation is the fear of it.

Then there's the uncertainty concern-
ing the protection of intellectual proper-
ty. Will they let us keep our patents,
our products, everything we've acquired
by years of work, or will they consider
it all " a scrap of paper? " In many
countries attacks are being made on
patents in the pharmaceutical sector.
These countries say: products must be

sold as cheaply as possible to our people
so that they can benefit by the latest
scientific findings.

I agree entirely with this generous point
of view, but not when, to achieve this
result, they abolish protection of intellec-
tual property. How can we engage in
research, which is very costly, if we can-
not make a profit on our investments?

There is a further and by no means
lesser risk, when an investment cannot
include the entire production process
from A to Z but, let's say, only the
second half. We must necessarily bring
in the basic commodities if we are to
process them locally.

All of a sudden a rule is imposed for-
bidding the import of these basic commod-
ities, and we have to make new invest-
ments, and establish new factories to
manufacture them locally. It's not only a
financial investment you're making, you're
also importing technology into the devel-
oping countries. Producing chemical for
the pharmaceutical industry is probably
the most difficult kind of production
there is.

dialogue

foreign investment is not a substitute for
aid, cannot be a substitute.

C e r e s FIFTY OR TWENTY YEARS

AGO THERE WAS CAPITAL FLOWING FROM

RICH TO POOR COUNTRIES. HAS ITS NA-

TURE CHANGED SINCE, AND IN WHAT

WAY?

M ASSAD There have been several
changes. To begin with, there arc dif-
ferent types of capital inflow. In the
case of private foreign investment there
is one important change: private invest-
ment is not looking as much as before
toward the extractive industries and is
coming more and more into the manu-
facturing field. This is an interesting
and positive change.

As for public aid, the terms of aid are
being made more and more difficult to
comply with. Tied loans are now a
generalized practice, which may move
us into a world of bilateral trade rather
than into a world of more open interna-
tional trade. The cost of capital is ris-
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ing, interest rates are going up, and are
going up rather fast, which also implies
difficulties for developing countries.
Some very imaginative and practical pro-
posals have been put forward by Mr.
Horowitz * in this context and they
should be explored more seriously and
systematically.

I suppose these arc the main changes
one could mention. There arc also
some other elements which make for
differences in the flow of capital and
also for differences in investment oppor-
tunities: trade is supposed to be — or
some people think it should be — a
substitute for aid... again these things
arc considered substitutes.

Aid could not be used profitably with-
out trade. Trade implies more invest-
ment opportunities in the developing
countries and as long as difficulties in
trade are created — such as tariff bar-
riers, etc., in developed countries — this
means narrowing the margin of profit-

• Stt article, page 20.

able investment opportunities, not only
for foreign investment but also for do-
mestic investment; and that also means
affecting the rate of growth of the devel-
oping countries.

There is already a differential in the
rate of growth of developed and devel-
oping countries and this difference runs
against the developing world, and, as it
widens, then, to put it very broadly, peace
will be a very difficult goal to- achieve in
the future.

c e r e s INVESTORS COMPLAIN ABOUT

LEGAL AND BUREAUCRATIC DIFFICULTIES

— THEY SAY THEY DON'T GET ENOUGH,

ADMINISTRATIVE COOPERATION ABOUT I

ISSUANCE OF PERMITS AND PEOPLE'S

MOVEMENTS. ABOVE ALL, THEY WORR*

ABOUT PATENTS, ABOUT WHAT • THE*

CALL ' INTELLECTUAL INVESTMENT-

THEY ARE AFRAID THAT THEIR PRODUCT*

MIGHT BE COPIED, WHAT DO YOU THIN*"

MASSAD There are too many thing5

involved in this question. Intellect"81



It requires absolute precision, to the milli-
- gramme or hundredth milligramme, since

people's lives arc at stake.
Can this be done locally? Are the

people there aware of the quality or hy-
gienic standards needed for this kind of
work?

Finally, there is the risk of taxation.
Suddenly, these countries find they need
money. What do they do? They raise
taxes to the point where your business
loses all incentive. Very often, unfortu-
nately, foreign companies can'i defend
themselves as well as local businesses.
Obviously, it is easier to investigate
foreign firms than local ones.

Roughly speaking, these are the risks
run by foreign investors in the third
world. I don't mean to exaggerate them;
actually, we are investing enormous
amounts. But I do want to point out
that along with the positive experiences
we've had some others, negative ones
as well.

cares WOULD THAT BE THE REA-

S O N WHY FOREIGN INVESTMENTS, WHICH
USED TO COME TO ABOUT THREE THOU-
SAND MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR, ARE
BEGINNING TO FALL OFF?

That's right. It's unfor-
tunate that in this world where the
population in the developing countries is
growing at the rate we all know, public
and private investments are decreas-
ing. Or rather, private investments are
increasing, but not in the poorer coun-
tries.

They are increasing in certain select-
ed countries, but dropping in others
which, unfortunately, arc the ones which
need them most. This is deplorable, but
it's because of the political and economic
instability I mentioned before.

For example, you know some coun-
tries have nationalised everything. Who
wants to invest there now? Nobody.
Some other governments show a
tendency toward communism.

Every country has a right to be as

government-controlled, as centralized, as
socialist as it wishes, and I'm the last to
deny them that right. I'm simply point-
ing out that this doesn't create the best
conditions for the industries which want
to invest.

That's" why, much to pur regret,
investments have gone down in the coun-
tries which need them most.

c e r e s ANOTHER EXTREMELY IM-

PORTANT PROBLEM IS THE LACK OF
INFRASTRUCTURE. SAY YOU WANT TO

ESTABLISH A FACTORY SOMEWHERE,

YOU HAVE THE POSSIBILITY OF BUILDING

IT AND BRINGING TN NEW TECHNOLOGY,

BUT YOU ARE PARALYZED BY THE AB-
SENCE OF ROADS, ELECTRICITY, WATER

SUPPLY, ETC. ALL THTS BOESN'T DEPEND

ON PRIVATE INDUSTRY BUT ON THE

GOVERNMENT.

DON'T YOU SEE THIS AS AN AREA OF

COMMON INTEREST TO BOTH THE PRIVATE "

INVESTOR AND THE RECIPIENT COUNTRY?

can'I wait ona or d#p huodttd |
(Jon7 have that much time efiead Qt us...

knowledge is usually the product of the
investment of resources and in that sense
trying lo get a yield out of this invest-
meni seems to be Legitimate. But, on
the other hand, we have found in several
eases ihat negotiating royalties for patents
is a problem — the cost sometimes is
too high. And we have had some expe-
riences in our own committee which
studies these problems: take the case of
one domestic entrepreneur who was
willing to pay royalties too high by
international standards; after the problem
was evaluated by our committee, and
more information was put at his disposal,
l>c could negotiate a much better deal.

There is quiic a lack of information
concerning real prices in the patent mar-
ket, and this often prevents domestic
entrepreneurs from striking a fair bargain.
Oddly enough, they don't even know
thai technical alternatives can be used,
therefore they arc often in a difficult
position to negotiate; and since this is a
matter of negotiation, the more they
know about the subject the belter their
chances to bring it off successfully.

Another point: the question of tech-
nical knowledge is quite a difficult one
in terms of goals, for many developing
countries. It may happen for instance
that in order to use the best techniques
available for a given product you must
make a large investment, rather intensive
in the use of capital and little intensive
in the use of labour.

Usually, for a particular product, there
is a small range of selection of alterna-
tive techniques. I suppose quite a lot
of research is needed to find whether
alternatee techniques exist for the effi-
cient production of a given item with a
different resource-mix, techniques more
adapted to the resource-mix available in
developing countries.

But this is not the whole question be-
cause it concerns only one particular
product for which the range of selection
of alternative techniques is narrow.

The hardest decision concerns the
choice among different products — and
you_ may select among products those
whose techniques arc the best available
;ind are more intensive in labour than
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UMBfllCHT In my sector, chemistry,
the state of infrastructure doesn't raise a
serious obstacle to investment, since it's
necessary to others as well, especially to
agriculture or heavier industries than
ours. So roads, railways and ports don't
worry us so much.

Rather, what's lacking in our case is
an established banking system, then
specialists, skilled workers, and an ad-
ministration capable of shortening the
delays for granting licences.

Think of it, in some countries it takes
eighteen months as a rule to obtain one,
and sometimes two or three years!

c e r e s You BELONG TO THE BOARD

DEALING WITH THE MEKONG DELTA AND

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THAT REGION.

THERE ARE SEVERAL PROJECTS OF THIS

KIND IN THE WORLD, AND THEY ARE

INTERNATIONAL IN TWO WAYS: BECAUSE

RICH AND POORER COUNTRIES COOPERATE

IN THEM; AND ALSO BECAUSE MANY

COUNTRIES OF THE THIRD WORLD ARE

ASSOCIATED IN THEM THROUGH COMMON

MARKETS OR, AT LEAST, COMMON PRO-

GRAMMES, C O U L D YOU GIVE U S YOUR

VIEWS ON THE FUNCTIONING OF SUCH
OPERATIONS?

UMBRICHT Yes, I am a member of
the Mekong Advisory Board. Our task
is to assist four countries bordering the
Mekong river — Cambodia, Laos,
Thailand and Viet-Nam — which might
be joined by others later.

But these four are too poor to go it
alone and a regional approach is indis-
pensable for their economic future. The
Mekong river traces their borders, but
also links them and from the Mekong they
get their electric power, their transport
and communications, their trade — every-
thing.

If you build a bridge on the Mekong,
it becomes an international project right
away, and if you build a power plant it
will be the same, servicing the four coun-
tries at once. You don't build roads
across one country but run them through-
out the region.

Only thus, we believe, can one utilize
the great resources of the area by having
a regional, international, multinational
and not a national approach. This
requires joint planning, so that each
country knows what the others want,
and they can reach an agreement.

1 am very much in favour of this
regionalization and of a common market
for south Asia such as those of Europe,
and Latin America and other parts of
Asia.

And here the question of financing
arises. The whole world bears a heavy
responsibility toward the countries of
southeast Asia which, unfortunately, have
been so much in the news during the
past years. We must help them to rise
from the ruins and rebuild what wars have
destroyed. And countries outside south-
east Asia must realize that without this
help progress will be very slow.

Maybe not priority over other coun-
tries but at least restore the balance
considering that they have suffered more
than others, and have not received their
fair share of international aid.

dialogue

in capital. Very positive inducements
to investment are offered in this field,
such as accelerated amortization. But
this works in favour of projects which
are highly capital-intensive, because
what is amortized fast is capital... So
here we have a very good inducement to
investment which, however, has as a side
effect the selection of products which
are highly intensive in capital and less
intensive in labour, in the techniques
available for their production. The re-
sult is the opposite of what you wanted
to obtain.

These are pressing questions, and they
will become even more pressing in the
near future. They don't affect develop-
ed countries, because new techniques re-
quire new capital goods, and there is a
demand for capital goods in the same
developed countries where they are pro-
duced. While in the case of developing
countries you may produce a limited
amount of capital goods, and in general
you have to import them; so the situation
is completely different.

c e r e s LET'S SPEAK FRANKLY,
THERE IS A POLITICAL RISK ESPECIALLY

ABOUT COUNTRIES WITH A SOCIAL-MIND-

ED GOVERNMENT. L>O YOU THINK THAT

PRIVATE FOREIGN CAPITAL CAN COOP-

ERATE WITH COUNTRIES WHICH PUT

SOCIAL PREOCCUPATIONS ABOVE OTHERS?

MASSAD 1 think it certainly can. It
certainly can contribute under these con-
ditions. There would perhaps be a
request for flexibility, in this context, to
the private investor cither foreign or do-
mestic. Flexibility in terms that are not
unknown to investors. These investors
should always look — good investors
do — to the long-run results of a given
project.

Now, a country undertaking basic re-
forms in order to modernize its economy
and introduce more justice in the func-
tioning of the system is changing what
1 call the rules of the game — or at
least some of the rules of the game.

But these very changes were made by
developed countries one hundred or two
hundred years ago, while we have to

make them now, and cannot -wait one
or two hundred years for making them.
We don't have the time that the presently
developed countries had — we don't have
it! So we have to make these changes at a
much faster pace.

And if an investor with a long-range
view realizes that these changes will bring
forth a more just society, a more open
society with opportunities available to
everyone, a better distribution of income,
closer to that existing in developed coun-
tries, he will also see that these conditions
are the ones which wili give him more
security in the long run.

And here you have to differentiate
between the long and short run. Some
one said that the long run is made o'
a series of short runs. This is certainly
true, but what an investor looks at is no'
the present short run but the series o'
movements which will carry a given s^
ciety economy toward a more socially
stable and just situation and that WHO'"
be his best security in the long run.

Were these things left undone then *e

would be running far greater risks tha(1
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c e r e s Now I'D LIKE YOUR OPINION
ON A HIGHLY DEBATABLE POINT. IT IS

WIDELY THOUGHT THAT INDUSTRIALIZA-

TION IS THE FASTEST WAY TO REACH

A CERTAIN LIVING STANDARD. AT THE

SAME TIME, WE FIND THAT A MINIMUM

OF 70 TO 7 5 % OF THE POPULATION IN
THE THIRD WORLD LIVES ON AGRICUL-
TURE. WE ALSO KNOW THAT IN THE

PRESENT DEVELOPED COUNTRIES INDUS-

TRIALIZATION WAS NOT ACHIEVED BE-

FORE THE START OF REAL AGRICULTURAL

PROGRESS. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF

INDUSTRY, WHAT ARE YOUR VIEWS ON

THE MATTER?

UMBRICHT It's a question of priori-
ties. Since we can't do everything at once,
we have to choose. Personally I would
give agriculture top priority at present
because it's already there and people
know what it is, while industry still has
to be created. It is more logical and
efficient to first try and improve what
exists' and — more or less — works.

At the same time, something should
be done for industry. And for learning

too (by this I mean the elementary,
secondary and technical schools to start
with, and then the university faculties
and institutes of higher education) since
they represent the future of every
country. On the other hand, I would
give national defence a rather low priori-
ty: if only half the amounts spent on
it were used for development, things
would certainly advance much faster!

C e r e s ONE MORE QUESTION. ARE

YOU, PERSONALLY, OPTIMISTIC OR PESSI-

MISTIC ABOUT DEVELOPMENT.

UMBRICHT I'm optimistic in the
sense that I believe the rich countries
are becoming increasingly aware of their
responsibilities, and that the industrialists
of these countries understand better than
in the past that to invest in the third
world is in their own interest. There
has been undeniable progress in the de-
velopment of the mental outlook, and in
this respect I'm optimistic. Unfortunate-
ly, I think government aid is still far

from increasing in proportion to needs.
As you know, the developing countries
require 1 % of the GDP. This would mean
15 thousand million dollars for 1968 alone.
That's a lot. This figure and percentage
have never been reached in the past and
won't be* in the immediate future. Yet
it is increasingly necessary to invest large
amounts in the third world, and I don't
think progress Js being made in this
direction as quickly as it should be.

That's why it's urgent that both parties,
the developed and the developing coun-
tries, should thoroughly understand their
responsibilities and the measures to be
adopted to remedy this situation. There
exists a \Vhole list of recommendations
designed for the use of these two catego-
ries of countries. Each group should
read it and draw on it for future action.

Everybody wants to invest, but in spite
of this willingness, we .aren't making
progress as we hoped. What are the
obstacles? I think I've described them
fairly clearly at the beginning of this
interview. They also point to my con-
clusions.

'hose many governments have to face
at this lirse to undertake such changes.

A far-sighted investor should take
these things into consideration,- and I
found in practice that many of them do.

C e r e s TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THIS
T 'M[.; FACTOR AND THE CURRENT ATTI-

TUnE OF THE THIRD WORLD TOWARD PRI-
V*TE ENTERPRISE, ARE YOU OPTIMISTIC
0R PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THE FUTURE

PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT?

MASSAD It is hard to be either opti-
mistic or pessimistic. One must be
realistic. Let's put it this way: private
•ivestors and private enterprise have a
l o t to contribute to society, have done a
l o t in the past and have a lot to do in
lhe future.

The question now is whether the pri-
v a tc investor feels as his own per-
sona] obligation to do his utmost to
Maintain the status quo; assuming that

maintaining the status quo means, in good
faith, maintaining the rules of the game,
maintaining stability and maintaining
really possible development for the fu-
ture.

They might be wrong, sometimes, in
these terms. I mean, if they recognize
the type of changes which a society must
adopt to create more opportunities for
the entire population as changes which
should be accepted and supported by
them rather than fought, then certainly
one could be optimistic.

But if the private investor thinks —
and I believe this would be a mistake —
that these changes affect so much the
rules"of the game that he cannot contin-
ue investing, then he himself is creating
the conditions that will perhaps force
societies to move in a different direction.

Investment is needed. If it is not
forthcoming through one type of system,
it will have to come through another
one; and if it is not, then everyone will
start thinking about how to change the
whole structure, the whole set-up, in

order to obtain investment needed for
growth.

Growth, and improvement of the
standard of living of the people are such
a pressing objective that it may go fur-
ther than many people think.

If these objectives are not met soon
enough, conditions in the developing
world will change, I am afraid, in a direc-
tion which will not receive the support of
private investors.

But we have here a question of alter-
natives, and one has to do one's best to
make some of the alternatives work. But
if they don't, despite these efforts, then
society will choose a different alternative.

This is really what I mean when [ say
that if you don't have development you
won't have peace. If you really can't
move forward at a faster pace than most
of the developed world is moving at the
present time, then the pressure of expec-
tations, legitimate expectations, will be
too strong to permit a stable social system
to work smoothly, and this is the basis
for the disappearance of peace. •
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New investment
fit

in Africa

- to protect the investor's capital
and the countries' resources

- and coordinate financing
with development plans

by KRISHNA ANOOJA-PATEl

Africa's agricultural resources, al-
though barely tapped at present, arc
immense. The continent is ideally suit-
ed to growing all types of crops, for
food as well as for industries. The
oceans around it. its lakes and rivers,
provide unlimited opporiunities for fish-
ing. Its rich forest resources ammini
to one sixth of the world's total.

And yet, the African countries pro-
duce on a per capita basis no more than

Mn. Krishna Ahooia-Patel if a barriiier-at-ta*
of iht Inner Temple, London, and has worked
ui a curuullanl 10 ihe Unilfd fictions Ecot omic

ixiuti fur Africa ami iht International
OfHer,

one third of the per capita agricultural
output in the industrially developed
countries. The vast potential of raising
agricultural output is thus plainly evident.

Thts realization has found a clear ex-
pression in the development plans of
most African countries. Even where
rapid industrialization, including the
creation of basic industries in the puWic
sector, formed the backbone of the
development strategy, there has been
present neirly everywhere the emphasis
on agricultural expansion.

This emphasis is also to he found in
the investment code* and laws, which
have served as the legal complements to
the development strategy of the develop-

plans of the African countries.
But since the legal enact merits more
often than not give a generic expression
to policy instruments for raising the
ievel of investments in a country, it is
easy to appreciate why the specific pro-
visions concerning agriculture alone, as
distinct from those concerning any other
economic activity (e.g. industry, trans-
port, etc.). are much less clearly spelled
out in the investment codes or laws than
in the development plans. It is important
therefore to examine agricultural devel-
opment legislation in the broad context
of thtr main provisions of these invest-
ment codes and laws.

In the early sixties, only seventeen
countries out of Lhirty-threc independent
States in Africa bad enacted such laws.
Since then, the number has steadily in-
creased with the result lhat now a coun-
try without a development plan and
without a complementary investment
code has become a near-rarity.

The Investment Code of Dahomey
was specifically adopted for the purpose
of * coordinating private investments
with the development plan. " In Kenya.
I he Foreign Investments Protection Acl
clearly states that a certificate Tor art
" approved project" may be withheld
by the Minister of Finance, if it is not
for the "benefit** of the country.. Moroc-
co has stated in its Investment Code that
private capital js welcome in econoniK
sectors to which the development plan
has given " priority. " -

The use of the words " approved proj-
ect " or " pr ior i ty" conveys somewhat
different emphasis in the investment
legislation in the African countries. The
former signifies lhat the Investment Cont-
mtakM or a government agetjey has al- *
ready drawn up a list of concrete projects
in the light of the criteria laid down in
the development plan of the country-
The word " priority " on the other hand
is used to convey a wider coverage, refer-
ring to broad areas or enterprises.

The main object of investment laws is
to facilitate or attract foreign, domestic-
or both types of investments. The in*
vestment laws or codes normally describ*
(he executive authority responsible *&
examining and supervising investnicn'^
They usually incorporate condition
entry of foreign capital and the rules &
remittance. Regulations invariably '
elude tax exemptions which are ret



to the size of investment over a specific SEIEGTEO
period. Items and goods that can be
imported duty free for new enterprises
and their expansion are also listed.

The existing investment laws, particu-
larly of ex-English-speak ing coSonics.
are not comprehensive; they do not al-
ways contain essential information for
the potential investor. In some cases
it is necessary for the potential investor
to refer to exchange or custom regula-
tions to get a complete picture of the
legal structure essential for his venture.
The ex-French-speaking colonies, on the
other hand, follow a more or less uniform
pattern in enumerating special incentives
for investments in Agriculture. The typi-
cal examples arc the investment codes
of Chad. Gabon. Central African Repub-
lic, ivory Coast, Rwanda, etc,

The economic policies of African
govern men is fall into three groups,
according to the emphasis placed on a
particular form of organization for their
accelerated economic and social develop-
ment. At one extreme are the countries
depending on the public sector as the
main instrument of rapid agricultural
development; at the other arc ihi>sL-
who expect to rely exclusively on pri-
vate domestic and foreign investment.
Between these two are a large number
of countries where the attitude is more
or less pragmatic: relying on private
investment where feasible, and under-
taking the project in the public sector
whcre necessary.

A majority of the investment laws
°ffer a vast range of economic induce-
ments, including tax incentives ;irul
customs exonerations, to encourage
" new " and expansion of " established "
enterprises, in industry and agriculuiru
^pan from a few exceptions like Ugan-
da. Kenya. Somalia and Libya, invest-

laws of most African countries
apply to both foreign and do-

in vestments,

Economic benefits to the investor
from complete tax exemption to

Partial tan concessions related to a spe-
cific period. There arc also provisions

rives I mem

p . There arc p
fOr generous depreciation allowances
'Muding reductions in turnover lax.
standard tax and business la*. In gener-
at- all tax benefits are granted after an
enterprise has acquired a certificate of
coemption or approval from a recognized
3°vernmeni agency.

Algeria - Ordinance No. 66-284. 15 November 1966. Preamble to Hi
Code. Law No. 63-277, 26 July 1963. establishing a Code Of Investment.

Burundi - Law Instituting the Code of Investment, e Ajgust 1963.
Central African Republic - Law No. 02-355, 14 December 1967. establishing a Code

of Investmeni. amended 19 February 1963.
Chad - Decree Mo. 156'PR, 28 August 1363. esi abiding a Code of Investment.
Conga (Brazzaville - Law No. 39-61, 20 June 1961. providing an Investment Code,

supplementing ihe general is* code and amending trie code on registration, stamps,
and lax on income from securities.

Oatomey • Law No. 61-53. 31 December 1961, establishing the Code of Investment,
Ethiopia Decree No. 61, 1963, providing for the Encouragement of Capital Invest'

merit in Ethiopia, 16 September 1963,
Gabon - Law No. 55-G1. 4 December 1961. providing for an Investment Code, (This

replaces a more general code which was drawn up by the four Equatorial States
Central African Republic, Chad. Congo (Brazzaville) and Gabon. See also Treaty
establishing Ihe Central African Economic and Customs Union (Gabon, Cameroon.
Central African Republic. Chad and Conga (Brazzaville), B December 1964).

Ghana - Capital Investment Act. 1963.
GuirtH • Decree No 136/PRG. promulgeted Uw No, 50 AN/62. 5 April 1962. d i -

luting an Investment Code. '
hray Coait - Law No. 59-134. 3 September 1959, determining rules regarding pri-

vate investment in the Republic and Decree No. 60-09. 6 January i960
Ktnyi • Foreign Investments Prelection Act. 11 December 1964
Liberia - Investment Incentive Cods, 15 April 1906.
Ubya - Law ot 30 January 1958, on trie investment of Foreign Capital
Madagascar • Ordinance No 62-02*. 19 September 1962. Law No 62-025, har-

m on a i no 11 see I provisions with trie Investment Code constitution and organic law 15
October 1962.

Matt • Law No. 62-5AN-RM. 15 January 1962, establishing a statute for enterprise?
operating under agreements.

Mauritania - Law No. 61-122, 26 June 1961. determining the regime of private
Investments.

Morocco - Investment Code. Dahir No. 1-40-383 (31 Decembei 1960) Dahir ol 9
Ramadan 1331

Ntgwr - Law No. 61-21. 12 July 1961, establishing an Investment Code of Niger
modlWed by Law No. 63-2, 1 February 1963.

Rwanda - investment Code. 4 May 198*.
Senegal - Law No. 61-33, 22 March 1962. instituting an Investment Code
Somalia - Foreign Investmem Law No. 10, 13 February 1960
Sudan • Act No, 8, 1956, Concessions lor Approved Enterprises.
Tanzania - An Act to give prelection to certain approved Foreign investments. 20

September 1963
Togo - Act No. 65-10. establishing the Investment Code, 21 July 1965 as amended

by Act No. 65-26, 22 December 1965. Uw No. 57*36, 11 September 1957 on Ihe fiscal
regime Oi the contractual enterprises.

T U A W I Laws for ihe Encouragement of Investments: 19 Septerroer 1946, \$
S«pt*Wb«r 1047. 30 March 1953, 27 June 1954 (Certificate Of Agreement}; 1 January
1 B U . Q March 1956. 30 March 1957 (Guarantee ol Equipment Loam) 29 December 1955
t S p r r f Tax Reliefs) and 10 February 1958. Decree. 4 June 1957, on the Guarantee
Fund tor 1h» Repatriation of captt»( and profits derived from foreign Investments,

) Arab BapufaIc - Law No 156 on Investments of Foreign CtpJtaJ In Economic
pro(»cts, 1963. Amended. 1054.

oito - Act No. 14-62 Issuing consolidated Fiscal Regulation* for Approved
Enterpnaa* 22 June 196?

tal. if invested in agriculture, may be
tran.sferred abroad up to IOC£ of the
value of registered capital in the original
currency.

The Algerian Investment Code defines
" approved enterprises" (cntrcpnses
agreee*) and " enterprises under a ton-
vciUion " (cntrcprises c on vent ion nee s) in
its text without specifying industry or
agriculture. They refer to enterprises
which have a satisfactory plan, use mod-
ern or appropriate equipment and which
by reason of their location or sector of
activity contribute to the economic de-
velopment of the country. The law gives
a number of guarantees and economic
benefits, and their terms and conditions

Jn the majority of countries influenced
by the French and Belgian legal systems,
the investment laws have established (wo
regimes; of ordinary law and beneficiary
enterprises. These regimes are some-
times further divided according to the
industries or markets.

In (he northern subregion, Egypt and
Algeria rely heavily on ihe public sector,
whereas such reliance is very small in
Libya, in Egypt, laws and regulations
affecting investrneni have been issued in
the form of decrees beginning in 1953.
A special committee examines and ap-
proves projects of economic development
and no foreign capital may be invested
without its authorization. Foreign capi-



Flow of private capital from developed countries
Four-year cumufaiJve total 1961-64. shown to scale in millions of dollars

United Kingdom 1.497

United States 4.126

arc decided upon by the Minister of
Finance.

In Libya, any project in which a min-
imum of S\c/c of capital is foreign is
defined by the Foreign Capital Invest-
ment Law as " foreign capital, " The
only condition on which the Govern*
incnL reserves an industrial project for
its own participation is that I he private
sector abstains from it. The investment
legislation leaves it to the Minister of
Finance to decide the conditions or the
amount of capital or profits that can be
remitted abroad. But if (he output of
projects of foreign capital competes with
local industry or domestic agriculture, it
is (axed at higher rates.

In eastern and central Africa, the
differences between the French-speaking
countrici and the English ones arc illus-
trated by the investment codes of Rwan-
da >nki Burundi on the one hand, and of

and Kenya on the other. (The
s\s(ems of France and Belgium

nc quite close, which explains the sim-
ilarit) of legal measures adopted by
ihar former colonies and both groups
U^L Proud) as an official l a n g u i d

Both the Investment Codes of Rwan-
da (1463) and Burundi M964) provide
fi>r general guarantees with regard to
vetted rights, personal and real estate,
right of residence and Ihc " legal prac'
nee " ot agricultural, industrial or com-
mercial activity.

In Rwanda, the code has provided
for a favoured status or " regime dc
favsor" for beneficiars enterprises which
have or will he investing w minimum d
social capital amounting to 5 million
Rwarubis francs. Priority enterprises
ate those that include " industrial crops
iftvohrtnj a stage "f processing or con-

or an> other designated by the

tatt-tmta ftWt n repoiiod by
wmfli'i tH O£CO* Daiwteement Assistance

Jotmn me****** tr>e net flow
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Ministerial Plan Council as priori!}. "
i The economic benefits are classified

according to four different regimes de-
pending on Ihe siw: and duration of the
investment project. A larger amount of
capital contributing to the National Plan
is entitled to benefit from a stabili/i'd
fiscal regime, while ordinary investments
are exempted from duties on certain ma-
terials, or allowed reduced Tatc according
to the contract of investment or the
* opinion of ihe Minister of Finance. "

In Burundi, "priority rights" are gmni-
ed inter alia to industrial cultivation and
farming and those enterprises which art-
engaged in processing, preparation, treat-
ment and transports!ion of produce of
agricultural and animal origin. In con-
trast to Rwanda, which has four types,
there are only two types of regimes:
one grants exemptions fTom custom
duties " over a certain period of time, "
and the second for 15 years.

Kenya and Uganda in eastern Africa
enacted their foreign investments pro-
tection acts in 1964. The Kenya legis-
lation defines " agricultural investment "
as those \flhich arc made to increase the
agricultural potential of a farm or an
estate, Uganda includes it under the
general title of "approved enterprises."
The latter is defined as inter alia an
undertaking or business or property or
an enlargement of any investment or
loan.

In both countries a holder of 9 ccm!
•cate for approved enterprises is entitled
to transfer out of the country the profits
'nd approved professions of the net pro-
Weds of ihe sale. In Kenya, where invest-
ment guarantees arc not granted to effect
a change of owner, the new investor will
have to draw up a development pro-
gramme to expand the agricultural scheme
^ intends to purchase and this must
** approved by the Minister of Agri-
culture.

The Investment Decree of Ethiopia
°°vers agricultural, industrial, mining,
transport and touristic enterprises which
^ncfit from its operation. Among the
many agricultural enterprises in Ethio-
P'a. the coffee and grain plantations arc
'b oldest and they are in the private

But the Government exercises
, * certain degree of control through the

coffec and the Grain Boards: The hnm
decree stipulates (he conditions

which the profits of foreign investor,.

•

Braair 4*4 '

Somaria,_26 "
Sudan 31

Tunisia' 69,
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net proceeds of any sale, and payment
of interest can be transferred. But it
is the Ministry of Agriculture which
determines the 1L priority, " amount and
type of exemptions. These may include
duty free purchase of fuel and import of
machinery and equipment for agricul-
tural purposes.

In the western subregion, Liberia and
Guinea provide extreme examples —
the former relying heavily on the private
sector while the latter relies on the public
sector. The Investment Incentive Code
of Liberia is applicable to " Approved
New Investment Projects" including a
substantial expansion of the existing one.
Incentives under the Code are granted
to enterprises which (a) process, fabri-
cate, or assemble raw material and/or
semi-finished products into commercial
products, and (b) engage in other pro-
ductive activities inter alia such as agri-
culture, logging, and investing money
credit, machinery for (a) and {/>).

Nationalization and guarantees

Economic inducements are granted in
the form of exemptions from custom
duties and taxes on income and profits:
the exemptions from custom duties are
granted on construction materials, ma-
chinery, equipment and raw materials, for
five years from the first importation.

Exemption from income tax is granted
for five to ten years from the first year
of marketable production as determined
by the Government. In the case of agri-
cultural projects, special consideration is
to be given to the length of the period
required to begin production as well as
to the size of the investment. Income
exempted under the Code from taxation
is not to exceed 150% of the capital
investment of the project.

" Approved enterprises " in Guinea in
both the public and the private sector
have been defined as those which have
" special importance for the development
of the economy" and include those
which are engaged in transferring
through mechanical or chemical processes
vegetable or animal products of local
origin. These enterprises are entitled to
favoured treatment, which is progressive
according to the importance and size of
the investments in relation to the devel-
opment of the country. Materials equip-
ment and raw materials neet^d to estab-
lish such enterprises are totally or par-

tially exempted from import duties and
the fiscal advantages are published in the
Official Journal.

In other countries of west Africa,
particularly Nigeria and Ghana, the orig-
inal development plans have been either
abandoned, or shelved due to changing
political factors, but the Capital Invest-
ment Act in Ghana, which was passed to
help implement the seven-year develop-
ment plan, has been retained. The same
is mainly true of Nigeria's diverse fiscal
and other statutes. In Ghana, there have
been recently some shifts in favour of
the private sector. Private ownership
and management have been recently ap-
proved for meat products and sugar,
and there has been a simultaneous return
to private cocoa buying.

Most countries in Africa have indicat-
ed their policy regarding nationalization
in either the constiitition or investment
laws or economic policy statement.
(Most investment codes use the expres-
sion " expropriations" which legally
means the compulsory acquisition of
private property by the State.) Those
countries which provide for nationaliza-
tion have also given a legal guarantee
for fair or adequate or equitable com-
pensation.

Ethiopia and Libya have incorporated
provisions to protect private property in
their constitutions, while the Investment
Code of Dahomey stipulates that " equi-
table compensation " will be granted in
case of expropriation. Liberia, on the
other hand, has announced that it has no
intention to nationalize any foreign invest-
ments. Both Uganda and Kenya have
specifically enacted investment laws to
" protect " private property. These re-
produce the provisions in the constitution.

Tanzania's President Nyerere has re-
cently assured investors regarding the
payment of fair compensation in the event
of nationalization. The total value of
such compensation would amount to $30-
$40 million partly in foreign exchange
and partly from future dividends.

In 1967, Parliament approved the
nationalization of six major companies
and partial nationalization of thirty-three
others in Tanzania. A number of major
agricultural projects were brought under
the National Agricultural Products
Board. In some instances, however,
notably the British American Tobacco
factory, the Government accepted less

than a 50% share. At the same time, the
Government recently announced that pri- •
vate investment was welcome outside the
areas reserved for the public sector.

Agricultural development legislation
in Africa is a very new subject. It is
to be expected, therefore, that it reflects
a lack of coordination between the eco-
nomic and legal strategies of develop-
ment. This remains true even for the
French-speaking countries in Africa,
which by and large, following the French
tradition, have paid greater attention to
precise codification of investment laws
than the English-speaking countries.

The recognition by the policy-makers
of the importance of bridging rapidly
the gap between the actual and the
potential agricultural output in African
countries has come about only recently.
There has not been sufficient time yet
to translate this recognition into a
coherent development strategy, aiming at
mobilizing all resources — domestic and
external supplies of capital and skills —•
for rapid agricultural advance. But it
would strongly encourage the elaboration
of complementary legal strategy for agri-
cultural development.

More legal guideline* needed

The precise content of such agricul-
tural development legislation would vary
from country to country in Africa.
Nonetheless, its provisions would have
to deal with the advantages to be derived
from public and private external aid for
the needed requirements of investment
and skills. Among the areas for which
such provisions would have to be worked
out in detail, the following would be
particularly important: (1) plantation
and export crops; (2) technical aid in
raising productivity in other crops for
domestic use and animal husbandry;
(3) development of agro-industries.
which would help process further
available agricultural products; ana
(4) establishment of those industries
upon which depends the progress °'
agriculture (e.g. fertilizers, insecticides,
agricultural equipment, tractors, etc.).

Unless precise legal guidelines are I*1*'
down, it is difficult to see how th*
general recognition of the possibility °'
rapid agricultural advance in Africa11 '
countries could soon be translated i"10

concrete projects.



A giant
in Malaysia

by BfttAH TA YIOR

Who wins,
who loses,
when a worldwide
corporation
invests in a country
rich in raw materials

Driving out on the highway from
Kuala Lumpur toward Pctaling Jaya, the
satellite industrial estate, is at first (ike
being in England: Che same well-sur-
faced curving roads full of Jaguars and
Morris Oxfords; the same cumulus
clouds building up like giant bruises
above the green trees.

But (he reality of southeast Asia
asserts itself with the sight of a bearded
Sikh on a bicycle, an ancient Chinese
woman shuffling and swaying along with
the stick across her shoulder supporting
two enprmous stoves, a trio of Malay
child red being driven home from. school
in a rickshaw. One realizes that Japa-
nese cars put number the British and that
the" trees ait 80 fee! high instead of the
expected 18 feet.
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AN roads from Kuala Lumpur lie
through square miles of rubber trees,
each with its blind beggar's cup, march-
ing in geometrical progression into the
ieafy distance. The marks of tin mining
— vast dredges and crazy wooden scaf-
folding awash in pools of grey water —
are everywhere. To the east, the high
rain forests — haunt of the hornbill and
the gibbon — are gradually giving way
to the demand for land, and the tiger
may soon be as rare as the rhinoceros.
The oil palm estates, most recent of the
country's four main resources, lie further
south. Timber, fourth element in Ma-
laysia's economy, is being extracted mainly
from East Malaysia.

Otto of the first to invamt

The factory belonging to Lever Broth-
ers (a wholly-owned Unilever subsid-
iary), borders 'the highway on the fringe
of Malaysia's capital city. It is a complex
of manufacturing and office buildings
built around a railway spur line which
tanks in the raw materials — chemicals,
oils and fats — and carries out the
finished products: detergents, soaps,
cooking oils and fats and margarine.

When it was built in 1952 there was
no industrial estate and, in fact, no
Malaysia. The country was still under
what the British colonial rulers called
' The Emergency' and plantations and
processing plants alike were subject to
strikes and civil strife. The factory was
opened at the end of 1952, five years
before independence, by General Sir
Gerald Templar.

All that is history now. The British
are friends and allies, their idiosyncrasies
tolerated, their tails sometimes tweaked,
their advice often ignored. Malaysia is
very much its own master with a host
of young government planners trying to
cement together a multiracial society in
which the Malays just about equal the
Chinese, Indians, Pakistanis and others
in numbers, with Malays representing a
low-income rural segment and the Chi-
nese a commercial urban class.

Malaysia, today, occupies some
127,000 square miles of territory: West
Malaysia being the lower half of the
peninsula which dangles down from the
mainland, at the extreme end of which
sits Singapore; East Malaysia being Sa-
rawak and Sabah, the northern portion
of what used to be called Borneo.

But back in 195 2 the geo-political
situation was not so clear and it is a
little surprising that Unilever took the
decision to invest nearly $3 million in
its Malayan subsidiary until one remem-
bers that it was part of the company's
worldwide search for raw materials; in
this case palm oil for soap manufacture.

Of course, the investment has paid off
for Unilever: sales of detergent powders
are twelve times the 1953 figure; toilet
soaps are up four times the 1953 total as
are the edible products, including marga-
rine. Sales of edibles (shortening, ghee,
cooking oils and margarine) are expanding
at the rate of 15% per annum. Last
year, the factory produced some 8,000
tons of edible products, half of this being
margarine.

The smell of expansion is in the air:
the develoDment staff are working on new
high-quality margarines and many of the
management are helping to launch a new
subsidiary in Singapore.

How was such progress achieved in
the face of a shortage of skilled labour
and specialized knowledge, the pressures
of nationalism and an unsophisticated
market by European standards?

Take margarine as an example: "into
which business we drifted because of its
close connection with oils and fats for
the soap kettle," according to Lord
Leverhulme in 1918. Margarine is an
interesting child of modern technology
which can now be made from a wide
range of raw materials; with charac-
teristics which can be altered to suit
the market needs; and which can be
manipulated to compete nutritionally
with, and even to surpass at a price,
its natural competitor — butter.

In Malaysia, margarine is made from
locally-grown products: palm oil and
coconut oil. Part of the palm oil is
hardened and then the three constituents
are refined, bleached, deodorized and
blended together. Margarine is made
from an oil/milk or an oil/water base.
In Malaysia, the oil is mixed with'ordi-
nary water (largely because of storage
problems in such a hot climate where
refrigerators are not common), emulsi-
fiers, colouring agents and vitamins are
added and it is then poured into con-
tainers where it crystallizes into a
compact mass.

In Malaysia, margarine is used cither
for baking or as a spread. Shortening
is not used in the house and coconut

oi! is traditionally used for frying. As
a spread on bread, margarine competes
with butter, jams and such local favour-
ites as kaya, a sweet honey.

The increased use of bread throughout
Asia is a rather strange postwar phenom-
enon brought about by shortages of
rice, or of preferred rice, high rice prices,
the influx of North American wheat in
the form of aid, the communication
explosion, possibly the influence of co-
lonial taste, improved standards of living
and the gradual infiltration of convenience
foods.

In Malaysia, for instance, bread is now
being used in most homes, particularly
for school lunches. With the rise in
bread-eating has come a rising consump-
tion of margarine... a slow but steady
progression which has meant that Ma-
laysia's two margarine producers —
Lever Brothers and Lam Soon — have
gradually increased factory production.

" Our latest market survey shows that
83% of the Malaysian population eat
bread frequently, 27% daily," the Lever
Brothers marketing manager told me-
" We are competing with slightly more
expensive imported butter of course,
but we have certainly not knocked
out locally-made spreads; on the con-
trary, our sales programme has probably
greatly increased the use of spreads in
general. What is happening now, in
fact, is the slowly increasing use of a
douhlc spread, margarine used in com-
bination with jam or some other in-
gredient. "

Of course, such a rise has not been
entirely spontaneous; the selling mecha-
nisms of a consumption-oriented society
have been at work — radio, film and
television commercials, ho use-to-ho use
selling and cooking demonstrations —"
to take full advantage of higher wages
and the desire for more leisure time-

Sixth largent in the world

Unilever — a giant even amongs'
companies operating on a worldwide
scale — has done well for itself in Malay
sia, as it has in so many other countnL's

Product of a 1929 merger of British
and Dutch interests, it encompasses ovc

500 businesses in more than 70 counir'eS'
Its turnover in 1965 was well °vef

f

$6,000 million — three times that *>'
1948. It ranks sixth in wealth anioflgst

the world's leading companies, after Ge(l
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eral Motors, Standard Oil, Ford. Royal
• Dutch ShcN and General Electric, wealth-
ier by far than many of the developing
countries in which it operates.

Mike Cullen, tall and balding with a
laugh like a cackling hen, has a mis-
lead ing]y weary and languid air. He is
chairman of Lever Brothers in Malaysia,
the epitome of the professional manager,
the reason why Unilever dares to allow
so much autonomy to their subsidiaries
in the field.

I asked him. and many others in the
cauntry. whether Malaysia had benefittcd

[ from the Unilever presence. " First of
all, we supply a dependable standardized
product. Then there is the benefit of
worldwide research and experience which
has gone intu the making of such pro-
ducts, " he replied, citing the margarine
research centre at Vlaardingen, in the
Netherlands, which has helped to fit focal
raw materials into production.

" We provide regular employment
Wen during bad limes, and medical
services which have set standards for
other companies. " he went on. " We
have incidentally helped to increase food
supplies and to raise nutritional stan-
dards. We use Malaysian produce, (rain
unskilled labour iind bring increased
business to suppliers and retailers. Final-
'y, through advertising and services on
'he one httnd. and reasonable wages and
hours of work on the other, we have
helped to raise the country's" living

" We have more than 600 workers
atld clerical staff here," Mr. Cullcn told
"K as we passed through the main fac-
tory gates surrounded by a crowd of
w<Hncn packers in while overalls. " Also

* aln>osi 60 .people whom we consider as
managcmcnl, including area sales man-
a8crs, production managers, accoun-
ts and personnel officers. The staff
Is headed by myself as chairman1 and
'our directors looking after the technical,
"^kcting. commercial and personnel
*tPects. "

of the management have been
from within the company and

a third of the total staff have the
gold watch marking fifteen

' employment, An enviable record,
t>ut probably due to the high rate of
U[*rnploymcni and scarcity of good jobs
aiher than to undoubtedly satisfactory
B8 (He help which the company gives

in obtaining housing mortgages and the
company contributions to workmen's
compensation and the provident fund.

The wages at Lever Brothers are sur-
prisingly high by Asian standards, even
taking into account the fact that Malaysia
has one of the highest per capita incomes
in Asia, and that its dollar is an Interna-
tional Monetary Fund loan currency. A
charge hand gets about $100 a month
and makes another S40 on overtime; a
foreman about S300 a month {both
by union agreement); while a department
production manager gets from $5,500 (o
$7,0(XJ a year fnon-union) — comparable
with European standards.

There is an old Malay proverb which
says: "This world is a borrowed
world " It reflects the country's social
imbalance in which Malays dominate the
rural sector and the Chinese the com-
mercial class. Conflicts sometimes arise
where the two classes impinge: many
Malay smallholders arc in debt to ab-
sentee landlords and to middlemen who
supply agricultural materials — fertil-
izers, pesticides, farming implements —
and the means of transporting and selling
the harvested produce.

A special government agency — the
Council of Trust for the Indigenous
Peoples — better known as MABA, has

Rubber rwe charcoal Is B principal r&w material of Malaysia's first steel plant, sponsorea
and financed by the World Bank tpgatf\er with Japanese end Malaysian interests

Signs of underemployment are evident
throughout the country and one hears
stories of Malaysian engineers who are
still not working two years after grad-
uation.

Unemployment may well be the num-
ber one problem for the developing
countries within the next few decades
until birth control programmes become
effective. Certainly, in Malaysia it will
exacerbate and inflame the already dcli-
catc racial problem.

been created to accelerate rural develop-
ment and to increase Malay incomes,
through investment surveys, agricultural
iidviwiry services, and training facilities
MARA is quite prepared to finance and
carry out agricultural projects on behalf
of smallholder groups. Sometimes MARA

invites private interests to come in and
help, contributing capital and expertise
in return far a percentage of the profits.
A Japanese lex tile plant was set up on
this basis and MARA is now negotiniini:



with private Canadian timber interests.
" Cooperatives have a certain stigma

here, " Inche Osman Sham, director of
MARA, told me, " largely because of
failures in leadership at the village level.
We call them farmer associations new
and put all our resources bffe training
the young men we need to organize and
direct these groups. "

It seems paradoxical in countries like
Malaysia to place so much emphasis on
training when there is considerable
unemployment. But it is not really so
strange for there is as big a gap be-
tween the pool of unskilled labour and
the skilled worker as I here is between

posts though, depending upon the
iinnjunt of investment concerned and the
degree of policy-making responsibilities
exercised by the subsidiary company.

" We are almost completely Malaysian
now at the factory. * continued Mr.
Cullen. "There are only two expa-
triates left — myself and the marketing
manager —• apart from an occasional
consultant. " And it is true that the
company has extensively replaced ex-
patriates, though the ethnic mix at man-
agement level seems somewhat dispro-
portionate; Malaysians of Indian and
Singhalese origin hold down Ihe top pro-
duction jobs, reflecting a " hrain-dr;iin "

Unilever makes few concessions so faT
zs automation and unemployment are J
concerned, "The cost of labour in Ma-
laysia is steadily increasing," reports
Mr. Cullen. " We need new equip-
ment to improve standards and we feel
that increased production is the way to
employ more people rather than a de-
liberate go-slow on mechanization. "

The company has freely taken profits
out of Malaysia, though there has been
considerable rc-investment to pay for
production expansion: the non-soapy
detergent factory and the ice-cream pro-
duction line were entirely self-financed.
Growth of capital employed during ihi:

LTI-VJ- a hundred years

ago Mege - Mouries. a

French chemist, laced

with the challenge of

producing a cheap sub*

slitute for butter built a

mechanical version of

I the cow's stomach which

converted beel fal. milk

and water to margarine.

r
- today, margarine

accounts lor one seventh

of the world consumption

of edible oils and fats.

an inexperienced university graduate
and a competent manager. These arc
I he gaps which Malaysia is trying to fill
with vocational training centres and
postgraduate scholarships.

" We have had to depend on an ei-
tensive training programme in order to
replace expatriates and upgrade nation-
als, " said Mr. Cullen. " Virtually all our
managers have spent lime away from here
taking courses in Australia, India or
Europe. "

mm Jr*#>f to m imlmtimttm

The government hopes that all non-
professional and nontechnical posts in
foreign-owned firms will be o;cupicd by
Malaysians by 1975. Expatriates 'can
remain in a minimum number of key

drift of technologic^Ity-trained personnel
within the third world; while most of the
sales force are Malaysians of Chinese
origin

This wave of nationalization is not
reflected at Unilever headquarters in
London where few of the permanent
headquarters staff — including the market-
ing staff servicing Asia. Africa and Lalin
America — come from the third world.
In his study of the company. Professor
Charles Wilson says that in the ten years.
1955-65, total Unikver manpower in-
creased 10% and management nearly
50%. He puts this down to the increas-
ingly sophisticated demands of the indus-
try, but it might well be explained by a
towering of the management curtain to
include far more nationals in the operat-
ing companies.

fiftccn-ycar period. 1953-67, in Malaysia
was at a rate of 2.2% against a return crf>
ihe invesimem of 8.7% — the last two
years being at an even larger profit fig-
urc, Unilever shares arc rightly calico
the bluett of the blue chips for in the
decade 1954-64 profits have averaed
8.8%, with peaks of 10% in W5A
1959.

" We will invest more money
a major opportunity (irises. " says
Cullen. "But Malaysia niust increase
diversify its produce and develop
OWB unique potential rather than
plastic cups like everyone else. "

The Malaysian operation (consist'"'
of the factory and iwo oil palm estate* .
is wholly owned by Unilever. L***:
Brothers arc not listed on the nati°n*
slock exchange and the only wny
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getting a piece of the action is to buy
Unilever shares wherever they are avail-
able. It has never been company policy
to offer shares of subsidiary operations
on the national stock exchange, though
they have done so in a few cases, in
India for instance.

"We have had to be flexible in our
approach to the developing countries, "
says MT. R.B.A. Cantopher, a member of
the Unilever's powerful Overseas Com-
mittee which supervises the activities in
30 countries, including Malaysia. "We
try to retain a majority interest, though
of course the pattern differs depending
upon political circumstances, which often

not necessarily by government interests.
There certainly seems to be plenty of

Local capital available, unlike the situa-
tion in many other developing coun-
tries. There has been little difficulty in
obtaining public participation 2nd it is
not unusual for likely ventures to be ten
or even twenty times oversubscribed.

" The government has no intention
of nationalizing business, " said Tan Sri
Dr. Ltm Swee Aun, Minister of Com-
merce and Industry, recently. " Eco-
nomic development is tied in with the
private sector and the government has
adopted, and will continue to adopt, a
free market economy. " This policy has

The first category includes the so-called
1 pioneer status * — which gives varying
tax relief for the first two to eight years,
depending upon the amount of capital
and what it is being used for, as well us
\iirious other tax exemptions — and
investment (fix credit which provides for
lax deductions for those companies which
do not tome under the * pioneer status '.

The second category, which aims at
increasing manufactured exports, in-
cludes; tax deductions for promotional
purposes: an accelerated rate of depre-
ciation on capital expenditure: and tax
deductions.for the use of Malaysian raw
materials.

during our tenure in these coun-
ties.

" In Ghana, foT instance, we were
c"ablished as a 100% subsidiary, al-
though later the government accepted a
4 g ' ' minority shareholding." he contin-
**<!. " In Turkey we were established on
*n «0% basis (with 20% being held by 3
Turkish bank), So far, Japan is the only
country where we have deliberately gone
't on a minority basis {45 %), though we
"lave since obtained a majority interest. "

The Malaysian government, on the
^ hand, would like to see foreign

'nvc*imeni coming in as a joint venture,
w ' 'h a majority of shares held wilhin
'•* country. One of the requirements
f the ' pioneer status' tax incentive

ii ihat at least 50 rr equity be
1 0 % b y Malays), though

been backed up by agreements which
Malaysia has signed with the United
States and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many that assets of national of these two
countries will not be nationalized. The
country is prepared to sign similar agree-
ments with any other country and is also
a signatory to the Convention on the
Settlement of Investment Disputes.

»

Offmring tnc+mtivmm to inwmtor*

A major step in attracting foreign
capital is the Investment Incentive? Act,
which came into force at the beginning
of last year. Broadly speaking, this pro-
vides for two categories of incentives:
(I) covering the establishment of manu-
facturing plants; and (2) covering the
export of manufactured goods.

rtJl protection i\ u \' iv ,1 gprtrcnt-
(sol ti> encouniti UKJ\ industries,

including .'ordgn-owiicd industries. "We
have weekl) sessions to consider impon
application*:, " says Tuan Haji Sujak.
chairman of the Tariff Advisory Board
set up to advise the govern men! >m tar-
iff protection. " We go into the small-
est details of each application, " he said.
"You should read the I ran script of our
inquiry last week inui cheap bicycles
being dumped here from the Chinese
mainland — very revealing and very
funny.

" Until recently we also considered
applkatons for ' pioneer status'., " he
continued, " and you can sec how this
has grow* by the figures: from 3 in
19(16, to :W- in the following year and 62
in the first few months of last year. Only
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Tun Abdul Pazak, Malaysian
Minuter oi national and Rural

Development.

RAZAKi WE WANT INVESTMENT BUT...

What ao yoa mlak are the main problem*
economic growth?

of money is certainly one of them, Alth-
ough Malaysia's currency is sound we seem to be running
short of our requircmenli for continuing economic pniMb.
Our 5-year plan, now in mid-term, budgeted sonic $ I 900
million from outside sources but much le») than half ot
this amount h»s c«me in MI far.

Another is the [act that rapid population expansion
is bringing with it the need for mure employment pos-
sibilities. Our unemployment problem is not loo tntd so
far, compared with other countries, but it will get worw
unless we take positive action. (In Malaysia more than
half of the population is under 21 while there is 6.8%

1 " ^ ^ ^ I unemployment in a working population i>f some n mil-

" I lion. I
These two problems. [ am w n , are common to

Awa at a whole and, ia fact, to mwl of the
v-called developint countries.

You don't Ihink that IriutoH with la Malayala'i amM-racial MH-fcty rnMtllulr a nijor
em for the county?
Out multi-racial population can be a strength rather than .i weakness. One of our

objective\ is to unify these racial groups so that ultimately they regard themselves as
member* o( one nation rather than of different communities Politically, it can iw a
problem bui (hi* unity tnu.M be achieved lo ensure peace and stability in Ihe country.
(Malaysia's total population in 1%7 was 10 million. West Malaysia's 1%") population
of 8,6 million included 50% of Malay origin, 37% Chinese and 1351 "then — largely
Indian and PaCisuni origin. In Kuala Lumpur it tvas l f% Malny. fifi Chinese and
2*% olhcrs.)

I tititin burden of (hi* dttrlnpmmt mutl, nf course, be carried out by Die Malay-
•law tbcmtclvn — what an <nur mJiur ob)eciiirs ii ihc present iliac?

We hope In (morale acapaaak jlufTai by opemmtg up new M of land and by
diversifying the u i j i t—j . In Ike pmt. W * I J > U I haa 4apaajde<J on rubber and un for the
major part of her U*«JMJ» canyaa^; l o t wa arc At larfetl producer of palm oil in
the world. We are cooccamtaai CM food crops for ** unpuri vome S150 millkxi worth
of produce ahtcb »• could gram mangtim. Rast •> an r*ample — we hnpc soon to be
self-iuffkient in r t« pruducaok. dan *M*m* fonja* octajHat.

Thb ctHimrv. hkr W mmy ruaaaraia of the taard world, is largely concerned with
primary product But frcifkc eoaat m Ufh Hal •« htft to nhipping Oeei — though
w* are abuitt to launch a lataaial ikappAC arfaaanliaa) — wfctck meant that diir Cost*
in reporting thev raw material* an too tuffc l( m Lmiiikr»W> rfcrayrf for mMance,
for Japan to sell lit ansk lo Europe duo (or Mataywt tacaaac rf iht* ffawipun factor

We must endaflvw is cfloat ifcia •• Hai aaw IB da wv to
cettini or protewna atduatrm Hficfe «M realact fait of tfe* lo« coat bulk eiporu «
higher value finished

What do you
and mwJi (lateral — bi

We have not tod a p*M Jeat o* aad
loanv There ha* tern hardly acy US
whether Ihe £39 mtBkaa.
drawal. MOM mi.>
Bank and UN

Where * *e* foreian pnvirt iovrmnm M aM* Matarakt'i t a t *J»W iraaimle plan?

All iiiiiiWn^t jre »ekume lo iavci( here BAJ *C h**< d h n d coaMdcraUc tai and
other incenltvcA We voUd tike b a t • ( iMI i iMip wiak Maaajwaa iaamab aaat wr
think it is to (he ntiaaia»~ of ooaaajajiat mtiimf m Malaym to cutnc to aacfc an
airangentefit. but
a free enterprise

I we no change • flaa BMnHioai m the f w m .
see the mavimiim rcanaoaaai m Htttffm to

What ii Maljiytia'% alHtedt I* A." EA.% aaal MM Maa «f a

The time h« coaar for u u t t e i l Asu* CmBBwa to took br>ow) Ihw own
trie* *i far us ectnoaHc jnt loaai jw • ooacanai, W« art h w n n i i tv* • iawaM
dorootic market and am >TC*a>hi: daj—d—c* «• g i fc in i i l aaarkctL ASKAN cu«M
do • tremendou imwur of (MaTm atcrcaaaai iacrp-rvpaaal trade and ixfcutrnl fri*»ih.

one or two were turned down and most

of them arc already in business."

As of November (968, 140 companies

have been granted certificates involving

capital investment of some 5140 million

and employment opportunities for 17,000

potcmial employees; 107 other companies

havt been granted approval in principle,

involving a further $50 million worth of

capital and a further 15,000 workers.

The ratio of such ' pioneer status" com-
panies to the others, in terms of value

of production, is about 1:20 but this has

been achieved in a very short time.

Munufacluring accounted for 11.4%

of the gross domestic product (GDP) in

1967 compared with 10.2% the year

before; as well as employing about 1%

of the encirc labour force. Manufactur-

ing exports totalled 15% of total export

earnings in 1967.

" O u r planning policies may some-

times lead to a monopoly, " said Victor

C. de Bruyne. chairman of the Federal

Industrial Development Authority, which

promotes industrial development through

investment studies. " No goveyiment

Likes monopolies but we tolerate it here

because the domestic market is so small.

The tire market, for instance, is only

Large enough to support Dun lop, (hough

they do export tractor I ires to other

countries in the region. •

" Southeast Asia has developed on a

national rather than a regional basis. The

region has rVcn dominated'by the United

Stales, the United Kingdom^ France and

the Netherlands and these arc the national

interests which arc most firmly estab-

lished with a corner on the avail able raw

materials. The trend is slowly broaden-

ing but trade is still oriented toward

these fouT powers," he continued. "Japan

is already a large investor here, for in-

stance, and sh« will be larger: she lakes

w; of the timber in Sabah, areas

measured in hundreds of thousands of

square miles.

" We have to import far Jess manufac-

tured goods now," he said. " and raw

material substitution is becoming our big

concern these days, raiher lhan import

substitution We hate plastic goods in-

dustries hen*," he cvplaini'd, " which use

tinK imported taw ni.itcri.ilv We must

product the needed ra» materials too.

And we need more sophisticated pro-

cessing of the raw materials we produce

Take limber, which is mostly ^



a* it comes from (he sawmill. We need
veneer plants and hurdboard factories to
upgrade the finished product. "

The Malaysian economy has tradition-
ally been dependent upon rubber, tin,
limber and, lately, palm oil. Tin prices
have been falling from the \9f>5 peak
iintl ruhber js in cut-throat com petition
with its synthetic cousin. Timber ex-
ports have been steadily increasing in
volume and value, but palm oil prices
have wavered against competition from
soybean oil from the United States and
sunfitjw^j^sced oil from the Soviet Union.
Rubber accounted for nearly a third of
Malaysia's exports by value in 1967, with
I'm and limber together accounting for a
further third.

Future prospects will depend upon
rubber prices, which have risen again
over (he past half year, the success of
new measures lo attract foreign investors
and of the government plans to diversify
the" economy: 10 million acres of un-
cultivated land are destined for develop-
ment — for industrial estates, oil palm
and food crops.

Rational though the government's pol-
icy may he toward foreign investors, it
looks as though the country has little other
alternative. !l cannot afford lo narrow
ihe open door, to insist on more policy
control., to restrict free outflow of prof-
its. Its next-door neighbour is living
prwl of what happens if such a course
is followed. ,

Malaysia has a small population and
is dependent upon overseas markets for
its raw materials: it desperately needs
in vestment and the skills which come
*i*h it, panicularly industrial investment
*hich can substitute for imports or help
•" raise the value of exports. For some
•ime lo come it will be at the mercy of
BaJ market, following the ebb and flow
01 world prices for rubber, tin and palm
Ofl.

It is faced with the peculiar dikmma
t t f ihi' ihird world, of the group of 77,
Politically free but economically tied to
•he apron strings of Europe and North
Airterica by the need to sell its produce
at whatever price it can get, in open
competition with other producers in Afri-
ca. Asia and Latin America, because of
'^ threat of technological substitution

of hesitancies over commodity aprec-

REUTER: W£ WAMT TO IHVLST BUT...

By and large I he fiitnl industry has noi yel brought
ii« food marketing, such an important aspeel of develop-
ment, more than a small part of in very considerable
resources — product research, marketing techniques and

know-bow.

goodwill,
much Jew

tolo-
ihc investor.

What are the deterrents?
BwuitiaUy, business is business. Its purpose is profit.

The largest single deterrent, in my judgmerit, is the
unlikely short term profit potential in the leu developed
countries. There his been greater profit attractiveness
fur an equal ^ffitn in the so-called developed countries.

Market studies, feasibility studies, and other tools
of persuasion for business- decisions arc difficult in coun-
tries without the infrastructure for creating Them. Mana-
gement it used to reliable statistic* for foretasting and
ID sophisticated tools* fur evaluating relative profitability.

T»p management may, in all good faith, agree that
a company should expand into developing countries, But,
in fact, in setting priorities it continues almost in-line- n, „
lively to torn to the things that need doing in already- H i c h a r d w- Renter, Director
established operations first. of Art>a O^teiofmant. Kratt

Foods, (USA)
Ai we Jook m this baste question of profitability ln

the countries afTeeltil by food shortage, we find there arc a teriei at iprciflt
1. The relative inability of

ment PoBoy< increases the risk factor ami
too often i*. in he untugoniMic lo the
of profit* and original investment
ihe bureaucracy often is tortuously slow
true than just a few years ago. many
niaiism and support nationalist-oriented mtnetion* thai are
no matter how well motivated he may be, to enmurafr

2. The free movement of products betaana countnev enwi within an economic
region, is HI restricted a» to limn ihe me of tnaaa»rni>« economic i 4 t i n u | t m making
mtriable lot* COM tmtnuvt product, tt would be atetut. tar Jaataaoc, if onidtors could
move to neighbour*** CBmUfin otttww awntM bong Md that ara«ld ranc the price
above the purchaaiag ton*! of ihe vary people the armraawafi of thutc countries are
anxious lo reach. Fjcdjuct raawot be Knit in etch country darini this development
stage, yet the free |k>» of products acacntty a rertnclml Tne i mini Antncw COITUIIOTI
Market is a particularly bnghl tpot tn thn rcfan) Yet. it a dntrcaaaaj to tee the pattern
emerging tn Ljlai Amerka of prondibg total Bnpon mtnctioB *o " protect • the new
industry. The coaaaaaaaM lack of rnan^tmoa and aimwin. can leap pnee* too high
for Ihe jieople

J. The edJutaUmud lc*et of ihe pe«pk m maay of int iHi dtwtufMd U W n a makes
more difficult the aooptioa of trwdrm methodi of food prodactmi. H H I M I I and distri-
bution. Deep-suteu belicft hmoer tl)v dcvekiomcni aod at* of oa^icn* ntuona! food
H M , Most imponani n the (aci thai milaiHTMion ittrif «p» the wtll H anpunc This
makes the introduction of a ne* prudoci Jnfcall • « « ihoufh u mar ** a higbly deurable
and relatively inetpcanm one.

. n large pKrccniaac 01 pcopnr M naviaaBBa; fionaam M onoaafe a market
economy- They do noi taw «• tanet. they ]„< on lack of wanan Far «an> tnjttion,
Milt in l%9. no product » cheap enough, (bey njat an aot Nrynf. or tcfliac anything
but live on a umpic lo* level barter typt cconoeay Often the tocwry ato*t* from thai
level to ihat of ihe waattny who can. knd do, buy H'Tyrtnng A RlidaW dam doe* noi
txict and in onlv *lcr»ly tvmg totBMd. THen • • dMvrtaag gap t t M a the consumption
necessities and the ctfectrw wvowomir dfinind (TWa, of Cpanc. i» »hat former U.S.
"resident Johnsoo'% SCBMK* Mnwarj Pand waa to ynmrmrmi apow I la th» mcutnime,
many countries lamajrafj nmmim.nl (or food ctport M d o i u pnmdr coual encour-
agemeni for prodncaon lor the local —rant. Wort toot pruHnM*i aaci • local market
as well as export
• 5. Less •
b the myriad of
*nd dependable manpewer. matttial.
tnd concept* nf producl micpiiv otti
lyilBK. Alone. Ihe kwg hat of
continuing fru t̂raUoa. bat m the hffct of
to foreign insestmem

1 have dealt at 1e*ujth with the
faced. Some of thev (kluiiMi art «fclk»M> rvnt
1'jurh prtKlUi.er mutt Luwaidir. in tint COMext of hi* o»> country, 10 ahar degree we really
encourage a partncrJup with the pmraic todor. Some, haw been fMrucalarfy «wcewfu|

is«d.
like

•aj
of the profit

an irritant and

huvinevi intcniive



Jumping the income gap:

When Phang Ouan Km was ft! he left school to help his father, a woodcutter in tha high rain for«*t of central Malaysia ,
years ago Kin came to Kua^ Lumptif and found work as a labourer at the Lever Brothers factory. In that time Kin has &**
promoted from machine operator to charge hand. He has acquired new skills, tripled his income and managed to save some in0'1



woodcutter to factory worker

ee years ago he married Joon Kwee Thye. a seamstress, and they no* have two little daughters. Ling and Chong. It sounds
an Asian fairy story — a poor woodcutter goes to the big city to rind his fortune and ends up marrying the princess —
modified by th9 harsh reality of life in ihe Ihird world. In Asia, work begins at an early age and life expectancy is low.



"

Kin arrives home to be
greeted by little Ling He
earns the equivalent of about
S140 a month, including over-
time. Mis living expenses are
pared to the minimum as
he is paying lor his $7,000
house: a semi-detached five-
room bungalow outside the
city,

The only luxuries that the
Phangs have bought are a
ceiling Ian. a small electric
refrigerator and a tiny tran-
sistor radio. Anything leftover
is put aside for the children's
education.

Kim is very satisfied with
his life in Kuala Lunpur. He
woukl like to be a foreman
but knows that he will be
lucky if he makes it because
preference is usually given to
long service,



The parents eat with the children in the evening. Mrs. Phang cooks tradilronal Malaysian
meals of boiled FICB with side dishes of beans, peppers, chicken and prawns Sometimes
Kin's mother, who lives with another brother, comes over to look after the children.



Neither fish
nor fowl

.

by ALI At* AMI* MAZRUi

Eastern Africa doe* indeed pose the
question " When is investment foreign? "
A large sector of the economy is in the
hands or has been in the hands of people
whose attachment to an external country
is liulc more than formal. Pre-eminent
among such people arc the Asians of
East Africa.

The Asians 'are people of Indian and
Pakistani origin who established towics
in East Africa during the British colo-
nial period and. in a few cases, before
that. During the colonial period (hey
were effectively excluded from agricul-
ture and land ownership in the rural
areas by (he regulations affecting most
parts of East Africa.

In Kenya they were excluded partly
in order to safeguard the monopoly of
wUle settlers in the Highlands, the most
productive area of the country. In Ugan-
da the Asians .were excluded from agri-
culture in order to safeguard African in-
terests against militant Asian specula-
tion and commercialism. And in Tan-
ganyika too there were some regulations
which did militate against Asian partici-
pation in agriculture. Nevertheless, both
in Uganda and in Tanganyika, one or
two wealthy Asians did make significant
inroads into agriculture and participated
in ihe production of cash crops.

But the main area of operation for
Asians in East Africa was the com me r-
cial sector, encompassing distribution.
exchange and the clerical infrastructure.
The Asians did penetrate the rural H t M
as shopkeepers and dominated much of
the subsidiary trade in the big towns,

When independence eann: the Asians
were clearly conspicuous as an (ntrcpre-

Ali ilAmifi Murui. u Ktnyan. it -pton of the
h'tnaUf of Social Science ut Makfrtt Urtoi'ft-
iitv tiilttfr. Kampala, V/uindth Hit writint*
include Toward* » P»* Africana and The
Anik>- African Common wealth.

ncurial class. African business was still
very much at its infancy, and it was all
too noticeable that many of the shops
and commercial houses in East Africa,
and especially in Kenya anct Uganda,
were effectively in Asian hands. Some
of these Asians did become citizens at
the East African countries concerned.
But most of them, when given the option
between \ocal citizenship and British citi-
zenship on the basis of the former colo-
nial status under Britain, chose the latter
alternative. A large number of Asians
were still Indian or Pakistani citizens,
but the majority of those who had the
choice to opt for Britain did so.

And yet many of these people had
never been to Britain. In fact, when
public opinion in Britain started being
concerned about the influx of people of
Indian origin from East Africa going to
settle in the British Isles, the British
government chose as its method of dif-
ferentiating dtfaseag thai only those Brit-
ish citizens with " a substantial connec-
tion with Britain " were to be entitled to
unrestricted entry. British citizens of
Indian en tract ion, who evidently had in
many cases not even been to Britain at
all, were now made subject to a quota
system of entry into the British Isles.

The situation then was that these
Asians were in many ways much less
foreign in Kenya than they would be in
Britain, though they had elected to be
British rather than Kenyan. The question
arose whether their investment was rcaily
to be counted as a distinctive pan of a
British investment into the Kenyan or
Ugandan economy.

Technically a case could be made for
the proposition that since the investors
were British tftfeaw, what they pui into
ihe East African economics couid legit-
imately be categorized as British invest-
ment. And yet the money that was

used for the investment had in
cases nothing whatsoever to do with
ain in its origins. Very often it
money made from the outset from
local resources, and had never
been an outgrowth of the British c
my. It was certainly not a case
importing private enterprise from
British Isles to East Africa,

On the other hand the whole
for Asian adoption of Briiish a

***
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A good deal of Asian investment in East Africa
comes from non-national settlers
- this case study reflects a situation
which is not unique

M*ny of ttit shops *"<* commercial houses in Etsi Africa wora in Aattn hands.'

substantially in its safeguarding pt>-
There was a feeling, at least

^•'1 the new Commonwealth Immigra-
!«fl Act was passed, that lhe British pass-
**** provided ideal security for those

had to brave unstable conditions in
lands.

. >an adoption of British citizenship
^ East Africa was partly motivated by
^ i U (if commercial as well as

lecurky. ll wa» hoped on in-

dependence that Asian capital in East
Africa especially might perhaps enjety a
Hitler extra security if it fell under the
protective umbrella of Anglo-A merman
economic cordiality. Of course foreign
enterprises could be put under state own-
ership. But then so could the enter-
prises of local citizens.

it was assumed that if Asians w^re
East African citizens, and had their en-
terprises pot under slate ownership, '

would be little protection. But the nation-
alization of British enterprises in East
Africa could cause economic complica-
tions for the East African govern in jnts.
At any rate, in the latter case there was
at least the semi-safeguard of diplomatic
considerations which might deter local
governments from nationalizing without
adequate compensation. Local citizens
could however be deprived of their in-
vestments with no fear of diplomatic
repercussions. So Ihe argument went.

It would therefore seem that part of
the motivation behind Asian adoption
ktf Bfiteb ciwenshvp on anainmetu of
independence was the aspiration to give
their own capital investment in East
Africa the identity and stamp of " Brit-
ish investment," with all the diplomatic
protection which thai stamp implied.

Nor did this appear 10 be an un-
reasonable kind of expectation for a
British dti/cn at the time ui have. After
all, English or Scottish businessmen
working in Kenya did legitimately look
to the British High Commission to
protect Iheir commercial interests should
these be illegitimately compromised.
And their investment is indeed normally
included within that category popularly
referred to as " British investment in East
Africa, " But the investment of British
citizens of Asian extraction had at best
remained on the borderline.

The ftuklrty of ttw siiuaitun probably
justified a tripartite categorization of
investment in East Africa. One category
mi£h( indeed be called, unambiguously,
foreign investment. In this caw it is
MMOWd that the investment has a sub-
stantial connection with ;i foreign firm
or foreign economy overseas.

The st^ond category of investments
Tiiidit be designated as local non-national
investment. In this case the investment
might be substantially locally pnuriKid
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and the investors be fully resident in
the regioi. of their operation. But the
nationality of the investors is non-local
and the capital might therefore, at least
theoretically, be transferable to their
home countries in such circumstances.

The third category of investment might
be designated as local national invest-
ment. This of course would be not only
locally generated, but also effectively in
the hands of the countries' nationals.

But what does nationalization mean
in such circumstances? In February
1967 the government of Tanzania put
under state ownership banks and other
industries in the country. When these
takeovers in Tanzania were • juxtaposed
with economic policy declarations in
Kenya and Uganda, interesting differences
emerged. Two senses of " nationaliza-
tion " were already becoming effectively
operative in East Africa. One sense —
that of Tanzania — was the usual west-
ern meaning. Nationalization meant
putting economic resources under the
control of the state.

But there was another sense of " na-
tionalization. ". This other sense meant
putting economic resources under the
control of nationals. In the latter sense,
the resources might indeed be transferred
from foreign hands to the hands of
nationals — but not necessarily to the
hands of the state.

A new African comrnorciaf class

President Kenyatta made a speech at
the state opening of Kenya's Parliament
in the same month in which Tanzania
took over the banks. Mzec Kenyatta's
speech was essentially a re-affirmation
of a different sense of nationalization.
Kenyatta's sense was that of increasing
indigenous participation in the economy.
The policy was designed to create an
effective African commercial class which
would gradually outbalance in importance
the role played by non-nationals.

The first target was inevitably the
gradual displacement of Asians in some
of the more modest sectors of the econ-
omy. The utilization of work permits
and stricter immigration controls in
Kenya hit the Asian community hardest,
and was one of the factors which pre-
cipitated the attempted exodusy(to Britain
by those Asians who had re/ied on the
presumed security of the British passport.

Uganda also set up a commission to

investigate methods of increasing the
African participation in the distributive
and commercial sectors of the Ugandan
economy. Trends in Uganda seem to
be, in some respects, going in the same
direction as Kenya in those economic
policies affecting commercial activity.

If we relate our two senses of nation-
alization to the three categories of
investment certain generalizations can
be made. Outright foreign investment,
nationalized, is likely to be nationalized
in the sense of a state takeover. The
resources pass from a foreign firm into
the control of an African government.
Nationalization in this sense was under-
taken by Tanzania, the former Belgian
Congo in relation to the mines, and
Zambia in the same direction.

But the policies of African govern-
ments on local non-national investment
have so far tended to invite a policy of
nationalization in the Kenyan sense —
that is to say, a policy of increasing the
participation of private African enter-
prise in those very sectors currently
controlled by non-nationals in the coun-
try. The sectors remain in private hands
but the balance of control is supposed
to shift from non-national local entre-
preneurs to a new indigenous commercial
class.

Both policies do of course have some
relevance for the general climate for
investment in the countries concerned.
Tanzania's state takeover of some major
industries in the country in February
1967 led to widespread reappraisal by
foreign investors about the wisdom of
continuing commercial participation in
the country.

On the other hand, Kenya's policy
of displacing Asians did at the time
lead to a little more critical reappraisal
by outright foreign investors. Outside
investors sometimes regarded Tanzania's
political stability as sufficiently secure to
outweigh the economic risks of the so-
cialization of private enterprise. There
was a feeling that property was physically
safe, and a state takeover did in any case
imply compensation. But private in-
vestors outside were sometimes worried
about the apparent political instability
of Tanzania's neighbours. Losses incurred
in political upheavals arc less likely to
yield compensation than a loss incurred
when the state takes over an industry.

The policy of displacing the Asians in
Kenya was sometimes interpreted as a

sign of the government's acute worry
about the effects of unemployment in,
the country. The government was deem-
ed to be trying to cope with the unem-
ployment problem by the twin process
of replacing Asians in certain clerical
and semi-skilled positions and creating
a rival indigenous commercial class to
them at the same time. There seemed
to have been also a fear among foreign
investors that these very same policies,
in their precipitate implication, might
cause sufficient economic dislocation to
provoke even further instability.

Wrong prophets, toft and right

And yet all the worst predictions
about Kenya have so far remained un-
fulfilled. Many investors retained great
faith in Kenya. An upheaval was ex-
pected in the country on the eve of
independence as rival ethnic groups
seemed to be about to engage in a neo-
Congolese tribal combat. And yet', Ken-
yatta's leadership has so far succeeded
in averting such a disintegration. Thef
a Lwo/Kikuyu confrontation v»as predict-
ed by many as imminent. Again the
predictions have yet to be fulfilled
Then the country's inclination toward
private enterprise as against radical
socialism, coupled with a higher rate o\
urbanization than is evident pmong her
neighbours, led to a different form of
speculation — that ajeftwing challenge
to authority of a maj<^ kind was about
to break loose. Again so far Kenya has
continued to frustrate all alarmist proph-
ecies. But in a different sense, so has
Tanzania in her socialist commitment
and her reduced reliance on external aid-
The alarmist predictions from the right
in Tanzania's case have also remain^)
unfulfilled.

The experiments in economic org3'
nization which arc going on in Kenya'
Tanzania and Uganda have all the p°*
tential of imaginative interaction. '*
this specific area of investment there
the perilous and yet promising interplW
between outright foreign investme'11'
local non-national investment, and *
newly emergent indigenous
And the two senses of ^

operating in the realm of economic p°
icics succeed in adding a new dimes'
to the interplay between ideology a .
economic activity in eastern Africa.

so



Lending
foreign capital
to the farmer

Ay FREDERtO SEEBOHM

A private bank believes that financing
of agricultural development
may bring the highest returns

The large seasonal demands for fi-
nance, for agriculture place a strain on
the bank* in many developing countries.
These demands can best be met by banks
with large and diversified resources. In
1946, Barclays Overseas Development
Corporation was formed as a subsidiary
of Barclays Bank D.C.O..* not depend-
•ng on depositors for its funds and thus
better able to enler the field of longer
term finance than normally acceptable to
commercial banks. Since early IQlSfi, we
h had an Agricultural Adviser and he

has an assistant in London and four
working '.n the field.

The task of the agricultural siaff is,
&icall), ID find ways of increasing the

that the Bank and Us suhsidiary can
in agricultural development in the

c°untries where we operate, in the Af r i -
t a n continent and in the Mediterranean
*nd the Caribbean areas. These countries
vary widely in respcel of size both of
? and population, in natural resources.

conditions of climate and soil and in
of economic development already

many years we have been intcrest-
'•' Ihe urademic or non-materialist

of the word) in the problems of
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the developing countries and have be-
come convinced chat, in most of these
countries, long-term economic progress
depends above all on priority being given
to the rural sector. This predisposes us
to assist, but there are obvious financial
limitations as to the extent that we can
concentrate on this, consistent with the
obligation to pursue long-term profitabil-
ity. It is perhaps wonhwhile consider-
ing briefly how we reconcile this duty
with our policy at taking an increasing
interest (this lime in the materialist sense
of the word I in agricultural development.

Two mmftmof to Ihm mmmmttom
There are two aspects of what is really

the same point. The first is what may
be called the public relations side: the
countries concerned are nearly all fully
independent and the future of the ex-
patriate banks depends on their convinc-
ing the political leaders, and indeed the
whole population, that the banks are
l i s t i n g their economic development.
Agricultural development Ls of benefit to
ihe widest section of the people and is
really getting to the heart of the problem:
therefore financing and technical assis-
tance in this sector demonstrate the bank's
willingness and ability to identify itself
with the economic hOSBTMtt and ambi-
tion* of the whole nation. This aspect
is mentioned first because it comes fint
in logic, but not in importance. It leads
on to the second aspect: finance for
agriculture may, in the short run, be a

less profitable activity than some of the
alternatives but no other is likely to have
so great an effect in building up banking
husincss for the future. In the long run.
therefore, the financing of agricultural
development may bring the highest re-
turn to the bank. It is certainly not an
activity that we can neglect.

Traditionally Ihe emphasis in financing
the agricultural sector from commercial
banks has been on seasonal financing.
Banks depend heavily for their funds on
their depositors who can withdraw their
balances on demand or at short notice;
prudence demands that the greater part
of such funds should be cm ployed oniy
in financing of a short-term nature. In
the developed countries seasonal financ-
ing is often largely provided direct to
the farnieT but in many of the countries
in which we operate this is comparatively
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Barclay a Cravp. being a tubriJiary of Barclay,-,
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drveiiiptng countriei <>/ Africa and ihe Ca-
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in the world.
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rare. In some countries, particularly in
(he Caribbean area, there are large es-
tates usually owned by companies, and
in one or two countries there are a few
large-scale, relatively wealthy farmers.
Those in this category produce proper
accounts and perhaps financial pro-
jections and usually are able to provide
some of their own financing: further-
more, they have proper titles to their
land and other valuable assets so that
(hey can offer tangible security. In most
developing countries, however, there is
no proper system of land tenure and the
typical farmer has only 3 or 4 acres,
half or more of which is devoted to
subsistence crops not sold fof cash: he
usually has no experience of accounting
and virtually no resources of his own.
Direct seasonal financing would involve
sums usually not exceeding SI25 — and
with no proper security. For the bank's
administrative costs are high and the
risks great so that, even at high rates
of interest, such advances become com-
pletely unremunerative. Our bank very
much hopes that improved systems of
land tenure and the emergence of larger
scale and better trained farmers will
make it possible gradually to enter this
field in new areas, but it is likely to be
a slow process.

Indirect moan*
Seasonal financing of agriculture, par-

ticularly in Africa, has therefore been
provided mainly indirectly, that is to say
not to the actual producer. Indirect
financing comes under one of the follow-
ing headings — there are many varia-
tions in detail but the different categories
are usually recognizable.

Financing through cooperatives
The bank has welcomed the growth

of agricultural marketing cooperatives
and cooperative banks and was first
assisting with the financing of coopera-
tives over thirty years ago. We feel
that this is, potentially, the most valuable
form of assistance to the small farmer
and will encourage the spirit of self-help
which is so necessary to get basic agri-
cultural development on the move. But
progress with this method has been dis-
appointing: this is most of all due to
the grave shortage at all levels^of trained
officers in the cooperative ^movement.
In the absence of competent manage-
ment a cooperative is not a good risk and

the bank must seek security which is
often not available.

However, in some places the cooper-
atives have thrived and built up financial
reserves and fixed assets. In others the
government has been willing to offer its
guarantee to encourage the movement.
Finally, where the produce is sold at a
fixed price solely through a marketing
board it may be possible for the bank
to obtain crop hypothecation and irrev-
ocable instructions for all sales proceeds
to be paid to the bank.

Financing through marketing boards
With their statutory monopoly these

boards have enormous, though usually
short lived, seasonal peak demands to
enable them to purchase the crops at
harvest time. The banks have often
worked on a consortium basis owing to
the sheer size of the operation; even so
local resources may often need to be
supplemented from London and now,
more frequently, by the Central Bank
arranging rediscounting facilities. im-
portant though this financing is, we feel
that a detailed account of the procedure,
which sometimes involves several stages
of financing as crops are harvested,
bought by agents, re-sold to the Board
and sold to exporters or local and foreign
purchasers, is not required here.

Financing of commercial buyers
These are either large expatriate

companies or produce merchants, both
expatriate and indigenous. Where mar-
keting boards do not exist, these are
still important. In prewar times large
companies performed to a large extent
the work now done by marketing boards,
but they have now largely withdrawn.
The indigenous produce buyer of the
lesser crops has emerged, particularly
in Nigeria; the bank is keen to finance
this category but the buyer is often in-
experienced in overseas markets and
unable to provide security. There is
little doubt that this category will grow
in importance, particularly where the
government or parastatal body gives
encouragement in the shape of a guaran-
tee to the bank.

Financing oj processors
Where processing is done locally, as

with cotton, sugar, coffee and tea, there
is likely to be an individual, a company
or a cooperative with tangible assets.
These are often substantial recipients of

bank finance to enable them to purchase
the crops from the farmer. Provided
that there is good management, this
seems a particularly suitable field for the
cooperative formed by producers. A
centrally situated cotton ginnery, for
instance, can supervise the planting,
harvesting and marketing of the crops
of several hundred small farmers in the
area and assist them in financing through
all the stages; the financial strain can
often be alleviated by a system of part
payment on delivery to the ginnery, with
the balance paid to the farmer only
when the ginned cotton has been sold.
The bank can obtain security for its
advances and keep administrative costs
down to a reasonable level.

Longer term financing
The bank, in common with other

commercial banks, until a few years ago
regarded longer term lending as outside
its normal business.

The establishment of the Barclays
subsidiary, Barclays Overseas Develop-
ment Corporation, in 1946 was the first
organized attempt to break intp this field.
B.O.D.C. as a commercial financial cor-
poration requires to revolve its funds
over a period of a few years. It is
therefore limited to medium rather than
long-term financing and, as a guide,
would regard about 15 years as a maxi-
mum, normally with regular1 payments
of instalments over the period. It ex-
pects a properly drawn up project to
be presented for consecration, security
to be offered ami a high degree of cer-
tainty of repayment on due dates to be
present. These conditions, are of course
more easily met by the industrial and
commercial sectors of the economy than
the agricultural — but attempts ha v e '
been made to rectify this position. One

of the main tasks of our agricultural
officers is to assist with the proper pre'
scntation of projects in conjunction witn
branch managers of the bank. B.O.D.C
keeps its administrative costs low by tne

use of the bank's network of branches
and by assisting in the finance of larger
projects in partnership with other lend-
ing institutions, indigenous, national o(

international. Projects of $12,500 °r

even less have also been financed andi

particularly for agriculture, this has bee17

one of the Corporation's most valuab
contributions to the development of l

poorer countries, as there are few ot"



sources of financing for smaller scale
> projects.

B.O.D.C.'s loans to agriculture have,
however, been small in relation to ihc
total for the reasons mentioned. The
amount outstanding in recent years has
averaged over S5 million out of a total
of about S37 million. We hope to sec
a gradual increase in the figure now that
our Agricultural Department is getting
into full stride, but this will probably

should be preserved in these advances,
by taking realizable security or by having
the agreement of governments or other
institutions to take over the advances in
need or provide rediscounting facilities
of some kind.
Private enterpri\c

Once again the fact has to be faced
that there are special difficulties in apply-
ing this policy to agriculture. As shown
above in respect of seasonal financing.

" . . .we must
convince th* people

thmt the banks
Mie assisting

their economic

only be in step with parallel increases in
financing .from the bank,

Bank
We have been able to enter into longer

icrm lending in recent years, not just
Io meet increased international com pe-
tition, but because the growing size and
diversification of the bank have brought
this within the limits of prudence, Not
only have we greatly increased our re-
serves but we have also been part of a
growing group of banks. We still feel
(hat two limitations musl be placed on
the longer term financing we provide:
(a) it should not become too heavy a
proportion of the tots.I .mil should still
be well spread in type and area of the
business; {b) some degree of liquidity

the number of suitable individual bor-
rowers is very small. We have been able
lo increase the numbers eligible in some
areas and we hope gradually to extent)
this to ail other areas. With proper
supervision the medium-sized farmer,
with as little as 100 acres, can become
an eligible borrower under favourable
conditions. Much though we may wish
to tackle directly the problem of finance
for the peasant farmer, it is still a ques-
tion of helping those who have already
helped themselves. Countries whose so-
cial and political policies do not permit
ihc emergence of farming entrepreneurs,
with good titles to their land, will find
commercial banking less effectively and
dynamically involml

Lending lo institutions

Where the commercial farmer has not
emerged, institutions are required to
initiate agricultural development. These
arc usually parasmtal bodies either for
general development or to administer
specific projects. The bank has assisted
in the formation and financing of a num-
ber of these institutions of both types.
A typical instance h a fairly substantial
eight-year loan, with a four-year grace
period, to the Agricultural Development
Corporation of Kenya for the production
of improved dairy in-calf heifers for sale.
An important aspect is that disbursement
and repayment is in local currency. This
is in many cases easier fur the bank to
provide, while from the recipient's point
of view it is useful as it solves the prob-
lem of meeting local costs where aid
has provided only the foreign exchange
COStt {as seems unfortunately to be the
universal rule).

The refinancirtR process
A second promising field is partici-

pation in World Bank projects, with the
similar aim of meeting local costs. The
(.ommercial hank*, act as principal lend-
ers, but they are able to refinance a
portion of their lend ings with the local
Central Bank which in its turn is able
.. nftmd i^df b\ drawing on a World
Bank loan. The rate of refinance charged
lo the banks varies upward according
to the proportion of the risk off-loaded
by the banks, thus resulting in greater
profits to them as their own contribution
increases. On the other hand the banks
are more willing to take on longer term
finance in this way since they can readily
convert it into liquid assets in case of
need, Existing schemes in Latin America
have indicated (he pattern, but much
patience, negotiation and hard work is
still required before schemes of this na-
ture can come to fruition. However,
the way now seems clear for a livestock
development project in Uganda on this
basis.

The bank has thus played an impor-
tant rolcfin the seasonal financing of agri-
culture for many years, but the financing
of longer term agricultural development
must still be regarded as largely . in the
experimental or pioneer stage. We are
convinced, however, that there will be a
steady increase in the part which the
bank plays in this task. a



Improving the climate
A four-point prescription for

resolving the conflicts of interest
between foreign investors
and third world countries

by PAUL STREETEN

The role of private investment in the process of develop-
ment needs rethinking in the light of fundamental changes
in the world economy. Much of our present thinking, and
many of our institutions, are still dominated by the experience
and the doctrines of the 19th century, and are therefore ill-
adapted to the altogether different circumstances and needs
of the second half of the twentieth.

Foreign private enterprise has an important part to play
in assisting the progress of the developing countries. At the
same time, a number of obstacles stand in the way of greater
participation of overseas private investment in the develop-
ment process. New thinking and new institutions can contrib-
ute to overcoming these obstacles.

Obstacles which arc partly economic — arising from the
difficulties of operating in countries with shortages of skilled
manpower, foreign exchange and basic utilities — and partly
political. The latter include the sometimes-ambivalent attitudes
of the governments of developing countries and the resulting
political risks faced by private enterprise.

There are a number of features which distinguish modern
private foreign investment from that in the last century.

Firstly, in the 19th century 70% of long-term world
foreign investment took the form of bonds and only 30%
that of equity: today bond investment is very small and over
90% is in equity, largely direct investments.

Secondly, this implies that the rates of return and the
services rendered have changed. Whereas equity investment
carries a yield of 15 to 25% before tax, and 10 to 15%
after tax, fixed interest investment yields only 6 to 1%,
although rates have been rising. The higher returns on
equity investment reflect partly remuneration for technical
and managerial know-how, partly a premium on various kinds
of risk and partly monopoly power. In so far as the rate of
return includes a remuneration for acquiring know-how, this
would have to be added to the costs of fixed interest invest-
ment if such know-how is not available at home. Returns

Paul Streelen is Warden of Quern Elizabeth House, and Director of
the Institutr of Commonwealth Studies, pxford. His publications
include Economic Integration. Value in Social Theory and The Crisis
in Indian Planning.

due to political risks and monopoly power do not reflect pay-
ments for services received by the borrowing country.

The third difference is that equity investment in the 19th
century carried the risks of cyclical fluctuations; in bad years
no dividends would be paid out. Such fluctuations are less
important today, in spite of continued fluctuations in export
earnings, and there is, therefore, less justification for a reward
for this kind of risk-bearing. Fixed interest bop-owing is
therefore often a cheaper way of achieving the same purpose.

Fourthly, in the 19th century, the transfer of capital was
accompanied by the migration of skilled people in whom apti-
tudes and attitudes geared to development were incorporated.
Today, traditional attitudes have to be transformed and skills
have to be created. ' •

Finally, as a result of the more rapid spread of knowl-
edge, certain, although by no means all, types of technological
knowledge are nowadays m6rc widespread and standardized
than they were in the 19th century. It is sometimes cheaper
to hire foreign engineers and to borrow capital at fixed interest
rates than to encourage equity investment. In those areas
where hired skills, plus fixed interest borrowing, can achieve
the same results more cheaply than foreign equity investment,
the latter puts an excess burden on the host country. There
are other industries in which technical and managerial know-
how is not so readily available and where high returns are
justified. In particular, the most difficult problem frequently
is to sniff out profitable opportunities rather than, having
selected projects, to execute and run them. This sniffing-out
can be done by foreign capital which acquires in return the
right to exploit fully these opportunities. But there arc many
other arrangements which may serve the same purpose, somc

of which impose a smaller burden on the host country. '
would, for instance, be possible to offer a managcmei)
contract to a foreign investor who may also be permitted t0

hold a substantial minority of shares. The foreign investo
would construct and manage the plant and would receive
management fee. This fee can lake the form of a pcrcenta£e

both of profits and of foreign exchange savings rcalize

At the same time, the managing firm may be expected
offer a credit at a fixed rate of interest to the local fir"1



This credit should cover either the foreign exchange costs or
^i certain proportion of the total investment costs of the

project. The duration of the loan is the same as the duration
of the management contract.

Private overseas investment since about 1950 has played
a considerably smaller part in the transfer of resources to
underdeveloped countries than official aid. Bet wren 1956 and
1966 the net flow uf private (including portfolio) investment
and private export credits to poor countries fluctuated round
an annual rate of about S3,000 million, while private invest-
ment by rich countries in rich countries was considerably
larger and increased substantially.

Private investment in poor countries reached a peak of
$4,329 million in 1967 to which it rose from a trough of
S3.544 million in 1963. The average annual flow is about
half that of official net Development Assistance Commission
IOECD) disbursements, but it is obviously less easily control-
led or predictable. The British contribution to this fluctuated
between S310 million in 1963 and $726 million in 1957;
in 1966 it was $470 million.

Private overseas investment, with all its merits, has
never achieved a large and sustained transfer of resources
to developing countries. Yet this is the need today. Only
if the percentage rate of growth of foreign capital Ls higher
than the rate of return on old capital is there a current net
addiiion to ihc foreign exchange resources available for
development.

It is sometime* ,said that additional new investment and
the retention of current profits in the host country can
indefinitely offset, and more than offset, (he return flow of
protit?; and divkJcnds on old capital and of capital reparation,
But if the rate of return on foreign capital exceeds the rale
of prowih of national income — a quite realistic assumption,
because tfie former is likely to be at least 10% and the latter
at nuwi SCA — ihc rate of growth of foreign capital must
be higher than that of national income.

This implies, assuming a constant ratio between capital
;ind outpul for foreign and for domestic capital, that foreign
capital ownership grows at a faster rate than domestic capital

S, therefore, an tver-increasing proportion of the domestic
stock will be owned by foreigners.

This is particularly serious if, initially, little locally
1 owned capital exists, as in many African countries. Even if

such alienation of the capital stock were politically acceptable,
the process must come to an end when all capita! is owned
hv foreigners, beyond which further postponement of re-
patriation and remittances will not be possible.

It also follows that remittances are, sooner or later.
Hfeety io grow faster than export earnings sirtte these are
n<>t likely to grow much faster ihan income, and to absorb
a growing proportion of foreign exchange earnings. Even
with rising investments (here is going to be a growing burden
"n the balance of payments of the hosl country.

Furthermore, we must make allowance for the fact
that, with population growth of 2 to 3% per annum, income

I per head rises (ess rapidly than totat income. If the rate
»f Tctum on foreign capital exceeds the rate of growth of
income per head, capital service charges per head of the
population must rise and ihc surplus extracted to meet these

charges wilt increase. For these reasons, private investment
is not likely to make a sustained and substantial net
contribution to the transfer of foreign exchange resources.

But even doting the period when a net inflow of foreign
exchange is possible, because the rate of growth of foreign capi-
tal exceeds the rate of return en foreign capital, less developed
countries are taccd with a dilemma: ertficr they permit or
even encourage this growth of foreign capital, in which case
(hey will be faced with growing foreign .ownership of their
capital stock. Or else they limit this process of alienation,
in which case a growing proportion of their export earnings
will be mortgaged to remitting profits and repatriating capital.

Whereas growth in the more advanced countries stimulat-
ed expansion in underdeveloped countries in the 19th century,
today such growth has either very much smaller effects or is
actually detrimental to development. En addition, what is
regarded as an acceptable rate of growth in underdeveloped

" There has been a growing disparity between development aspi-
rations and trad* opportunttita."

countries was previously substantially less than it is today. As
a Tcsult of this, there has been & growing disparity between
development aspirations and trade oppon unities. These changes
have reduced the attraction of foreign investment to the
host country, particularly if its domestic market is small, slowly
growing and uncertain, and have increased the difficulty of
remitting profits out of export earnings.

Some of these reasons for the reduced benefits to be
derived from international trade are economic, others political.
Thus, higher protection in advanced countries is clearly a
political obstacle. Equally, the discrimination which many
underdeveloped countries practise against agricultural pro-
ductkm and exports (taxation and other restrictions) UIMJ the
high agricultural costs to which their industrial protection
leads reduce both means and incentives to innovate in their
agricultural and manufactured exports.

SB



Inabi'ity to earn profits and repay debts has, in the past,
led to bankruptcies which relieve debtor countries of the need
to repay capital or remit profits: the effective rate of return
has therefore always been much smaller than would appear on
paper. Today, bankruptcies are much rarer and default is
considered a much more serious matter. This implies that
softer terms should be recognized in the terms of agreements.

What'm wrong with foreign companies

Foreign companies are sometimes accused of sacrificing
the national development of the country to their desire for
profits. It would be both unreasonable and possibly undesir-
able to expect foreign companies to act altruistically in
promoting local development. Within the constraints set by
competition, legislation, morality and public opinion, there is
a presumption that they are best employed in seeking profits,
as long as they take a long-term view, not giving excessive
weight to quick profits at the expense of future profits and
as long as they assess correctly the constraints set by political
action and public opinion.

More serious is the charge that the local company
sacrifices its own profits to the interests of the parent company
or sister companies in an advanced industrial country and
that this, rather than any lack of nationalism, charity or
altruism, damages iocal development.

Such restrictions on local profit maximization can have
different reasons. The company may charge higher prices
for its products in order to prevent the elimination of ineffi-
cient sister or parent companies in the investing country.
But the reverse may also be true: the parent company pricing
its products so as to keep an inefficient subsidiary in business.
In the former case the high prices may lead to faster in-
novation in synthetic substitutes in which the parent company
may be engaged. The problem here is not monopoly pricing
by the subsidiary, for price reductions would increase local
profits, but the foreign locus of ownership and control.

Profits may be minimized rather than maximized by
underpricing output and overpricing inputs, if by this device
tax liabilities can be shifted from a high-tax country to a
low-tax country or losses can be set off against highly
taxed gains. Another cause of trouble is to be found
in the high wages and fringe benefits which the foreign
company can offer to local workers and which do not reflect
the costs of alternative uses of the labour forgone. While
this policy ensures that some of the profits of foreign enterprise
are retained by citizens of the host country, it can play havoc
with the wage structure in the rest of the economy, aggravate
social inequality, perpetuate unemployment and encourage
the wasteful use of capital.

These considerations, quite apart from political fears of
domination or foreign influence, suggest that a framework
should be created which would reduce the costs of foreign
investment to the host country without reducing its benefits.

A high share of equity investment imposes two kinds
of burden on the host country. Firstly, a high share of the
increase in production which the investment makes possible
must return to the foreign investor in the form of profits.
Secondly, these resources • must be transferred through
additional foreign exchange earnings. In view of the above-

mentioned limitations of contemporary international trade,
this secondary transfer burden, superimposed on the first, is
bound to be heavy.

Political risks, such as expropriation without adequate
compensation, restrictions on repatriation of profits and
capital, or devaluation, are often cited as factors which
make it necessary to earn high rates of profit to compensate
for these risks. The high rates earned then cause suspicion
and hostility in the host country, which feels that the firm
is taking out much more than it puts in, and tend to lead to
those dreaded events, which the high profits seek to compensate
for. This leads to the demand for even higher profits and
the vicious spiral is given another twist. High profits, requir-
ed because of risks, also impose a heavy balance of
payments burden, tending to lead to restrictions on remittances
and repatriation, and once again strengthen the demand for
higher profits to compensate for the risk of such restrictions.

Mutual gains could be derived from measures which
lower these risks, lighten the balance of payments burden,
reduce the rate of profits required by the company, and dispel
fear and suspicion. Private investment in uncertain conditions
is not a zero-sum game and both investor and host country
can gain from such mutually agreed ' disarmament.'

Advantage* of pnvaio investment

Private investment is frequently lumped together with
official aid as a quantum with which to fill the r' resource
gap,1 and with official aid and receipts from visible and
invisible trade, as a quantum with which to fill the * foreign
exchange gap. '

It has been argued above that private investment cannot
be expected to make a substantial contribution over a
sustained period of time to filling the foreign exchange ^ap.
But while the additions to the volume of total available foreign
exchange may not be substantial, private investment may
provide capita! in a particularly productive form, so that the
efficiency of the resources transferred is high.

The particular contribution of private investment may lie
not in the transfer of foreign exchange so much as in helping
to lay the foundations for further growth in the economy and
in strengthening the base from which domestic savings and
foreign exchange are generated. In particular, private overseas
investment can bestow substantial and unique benefits on
the host country where domestic management skills and
entreprcneurship arc embryonic and there is no other way
of organizing large-scale manufacturing industry.

Its merit then lies not so much in contributing to filling
the foreign exchange gap, or even the savings gap. as in the
following: •,

First, it helps in the transfer of technology;
Second, it provides management and training of local

managers;
Third, it can help in the training of workers ano ' n e

creation of skills in administration, marketing and other busi-
ness techniques;

Fourth, in appropriate forms and with appropriate safe-
guards, it can contribute to the growth of local entcrprc"
neurship;

Fifth, it helps in establishing contacts with overseas bankSi



apital markets, markets for products, sales organizations and
cr institutions and it opens a previously closed society to

worldwide influences;
Sixth, it may also contribute indirectly to filling the savings

and the foreign exchange gaps by contributing to tax revenue;
Seventh, it may contribute to creating, directly and indi-

rectly, employment opportunities.
While all these contributions are possibilities rather than

certainties — since under each heading negative as well as
positive results can be listed — they point the way to solutions
which will maximize the net gains.

The organizational structure and motivation of the
international corporation — with subsidiaries and branches
in many countries, which cart, as we have seen, militate

h against the interests of development in a particular country —
are, for the same reason, capable at responding m o t effectively
to technological, politic*! and rpnoorok: changes in switching
to new products, closing down inefficient lines, cutting costs
by shifting to new sources of supply, etc.

The pressure for greater local participtf iM in ownership
and control may impede or prevent these operations in
much the same way in which nationalism and autarchy
prevent the most efficient international specialization, Adam
Smith's invisible hand has a strong cosmopolitan bias. It
ignores nationalistic aims and, in seeking profits wherever they

I L

• It would be both unreasonable and possibly undesirable lo expect
tort/gfi companies to act altruistically in promoting local devel-
opment. ~

can be made, transcends national boundaries. Whatever may
be true of the national corporation, what is good for General
Motors is not always good for America. It is this dilemma
between, on the one hand, international allocation in the ser-
vice of efficiency and. on the other, greater local participation
and commitment which must be resolved.

Even in sectors and in industries in which foreign equity
investment h the best form of promoting development,
political considcrations suggest that partnerships and joint
ventures — in which local capital and know-how pan L i -
pate '— are often preferable. A pirate firm could establish
a joint enterprise with a local govern men I or a government
agency, such as a local development corporation. The foreign
firm should pui up not more than 49 % of the capital, but
enough to benefit if the enterprise succeeds and suffer if it
fails, it should have a <.uhstaniial minority interest, while the
local government or agency has ihc dominant interest.

Such a holding would often be sufficient to secure a
decisive role in management. But it might be jxissible to
arrange in special circumstances that in the initial phase,
the foreign investor should hold a higher percentage of the
equity, as long as the arrangement for eventual transfer to
local ownership is clearly stated. The foreign firm might
also provide some of the money on a fixed interest basis, or
in the form of preference shares.

The equity interest of the foreign firm would be bought
out by the local government at the end'of a pre-arranged
period. This period could be ten years, with provision each
year after, say. seven years to extend for a further five years
up.to, say, 15 years — or longer in the case of plantation
enterprises. Other forms of rolling extensions could be
devised, such as periodic reviews with stated periods of
extension. Alternatively, the period might be longer, but
there could be options at fixed points when either the local
government can buy out or tht firm can seJI out; sn evaluation
procedure to determine the price would have to be agreed-

Managerial and technical staff would, initially, be provid-
ed almost exclusively by the foreign firm, perhaps under a
management contract, but with the obligation to train local
repiacements within a specified period before buy-out. The
rate of replacement could not be specified contractually,
but the local government would be able to use its represen-
tation on the board to ensure that it went forward at a
satisfactory pace.

Housing and other community services should be
provided by the local government statutory body set up for
the purpose. In view of the relatively short period of own-
ership participation, the foreign firm's capital should be con-
centrated on directly productive activities.

Official aid may provide for the finance participation of the
locai government. It might be possible to provide a long-term
loan on soft terms to enable a host government to participate
in a venture. No subsidy to a particular private firm would
be involved, for (he governmcni's it-mis nf on-lending could
be commercial. Only the secondary foreign exchange burden
would be lightened.

Governments can also support such joint ventures with
buying-oul options, cither by investment guarantees or by
including a clause in the contract of the loan that, in case of
expropriation without proper compensation, the whole out-
standing loan would fall due for repayment immediately.
The force of such a clause would lie in the fear of loss of
credit standing if default occurred,

Arguments against such proposals arc based partly on
the need to repatriate capital paid to buy out a firm and the
consequential strain on the host country's balance of pay-
ments, and parity on the fear that limited participation is
bound to reduce the involvement of the foreign firm in the
host country and to reinforce its enclave nature. The reply
lo both points is that companies should be encouraged to
reinvest their funds in new ventures in thr same country.
Where this is impossible, the costs of rcpat rial ion and short-
term involvement would have to be compared with the
benefits of increased local participation.

Arrangements ol*thc kind skukhed oui aUm: would
attract foreign capital and know-how to (he activities where



they are most useful, but would release them, when the host
government buys out the firm, for new ventures elsewhere.
Thus, good use would be made of the finance and experience
of foreign companies by keeping them in a revolving fund.
Teams could be kept working together and political friction
and transfer burdens would be minimized.

The climate for international investment, and for new
forms of joint ventures, would be greatly improved if a set
of rules for the remittance of profits, capital and capital
gains could be agfeed upon and obeyed. It is important
that profits earned by ibreign capital should be allowed to
be remitted home. Restrictions, except those imposed tem-
porarily in emergencies, would only discourage the future
flow of investment, and are as much against the interests of
the investor as they are against those of the host country.

But if the foreign firm borrows local capital, which it
can often do very cheaply in view of its good credit standing,
profits earned on this local capital need not enjoy the same
freedom. The same rules should apply to these profits as
those which apply to local firms.

While it may be sensible to aim at a certain proportion
of equity to fixed interest investment for foreign capital in
an underdeveloped economy as a whole, the proportions of
specific sectors and firms may, of course, vary widely from
the countrywide average. Some sectors, like transport and
power, can be wholly financed on a fixed interest basis.
Others, where entrepreneurial initiative is important, may be
financed wholly by direct equity investment, while others,
again, may show a variety of gearing ratios of equity to bond
capital. Again, a variety of arrangements can be made for
the transfer and adaptation of know-how. Individuals can be
hired, management contracts can be concluded and partici-
pation in profits can be arranged. It is the purpose of such
arrangements to minimize both the cost to the host country
of the transfer of capital and know-how, and political frictions,
whiie safeguarding the interests of those who are willing to
conduct this transfer.

If our main concern is the social and economic develop-
ment of less developed countries, the contribution of private
overseas investment must be assessed in the light of a variety
of methods of mobilizing resources, skills and know-how.
Our task is to explore the most effective and the cheapest way
of attracting foreign resources, skills and knowledge and the
best way of combining them, and to examine new institutions,
arrangements, and forms of contract.

The objectives of the new arrangements are:
First, to reduce the political tensions that arise from large

foreign-owned enclaves in less developed countries and the
fears of expropriation which deter foreign enterprise;

Second, to establish a framework which would change the
policies of foreign companies so that they do not necessarily
subordinate the policies of the local companies to the interests
of the parent companies;

Third, to induce spread effects, so that the beneficial activ-
ities of the foreign companies spili over into the less dynamic
sectors of the rest of the economy;

Fourth, to set free, after a period, the scarce foreign
capital and skills so that these can be re-employed in pioneer-
ing new ventures rather than continuing to be employed in
existing activities. •

... Zero hour (Continued from P. 23)

of capital for the developing nations. This is becoming one
more shibboleth based on rigid prejudice, with little justifi-
cation in the realities of the situation. It is possible to
insist, though not without difficulty, that no special reserves
should be deliberately created for the purpose of development,
albeit even this is a doubtful proposition. But it is less
easy to understand why, if reserves are created by a consensus
that there is need for more international liquidity, some
modest part of these reserves could not be used for develop-
ment purposes.

Is it the fear of world inflation by allocation of a few
hundreds of million dollars a year, in a world in which the
GNP of the developed nations exceeds $1,650 thousand
million, and the anticipated 3% growth rate in reserves, due
to special drawing rights, should aggregate about $2 thousand
million of new reserves a year? That would be a thesis hard
to uphold. Is it because the new liquidity has to be added
to where there are already big reserves, to supplement them?
The dogma of complete separation of development from the
creation of new financial liquidity cannot be rationally
explained.

A group of experts appointed by UNCTAD in 1965 on
the highest possible level rejected the thesis and strongly
recommended allocation of a part of this new liquidity for
development purposes, with a view to augmenting the flow
of development finance to developing nations. There is no
rational or reasonable argument, but only prejudice, against
using part of these newly created liquidity reserves for this
purpose.

The choice* are unmistaknblo

The raising of capital on the capital markets through
interest subsidy and guarantee by the developed nations, as
1 had suggested in my plan, f^ether with use of new liquidity
reserves for development and, at least, a maintenance of the
present grants-in-aid, could radically change the present
world situation.

Wealth cannot be spectacularly and swiftly expanded in
the highly developed nations, where full employment is
already maintained and further increment of the GNP is
predicated on technological development. But there is a
colossal reserve of unemployed and underemployed man-
power in the developing nations, with low productivity and
an excessive proportion of agricultural labour yielding a
relatively low output.

Added capacity there, through adequate import of
capital, would make available new forces constituting an
economic revolution, with the ensuing wealth seeping through
every part of the world's population and markedly enriching
even the developed nations.

Such a vLion requires a statesmanlike and economically
sound approach. The choices arc unmistakable: on the o°c

hand, famine, political instability, and perhaps war; on the
other, eradication of poverty, unparalleled affluence arlt^
prosperity for humanity as a whole.

What is needed is imagination and a political will w
respond to the challenge inspired by the spirit which fired

the world after the second world war. *



NIGERIA

• Kainji dam officially
ottonod

The newly completed Kainji
dam across the Niger river
will provide power for agri-
cultural and industrial devel-
opment, as well as controlled
river navigation, the opening
up of irrigated agriculture
and the possibility of com-
mercial fisheries.

The dam — which cost
some $250 million to build and
which will generate some 960
megawatts — was otficiaHy
opened in mid-February. Fi-
nancing came from Canada,
Netherlands, United Kingdom.
United States, the World Bank
and Nigeria Itself.

The World BanK loan and
IDA loans will account for
nearly 397o of the total cost
of the programme WTih 16%
coming from the farmers and
the rest from government
funds.

MADAGASCAR

• CmpitMlijcing on _
land and boot oaf (to

The first stage of a long-
term livestock development
programme has been launch-

in Africa by the bojnbing and
poison-spraying of their night-
ly roosting sites. However,
this costly and hazardous
operation often brings about
only temporary, local reduc-
tions in the numbers of this
pest which causes such enor-
mous grain losses.

A team.ol three scientists
from the' U.K. Anti-Locust
Research Centre have started
a three-year study ol the
biology and movements of the
Quelea population in Kenya,
Tanzania and Uganda with

• Mm* feace of Ufa tor
groundnut and millet

Groundnuts are Senegal's
one important cash crop and
the main source of foreign
exchange, accounting tor
nearly two thirds of all ex-
ports

A long-term programme to
Increase groundnut produc-
tion — and also production
of millet, one of the country'!
stapl* crope — is being con-
tinued through a loan of S95
million irwrv toa Wortd Bank
and its atWiajB. the Interna-
tional Development Associa-
tion (IDA). "*

This programme was start-
ed five year* ago with finan-
cial assistance from the Euro-
pean Economic Community
as partial compensation lor
the progressive elimination of
preferential arrangements for
marketing Senegal's ground-
nut crop in France.

Less than Z i ol Madagascar's most impotient resource — cattle —
is processed tpr markst. »

ed m Madagascar with the
help of a S28 million loan
from the World Bank, wtth a
further Si 4 million coming
from government funds.

Grassland* c o w newly
two thirds of the land area
^^fcj-l t h » a m -~ • - m E N — • | l l avail

4WKJ D W I VI vDFnv 10 mil-
Hon head of beef cattle m the
country. However, until now
there ha* been Irttie attempt
to launch a modern beef
cattle industry

This 1IT*I Mag* *W consist
of six 62.000-acre beef cattle
ranches, tour to be establish-
ed in a thinly populated area
close to Tananarive

NIATAN2A

• HoW mrmym of control-
ling thB Ouoloa bird

Nearly 1.000 million QUelea
. birds are destroyed each year

the hope of developing more
economic and effective con-
trol methods The team is
working from the Tropical
Pesticides Research Institute
3t Arusha.

ETHIOPIA

• Mfttzhanizmg thB tfbow
During the last two years

12 WKHortMd Tithing dhows
«t «ortt m the A*d Sea ac-
counted tor 35° o ol the total
eaten coming from some 160
dhows fishing the area.

The supenoniy of Ihe mo-
torized version has spurred
interest in a two-year FFHC
proiect which is providing
engines, spare parts and fish-
ing gear for dhow fishermen
Financing is being met by the
Ethiopian Government and
by Christian Aid, a private
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philanthropic organization.
Some 25 dhows have already
been fitted with 10-64 HP en-
gines

TUNISIA

• Change from suhmit-
tanoe farming

A large project u reclaim
some 4 million acres of arid
land in Tunisia is being sup-
ported by $26 8 million worth
of food aid from the World
Food Programme (WFP).

Some 40,000 members of
300 cooperatives in central
and southern Tunisia are to
plant fruit trees, establish
grazing areas and help to
improve animal husbandry in
an attempt to break out of
subststence (arming into com-
mercial agricu[[ure.

ROMANIA

• Irrigation
mot* am arrowhead

A pilot irrigation scheme
covering some 9.0QQ acres
along the Danube. 40 miles
south of Bucharest, is to serve
as a guide to large-scale
irrigation of some 2.5 million
acres of the Danube plains
over the next ten years

The irrigation scheme, be-
ing carried o i t as a UNDP
project, has a (so attracted
interest In Bulgaria, Hungary
and Yugoslavia The expe-
rience gained so far has al-
ready been put into practice
in a land reclamation and
development project in Yu-
goslavia's Sana river basin.

INDIA

• s 128 mi/Iton for dmval-
npmnnt

India's development pro-
gramme is being helped by a
credit ol $125 million from the
International Development As-
sociation (IDA). This credit
will provide foreign exchange
to cover imported production
materials including agricul-
tural tractors, machine tools,
fertilizers, pesticides and sim-
ilar products. The credit is
for 50 years with 10 years
of grace

M

GABON

• Logging road* neoded
The greater part of Gabon's

] land area is covered with
(!rnpical forest and the 'orest
industry accounti tof *0*s of
the country's export earnings
Timber production has drop*
p«d off in recant yean, now-
ever twpvty because of trans-
portation probtam: tfrw coast-
al zone has been logged out

ISRAEL

• There** no irlmev lika
homo

Fish like to congregate
around solid objects, accord-
ing io Dr O.H Oren of the
5«a Fisheries Research Sta-
tion, in Haifa Japanese fish-
ermen take advantage of this
hypnotic a!lure — known as
Wgmotfoplsm — by using

.-- runken boats and con-

Two tilths ot Gabon's foreign earnings come from forestry. The
World Bank has recently granted a loan tor fwo new togging rpads

and logging companies are
now moving away from the
coast into areas which have
few roads.

A new World Bank loan of
$6 million will pay for two
roads which will open up an
area of more than a million
acres for logging operations.

crete blocks to create suc-
cessful fish colonies. Another
method consists of blasting
underwater reefs to provide
nooks and crannies for algae,
sponges and other underwa-
ter life, thus attracting lob-
sters and other valuable in-
vertebrates.

WFP aiata drought•ttftokmt* oountria*

Emergency food supplies
are being senl by the World
Food Programme (WFP) to
several countries suffering
from severe drought.

.. Mauritania has iost ong
half of this year's cereal
crop through drought. Some
500,000 worth of food is being
sent to help feed some
300.000 persons

.. .Nearly half of the Gam-
bia s rice crop has also been
lost through drought. The
WFP is sending emergency
shipments of sorghum to help
tide 'Over this area of the

country until the new crop
comes in.

,. .Food for 78.000 persons
for three months is being sBnt
to drought victims In Botswa-
na, iasl Mafch $l million
worth of food »,ald was sent
to Botswana because of
drought condit : l is.

.. .A further $1.6 million in
food aid has b'.*en sent to
drought victims in the Domin-
ican Republic following a
report that heavy rains had
followed a prolonged drought,
washing away recently p'ant-
ed crops

Other countries are follow-
ing suit and creating artificial
reefs to promote conserva-
tion and improve fishing.

SYRIA

• Reclaiming tho Bhab
Th& Ghab Valtey is oefrrg

reclaimed with the help of a
huge $38,000 Dutch drainage
machine which can dig a 6-

i foot trench in seconds and
. lays drains at the rate of 12
I fee! a minute: the only one
i of its type in the Near East.

The Ghab's 180,000 acres
are being reclaimed and the
area changed from a deso-
late stagnant marshy lake into
a fertile highly productive
plain. In 195? a natural bar-
rage of earth and rocks was
blown up allowing flooding
from the Orentes river to

j subside. Drainage work was
started and two big dams
were constructed upstream

Drainage and irrigation
work — carried out by a joint
FAO/Syrian learn as part of
a UNDP project — has al-
ready made excellent prog-
ress. The ' lake ' has disap-
peared and some 50.000 re-
settled farmers are now grow-
ing cotton, wheat, maize ttni
barley. Tractors and other
^1 (cultural machinery are at
work in the fieds and experi-
mental crop tnals are being
carried out in pilot areas.

I CEYLON

• Malaria on tho rimm
The global strategy of ma-

laria eradication suffered sev-
eral reverses over the past
year, according to WHO.

In Ceylon there were ex-
tensive epidemics with over
a miff ion cases in 1968. while
m India it became necessary
to recommence spraying op-
erations in the northern and
central parts of the country
These reverses were attribut-
ed by members of the WHO
Executive Board to financial
and administrative problems,
in part, and to the inadequa-
cies of the general health
services in fulfilling their role
in malaria eradication,

1



Indian
Tangle

The author has an impressive back-
ground of knowledge and experience hi
problems of scientific management of
land in its widest ecological context.
Having worked for a long period with
FAO, this experience is global, but a
considerable part of it has been con-
centrated in Asia, particularly India.
Consequently, he is uniquely qualified
to undertake an analysis of the inter-

' relationships between land, livestock and
'be demands of human nutrition in India.

I k'SL- ivliitionships .IFL1 complex, ;l'-
ways and everywhere. In India the
'angle is worse than anywhere else.
sine/ ,llc land has continued to be
exploited 'since the age-old past with
little change in methods forS^; require-
ments of ii steadily incrcasing\iumbcr
of people and cattle. As ii pointed out.
India's current task is to maintain no
'ess than one sixth of the world's human
Population and one fourth of the world's

population. The economic facet
this tangle is the progressive dimi-
i and. scattering of farming units,

low income returns and the lack of scope
Wf savings and investment m improve-
ments. Heavy incrustations of obsolete
social taboos and attitudes make the
Problem more intractable. The powers
that be certainly know better; but the

of alienating the politically en-
mass of peasantry inhibits

action,
the crisis deepens and there is

every reason to share the author's
scepticism about reassuring forecasts
of agricultural plenitude from official
quarters. In these circumstances, objec-
'ivc presentations of the problem by
experts of Whytc's eminence and repu-

tation have a salutary function to
perform. Specialists in land management
and animal husbandry may discover no
startling revelation in this publication,
but will find in it a ready and handy
assemblage of much up-to-date infor-
mation and references. Its greater use
will be to politicians and administrators
engaged in the shaping of public policy
in this sphere.

Whyte's analysis puts the problem in
a wide perspective. It is necessary to
view it in this light, because the situation
has deteriorated too far to yield to short-
term and piece-meal solutions. People
in responsible positions need to be made
clearly aware of all factors entering into
the problem, not only the immediate,
but also the relatively more remote,
which lightening constraints have brought
absolutely closer. Even the few policy
mfccm who know may find it more
politic to attribute needed unpopular
courses to the findings of eminent
foreigners rather than themselves.

Resources for development arc only
too scarce and if their further waste is
to be avoided, some of Whyte's well-
founded observations should be imme-
diately taken into account in future
planning. It is argued, for instance, that
the scope for dairy development is
limited in many pans of India and it
would be better in such areas to stress
poultry production as an alternative
source of animal protein. There may
be need to give clearer recognition to
the buffalo as a source of milk: " India
will never be able to feed enough cows
to produce enough low-fat milk to meet
the national demand " {page 222).

This reviewer found the author weak-
est in his ircatment of what he calls the
international politics of nutrition. It is
nol only Utopian to envisage the intro-
duction for a global system of rationing
of dairy products and similar foods
(page 257): such assurance, even if
feasible, would spell a serious threat to
the Incentive of self-help in countries
whin are presently deficient. It is un-
rcaiKtic to expect (hat an international
community can cither establish the
means of providing all needed supplies
of skim milk powder on a regular
Kisis for an indefinite period of time
(page 183), or that an international food
authority will have the power to ordain
that the food supplies in excess of

nutritional needs in developed countries
shall be exported to specified* places at
prices that the receiving countries can
afford (page 2?S).

The rational course for such an
authority would be to apply such excess
iivnilabiliiLs or excess potential for pro-
duction, not for simple consumer use
in needy countries, hut <is nod corn for
increasing their own 'productive, powers
for good: and such application can be
only by consent and not by fiat. Indeed.
this in precisely the logic that informs
the operations of the World Food Pro-
gramme, the multilateral authority which
has been administering food aid for the
last six years. It is a pity that the author
should be insufficiently awaTe of this
particular significance of WFP'S work.
His comments on FAO'S Indicative
World Plan are also unkind (page 357).

Stfshi! K. Dey

Land. Li vrsfKi, fid Hitman Nutrition itt
India by R.O. whvic

Frederick A. Priicgcr (Spevial Studies in
International Economics and Development).
New York. IWifi (p. 309k Mfi.Ml



Theory and
policies of

development

Celso Furtado is a Brazilian economist
who teaches 31 the Paris University. His
latest book, " Teoria y Poliiica del Dc-
sarrcillo Economigo, " is intended as a
text book on ^coTiomic development for
the student of underdeveloped countries,
and includes parts of an earlier work on
the subject.

Now. development is a historical
process wherein location in time occupies
a fundamental place. Simultaneously, the
study of this process should be directed
toward investigation of certain basic,
historically determined Jaws which govern
the evolution of an economic system,
which ciinnot be confined to a mere

: iptjon and accumulation of statisti-
cal precedents. The historical and analyt-
ical methods must therefore combine to
provide a global vision — and one
sustained by certain printipies of reality.

This is the methodological approach
used by the author, embodied in the
works's five parts. The first analyses
(he theory of development in economic
science, starting with the ideas of the
classic economists to conclude with the
most recent, post-KeyncsLm and nco-
classic theories. The second part ap-
proaches the development process from
an analytic viewpoint, establishing with
great acumen the relations between the
theory of growth and that of develop-
ment. In the third part the devcloptnent
process is examined in historical terms,
stressing the role played by business in
the evolution of the economic* which
are m in an advanced stage. In the
fourth part the problematics of undcr-
dcvclopmcnt arc considered on the basis
of an iinjlytico-hislorical approach, .dis-
tinguishing the phenomenon of dualism

jb a basic characteristic of underdevelop-
ed economies. The fifth part is concern-
ed with development policies, and em-
phasizes the need for planning and
O.IT)ing out structural reforms without
uhich bactft jrdntss M U M be overcome.

\ , ! , *s f i - i . . \ . I hi- HspcCtS div."Lf>M.-[J

b> the author art these of greatest
importance in relation to his subject.
N . rthcloa. any attempt to cover such
a broad field in • book of only 318
pages » fraught with serious dangers:
ii i . ',-.•' p'n „•,: \ V A n.iv !v presented

without adding anything new in relation
EO the present BtwafllW CD which, we
should not forget, this economist has
made significant contribution. We most
saj th<ii despite some very successful
passages and remarkably shrewd obscr-
vaiions — for example those criticizing
ihe policy recommended by ihe Inter-
national Monetary Fund in Chapter
20 — Furtado has been unable to avoid
these risks. Therefore, the discussion
will be confined to some general re-
marks referring to aspects where the
weaknesses seem most apparent. The
first is in connection with the use of
the historical method in the analysis of
development, and the second with the
concept of dualism which, according to
the author, constitutes the basic feature
of undcrdeveloprtwnL

In the third pan (see Chapter 11) the
development of the industrialized coun-
tries is presented from a historical sland-
point. Due to the general nature of the
treatment, it appears as a homogeneous
process in which ihe most important
characteristics must have beer present
equally in ;ill of iho«c countries. In
methodological terms we feel this ap-
proach is faulty. If I he aim of the
chaptei had been of an inform at ivc-
cutefml nature, we would have no ob-
jections: but they become necessary when
history is .iscd with a view to a compar-
ative anaJv.vis, i.e., when there is an
attempt to draw from it certain conclu-
sions having relevance to the backVard
countries' viewpoint, which seems '3*bc
the purpose of the exposition.

It is a known fact ih;it MMonbl
evolution varied significantly from one
country to another, and Furtado is un-
doubtedly aware of it. And, what is
more, those variations may be generaib.-
ed by observing the date when the
economic development of the various

countries began. Therefore we fed it
would have been far more interesting toi
examine (he must outstanding differences
among ihe countries where the expansion
of capitalism started — e.g., England —
and those where the take-off was some-
what delayed — e.g., Japan, Russia —
(without, of course, hilling into case
studies). An emphasis on these aspects
would have made it possible to discern
Lhe conditions which existed in these
comparatively backward economies
(which, however, were able to develop),
directly leading us to consider the prob-
abiiity that those conditions may also
occur now in the present underdevel-
oped countries.

In the fourth part the author uses the
concept of dualism as a defining feature
of underdeveloped economies, If by
dualism we mean the simple difference
in the degree of modernization of the
techniques employed by different sectors
— or regions — oi the economy, which
seems 10 be Furiado's intention in certain
paragraphs (for example, on page 207),
there need be no argument. But if it is
meant to show that " ...the underdevelop- i
ed structures are dualistic systems be-
cause they are composed of sectors or
depariments governed by different eco-
nomic criteria" (page 208), then ii
falls into an error which we feel J ̂ serves
orkkkn, si nee it implies there must be
a kind o£j;>JL.onomy among those sectors
or dcpi-iiments, i

Yet the historical process which gave
rise to the structures is a single one. and
one only: it docs not differ for c:ich
sector. The economy as a whole is set
within the worldwide structure of cap-
italism even when the channels through
which this connection is reached become I
more widespread and diftkuli lo describe
as we move from the more " modem "
to the more "backward" sectors. There-
fore the prevailing jnrm t>f production
a capitalist, even (hough there arc sec-
tors or regions where ihe social relations
are of a pre-capitaHsiic type. It **
precisely this form of productrou?which,
because it is dependent in rclaticti to a
world cconomv dominated by S
large powers and because it contains
features corresponding to more bacV
ward social relationships, acquires sp
cific characteristics tluit distinjiui
Trom drvelopcd capitalism which de-
termines ihe laws of operation iH

iS
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dynamics for the economy as a
$o that, rattier than giving a definition
stressing a supposed dualism we feel it
would be more appropriate to offer one
incorporating the concepts of dependency
and hcterogeneous-ness taken both in its
technological aspects and in terms of
ihe prevailing social relationships.

Despite those weaknesses we have
noted, the clarity of the exposition and
particularly the undeniable importance
of the subjects discussed make this a
book lo be recommended. Complement-
ed by a suitable bibliography, which docfl
mil appear in the text, it can be useful
tu iill those who wish to lenow ihi:
problems of economic development,

telst i Furlado, one of Latin Americas
niosi distinguished economists, is a
tonaei member of the Economic Com-
miv.ion for La I in America and headed,
for a number of years, Brazil's depart-
ment , of Northeastern Development
[Superiniendcacifl para el Desarmllo del
Noreste). An associate member of the
Insiiiuto de Esludios Internationales de
la Universidad de Chile, Santiago, he has
written many books, including " Forma-
cao Economica do Brasil. " " Dcscnvol-
vimienio L- Subdcscnvolvimitnto" and
" Dtulcctica de Dcscnvolvimicnto " which

translated in many languages.

Julio Ldpcz GaUardo
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The worst is not always inevitable.
To prevent it, one mus! denounce it.
The merit of Mr. Andrcskfs book lies
in its exposure of the most perturbing
sociological aspectr of the young African
nations.

The book's insistent fcitmottv is cor-
ruption. Corruption of the leaders who,
h;nin£ seized power, grab public funds,
honours and jobs for themselves and
their followers. Corruplion of officials,

to whom delegated authority is synony-
mous with right of plunder. Corruption
of big foreign companies, ready to use
any means to increase their profits.
Corruption of the gieat powers loo,
seeking, in their relations with poorer
countries, economic and strategic ad-
vantages. Corruption, active and passive.
Corruplion. everywhere.

The author's deep knowledge of Afri-
ca, especially western, blendj with his
experience of Latin America and a polit-
ical insight into Europe devoid of par-
tisan sympathy.

The growing pains of young nations,
he writes, their lack of civic sense, and
their poverty make it impossible to
establish democratic regimes, so that
those who hoJd power cannot afford to
give it up. Racial-tribal tics remain
much stronger than national ones.

The author examines the impact of
abrupt urbanisation in its economic con-
text and its social consequences. Contrary
tO the slow growth of Europe's cities,
those of Africa — or Latin America and
perhaps Asia — are a direct result of
population increase, which occurs before

agriculture has a chance to raise r*
produciivity. The towns, compulsory ^
shelters, can hardly supply the needs,
jobs. They become human — or u
human — jungles, where the struggl
for survival supersedes the law, Fitmilk.-
flock to the cities, driven by poverty an.
drawn by visions of jobs and an easii
life. The balance and survival pattern
of tribal life are destroyed. Destitution
prostitution and often crime arc th
uneasy price of urban growth.

Technical assistance, whether bilatcr?
or international, is not spared in ihi
sweeping indictment which leaves littl-
room for hope.

The task of developing, or even gov-
erning poor countries is a difficult one
Harsh criticism is useful, and eve
essential hut when it is too negative i
defeats its own purpose and may t*
interpreted by a jaundiced reader M at'
expression of nostalgia for ;m obsobti
era outdistanced by history.

R. A librae

The African Predicament by Slamilltv Andrp>ki
Michael Joseph, London, I%H (2.'7 p.) <ik
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FAO Investment Reports

Early in 1967 Ihe FAO Legislation Branch produced a preliminary report on the
Promotion and Protection of Foreign Private investment in Agriculture in the Devel-
oping Countries.

Since then the Legislation Branch has been preparing a series of 15-25 page reports
on legislative and administrative measures taken in individual countries to attract and
regulate foreign private investment in agriculture, forestry, fisheries and related industries

It vvas decided to produce an initial series ol 20 reports in collaboration with the
FAO/lndustry Cooperative Programme by Ihe end Ol 1969, covering seven countries in
Africa, seven in Asia and six in Latin America. In addition to the country reports, a lull-
length comparative study of investment legislation in selected countries in Africa, Asia
and Latin America is in the course ol preparation and should be comoleted in 1969.

The table below shows progress to date.

Completed reports: ,U, Afghanistan, Chile. Ghana, Guatemala.

Indonesia, Kenya. Morocco and Turkey

Completed but awaiting revision or Argentina. Colombia, Iran, Ivory Coast,

government comments: Madagascar. Togo and Tunisia

In preparation:

Remaining to be prepared:

Malaysia

Brazil, Mexico. Philippines and Thailand
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